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60 cents

use this check list when selecting the
record changer for your stereo /mono
high fidelity system
-These mechanical problems, especially
pertinent to stereo reproduction, require maximurn attention to
design and engineering for suppression. Check the new GS -77.
RECORD CARE
Dropping record on moving turntable or disc during change cycle causes grinding of surfaces harmful to grooves.
Check Turntable Pause feature of new CS -77.
STYLUS PRESSURE -Too little causes distortion; too much may damage grooves. Check this feature of the new GS -77: difference in
stylus pressure between first and top record in stack does not
RUMBLE, WOW AND FLUTTER

-

exceed 0.9 gram.
ARM RESONANCE

- Produces distortion and record damage. Cause:

improper arm design and damping. Check new GS -77 for arm
construction and observe acoustically isolated suspension.
HUM-Most often caused by ground loops developed between components. Check new GS -77 and note use of four leads to cartridge,
separate shields per pair.

MUTING -To

maintain absolute silence during change cycle both
channels must be muted. Check new GS -77 and note automatic
double muting switch, plus R/C network for squelching power
switch 'clicks.'
OPERATION- Stereo cartridge output signals are fed
to separate amplifier channels. Record changer should provide
STEREO /MONO

facility for using both channels simultaneously with mono records.
Check new CS -77 Stereo /Mono switch.
These arc just a few important criteria to guide you in selecting
the best record changer for your stereo and monaural hi -fi system.
Some of these features may he found in changers now on the
market, but only one changer incorporates them all-the modern
Glascr- Steers GS-77. Only $59.50 less cartridge.
Depi.

111,t 2.

GLASER- STEERS CORPORATION, 155 Oraton Street, Newark, N. J.
In Canada: Ales L. Clark, Ltd., Toronto, Ont. Eaport: M. Simons & Sous, inc., N. Y. C.

GLASER- STEERS GS -77 THE MODERN RECORD CHANGER
superb for stereo ...and better than ever for monophonic records

****** Exciting offer to new members
of the RCA VICTOR
TOMMY DORSEY
':

a;

.`:

POPULAR ALBUM CLUB

The great Dorsey group of the
late 1930s and early 40s playing

YES INDEED!

TOMMY

A 5 -ALBUM
****************** SET OF SWING
GLENN MILLER
CLASSICS
C/

their biggest hits. Featuring

DORSEY

Hn Hic
ORCHESTRA,

Frank Sinatra, Bunny Berigan,

Jo Stafford with The Pied Pipers.
12 selections, including Mark,

Star Dust,

l'll Never Smile Again,

-J Song of India,

Opus No.

I.

111.01.110k wem-rda

Miller's best, including Moonlight Serenade, In the Mood, Tuxedo Junction, String

of

for only

Pearls,

American Patrol, Little Broten
Jug, St. Louis Blues, Pennsylvania
6- 5000, (l've Cot a Cal in) Kalamazoo, Boulder B14,, Farewell
Blues, King Porter Stomp.

..

$398

*** * * * * * * * * * * * * ***

...

BENNY GOODMAN

mitts exciting new plan, under the direction of the

if you agree to buy five albums from the Club during the
next twelve months from at least 100 to be made available

Book-of-theClub, enables you to have on tap a variety of popular
music for family fun and happier parties
and at an immense
saving. Moreover, once and for all, it takes bewilderment out of
building such a well- balanced collection. You pay far less for
albums this way than if you buy them haphazardly. For example,
the extraordinary introductory offer described above can represent
an approximate 33is`7o saving in your first year of membership.
Thereafter you can continue to save up to 331/4%o. After buying
the live albums called for in this offer. you will receive a free 12 -inch
33Aá R.P.M. album,
ith a nationally advertised price of at least
S3.98, for every two albums purchased from the Club. A wide
choice of RCA VICTOR albums will be described each month.
One will be singled out as the album-of-the.nlo th. If you want it.
you do nothing; it will come to you automatically. If you prefer
one of the alternates
nothing at all in any month -you can
make your wishes known on a simple form always provided. You
pay the nationally advertised price- usually 53.98, at times S4.98
(plus a small charge for postage and handling).
.1

The King, his laud and Quartet,
at their swinging best in 11
masterpieces; with Krupa, Hemp.
ton, etc. Sing Sing Sing, One
ti Clock Jump .Ind the Angels
Sing, Stoat pin' at the Savoy, King
Porter's Stomp, Bugle Call Rag,
etc. The original versions.

* * * * * * ** * * * * * * * ***

DUKE ELLINGTON
,avle...',:t

DUKE
ELLINOTON

/

Duke's all -time best band,
1940-42, with Hodges, Webster,
Blanton, Stewart, Williams, Car-

ney, f vicAnderson, IlcrbJefries.
16 tunes, including "A" Train,
I Cot It Bad, Perdido, Cotton Tail,
Main Sic,,,, Blue Serge, Flaming
Sword, Roc /,-s in My Bed.

oreheetro

In n msllotono

*** 7C*R***
ARTIE SHAW
*#.T[**R R

h

7(

...

-or

ALL THESE ALBUMS ARE 12 -INCH 33'3 R.P.M. LONG -PLAYING. THEY ARE THE
ORIGINAL RECORDINGS NOW REPROCESSED TO ENHANCE THEIR SOUND

THE RCA VICTOR POPULAR ALBUM CLUB
P12.12
e/o Book -of -the -Month Club. Inc., 343 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.
Pien.e nod -nor not a, .c month, of 'l'h,. nc.t yn:run l',q,nlar Albion Chili and acrid air tin e
f r.. -AII nn aol of Swing Cla..lc., for a hid, I will pay 33.9A. piles ..nmll sharp for postage

alum. offeted by the Club within Ihr. neat twelve
nnth+. for ,-ach of whirl, will h,: hilted nl the nationally adrrrfi.e,l price: °madly to ßt5, at
limn, Si JIH (pina n ,moll j,,..te,: not handling charge). Thereafter. I hood ,uy only lour
mlier
such atom4 ill any twel s,...mill period Ion inlain Il udoo. hip. I nuts cancel
nr, inn thi.
Ail, any lino- alt.-, Inning f v. all,lm. (ron, clot. Chili l(in nd,liiion to t)n,nr. i I ,r.ldl
introductory ..!Ter). After my fifth purchux, if I continuo, for every two zillion. I huy t nay
choose w third all
(roe.
and hurdling. I agree to Tony fn,: other
1

.

n,
))

Shaw's two most successful big
bands in 12 history -making hits
recorded in 1938.43. Includes
Begin the Begttinc, Nightmare,
Frenesi, Star Dust, Dancing in the
Dark, Temptation, Indian Lave
Call, All the Things You Are,
Serenade to a Savage, etc.

* * ** * * * * * * * * * * * /1 **

e

a

Address

Dealers

e

o

Name

e City

e

a

7nne
NOTE:If you wish

Io enroll

though an authortud

A'anee

eeac

RCA

Ste

VICTOR,lealer. please fill in her.:

e

Address

PLEASE NOTE: Send na money. A bill wdl be seal. Albums on be shipped only to residents of the O S., ifs
larritarhe and Canada. Albums loi Canadian m.mb.rt she made in Weds aria shipped duly Ire. from Ontario.
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Precision
lori...
precisely
for music

!

?T

pickup precisely designed for
music! A stereo pickup with all
the compliance, frequency
response and distortion -free
performance required for the
highest quality music reproduction. This.,.is the
STANTON Stereo A

FLUX VALVE ...where
quality starts and the
music begins!

Hermetically staled for

hie -free use,

o

plck-up can equal.

moral

Ilfelitae of trou.

the STANTON Stereo

FLUXVALVE performs in
Use

The STANTON Model 196 UNIPOISE Arm
with integrated Stereo- FLUXVALVE pickup
mounts easily on all quality transcription turntables. Preci<ion single friction -free bearing adds
genNenest to quality. $59.85 with replaceable 0.7

o

-

way no other

mil diamond

it In oatomatit or

For

use in

- choose

retord playing totems.

T -GUARD

Stylus.

all pickup arms -automatic or manual
the STANTON Model 371 Stereo -

FLUXVALVE cartridge. On monophonic

rec-

ords it will outperforms any other pickup except
the orioínnl FL1!
on stereophonicrecord; it it peerless! $29.85 with replaceable 0.7
mil diamond T-GUARD Stylus.

l"I'ALI'E:...

PHOTOGRAPHED BY HORT WELDON

f
for those who con hear fh(p oiif/erence
I

I

CC

i

FINE QUALITY HIGH FIDELITY PRODUCTS BY

PICKERING & COMPANY, INC., Plainview,
FLUXVALVE, T- GUARD. UNIPOISE are

Address Dept. 8128 for

a

N. Y.

registered trademarks of Pckermg 8 Co.. Inc..

free copy of IT TAKES TWO TO STEREO by Walter O. Stanton.

O

j-TIGTI
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This month's cover, celebrating the
hundredrh anniversary of Puccini's birth,
was designed by René Share .
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NEW! LAFAYETTE "STEREO"

HI -FI PHONO MUSIC SYSTEM
An Ideal

C
(

Quality System For Listening

To The New High Realism Stereo Sound!

,.

.,,

FOR STEREO & MONAURAL REPRODUCTION

COMPONENTS

Lafayette LA -90 28 -Walt Stereo Amplifier
Garrard RC121 /Il Changer
Lafayette PK -111 Wood Into

NEW GE GC -1
STEREO

.

3.95

-1 Stereo Magnetic Cartridge
2- Lafayette 2K -58 Coaxial 12" Speakers

WITH

23.47
59.00

GE GC

DIAMOND
STYLUS

72.50
41.65

Total Reg. Price -104-.51-

YOU PAY ONLY 167.50 SAVE 33.07!
ONLY 16.75 DOWN
12.00 MONTHLY
complete
music
system brought to you by Lafayette's top
phono
A superb
stereo engineers. Naprt of rho system is the new Lafayette LA -90 with
14 watts per channel and with all the inputs necouory for o comnlote
stereo control center. Other fine components of the system are tho famous
4 -speed automatic record changer ready to
new Garrard RC121
accept stereo cartridges, the Lafayette PK -111 wood base for changer,
of fine selected woods; the now GE GC -7 stereo /monaural variable re.
'octanes ter,rldge with 0,7 mil genuine GE diamond stylus; and 2 of tho
unbeatable, for performance-value, Lafayette 5K -58 12" coaxial speakers with built -in crossover network and brilliance level control. Supplied compute with cables, connectors, and eery-to-install instructions.
Shpp. wt., 66 lbs.
Net 167.50
HF-374 Stereo Phono System, with mahogany or blonde wood changer bate (please specify)
HF -375 Same as 11F -374 but with 2- Lafayette CAB-1d mahogany or walnut or CAB -17 blends Resonator -type
Nei 222.50
speaker enclesuret (specify which)

-

/II

LAFAYETTE STEREO FM /AM -PHONO MUSIC SYSTEM
Sonnies HF -374 above but with new Lafayette stereo Model ET -99 FM/AM Tuner.
Net 237.00
HF-377
Sem
HF-376 Stereo FM /AM -Phone System
- ......__..... Net
but with 2- lafoyetle CAB -1d mahogany or walnut or CAB-17 blonde speaker eerie

as HF -376

292.00

NEW! LAFAYETTE 28 -WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER
Superlative Features and Low Cost
make it easy to GO STEREO NOW!

20- 20,000 CPS RESPONSE
A new, versatile stereo control center preamplifier -amplifier whose excallenl
Performance and low cost make it easy to start enjoying stereo sound right
newt Power output is 14 watts per channel for stereo, or -by placing
the Stereo- Monaural Switch in "Monaural" position and connecting the
output transformer ups in parallel -28 watts are available le drive a single
ONLY 7.25 DOWN
speaker system monaurally; or -each individual amplifier output may be
connected to a separate speaker system for 28 -watts total monaural out8.00 MONTHLY
put with the amplifier used os either on electronic crossover, feeding
speaker system and highs lo the other, or to creole a pseudo-stereophonic effect with
low frequencies to
monaural program malarial. Response is 20. 20,000 cps; distortion is below 1Y,% of 12 watts; hum is 75 db
below full output, either channel; output taps ore 8, 16, and 32 ohms 14, 8 or 16 ohms when strapped to.
gather); controls Include 6- petition selector switch (Aux, Ceramic or Crystal, Tuner, LP -RIAA, POP, Tapa

LA -90

72.50
1

Head), Balance Channel A, Balance Channel B, Mosier Level, Poloist A and Treble B (dual concentric), Bass A
and Bass B (dual concentric), Channel Reverse Switch, Stereo.Menaurol Switch, Tape Monitor Switch, Speaker
Phasing Switch. Inputs include dual Tuner, Crystal Cromic, Meg. Phono, Tope Head. Tapo Monitor Output.
Tubes are 4-12AX7, 4 -Eloy 24Z80 Rectifiers. Sine is 411/16^ lt s 14-9/16" no x 9.1/4" d. Shpg. wt., 22 lbs.
Nei 72.50
LAFAYETTE 1.11-90 Stereo Amplifier

/

NEW! LAFAYETTE STEREO
MONAURAL FM -AM TUNER
LOW BUDGET PRICE!

INSTALL STEREO NOW!
FM -AM STEREO RECEPTION
FM OR AM MONAURAL RECEPTION
FM MULTIPLEX RECEPTION
(REQUIRES DECODER)
FOR SIMULTANEOUS FM R.
AM LISTENING IN DIFFERENT ROOMS
3 MICROVOLTS
FM SENSITIVITY
ARMSTRONG FM CIRCUIT

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
An excellent unit with many outstanding features whose low cost and high
degree of flexibility combine to make i1 practicable to enjoy stereo FM /AM
broadcasts NOW without fear of obsolescence. The lafoyeue 1T -99 Stereo
Tuner may be used for standard AM or FM (monaural) or for FM -AM stereo
listening. Or, you can use it es o 2- channel receiver and food FM to one
room and AM to another at the same lime. Outputs ore provided for stereo

LT-99

72.50
ONLY

7.25 DOWN8.00 MONTHLY

or monaural
aural tope recording directly off the air. Styling o modern and cite
signed
please the, style- conscious modern young homemaker.
Circuitry is of the Armstrong FM type, with limiter and discriminator; sensitivity is 3 microvolts (on FM) for
20 db quieting, 75 microvolt, loopsensiliviy on AM; frequency responso is, for FM, 20- 20,000 cps ± I db,
and for AM 20.5,000 cps ± 2 db; output voltages are: FM -2'A volts for 100% modulotion, AM -1 volt
rage. Output jocks include AM
M -FM Monaural, AM Stereo, AM Tope Recording, FM Tape /Multiplex. Controls
include
clude Stereo Monaural .witch, Selector Switch (AM, FM -AFC- FM, Off), AM Tuning. FM Tuning, Multiplex Tape,switch. Built -in FM and AM antennas. Tubes ore 6BE6, 2.61A6, 608, 12AT7, 6ÁU6, 6Aí3; diode AM
detector, selenium rectifier. For 105-120 volts, 50/60 cps AC. Slse B -1/2" d s 13-5/16" x 4.1/4" h. Shpg. wt.,

.l

16V, lbs.

LAFAYETTE 1T -99 Stereo Tuner

/geite Blida
Send

Net

P. O. BOX

72.50

I

Address

I

City

- - -- --

AND

be evident from Jim Cost's hor-

page 43 -he spends a great cleat of time
enclosures,
loudspeaker
essniructiug
which he then surreptitiously disposes of.
(M/ho doesn't ?) His other occupations
include teaching physics at a high school

in Eufaula, Alabama, driving (and, he
says, nursing) a Volkswagen, leading a
Great Books discussion group, reading
Niel 'illc, and playing music, whereat he
has been an amateur practitioner for
ten years. As to what instrument he plays,
apart from the phonograph, deponent
swith not.

John S. Wilson is well known by name,
of course, to all our readers with any interest in jazz. lie is also something of a
wit: he points out that he had the grace
to listen to jazz for twenty years before
venturing to (rite alxult it, and that even
after this he remains (as <loes Louis Armstrong) a Cuy Lombardo fan. His contribution to this issue: "Twenty Years in
a Jumping Groove," page 40.

High Fidelity, 13emlisbcr 1958; VOL R,
No. 12. Published monthly by Audiocont,
Inc.. Crest Barrington. \late.. n subsidiary
of The Billboard Pnhlishing Co.. publishpot and
ere of 'l'hc Billboard, Yrnd, F
;
The Billboard International. 'relopl
Great Barrington 1:3(1(1. Nis-miser Audit
Bureau of Circulation.

Editorial Correspondence .should he nddresccd to The Editor, Crean Barrington.
Blass. Editorial contributions will he ...A-

ccosted. Payment for articles acecpled vift
be arranged prior to publication. h°n <ulicit-

rates: United States and
Canada 1 year. 56; 2 years. $11; 3 years,
GO cents.
copies
515. Single

PASTE ON

Subscription

POSTCARD

Zone....

will

rifying article, "Have Casket, Need
Corpse"-which you can shudder over on

Subscriptions, Change of nddreys notices.
undeliverable copies, orders tir subscriptions sl
id be addressed to High Fidelity
Magazine 210(1 Patterson Street, Cincinnati 22. Ohio.

590

CUT OUT

Note e

C. J. LeBel initiates our new AuDloc1TA1-r
section (see page 130) with a knowing
article on the future of tape as a homemusic medium. lie wrote it, incidentally,
in a summer hotel in Stockbridge, Massa chusetts, where he repairs each year for
a fortnight in order to bear no music at
all, live or reproduced, except for a few
MU /Voidable bird songs.

ed mannteripts should be accompanied by
return postage.

1

JAMAICA 31, N. Y.

FREE LAFAYETTE Catalog

1

I

I

5

Ronald Eyer, whose portrait of Pnecini
leads off this issue -on page 34. went to
the source for his material, and sent us a
postcard girdle& of Puccini's study at
Torre del Lago to prove it. Eycr is editor of Mu.9icaf America, as everyone
knows, and bas written for nearly all
other nnisical publications there are. He
was inveigled into this field of endeavor,
incidentally, by the late H. L. Mencken
and Senator Arthur Vandenberg, than
whose one could hardly find more illustrious inveiglers. H1(71 Flura.rrY readers will
renlelltlxr him for a brisk essay on humor in music called "The Musical Funny bone."

As

WATTS MONAURALLY WITH 1 OR 2 SPEAKER
14 WATTS PER STEREO CHANNEL
SYSTEMS
SPEAKER PHASING SWITCH
3.S MILLIVOLTS
SENSITIVITY FOR TAPE HEAD OR PHONO CARTRIDGE

28

FLEXIBLE DESIGN!

AUTHORitatively Speaking

State
Mew

HICK FIDELITY MAGAZINE

4
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9fEEIWVOLin tune with

HIGH FIDELITY
Custom Television is the only system
built and built -in. to complement your home
high fidelity sound system!
High and low impedance audio outputs furnish
distortion -free sound . . Fleetwood's fully electronic remote control provides not just channel
selection and volume control
but contrast,
brightness, volume, channel selection, fine tuning
and the exclusive Definition Control that tailors
picture texture to individual taste. (Non- remote
Fleetwoods also available.)
FLEETWOOD

-

-

Fleetwood has four I.F. stages for full four megacycle bandpass
employs 27 tubes exclusive of
the picture tube, will mount a 21 ", 24" or 27"
rectangular picture tube. In technical perfection,

Fleetwood matches the professional broadcast
monitors also made by Conrac for major networks.
Anywhere you want Fleetwood
it belongs
beautifully! In a wall, room divider, bookcase,
piece of heirloom furniture
in the living room,
den, kitchen, bedroom, recreation room -Fleetwood
installations are unlimited!

-

-

Write today for free booklet of installation ideas, complete information and the name of your nearest dealer.

9-LEEI(LTOOd

CUSTOM TELEVISION

Crafted by CONRAC, INC.

DECEMBER 1958
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Patented
Sheathed
Conductors

Micra -thin
Diaphragm

Molded
Styrene
Frame

UNMATCHED MUSICAL CLARITY
delicately balanced by 176 "strings"
Each radiating element of JansZen Electrostatic Speakers contains
I76 push -pull sheathed conductors. This dual array of "strings"
is the most durable and efficient ever patented. Without any chance of
electronic breakdown, it provides uniform opposing forces to move
the sensitive diaphragm with the same amplitude and in the
same phase over its entire area. Like a true piston, the diaphragm
behaves as if it had neither stiffness nor mass
short, as if it were not

-in

there at all. This enables the JansZen to precisely recreate the acoustic
pressures recorded by the microphone without unnatural coloration.
Model 65 Electrostatic Mid /High Range Speaker
Using two of the JansZen Electrostatic elements
a built -in high -pass filter, this remarkable new
speaker combines all of the advantages of the model
130 but with 60° dispersion. Gives absolutely
clean response to 30,000 cycles. $86- $91.50
depending on finish. Slightly higher in West.

with

NEW!

Woman's Place?
Stn:
I am all in favor of girls, but we have
to find ways and means to educate
them in the ground rules of high fidelity. It is back enough that nature
has endowed them with such sensitive
ears that they resent any reasonable
volume in our music systems. The reason for this letter, however. is their
habit of having their pictures taken
draping themselves gracefully over a
loudspeaker.
Somebody should tell then they are
probably getting too close to the
speaker. At least that is the impression
created by so many advertising agencies. Look at page 1 of your October
issue. A high -class lady caresses a Jensen speaker ehich, admittedly, is a
nice piece of furniture but cannot
give the lady any enjoyment unless
she gets some distance away from it.
Between pages 16 and 17 a classy
minx associates intimately with an
RRL speaker. On page 38 two members of a high -fidelity family are practically crawling into a Legato speaker.
On page 157 there is another beauty.
rubbing shoulders with an Oxford
speaker system. And on page 164 a
provocative girl in a brief nightgown
has gotten out of bed to embrace an
x -100 speaker.
May I suggest to these misguided ladies that, if they feel like caressing
something, they sit far away from the
speaker, with a more animate object?
John J. Stern, M.D.
Utica, N. Y.

Model 130 Electrostatic Mid /High Range Speaker
For those who insist on the most gracious sound
attainable, only this original JansZen model will suffice.
Excellent for multiple woofer systems.
Contains four Electrostatic elements individually
tested for distortion and matched within 1 db for
output. Room -filling 120° dispersion
to 30,000 cycles. $161 -$188 depending on finish.
Slightly higher in West.

JansZen
*including designs by Arthur .4. Janszen
made exclusively by NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP., Neshaminy, Pa.
Export Div.. 25 Warren St., New York 7, N. Y. Cable: Simontrice, N.Y.

America's Musical Heritage
Sue:

My question is very simple: what has
happened to American music other
than the contemporary or near con-

temporary?
Not so many years ago, the American contemporary had almost no
chance of having his work recorded.
That has all changed, and many laudable efforts are macle in his behalf.
While these may be only a fraction of
what is necessary, everyone will agree

Continued on page 9

Ilrcrr
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The recording tape industry introduces the new
"double play" tapes, made on 1/2 -mil Mylar°
polyester film base, making available twice the normal
length of tape on any given reel size and effectively
doubling the normal playing time. Problem: The
new tape is "twice as long," to he sure, but quite
fragile, requiring special care in handling.

The recording tape industry introduces the new
"tensilized" or "fortified" double play tapes, now
made on a special type of reinforced 1/2-mil
Mylar° base that is twice as resistant to stretching
and breaking as in the 1955 kind. Problem: The
new tape is indeed "twice as long and twice as strong"
now (just as strong as normal tape, in fact), but
the price is astronomical.

Beginning November 1, 1958. all Irish "Double
Play" recording tape on the market will be of the
reinforced, 1957 kind
but at the moderate price
of the older. 1955 kind. End of Problem: This
latest irish "Double Play" tape has the length (2400
feet on a standard 7 -inch reel), it has the strength
(6 lbs. tensile force)
and you can afford it

-

-

Irish
S
recording tapes
ORI,.'O

are made by the exclusive
FERRO- SHEENsprocess and are available
wherever quality tape is sold.

manufactured by ORRADIO INDUSTRIES, INC.
OPELIKA, ALABAMA, U. S. A.
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., New York, N.Y.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto,-Ontario

DuPonrl faprrlared frodamwl

New
N -33H

Rondine

ysteresis

I

Powered!
Only

$69."

why

a

Rondine turntable is

"A problem that often shows up on conversions from monaural to stereo
systems is that of turntable rumble. Borderline turntable, meaning those
which are acceptable in a monaural system, may prove to have too much
rumble for use in a stereo set -up. The reason for this is that stereo utilizes
both vertical and lateral groove etchings (unlike monaural recording
which uses only the lateral etching). Thus, a stereo cartridge must respond to both motions and will respond to rumble both laterally and
vertically ...This problem seems to be most severe with record changers.
Good turntables are more apt to be free of excessive vertical rumble."

- Reprinted from THE AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE

GEORGE NELSON, one of America's great industrial designers,
created the new fashion -keyed Rondines.
The result, you can point out to the lady of the house that Rondine
is not only the finest performer, but also the most beautiful!

N -33H

(illustrated

a Rondine is your best buy in a turntable! The self.lubricating Ron dine turntable shaft and shaft well are precision- rrachirted as perfect
"mates" to assure smooth rotation. The shaft is "micromatically"
checked to be absolutely perpendicular to the table ... eliminating "wow"
and "flutter" from this source.

All tables are cast of resonance -inhibiting aluminum alloy. They are lathe
turned for perfect concentricity and balance. No "pull" is exerted on
magnetic cartridges. Tapered shape permits easy disc handling.
-

The new Rek -O -Kut hysteresis synchronous motor has an extremely small
external stray field -a unique advantage where magnetic recording heads
are in the vicinity of the motor. High efficiency and exclusive fan shape

rotor surface insure a cooler running motor. Extremely accurate dynamic
balancing for each motor, minimum stray field in the air gap and use of
large surface sinter -metal bearings assure smoother, quieter operation
year after year.

...

Single Speed (33 rpm),
Drive with hysteresis syn-

chronous motor. Noise level:

Built -in strobe disc- lathe- turned cast aluminum turntable. $69.95 net,

-53db.

ltd

126H\

Rondine, Model B
Three speeds, powered by hystereBuilt -in
sis synchronous motor.
strobe disc and retractable 45 rpm
hub. Pilot light for "on. 'off" indication. $99.95 net.
New

RONDINE...REK -O -KUT STEREO -MONAURAL TONEARMS

Provide instant mounting
fasten with single nut. Correct mounting position is pre -set on Rondine deckplates.
All leads fully shielded in special chamber, insures 100% humfree performance!

abovelBelt

must for stereo!

Why

FOR YOUR

Rondine Model

a

$27.95.

Wlto for new Rek-O -Kul catalogs

REK-O-KUT

HIGH FIDELITV TURNTABLES TONEARMS
38 -1 9 106th Street. Corona 69, N.V.
ENGINEERED FOR THE STUDIO ..DESIGNED FOR THE HOME
.

Export, Morhan Exporting, 458 Broadway, N. Y.
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Canada: Atlas Radio, 50 Wingold Ave.. Toronto 10, Ont.
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LETTERS
Continued f rom page 6

that his opportunities have increased
many fold.
But from about 1S5()
on. there were hundreds of United
States citizens l 'ho wrote serious music. One realizes that this country did
not have the heritage and tradition of
European countries and one can understand that our writers could not be
favorably compared to the best Enropcan composers; but within our own
couinty, there must have been a few
who wrote music equal to some lower
grade Liszt, some Lia dov, or Smetana.
I realize that there is some \dacDowell. a Chadwick item. and one or two
others on records, but the proportion
is so far off as to make it appear that
either the present generation had no
native forebears or that we are
ashamed to acknowledge that we
wrote anything less than "modern"
.

.

0FOLüQ,ivt,STEREO HI-FI

Knight

.

created by ALLIED RADIO
advanced design, features, performance and styling
outstanding for superb musical quality
each unit guaranteed for one full year

THE

KNIGHT

STEREO

ENSEMBLE

nulsic.
To restate my question: Is American music written before 1915 so completely dull that no one is willing to
listen to it?
Leslie Robert Maze
Fund du Lac, Wis.

..

.

\Ir.

Maze might be interested in Then
discography, "Americans on
Microgroove," Part I published in July
FuUF'.Llrv's

1958.-Ed.

An Appeal for Texts
Sin:

N

e

~

congratulations to \I r. David
Johnson for taking occasion, in the
first paragraph of his August review
of Goethe Songs, with Irmgard See fried as soloist (Decca 17L 997-1), to
deplore the inexcusable failure of
Decca to provide the texts of the
songs. Such an omission is, as roar reviewer points out. especially bi-rarre
in a recording nvhich gets its unity
from the identity of the poet, though
it is of course a very common malpractice.
May I urge all your reviewers, especially Of songs (as distinct from
other vocal music like opera scicetions). to mention regularly in their reviews whether or not texts have been
provided. It seems to nie this will have
very salutary effects on the Companies
concerned. llccca, incidentally, has
been consistently bad in this respect,
which is especially painful in view of
the superb Lieder singers on their
list and the often excellent recordings
made by them. Other companies have
been consistently good with texts, notably Westminster and Vanguard.
Dccca should take a leaf from the
Continued on nest page
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knight

KN734 deluxe 34 -watt stereo amplifier
compare these "royalty of value" features:
Full stereophonic and monophonic controls

only

LJ

$12950

easy terms:
$12.95 down

17 watts per
stereo channel...34 watts monophonic Separate bass and treble
controls for each channel 5 pairs of stereo inputs...input jack
for accessory remote control DC on all preamp heaters
Wide range balance control 3 -step loudness contour Variable
input loading control for any magnetic cartridge May be used
as 34 watt add -on with special preamp output Mar-proof
vinyl -clad metal case...solid aluminum anodized front panel.

knight KN120

deluxe stereo FM -AM tuner
of value" features:

compare these "royalty
only

$12950
easy terms:
$12.95 down

Separate FM and AM sections for simultaneous or separate
operation Dynamic Sideband Regulation for minimum distortion
of FM Dual limiters on FM Tuned RF stage on FM and AM
3- position AM bandwidth switch Cathode follower multiplex
output jack Four cathode follower main outputs Dual
"Microbeam" tuning indicators Illuminated 9W tuning scale;
inertia tuning with advanced flywheel design High -sensitivity AM
ferrite antenna Handsome solid aluminum front panel,
gold anodized, with beige leathertone case.

FREE 1969 ALLIED CATALOG

order fro
m

Jt^waronn0--

Send for your complete, moneyaavIng guide to the world's largest
selectior of hl-fi systems and components. See everything in thrilling
stereo; all the new KNIGHT systems and components; every famous
make line. For everything in hi-fi, for everything in Electronics, get
the 452page 1959 ALLIED Catalog. FREE -write for It today.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Dept.
Chicago 80, Illinois

49 -M8
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LETTERS

First
the
fabulous
TD -124

two

Continued from preceding page

TD -124

$99.75 net

igas

new "TD"

Stereo -Monaural

TD -134 $60.00

net

turntables
Here's good news for budgetminded hi -fi aficionados.
These two new Thorens
turntables (with integral
tone arm) give you the same
basic drive mechanism you get
in the ultra- precise TD -124 transcription turntable, but they're streamlined for economy. See the new
TD -184 and TD -134 at your authorized
Thorens hi -fi dealer's today.

TD -134 Manual Player. 4 speeds. It
has the same precision- machined, adjustable -speed drive as the Thorens
TD -124 transcription turntable for minimum wow, flutter and rumble. Turntable floats on nylon bearings. Integral

tone arm equals tracking performance
of separate arms costing as much as
half the price of this entire unit. Plug
in adapter for standard stereo or monaural cartridges. 15" x 12 ", extends
21/2" below panel, 3" above.
+0,1Lht

s L

, .7f {

Berlioz by Beecham
Sin:
Within a period of a few months there
have appeared on the market two sets
of stereophonic recordings of Berlioz's

Requiem, the third and fourth recorded performances of this great work.
However, in my opinion, neither of
these two versions is anywhere near
TD -184

$75.00 net

TD -184. Same as TD -134 with semiautomatic operation: One dialing motion selects 7 ", 10" or 12" record size,
starts motor. Arm literally floats down
into first record groove on air; adjustable piston controls lowering speed.
Absolutely no connection between arm
and table during playing. Featherweight
position trip shuts off player at end of
record, idler disengages and arm lifts.
Manual reject control permits shut-off,
interruption or manual operation.

Thorens celebrates 75 years of progress in music reproduction

4

ÚI

H

SWISS MADE PRODUCTS
HI -FI COMPONENTS

LIGHTERS

SPRING -POWERED SHAVERS
MUSIC BOXES
NEW HYDE PARK, NEW YORK

1O

Archive series of Deutsche Gramumopiton, which they distribute in this
country.
There are many like myself who
can read one or more of the relevant
European languages (mostly German.
French, Italian) but who do not have
a good enough aural comprehension
of them to recognize the words directly from the singing. After all, even
English is often hard to follow in song.
Our enjoyment of songs, especially
German Lieder, is considerably enhanced by our being able to read as
we listen. And for the sake of the texts
we would be glad to dispense with
the usual inane -program notes" on
the backs of the record envelopes.
My own firm practice is to refuse
to buy any Lieder recordings without
texts, however much I may like the
songs and the singing-not because I
want to be stuffy about it but because
I don't like to be tantalized. For Dec ca's information, this has caused me to
pass up :r number of their records,
especially the recent Fischer- Dieskau
releases, which I otherwise would
certainly have bought.
Bernard Brodie
Pacific Palisades, Calif.

perfection. Scherchen's performance,
of course, is the better of the two; but
the choir in this recording becomes instrumental, and Dr. Scherchen's reading of the score is sometimes quite liberal.

Another of Berlioz's great pieces,
Te Drum, has been recorded only
once-by Sir Thomas Beecham -and
that recording is nearly perfect. sincerely believe that only Sir Thomas has
clear understanding of Berlioz's idea
and has the power and ability to make
a best recording. I do hope that he
will find time to record Berlioz's Requiem. \Vho will be able to do it after
him?
James C. Chang
Los Angeles, Calif.
.1

From EMI we learn that the idea of a
Berlioz Requiem recording has been
broached to Sir Thomas. The gentleman,
it appears, is interested, hut no definite
date for the recording has yet been set.

-Ed.
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NEW STEREOPHONIC EQUIPMENT
HF85: Stereo Dual Preamplifer is a complete stereo
control system in "low silhouette" design adaptable to
any type of installation. Selects, preamplifies, controls
any stereo source -tape, discs, broadcasts. Superb -vari-

STEREO

AND
M ONAURAL

able crossover, feedback tone controls driven by feedback amplifier pairs in each channel. Distortion borders
on unmeasurable even at high output levels. Separate
to -level input in each channel for mag. phono, tape head,

the
experts

mike. Separate hi -level inputs for AM & FM tuners &
FM Multiplex. One each auxiliary A 8, 8 input in each
channel. Independent level, bass & treble controls in
each Channel may be operated together with built-in
clut_h. Switched -in loudness compensator. Function
Selector permits hearing each stereo channel Individually, and reversing them; also use of unit for stereo or
monophonic play. Full -wave rectifier tube power supply.
5.12AX7 /ECC83, 1.6X4. Works v.ith any 2 high -quality
power amplifiers such as EICO, HF14, HF22, HF30, HF35,
HF50, HF60. Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Includes Cover,
HF81: Stereo Dual Amplifier-Preamplifier selects,
amplifies 8 Controls any stereo source tape, discs,
broadcasts -8 feeds it thru sellcontained dual 14W am
plìliera to a pair of speakers. felonophomcally: 28 watts
for your speakers; complete stereo preamp. Ganged level
controls, separate focus (balance) control, independent
full -range bass & treble controls for each channel.
Idertical Williamson -type, push-pull EL84 poiver amplifiers, excellent output transformers. "ServiCe Selector"
switch permits one preamp- control section to drive the
intenal power amplifiers while other preampControl
section is left free to drive your existing external ampli.
tier. Kit $69.95. Wired $109.95. Incl. cover.

say...

-

in HI -FI

the best buys are

MONAURAL PREAMPLIFIERS (stack

2

for Stereo)

NEW HF65: superb new design, Inputs for tape head,
microphone, mag -phono cartridge 8 hi-level sources. IM
distortion 0.04% @ 2V out. Attractive "low silhouette"
design. HF65A Kit $29.95, Wired $44.95. KEGS with power
supply) Kit $33.95. Wired $49.95.
HF61: "Rivals the most expensive preamps"
Marshall,
AUDIOCRAFT. HF61A Kit $24.95, Wired 537.95, HF61 (with
power supply) Kit $29.95. Wired $44.95.

World- famous
EICO advantages
guarantee your complete satisfaction:

-

MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIERS
(use 2 for STEREO)
HF60: 60 -Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier with
Acre TO -330 Output X(mr.; "One el the bestperforming
amplifiers extant; an excellent buy." AUDIOCRAFT Kit
Report. Kit $72.95. Wired $99.95. Cover E2 54.50.
HF50: 50 -Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier with
extremely high quality Chicago Standard Output Transformer. Identical in every other respect to HF60, same
specs at SOW. Kit $57.95. Wired $87.95. Cover E -2 $4.50.
NEW HF35: 35 -Watt Ultra- Linear Power Amplifier.
Kit $47.95, Wired $72.95. Cover E -2 $4.50.
HF30; 30 -Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $39.95. Wired
$62.95. Cover E -3 $3.95.
NEW HF22: 22 -Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $38.95.
Wired $61.95. Cover E -2 $4.50.
NEW HF14: 14 -Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $23.50.
Wired $41.50. Cover E-6 $4.50.

. Advanced engineering

Finest quality components
"Beginner- Tested," easy step -by -step instructions
LIFETIME service & calibration guarantee

-

IN STOCK
Compare, then take home any EICO
equipment -right "off the shelf " -frcm 1900 neighborhood EICO dealers.

MONAURAL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS
(use 2 for STEREO)
HFS2: 50-Watt Integrated Amplifier with Complete
"(rent end" facilities & Chicago Standard Output Trans
former. "Excellent value"-Hirsch-Houck Labs. Kit $69.95.
-

Wired $109.95. Cover E1 $4.50.

HF32: 30 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. Kit $57.95.

Stereo Preamplifier HF85

Wired $89.95. Both include cover.

HF20: 20 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. "Well-engineered''
Stocklin, RADIO TV NEWS. Kit $49.95. Wired
$79.95. Cover E-1 $&50.
HF12: 12 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. "Packs a

-

FM Tuner HFT90

Stereo

Amplifier- Preamp
HF81

Bookshelf
Monaural Integrated Amplifiers:
50, 30, 20, and 12 -Watt
(use 2 for Stereo)_

-

Speaker System
H FSI

36"

H x 151 /a" W x

111/2"

-

-

Speaker System HFS2

Monaural Preamplifiers:

wallop " -POP. ELECTRONICS. Kit $34.95. Wired $57.95.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS (use 2 for STEREO)
HFS2: Natural bass 30-200 cps via slot -loaded 12 -ft.
split conical bass horn. Middles & lower highs: front radiation from 842" edgedamned cone. Distortionless spike shaped super -tweeter radiates Omni- directionally. Flat
45- 20,000 cps, useful 30.40.000 cps. 16 ohms. HWD
36 ", 1514 ", 11t/2'. "Eminently musical; would suggest
unusual suitability for stereo." -Holt, HIGH FIDELITY.
Completely factory -built: Walnut or Mahogany. $139.95;
8lorde, $144.95.
HFS1: Bookshelf Speaker System, complete with factory-built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen
compression -driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth
clean bass: Crisp extended highs. 70. 12,000 cps range.
Capacity 25 w. 8 ohms. HWD: II" x 23" x 9 ". Wiring
time 15 min. Price $39.95.
FM TUNER
HFT90: surpasses wired tuners up to 3% its cost. Pro
wired. pre-aligned, temperature -Compensated "front end"
drift -free. Precision "eye-ironic" tuning. Sensitivity
1.5 uv for 20 db quieting
6% that of other kit tuners. g
Response 20. 20,000 cps ±1 db. K- follower S multiplex
outputs. "One of the best buys you can get in high
fidelity kits."
AUDIOCRAFT KIT REPORT. Kit $39.95'.
Wired $65.95. Cover $3.95.

D

HF65. HF61

(stack

2

for Stereo)

EICO, 33 -00 Northern Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N. Y. NF -12

SHOW ME HOW TO SAVE 50% on 60

models of top-quality equpment as
checked below.
Test Instruments

Monaural Power Amplifiers:

Send FREE literature & name of neighborhood EICO dealer.

80, 50, 35, 30, 22 and 14 -Watt
(use 2 for Stereo)

Over

1

Hi -Fi
Ham Gear.

MILLION EICO instruments in use throughout the world.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE ...............

J
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Now! Convert to
stereo for only
$2650 plus amplifier!
SPECIFICATIONS
Smooth from 20 to
12.000 cycles. gradual rolloff beyond
0 3 volt
Output Voltage
2 Ox 106 cm /dyne
Compliance
1 -5 megahms
Re :ommended Load
5.7 grams
Tracking Pressure
7.5 grams
Cartridge Weight
20 decibels
Channel Isolation
Dual jewel tips,
Stylus
0.7 -mil microgroove and 3 -mil 78
rpm.
Mounting Dimensions.Standard ? /tu to 1/2
inch centers
Response

si

Start with Sonotone ST ceramic cartridge to
450
play both stereo and regular discs, costs only
Plays all 4 speeds-does not obsolete your present
equipment!
Has Sonotonés unique, built -in vertical rumble suppressor so vital to stereo use! Doesn't need pre -amp!
Famous Sonotone quality with top specifications!

-

a Sonotone WR -8 speaker
experts' choice for stereo, $1
costs only
Brilliant reproduction of full fidelity
spectrum from 55 to 15,000 cycles!
Perfect for second stereo speaker...
gives amazing stereophonic fidelity!

Add

200

----f-

1;!

L
1

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range ....55to15.000cycles
Resonant Frequence..65 cycles
Power Input
8 watts
Inpedance
8 ohms
Flux Density
12,000 gauss
Voice Coil Diameter 1 -inch

New 8 -inch speaker.

Le Mot juste
We read from time to time of the remarkable feats performed by giant
electronic brains such as Univac. Not
only are their memories far superior to
those of just plain hmnan beings. but
some are now able to exercise a considerable degree of judgment.
The wielder of the pen -or perhaps,
in these modern days, we should translate this to pounder of the typewriter
-has so far received little help from
Univac and his brethren. But word recently received from the Alto Scientific Company in California has given
us hope. They have developed a portable squib tester. We are not familiar
with the place of the squib in science.
but in the pseudoliterary world inhabited by writers of such columns as
"Noted With interest," a squib has a
definite liter:uv significance. Though
we don't dare hope our prose is deathless, sometimes we fondly think that
some of these N \Wltems may at least
qualify as squibs.
Now, at last, we shall find out.
Furthermore. with Alto Scientific's
new instrument we apparently will be
able to determine the degree of squibness . . or something.
We would appreciate it if readers
would let us know (a) what a nonliterary squib is, and (b) how strongly
they feel we should invest in a portable
squib tester.
.

Revamped TITH

j.

i% )
,,/%
-

I

/
/

Choose the amplifier best for your set -up. You
save on it, too, as Sonotone cartridge needs no
extra rumble suppressor, no pre -amp!

Sonotone
Electronic Applications Division, Dept.

CH

C

o
®

R

p.

-128

ELMSFORD, NEW YORK
12

After many years of going it alone,
the "Tested in the Home" department
is now reinforced and reinvigorated by
the inclusion of the Audiolab -l'est Reports. These, as readers of AUDIO C1IAFT Magazine have known, constitute the modern version of the famous
Audio League's Reports. They are prepared by the same people..vith even
more scrupulous care, and with complete freedom from the fear of a blue
pencil. Once a manufacturer submits a
piece of his equipment to Messrs.
Hirsch and Houck for their examination, the report on the equipment will
be published.

Continued on page 14
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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To the listener, the un-

matched specifications of the X -101 are most evident in the
complete, self-effacement of this unit from the program it is

reproducing. When you listen to the X-101, you hear the music
INTACT

- the

music ITSELF!

THE FISHE R
AUDIO CONTROL

EVERYTHING YOU NEED, ON ONE COMPACT CHASSIS
A Iwo -channel master audio control center with Mosier Volume,
Channel Balance, Boss, Treble and Loudness Contour controls. A
two- channel, 40-watt omplifier, 75 -watts reserve power. 12 stereo
and monaural inputs. Facilities for stereo and monaural recording.

$189.50
Distortion, hum and noise inaudible!
Cobinets in Mol,ogeny, Walnut and Blonde, $24.95

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

2I -25 44th DRIVE

LONG ISLAND CITY I, N. Y.

Expert. Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.
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NOTED WITH INTEREST
Continued from page 12
In the "Tested in the Home" section
heretofore we have permitted manufacturers to cancel the report or to defer it pending changes in his equipment. This practice grew up over the
years and was based partly on our own
feeling of immaturity in the testing
business, and partly on the somewhat
ambiguous position in which staffwritten articles are sometimes regarded. Now, however, we feel we have
grown up. We have worked with
enough equipment over the years to
have a fairly good idea of what high fidelity equipment should be, and
which equipment is poor or only so -so
for good reason and which is just poor
for no reason. We are, therefore,
changing the TITH policy so that it
agrees with that of the Audiolab Reports. This may reduce the number of
TITH reports but it will most certainly
increase their value to readers.

Standards

Photo from HiFi Music or Home (March, 19581

LOUIS ARMSTRONG IN HIS DEN,
EDITING TAPE
(Note his AR-2 loudspeaker at the left)

Where natural, musical quality

is required. without
pseudo -hi -fi exaggerations, AR -2 speaker systems are
a logical choice. They are used in recording studios,
in broadcast stations, and in the homes of leading
figures of the musical world-including Louis
Armstrong above, and John Hammond, director of
the Newport Jazz Festival.

speaker systems, because of their patented
acoustic suspension design, must use small cabinets.
These small enclosures mean an advance rather
than a compromise in quality, particularly of the
bass range.
AR

AR2's are $89 ta $102, depending on cabinet finish
(5% higher in the West and Deep South.) Literature

is available for the asking.

One of the reasons that we, and other
organizations in the field. can take a
more stringent attitude toward high fidelity equipment is that gradually the
industry is moving toward standards of
measurement. The Audiolab Reports,
mentioned above, use for tests on FM
tuners those recommended by the
standards committee of the Institute of
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
These standards are still in the recommendation stage but steady progress is being made. The committee presented a final draft to the membership
of the Institute, and it seems very likely that these standards will be adopted.
If -and this may be a very big ifagreement can be reached by the Institute of Radio Engineers, The Audio
Engineering Society, and the Electronic Industries Association, as well
as by the IHFM, then the standards
will be presented to the American
Standards Association for acceptance
as an official standard. This would be
an enormous step forward. But meantime, we all have something more or
less concrete to work with. Readers
should note that these are not standards of performance but rather standards of measurement. Obviously,
standards of measurement must be
agreed upon before standards of performance can be considered.
Multiplex
At time of writing- mid -Octoberthe multiplex situation had not been
resolved. There is little doubt that mul-

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.
14

24 Thorndike St., Cambridge 41, Mass.

Continued on page 18
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TUNERS SY FISHER

Model

101 -R

FM -AM Tuner

rwir.smotrrmrr===trtars
STEREOPHONIC HIGH FIDELITY
THE FISHER Gold Cascode tuners
are at the theoretical limits of sensitivity
only 0.75 microvolts needed for fine reception.

Model FM -90X
FM Tuner

THE FISHER tuners feature highly selective
IF

circuits, plus precision alignment for interference -free
reception on FM and AM (even under the most adverse conditions).
THE FISHER TUNERS, both stereophonic
and monophonic, boast the greatest number of advanced
features and are the first choice for every high fidelity application.

Model 90 -R

FM -AM Tuner

Mode! 90 -T
FM -AM Tuner

wilh Audio Controls

Plug -in conversion, when desired,

Another Fisher First

for Multiplex stereo reception!

Deluxe Series 90 tuners
are the only instruments in the world
featuring IF interstation muting on regular FM, as well as Multiples (to which
it can be readily adopted.)
THE FISHER

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION
44th Drive Long Island City 1, N.

21 -25

Y.

Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y,
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6/ 0.1% aticllkipvewn. /
This Leak development now raises stereophonic reproduction to the
same level of quality as the finest monaural sound. This means more
realistic, satisfying music on both channels ... enjoyed without fatigue!
IF

YOU ALREADY OWN

IF

A LEAK AMPLIFIER COMBINATION

LEAK AMPLIFIER

PLEASE NOTE ESPECIALLY:

PLEASE NOTE ESPECIALLY:

iin

19.15, Er.gland's Harold Leak presented the world's first
amplifier with a 0.1% (1/70 of 1 %) distortion content. This
great achievement explains the "Point One" trademark and
Leak's world -wide professional acceptance. Now, it is important
to realize that among stereo amplifiers, only the Leak can reproduce music with the natural sound which results when distortion
is kept to such a minimal ligure at full rated power.

need the new Leak Stereo Preamplifier. This may
either with one of the new Leak Stereo Amplifiers,
or, just as well, by simply adding another Leak monaural
amplifier to the one you already have. But, in either case, the
stereo preamplifier is required.

You

1

will

be used

The new "Point One Stereo" Preamplifier has all the eon trols and inputs required for stereo reproduction. You can
play stereo, stereo reverse, left channel only, right channel
only, and a monaural. There me ganged bass, treble and volume
controls, rumble filter; and...a balance control adjusts for any
differences in sensitivity between loudspeakers.

2
3

YOU DO NOT OWN A

Though moderately priced, Leak Stereo Amplifiers provide
the benefits of professional components and workmanship in
home equipment. Study the photograph. Generally, such
circuit -board construction is found only in expensive scientific
apparatus... not in high fidelity home equipment.
Furthermore, the components built into the Leak triple -loop nega.
tive feedback circuit arc all used far below their maximums ratings,
insuring great stability and very- long life.

2

In order to keep your investment in stereo as reasonable
as possible, Leak has inaugurated the industry's first man ufacturer- sponsored trade -in program:

Regardless of model, your Leak monaural preamplifier is worth

preamplifier /amplifier combination! Bring your old pi-camp with you when you come for a
demonstration. We have made arrangements so that any Leak
dealer will be pleased to give you this allowance. This trade -in
program is now in effect, and available to you immediately when

Leak durability is traditional...tubes may wear out but the
Leak Amplifier itself simply will not! Leak stereo units are
covered by the industry's longest guarantee...an unconditional live year guarantee on all parts except tubes. Leak is a
permanent investment, and the music it. reproduces will sound
as well many years from today as it does when the amplifier is new.

$30.00 toward any Leak stereo

3

you decide to convert to stereo.

s/
STEREO 20 AMPLIFIER
12 woos each channel
SI :? 00

STEREO

"POINT ONE"

PREAMPLIFIER
r'o with .,her of rho Iwo
STEREO 50 AMPLIFIER
75 Wer's ecch channel

$1x.::

Ewer, Anclit..r, or 1:.O Lock
'rune rei Ar. [lifers.
S

I0?._ )

WHERE TO SEE AND HEAR
A LEAK STEREO AMPLIFIER
Inc :e;eclion of Leek ceelers i
contidorcé c met for of 0cor i.
aoricnce. The very r. r!I regarreani; ore an onrohnshed rcoaalion
for sallin0 r DLry Idol adetiry
comooncnn end rra clon donor,
/.ail .ne c000nn
s lrerien tat ilirie :.
for cr of Lock dealer: and now, ilI

Iv;vclnd

Leak

Ccmpere!o Guid,

BRITISH INDUSTBIhs CORP., 1'011T 11',lSI1ISGTON. N.Y.
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BRITISH INDUSTRIES CORP.
PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y. DEPT. 1.\ -2S
Please scud, without chary[, the Leek
Contpnrotur Guide end list of Lee): dealers.
Namc
Addrexs...

City

Zatc.. _State

.

make the change to

... make

G RA

the complete change easier

with GRAY

Exclusive GRAY slide -clip feature interchanges 2 -wire monaural, 3 or 4 wire
stereo cartridges easily, without rewiring!

all -new GRAY STEREO TONE ARM
Model 212-SP, 34.00. Model 216-SP, 36.50
Your cartridge will sound best in a
GRAY tone arm. Dual viscous damping absorbs noise and vibration on

Owners of GRAY 212 and 218
tone arms may switch easily
to SP series with new GRAY
STEREO CONVERSION KIT
Only 3.95.

widely separated vertical and lateral
pivots, thus reducing tone arm resonance. Other features include static
balance, stylus pressure control, slide -clip for quick cartridge switching, multiple wiring for monaural and stereo applications, simple
installation, and overall precise metallurgy to insure freedom from
distortion and life -long operation without wear. Get the "easy feel"
and superior performance of a GRAY tone arm now at fine High
Fidelity showrooms everywhere.
.

GRAY

For new literature on
GRAY RECORD PLAYING EQUIPMENT
write to:

High Fidelity Division

DEPT. H
16 ARBOR STREET, HARTFORD
See page 109 for new GRAY record player.

1,
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CONN.

NOTED WITH INTEREST
Continued from page 14
tiples FM broadcasts will become a
primary medium for stereo broadcasting. But it is not certain at this
time which method of multiplexing
will be adopted by the Federal Communications Commission.
To review this as briefly as possible:
when the FCC set up channels for FM
broadcasting, each station was assigned a channel which we might call
very, very wide. As it turned out, absolutely adequate high -fidelity broadcasting could be achieved on a channel
that had to be only very wide. That
left in effect a second very wide channel available to the FM station.
Since most FM stations have been
having a rough time making ends
meet, the stations were quick to use
the first very wide channel for their
public service broadcasting and many
went into storecasting and other services with the second very wide channel. This was achieved by multiplexing. which means the transmission of
more than one signal on a given assigned channel. Engineers then divided the second very wide channel into
two halves so that a station could have
a very wide channel for broadcasting
and a wide channel for storecasting
plus a third channel available for miscellaneous applications. For example,
one radio network operates a series of
slave transmitters -untouched by human hands -by means of supersonic
signals which are transmitted over this
third channel. The first and principal
wide channel in this network is used
to relay programs from WQXR in New
York City; the second channel is used
by many of the stations for storecasting
and the third channel for the supersonic operational signaling.
The multiplex confusion arises out
of the fact that if the first system discus-sed -a very wide channel plus a
very %vide channel -is used with the
second system-a very wide channel
plus two narrow channels -both narrow channels will be heard. Most of
the discussion centers on the question
of whether or not the narrow channel
in the three-channel arrangement is
adequate for high -fidelity transmissions.
Until the FCC settles this question,
we feel readers would do well to go
into multiplex adapters very slowly.
Some stations are broadcasting stereo
by means of multiplex and certainly
some readers will want to invest the
few dollars necessary to hear what
these stations are doing. But you may
have to scrap your adapter if the FCC
votes the other way . . . whichever
way that may be. CHAULES FOWLER
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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Even 18- year -old Bogen systems

YOU CAN

ADAPT EASILY WITH NEW
SINGLE -KNOB VOLUME CONTROL

There's stereo in your future if you own a Bogen
system (or plan to buy one) . In fact, stereo conversion can be made right now on any Bogen
high- fidelity system made since 1940 ! Not just
an added second channel, but completely integrated, balanced -sound stereo. You pre -set tone
and volume controls only once, from then on
regulate volume of both channels simultaneously
from a single volume control. That's the right
way to convert to stereo. Here's how:

CONVERT
TO STEREO
THE RIGHT WAY
...RIGHT NOW!
B
OUR

PRESENT
TUNER

AMI LIFTER

STEREO

t

-PLAYER

r

,

_
.I

I

I

STA t

- --

j'

-T1,1

PLAYER

NEW

ICi .t,

AMPLIFIER

I

`

I

r

I

1

y1

r-

NEn'
TUNER

j) --I

offers combined volume control plus a control for balancing output of both speaker
systems; it permits channel
inversion and provides for
monaural listening as well.
Price: only $13.50"
ST10-A STEREO ADAPTER AMPLIFIER and a second
speaker system give you nn

economical single- control
stereo system. This superb
new adapter- amplifier com-

bines two- channel preamplifier and 10 -watt amplifier, and
of course it has simultaneous
volume control. Accommodates stereo tape or the new
stereo discs. Price: just $52.60
(with case as shown, $59.50)
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You can convert to single volume control and easily balance your
system with the Bogen STAI Stereo Adapter if you own any of

these Bogen or Challenger high -fidelity amplifiers: AC10', DB10,
DB114, DB125, DB130, PR100, PR100A, PX10, PX15. Simply add the
STA1, your choice of speaker and a DB130, DB125, DB114 or AC10'.

B

If you own either the Bogen RB115' or the Bogen RB140, you
can convert with the Bogen STA1 Stereo Adapter and the necessary second- channel components, including a DB130, DB125, DB114,
or AC10' amplifier.
Bogen or Challenger high- fidelity amplifier manu1940 or a Bogen high- fidelity receiver, you can
convert with the Bogen STIO-A Stereo Adapter- Amplifier and a
second speaker system.
you own any
C. Iffactured
since

EASY AM -FM STEREO CONVERSION: To receive stereo broadcasts from simultaneous AM -FM transmission with your present
tuner, add the following Bogen tuners: with any AM tuner, the new
Bogen FM51; with nny FM tuner, the new Bogen AM91. With any
Bogen AM -FM tuner or receiver, add either the AM91 or FM -51.

\Ye.l

Your Bogen dealer is ready now
with complete information on how
to convert your system to
stereo. See him today!
David Bogen Co.. P.U. Box 500, Paramus. New Jersey

ogen

HICII

IDELITY

...because it sounds better
A

Division of The Siegler Corporation

Manufacturers of High- Fidelity Components, Public Address Equipment and ¡ntercommunieation Systems.
19
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Bizet and His World. Some years ago,
when i'1ina Curtiss was doing research
for her translation of Proust's correspondence, she uncovered a fabulous
cache of holograph letters from and to
Bizet and his father -in -law Halévy
which had never before been seen by
anyone other than the correspondents
themselves and their heirs. "The experience," she writes in the preface to
the present work, "was breathtaking
and disturbing to someone who, having in childhood been severely punished for delving into a trunkful of
her parents' love letters, has retained
the notion that the clue to the creative
process, the secret of life. lies in letters." And, fired by this discovery, she
began a long "pursuit of the truth
about Bizet." Readers of this journal
were given a taste of the excitement
of that pursuit, in the excerpt from the
book which appeared in these pages
last September. Now, we are enabled
to share in the whole breathtaking and
revelatory experience, for we are given
here not only the first fully documented
biography of Bizet himself (an infinitely more complex personality than
even the most fervent devotees of Carmen have ever dreamed), but an incomparably vivid panorama of his turbulent era and its luminaries -among
them, in the domains of music alone,
Berlioz, Wagner, Rossini, Halévy,

Worth

the
d1 erence
.

The owner of a Fairchild Stereo Cartridge takes justifiable pride in its possession. for it reflects
in tangible form a quarter century's consistent policy of building up to a high quality standard
cost remaining a secondary consideration.
He is sure that the new Model 232 Stereo Cartridge is an investment to the finest record
reproduction -both stereo and monaural. He knows that its superb performance is the natural
result of advanced engineering -the very same engineering which produced the fir.o Stereo
cartridge ever demonstrated to the public (December 1957). Its phenomenal tracking ability,
absence of distortion, and gentle treatment of records, are taken for granted by the Fairchild
owner, although they are often a revelation to those accustomed to ordinary cartridge performance. Its transparent, shimmering sound quality, so faithful to the original, as well as its full
range channel separation, are further evidence of Fairchild's engineering leadership
Therefore, he is not surprised to learn that many major recording studios are using Fairchild
cartridges to test the quality of Stereo and other high fidelity recordings. His pride of ownership,.

-

in short, stems from the added satisfaction which only a quality product can provide, and from
his secure knowledge that the name Fairchild is synonymous with integrity of manufacture.
Price of this superbly engineered cartridge... $49.50.
Hear the Stereo 232 at your hi -li dealer. Write for booklet K.1, the complete Stereo Disc Story.
FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1040 45th Ave., L I. C. 1, N. Y.

Fairchild °Sound of Quality" Components include:
cartridges, arms, turntables, pre-amplifiers and amplifiers.

Counod, Offenbach, Massenet. and
many others. Mrs. Curtiss makes no attempt to reevaluate these men and
their achievements: she is content to
portray them in their own words and
those of their contemporaries. But in
that self-portrayal they take on the vitality which animated the creation of
the masterpieces we now know so much
better than the men who achieved
them. Bizet and His World is at once a
monument of modern scholarship and
the most exciting of historical "novels."
And to make it wholly irresistible, it
has been designed, printed, illustrated,
annotated, and indexed with a distinction that matches its author's own
research and writing (Knopf, $7.50).

Schubert: Memoirs by His Friends,
collected and edited by Otto Erich
Deutsch, evokes the milieu- incalculably remote from us today -of the little
group of dilettantes who gathered together in "Schubertiads" to sing and
dance to the music of an obscure Viennese schoolmaster. Yet reading these
painstakingly unearthed documents
Continued on page 24
H1ct1 FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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today's best high fidelity tuner
has its future built in!
%

c.t',tl,ì;

f9

elV

kV

Inspired is the word for the new Harman- Kardnn Ode, AMFM tuner, (illustrated) and for the new Lyric, FM only tuner.

11.;. I(Q

v

rPtt,É

-,

ra
Top view of T250 showing provision
for multiplex adapter (MA250)

Ii
MA250,

Plug -in multiplex adapter

vt 0414/1100.;,

)

#

They are superb single channel (monophonic) tuners-and they
are the only high fidelity tuners which fully anticipate multiplex
stereo broadcasts. Such broadcasts are already in process and
substantial programming is expected early in 1959.
The FM front end in each tuner is a new "Shaded Grid"
VHF tetrode tthich combines the low nuise characteristics of a
triode with the great sensitivity of a pentode. Roth models incorporate the new Fia-man- Kardon "Gated Beam" limiter with
Zero time constant grid circuit and wide hand Foster- Seeley
discriminators, As a result, each boasts uniquely low distortion,
superior impulse noise rejection plus uniform limiting and output at all signals. A new bridge type power supply permits the
lowest modulation hum yet achieved and excellent signal to
noise ratio. incidentally, all of these characteristics arc essential
for consistent and stable multiplex stereo reception.
The Ode (Model T250) and Lyric (Model 1250) are the only
tuners designed to he cnmplelely integrated multiplex receivers:
Each provides built -in signal. power supply and space to accommodate and operate a multiplex adapter. The 1-larunan- Kardon
DfA250 multiplex adapter plugs directly into the tuner chassis.
With it installed. the tuner becomes a one piece instrument.
providing complete single channel plus compatible multiplex
stereo reception. No external or additional adapter of any type
is required.
A new electronic tuning bar is dramatically framed in the
massive body of the tuners' escutcheon. it functions on both AM
and FM signals. The tuners match the handsome brushed copper
and black design of the new Harman - Kardon Epic (u1odel
A250). fifty watt stereo amplifier. A combination of one of these
tuners and the Epic represents high fidelity engineering and
design in its furthest advance. It is the one system certain to be
up to date years from today.
We invite your most critical examination of the new Ode and
Lyric compatible multiplex stereo tuners at your Harman
Kardon dealer today. Prices of these new units are: Model T250.
The Ode AM-FM tuner -5199.95 Model F250. The Lyric. FM
only tuner- S129.95 hfodel TC50, enclosure for T250 or F250
-$12.50 All prices slightly higher in the West.
-

Top view of T250 with MA250

adapter -Installed.

harman kardon

For complete in fortnation on these and other fine Harman- Kardon instruments, write to Harmon- Kardon, Dept. 11F-72, Westbury, N. Y.
DECEN113 ER
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MISCHA ELMAN, June 11, 1958, speaking at Combs College of Music, Philadelphia:
"As an artist who has been recording for 50 years, I am aware of the difficulties inherent
in the recording process ... only the concert hall can give you the proper perspective."

MISCHA ELMAN, October

I

5, 1958:

I

"Now, must tell you, have heard a
speaker system that approaches the
authenticity of concert hall performance"
What so impressed Mr. Elman?

The sound he heard from a radically
new stereo speaker system designed to utilize the acoustical properties of
the surrounding walls of the listening room. A system that literally adds a third
dimension to stereophonic sound ... the perception of depth. A compact,
single- cabinet system that for the first time lets any number of listeners
enjoy the thrill of stereo practically anywhere in the room

...

Li

\IVERSITI"S

TOTALLY

MFFERE\T
`TRINIE \SIO \AL'
J
for
monophonic nsc. the incredibly compact TAIS -2
is only 30" tride, 25" high, 12¡_" deep.
Trrith the deflector doors closed

STEREO SPEAKER

ME N[W
l ll_F

NT

PPLIE
FOR

Laboratory tests of the TMS-2 had greatly surpassed all design
and performance specifications. Under normal circumstances,
this would have been more than sufficient proof of its complete
success. But so extraordinary was the nature of its sound, so
intriguing its versatility, that it was decided to further subject
it to critical listening tests under at -home conditions by leading
artists, musical authorities and audio experts.
Mischa Elman, now celebrating the 50th anniversary of his
American debut, acclaimed throughout the world for his supreme
virtuosity
is an artist whose belief that only in the concert
hall can the true quality of actual performance be realized, is a
matter of public record. His enthusiastic response after hearing
the TMS -2 in his home
that it approaches the authenticity of
concert halt performance
was certainly remarkable, but no
more remarkable than the concept of the TMS -2 itself.

...

99

...

...

Hicii
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FIDELITY MACA7.I\F:

Internationally celebrated violinist Mischa Elman, at home with his University "Trimensional" Stereo Speaker, the TMS.2.

Renowned for his legendary "golden tone," Mr. Elman is currently celebrating the Golden Anniversary of his American debut at Carnegie
Hall at the age of 17. Since then his artistry has been acclaimed all over the world and his recordings have passed the 2 million sales mark.
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is a speaker system

that combines:

UNPRECEDENTED COMPACTNESS
Two complete speaker systems in one enclosure
only 30" wide, 25" high, 121/2" deep ...solving all
space and placement problems. By utilizing the
exclusive dual voice coil feature of the C-I2HC
woofer, only one bass enclosure and woofer are
required to handle the entire low frequency range
of both stereo channels. Extended, undistorted
bass is superbly reproduced by using the RRL enclosure design so successfully employed in University's Ultra Linear Response systems. See Jig. 1.
FIG,

r

*UAL

u

FIG.

PLACEMENT ANYWHERE IN A ROOM
The unique design of the TMS -2 provides you
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most advanced acoustical principles. RESULT: the
ultimate in uncompromised value. In Mahogany
-$258, Blonde or Wahutt -5263 User Net.
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A THIRD DIMENSION TO STEREO SOUND
The breadth, depth and clarity of stereophonic
sound is accomplished by utilizing the walls of a
room, just as the symphony orchestra uses the
acoustical properties of the concert hall. The
woofer sound emanates at the rear of the enclosure; one mid -range and one high frequency
speaker for each channel project sound from each

produce a pseudo -stereo effect with monophonic
program material as well. Whether you start your
high fidelity system with monophonic equipment,
or go right into a stereo setup, the TMS-2 is the
best investment you can make, because it is
equally "at home" with any kind of program
material, and no further additions to the speaker
system are ever required.

DESIGNED RIGHT PRICED RIGHT
Flawlessly designed along simple, classical lines,
beautifully proportioned to compliment the most
exacting taste, the TMS -2 will enhance any decor.
In fact, it looks more like a piece of fine furniture
than a typical speaker cabinet. Breathtaking in
its performance ... beyond the scope of conventional monophonic or stereophonic reproduction,
the engineering concept of the TMS -2 eliminates
redundant components; makes use of the latest,

voici Coll Yooru

ECit
c

side of the cabinet. By thus deflecting all frequencies, in proper relationship, to the rear and side
walls of the room, multiple stereo sound sources
arc created that not only provide the otherwise
missing dimension of depth, but also preserve
the stereo effect virtually throughout the room.
See fig. 2.

with two distinct advantages: it is possible to
place it in a corner or anywhere along a wall, by
merely positioning the deflectors as shown in fig.
3, and since there are no particularly critical listening posilions, you, your family. your friends
any number of listeners -can enjoy the TMS -2
from most anywhere in the room.

...

NOW!
See and hear the TMS -2 at your dealer
You too, will agree with musical and audio ex.

perts that It marks one of the most extraordinary
advances In high fidelity and stereo history!

-

MONOPHONIC OR STEREO REPRODUCTION
With deflectors closed, the TMS -2 is an outstanding, wide -range monophonic speaker system.
"Presence" and "brilliance" controls are provided
for both sets of mid and high frequency speakers.
In addition to being used for balancing the system to room acoustics and personal taste, these
controls and the deflectors may be adjusted to

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, INC.. WHITE PLAINS. N.Y.
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BOOKS IN REVIEW

Convert to
Tomorrow's Stereo
Today

\:

Once again, Weathers Technical Magic has produced equipment which is years ahead in performance -this time with
Stereo Cartridges which will play both monophonic and stereophonic records without damage. These cartridges are compatible
with stereophonic record cutting methods of today and new cutting
methods still in the experimental stage. The Weathers Cartridge
you buy today will still be modern for years to come.

The Weathers
StereoRamic Cartridge
A new development in ceramics which out-performs
even the finest magnetic pickups. Fits all standard
VeOf tonearms. Its low 2 gram tracking force protects delicate stereo record surfaces.
flat frequency response 15 to 30,000 cycles
output 0.25
25 db channel separation
volts 7 cm /sec
low distortion
completely shielded against hum
completely proWith
tected jewel 0.7 mil stylus
comes complete with pickup leads and connectors
Diamond Stylus $17.50; Sapphire $9.75.

The Weathers FM
Stereo System
Unquestionably the World's finest, designed exclusively for the Weathers Micro Touch Tonearm. Utilizes
frequency modulation to produce smooth reproduction
comparable to the original master tapes from both
monophonic and stereo records.
gram tracking force
.6 to
30 to 40 db channel separation -the highest known
flat frequency response 10 to 30,000 cps
output 1.0 volts 7 cm /sec
comes complete
with dual oscillator
With Diamond Stylus $114.50; Sapphire $99.50; MT -3 Tonearm.
1

And the Weathers Turntable
pole synchronous motor attains correct
speed in % revolution and maintains
exact speed regardless of variations in
line voltage or normal load. Noise level
25 db less than that recorded on today's
finest records. Practically eliminates
rumble, flutter, wow, and acoustic
feedback. $59.95.
See your deallerr or write for booklet number 658H.
12

Weath

e

66 F. Gloucester Pike, Banlnyton,H, J.

Export: Joseph Ptosencia, Inc., 401 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

WEATHERS TECHNICAL MAGIC IS SOUND
24

Continued from page 20

(most of them drawn from diaries, correspondence, periodical articles, and
drafts of books that never were to be
completed or published), we marvel
anew both at the warmth inspired in
his friends by the certainly unprepossessing young Schubert and at their
failure to realize how much more there
was in his music than the inexhaustible gift of lyricism alone. This is a
heartbreaking book: perhaps less for
its now familiar retelling of the composer's tragic history than for its evidence for the genesis of an almost tvholly misleading myth. Unfortunately, the
testimony of Schubett's few true
friends has been submerged in the
apocryphal anecdotes of the many
hangers -on xvho attempted to capitalize on the composer's posthumous fame
by inventing popular legends -so successfully that these persist even today.
Yet, fact and myth alike make fascinating reading for both Schuhettians
and period specialists, and Professor
Deutsch ruins new laurels for having
filled in so satisfactorily this last gap in
his monumental project of Schubertian

documentation (Macmillan, $10.00).
A Critical Biography. Although solidly based on Professor
Deutsch's great source works plus
some even newer data, Maurice T. E.
Brown's full -scale portrait of the man
and the musician is confessedly no
objective study, but an attempt to deert as he
pict a true picture of Schubert
cenmid
-twentieth
appears to the
tury. And it is "critical" in the broadest
sense of that term: not only in its reappraisals-in the light of present -day
sensibilities -of the works themselves,
but also in its excoriations of "authorities° content to permit romantic mythology to cloud the evidence of their
own ears and to delude themselves
that the composer of the great C major
symphony was indolent. unprofessional,
and totally dependent on heavenly inspiration. As he emerges so persuasively in these pages, Schubert is at once
far more human and even more miraculous: no one should miss this first generally available opportunity of learning better what he was, how he actually worked, and how much of his
fabulous legacy still awaits a fair
chance to speak for itself and for its
creator (St. Martin's Press, $6.73).

Schubert:

Problems of Art. Everyone who has
treasured Susanne K. Langer's Philosophy in a Yew Key (recently issued
in it third, cloth-buuud

Continued on page 26
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for advanced high fidelity installations
SR

-380

PRE -AMP

FM -AM TUNER WITH STEREO

AND TONE CONTROL

$189.60

-

This Hi -Fi instrument represents the full accomplishment of a challenging objective
the combining on one chassis of a dual channel profes-

sional stereo pre -omp and tone control with that
of o Deluxe FM -AM Tuner.
Some

of the outstanding features are:

Stereo Iduoll inputs for tape heads with 3 positions of equalization for 15 (NARTB), 71/2, and
33/4 I.P.S., phono cartridge (both mognetic and
ceramic), tape recorder, and aux. The FM position has a stereo channel input for use with the
future FM multiplex transmission. It may now be
used for stereo FM -FM or FM -AM by inserting
another FM or AM source.
Extremely stable
FM sensitivity of 3 uy for 20 db quieting, which
is unaffected by o mismatched antenna.
Push -button operated rumble and scratch filters.
Stereo
Push- button type channel reverse and monaural- stereo switches,
Elimination of
balonce control.
hum and heat due to absence cf power supply.

5R -534

34 WATT

BASIC STEREO AMPLIFIER

$106.60

SR -534 offers clear cut superiority in design,
construction, endurance and, most important,

The

-j

performance. The design is that of two independently controlled and terminated 17 watt sec
tions. Each section is capable of delivering power beyond usability in the overage home installation with distortion characteristics found only
in the mast expensive basic amplifiers.
Some of the outstanding features are:
17 watts power output each section, 34 watts
Less than 1% Inter output for combined dual channel monaural use.
modulation Distortion at rated output. Less than (15% I,M, at 10 watts
output.
Frequency response of 4-0.5 db 10 to 50,000 c.p.s. at watt.
Ideal regulation with the new GZ34 rectifier tube working in conjunction .vith an extra large transformer.
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California

BOOKS IN REVIEW
Continued from page 24

A

yard University Press, $4.75) should
relish this more informal exposition of
her aesthetic approach not only to music, but to the dance, the literary and
visual arts, and the basic relationships
among them. These "ten philosophical
lectures" of course present no such
comprehensive statement of bliss
Langer's theories as her great Feeling
and Fori»; but since they originally
were prepared for oral delivery before nonspecialized audiences, they are
much more easily grasped. yet scarcely
less rewarding in their revelations of
the fundamental kinships among "what
is created, what is expressed, and what
is experienced" in the seemingly diverse media, forms, and symbols of
artistic activity (Scribner, $3.50).

worn needle

ruins records
Airade

You can't sec the damage, but a worn needle
ruins records just as surely as a cigarette
burn. Any needle that's been played too

long develops chisel -like edges that grind

away the delicate sound impressions. But
your ear can't hear the damage until it's too
late
the change in sound quality is too
gradual.
That's why it's wise to check your needle
often. When it's time to replace, be wise
again replace with a Fidelitone Diamond.

-

FIDELITONE LASTS LONGER
A Fidelitone Diamond is your soundest
needle buy. It gives you more hours of safe
record playing time for your money than
any other type of needle
costs you less
than le an hour.
Every Fidelitone Diamond point is cut from
the heart of a true gem stone. Then Fidelitone takes an extra step to give you extra
hours of playing time. The Diamond point
is oriented in the stylus to put the hardest
planes of the Diamond in contact with the

...

record grooves. Then a precise, ball -like
point that fits your record grooves exactly
is ground on the point. The point is then
polished to mirror -like smoothness to minimize friction wear. Next, the point is Peonolite mounted to keep its precise position
throughout the life of the needle.
DON'T GAMBLE WITH YOUR RECORDS

Take your present phonograph needle to
your Fidelitone Dealer and ask him to check
its condition. If it's worn to the point of
damaging your records, don't gamble with
substitutes
be sure to replace it with a
new, genuino Fidelitone Diamond
the
quality needle that gives you more hours of
true hi- fidelity sound.

-

-

FREE Fidelitone will send you without
charge a pamphlet that helps you determine the type of needle you need.
Plus important information on record
and needle care. Send name and address

-

to: FIDELITONE
RECORD CARE BOOKLET, Chicago 26, Illinois.

Fidelitone
"Best Buy on Records"
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Tonality, Atonality, Pantonality: A
Study of Some Trends in Twentieth
Century Music. The formidable title
may well affright even the most dauntless modernist, but anyone who has
read the late Rudolph Reti's earlier
study of The Thematic Process in Music (Macmillan, 1951) will know in
advance that however difficult this author's subject matter may be, he brings
to it superb powers of organization and
articulateness. Comparatively slim
(166 pages) as the present posthumous volume may be, it throws a powerful beam of light on the procedures
of contemporary composers working
both inside and outside the twelve tone technique. Even more significantly, however, Reti proves what many
others have suspected -that both approaches are currently headed into inescapable dead ends. Whether or not
his suggestions for reconciling their
differences by setting out in a new direction are likely to be realized in actuality, they certainly contain many
vital clues for disoriented young composers -and listeners -of today (Macmillan, $5.50).

Electronic Hobbyists' Handbook, by
Rufus P. Turner (Gernsback Library,
paperback $2.50). The first two chapters on safety precautions and shop
practices should be required reading
for every audiocraftsman. The rest of
the book is mainly concerned with
the construction and use of communications, control, photoelectric, and location devices, of more interest to experimenters in other electronic fields
than that of audio alone.
R. D. DARRELL

0

-
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STEREO EQUIPMENT CABINET KIT
MODEL SE -1 (center unit)
Shpp. Wt.

162

$14995

Ibs. (specify wood desired)

MODEL SC-1 (speaker enclosure)
Shpd. Wt. 42 lbs.(specify
wood desired)

R.

or

L.

$3995 each

also

Superbly designed cabinetry to house your complete sterco
system. Delivered with pre-cut panels to fit Heathkit AM -FM
tuner (PT -I), stereo preamplifier (SP -I & 2) and record
changer (RP -3). Blank panels also supplied to cut out for any
other equipment you may now own. Adequate space is also
provided for tape deck, speakers, record storage and amplifiers. Speaker wings will hold Heathkil SS -2 or other
speaker units of similar size. Available in 1/4' solid core
Philippine mahogany or select birch plywood suitable for
finish of your choice. Entire top features a shaped edge. Hardware and trim arc of brushed brass and gold finish. Rich tone
grille cloth is flecked in gold and black. Maximum overall
dimensions (all three pieces); 82t
W. x 361/1' H. x 20' D.

/

II

PROFESSIONAL STEREO -MONAURAL
AM -FM TUNER KIT
MODEL PT -1

$8995

The 10 -tube FM circuit features AFC as well as AGC.
An accurate tuning meter operates on both AM and FM
while a 3- position switch selects meter functions without disturbing stereo or monaural listening. The 3 -tube
front end is prewircd and prealigncd, and the entire AM
circuit is on one printed circuit board for ease of construction. Shpg. Wt. 20 lbs.

MODEL SP-2 (stereo)
$ .t-Jg95 Shpt). Wt.
IS lbs.
MODEL SP -1 (monaural)
Wt.
53

$3795

z.

MODEL C-SP-1
(converts SP-1 to SP-2)
Shoo. Wt.
5 lbs.

$2195

DECEMBER 1958

World's largest manufacturer of
electronic instruments in kit form

HEATH COMPANY
Harbor, 8, Michigan
Benton
a 4 bs/dlery of Dayslrom,

Inc.

MONAURAL -STEREO PREAMPLIFIER KIT
(TWO CHANNEL MIXER)
Complete control of your entire stereo system in one compact package. Special "building block" design allows you to
purchase instrument in monaural version and add sterco or
second channel later if desired. The SP -I monaural preamplifier features six separate inputs with four input level
controls. A function selector switch on the SP -2 provides
two channel mixing as well as single or dual channel monaural
and dual channel stereo. A 20' remote balance control is
provided.
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HIGH FIDELITY RECORD CHANGER KIT
MODEL RP -3

*6495

Every outstanding feature you could ask for in a record
changer is provided in the Heathkit RP -3, the most advanced
changer on the market today. A unique turntable pause during the change cycle saves wear and tear on your records by
eliminating grinding action caused by records dropping on a
moving turntable or disc. Record groove and stylus wear arc
also practically eliminated through proper weight distribution
and low pivot point friction of the tone arm, which minimizes
arm resonance and tracking error. Clean mechanical simplicity and precision parts give you turntable performance
with the automatic convenience of a record changer. Flutter
and wow, a major problem with automatic changers, is held
to less than 0.18% RMS. An automatic speed selector position allows intermixing 331/2 and 45 RPM records regardless

of their

sequence. Four speeds provided: 16, 331/3, 45 and 78
RPM. Other features include RC filter across the power
switch preventing pop when turned off and muting switch to
prevent noise on automatic or manual change cycle. Changer
is supplied complete with GE -V R -TI cartridge with diamond
LP and sapphire 78 stylus, changer base, stylus pressure
gauge and 45 RPM spindle. Extremely easy to assemble. You
simply mount a few mechanical components and connect
the motor, switches and pickup (cads. Shpg. \Vt. 19 lbs.

Model RP -3-LP with MF -1 Pickup Cartridge $74.95

HIGH FIDELITY AM TUNER KIT

HIGH FIDELITY TAPE RECORDER KIT
MODEL TR -IA

$9996

s

p demck
asseIncludemblya, preae
pl ifier
(TE -1) and roll of tape.

MODEL BC -1A

The model TR -lA Tape Deck and Preamplifier, combination
provides all the facilities you need for top quality monaural
record /playback with fast forward and rewind functions.
71/2 and 33/ IPS tape speeds arc selected by changing belt
drive. Flutter and wow are held to less than 0.35 %. Frequency response at 71/2 IPS ±2.0 db 50- 10,000 CPS, at 33/4
IPS ±2.0 db 50 -6,500 CPS. Features include NARTB playback equalization -separate record and playback gain controls-cathode follower output and provision for mike or
line input. Signal -to -noise ratio is better than 45 db below
normal recording level with less than ;á total harmonic distortion. Complete instructions provided for easy assembly.
(Tape mechanism not sold separately). Shpg. Wt. 24 lb.
Model TE -1 Tape Preamplifier sold separately if desired.
Shpg. Wt..10 lbs. $39.95.

$2686

Designed especially for high fidelity applications this
AM tuner will give you reception close to FM. A
special detector is incorporated and the 1F circuits arc
" broadbanded" l'or low signal distortion. Sensitivity
and selectivity arc excellent and quiet performance is
assured by high signal -to -noise ratio. All tunable
components are prealigned. Your "best buy" in an
AM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 9 lbs.

1

ITS

HIGH FIDELITY FM TUNER KIT

...

EASY
IT'S FUN
And You Save Up To tY2
With Do- It- Yourself Heathkits

MODEL FM -3A

Putting together your own Heelball can be one of the most exciting
hobbles you ever enjoyed. Simple step -by -step instructions and large
pictorial diagrams show you where every part goes. You can't possibly go wrong. No previous electronic or kit building experience is required. You'll learn a lot about your equipment as you build It, and,
of course, you will experience the pride and satisfaction of having
done it yourself.

$2685

For noise and static -free sound reception, this FM
tuner is your least expensive source of high fidelity
material. Efficient circuit design features stablized
oscillator circuit to eliminate drift after warm -up and
broadband IF circuits for full fidelity with high sensitivity. All tunable components are prealigncd and
front end is prcasscmbled. Edge- illuminated slide rule
dial is clearly marked and covers complete FM hand
from 88 to 108 mc. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

s
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No Woodworking Experience Required
For Construction

All Parts Precut and Predrilled
For Ease of Assembly

CHAIRSIDE ENCLOSURE KIT
MODEL CE -1

(Specify model and wood
desired when ordering.)

414396 each

Your complete hi -fi system is right at your fingertips with
this handsomely styled chairside enclosure. In addition to
its convenience and utility it will complement your living
room furnishings with its striking design in either traditional or contemporary models. Designed for maximum
flexibility and compactness consistent with attractive
appearance, this enclosure is intended to house the Heathkit
AM and FM tuners (BC -IA and FM -3A) and the WA -P2
preamplifier. a.ong with the RP -3 or majority of record
changers which will fit in the space provided. Well ventilated space is provided in the rear of the enclosure for
any of the Heathkit amplifiers designed to operate with
the WA -P2. The tilt -out shelf can be installed on either
right or left side as desired during construction. and a
lift -top lid in front can also be reversed. Both tuners may
be installed in tilt -out shelf, with preamp mounted in
front of changer
or tuner and preamp combined with
other tuner in changer area. Overall dimensions are 18"
W. x 24' H. x 351/2' D. Changer compartment measures
171/4' L. x 16' W. x 91/4' D. All parts arc precut and pre drilled for easy assembly. The Contemporary cabinet is
available in either mahogany or birch, and the Traditional
cabinet is available in mahogany suitable for the finish
of your choice. All hardware supplied. Shpg. Wt. 46 lbs.

....

TRADITIONAL

CONTEMPORARY

Model CE -1T Mahogany

Model CE -1B Birch
Model CE -1M Mahogany

World's largest manufacturer of
electronic instruments in kit form

HEATH
COMPANY
Benton Harbor, 8, Michigan
[1.bsIdlary of Daystrom, Inc.

"BOOKSHELF" HI -FI

12

WATT

AMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL EA -2

$2896

An amplifier and preamplifier in one compact unit, the
EA -2 has more than enough power for the average home
hi -fi system and provides full range frequency response
from 20 to 20,000 CPS within ± db, with less than 2%
harmonic distorition at full power over the entire range,
R!AA equalization, separate bass and treble controls and
hum balance control arc featured. An outstanding performer for the size and price. Shpg. Wt. 15 lbs.
I

"UNIVERSAL" HI -FI

12

AMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL UA -1

$2196

Ideal for stereo or monaural applications. Teamed
with the Heathkit WA -P2 preamplifier, the UA -I provides an economical starting point for a hi-fi system.
In stereo applications two UA -1's may be used along
with the Heathkit SP -2, or your present system may
be converted to stereo by adding the UA -I. Harmonic
distortion is less than 2% from 20 to 20,000 CPS at
full 12 watt output. "On -o0" switch located on chassis
and an octal plug is also provided to connect preamplifier for remote control operation. Shpg. Wt.
13

lbs.

t f Á.

WATT

"EXTRA PERFORMANCE"
AMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL W7-M

55

WATT

HI -FI

I

*5496

This hi -fi amplifier represents a remarkable value at less
than a dollar a watt. Full audio output and maximum
damping is a true 55 watts from 20 to 20,000 CPS with
less than 2% total harmonic distortion throughout the
entire audio range. Features include level control and
"on-off" switch right on the chassis, plus provision for
remote control. Pilot light on chassis. Modern. functional
design. Sltpg \Vt. 28 lbs.

"MASTER CONTROL" PREAMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL WA -P2 S1975
All the controls you need to master a complete high
fidelity home music system are incorporated in this versatile
instrument. Featuring five switch -selected inputs, each
with level control. Provides tape recorder and cathode follower outputs. Full frequency response is obtained
within
11/2 db from 15 to 35.000 CPS and will do full
justice to the finest available program sources. Equalization is provided for LP, RIAA, AES and early 78 records.
Dimensions arc l2'b L. x 3W H. x 51/4' D. Shpg. Wt.

t

7
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HEATHKIT

"ADVANCE DESIGN"
AMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL W5 -M

25

WATT HI -FI

$5975

Enjoy the distortion -free high fidelity sound reproduction from this outstanding hi -ti amplifier. The W5-M
incorporates advanced design features for the super
critical listener. Features include specially designed
Peerless output transformer and KT66 tubes. The circuit is rated at 25 watts and will follow instantaneous
power peaks of a full orchestra up to 42 watts. A
"tweeter saver" suppresses high frequency oscillation
and a unique balancing circuit facilitates adjustment
of output tubes. Frequency response is ±1 db front 5
watt and within 32 db 20 to
to 160,000 CPS at
20,000 CPS at full 25 walls output. Harmonic distortion is less than l'; -. at 25 watts and IM distortion is
I% at 20 watts (60 and 3,000 CPS, 4:1). Hum and
noise are 99 db below 25 watts for truly quiet performance. Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs.
I

"HEAVY DUTY"

70

WATT HI -FI AMPLIFIER KIT

$10995

MODEL W6-M
For real rugged duty called for by advance hi -ti systems or
P.A. networks, this high powered amplifier more than fills
the bill. Silicon -diode rectifiers arc used to assure long life
and a heavy duty transformer gives you extremely good
power supply regulation. Variable damping control provides
optimum performance with any speaker system. Quick
change plug selects 4, 8 and 16 ohm or 70 volt output and the
correct feedback resistance. Frequency response at I watt
is ±1 db from 5 CPS to 80 kc with controlled 14F rolloff
above 100 kc. At 70 watts output harmonic distortion is be60
low 2%, 20 to 20,000 CPS and 1M distortion below I
and 6,000 CPS. Hum and noise 88 db below full output.
Shpg. Wt. 52 lbs.

YOU'RE NEVER OUT OF DATE WITH HEATHKITS

20

WATT HI -FI AMPLIFIER KIT

MODEL W4 -AM

Healhkit hl-fl systems are designed for maximum flexibility. Simple
conversion from basic lo complex systems or from monaural to
stereo is easily accomplished by adding to already existing units.
Healhkil engineering skill is your guarantee against obsolescence.
Expand your hi -fl as your budget permits ... and, If you llke, spread
the payments over easy monthly installments with the Heath Time
Payment Plan.

GENERAL -PURPOSE
MODEL A9-C

20

$3975

This top quality amplifier offers you full fidelity at
minimum cost. Features extended frequency response,
low distortion and low hum level. Harmonic distortion is less than 1.5' and IM distortion is below
17% at full 20 watt output. Frequency response
extends from 10 CPS to 100,000 CPS within =I db
watt. Output transformer tapped at 4, 8 and 16
at
ohms. Easy to build and a pleasure to use. Shpg.
Wt. 28 lbs.
I

WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

$3550

The model A9 -C combines a preamplifier, main amplifier and
power supply all on one chassis, providing a compact unit to
fill the need for a good amplifier with a moderate cash in.
vestment. Features four separate switch -selected inputs.
Separate bass and treble tone controls offer 15 db boost and
cut. Covers 20 to 20,000 CPS within ±I db. A fine unit with
which to start your own hi -fi system. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER KIT
MODEL XO -1

$ÌB95

This unique instrument separates high and low frequencies
and feeds them through two amplifiers to separate speakers.
It is located ahead of the main amplifiers, thus, virtually
eliminating IM distortion and matching problems. Crossover
frequencies for each channel arc at 100, 200, 400. 700. 1200,
2,000 and 3,500 CPS. This unit eliminates the need for conventional crossover circuits and provides amazing versatility
at low cost. A unique answer to frequency division problems.
Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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"BASIC RANGE" HI -FI SPEAKER
SYSTEM KIT
MODEL SS -2

"LEGATO" HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT

$3996

Legs optional extra. $4.95

Words cannot describe the true magnificence of the "Legato"
speaker system
it's simply the nearest thing to perfection in
reproduced sound yet developed. Perfect balance, precise phasing,
and adequate driver design all combine to produce startling realism long sought after by the hi -fi perfectionist. Two 15' Alice
Lansing low frequency drivers and a specially designed exponential
horn with high frequency driver cover 25 to 20,000 CPS. A unique
crossover network is built in. Impedance is 16 ohms, power rating
50 watts. Cabinet is constructed of s/' veneer- surfaced plywood
in either African mahogany or imported white birch suitable for
the finish of your choice. All parts are precut and predrilled for
easy assembly. Shpg. Wt. 195 lbs.
.

Outstanding performance at modest cost make
this speaker system a spectacular buy for any hi -fi
enthusiast. The specially designed enclosure and
high qulaity 8' mid -range woofer and compression type tweeter cover the frequency range of 50 to
12,000 CPS. Crossover circuit is built in with balance control. Impedance is 16 ohms, power rating
25 watts. Cabinet is constructed of veneer- surfaced
furniture -grade 1/2' plywood suitable for light or
dark finish. Shpg. Wt. 26 lbs.

"RANGE EXTENDING" HI -F1
SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
MODEL SS -1B

$29995

MODEL HH -1

Not

a complete speaker system in itself, the SS -I B
is designed to extend the range of the basic SS -2
(or SS -1) speaker system. Employs a 15' woofer

and a super tweeter to
extend overall response
from 35 to 16,000 CPS
± 5 db. Crossover circuit
is built -in with balance

control. Impedance is 16
ohms, power rating 35
watts. Constructed of
veneer -surfaced ply-

wood suitable for light
or dark finish. All parts
precut and prcdrillcd for
easy assembly. Shpg.
Wt. 80 lbs.

$2686

fidelity your library
of LP's has to offer.
Designed to Heath
specifications to offer
you one of the finest

cartridges available
today. Nominally flat
response from 20 to

pioneer In
"do-il-yourself"

Write today for free catalog describing
over 100 easy -to -build kits in hi -fitest- marine and amateur radio fields.
Complete specifications, schematics,
and detailed information to help you
In your selection.

\

20,000 CPS. Shpg.
Wt. I lb.

The "HOW AND WHY OF HIGH FI-

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

$2496

Rewind tape and film at the rate of
1200' in 40 seconds. Saves wear on
tape and recorder. Handles up to
101/2' tape reels and 800' reels of
8 or 16 millimeter film. Incorporates
automatic shutoff and braking device. Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs.

Replace your present
pickup with the M F- I
and enjoy the fullest

HEATH

DELITY", by Milton Sleeper explains
what high fidelity Is, and how you can
select and plan your own system.
This liberally- Illustrated 48 -page book
tells you the hi -fi story without fancy
technical Jargon or high -sounding
terminology. 25e.

MODEL SW -I

MODEL MF -1

NEW! "DOWN -TO- EARTH"

High- Fidelity Book

SPEEDWINDER KIT

DIAMOND
STYLUS HI -FI
PICKUP
CARTRIDGE

$9995

j/'

.

COMPANY
a

3 bsidiary of Dayslrom,

IJ f

C.O.D. orders. Price
subject to change with
out notice.

Inc.

Please send the Free Heathkit catalog.

electronics
Enclosed find S
Please enclose postag
for parcel post -- espies
orders ere shipped de
Hwy, chatees Collect
All prices F.O.B. Benton
Harbor, Mich. A 2O5 de
posit is rebuired on al

BENTON HARBOR 8, MICH.

Enclosed is 25c for the Hi -Fi book.
name

address
city

OUANTITY

6

state
ITEM

MODEL NO.

PRICE

J
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Serving the owners of
Garrard -world's finest
record playing equipment

-

and other discriminating
listeners.
e

c

ENCr?RSED

OUat,tv

Stereo and monaural ... most people ready to

buy high-fidelity components seek advice from friends who own them. Generally you will find that these
knowledgeable owners have a Garrard changer. And if you ask experienced dealers,
they will invariably tell you that for any high fidelity system, stereo or monaural, the
world's finest record changer is the...

In all our stereo demonstrations at high fidelity
shows we used the

Gerrard Model RC88
because this changer

reproduces stereo music
precisely as recorded,
without introducing any
disturbing or distorting
factors such as rumble
or wow. In fact, the
Garrard changer performs better than most
so- called "professional"
turntables, because this
changer is actually a
superb turntable combined with a scientifically engineered aluminum tone arm which
tracks at the correct
stylus pressure without
undesirable resonances.
You have the added
convenience of not only
being able to play
records simply by hand,
but also stacked, with
the assurance that they
are being handled automatically more gently
than by any human
hand. This is true on a
Garrard changer and at
a price much lower than
you may have been led
to expect. When considering the claims of
changers "specifically
designed for stereo", or
turntables "to play
stereo properly ", it is
well to remember that
for years Garrard
changers have had all
the qualities necessary
for this type of sensitive
reproduction. Now more
than ever before, it is
essential to insist on n
Garrard changer, and
accept no substitute, if
you want the finest
Stereo or, of course,
Monaural reproduction.
'IV

HIM 'S a

G111a11

lo

RC

93

RC ES

every high hdehtr

301 Transcription Turntable

sag oo

\7---"--

S67.50

TPA /12 Steno Trentaimion
Ttnc an

Zt

119.50

GARRARD SALES
CORPORATION,
Port Washington, N.Y.
Cowdrer tnecfrres to Chat W.
Perrrpn, lid.. 6 Mena Avenue.
Torordo. Tereratet other than
U.S .A.

and Ceroáa to Garrard

Snalneer -a

S

Mid. Co..

Wan.. Enplaed.

Intermix piM

/¿
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-

primed

monaural records.

\
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154.50

542.50

Audiocraft-An Experiment Continues
SCIENTISTS INSIST that no well- conducted experiment cln be unsuccessful, since at Its end the
experimenter knows more than he did at its beginning.
To this bye are inclined to say amen. Glance at the cover,
or at page 129, and you will note that we have just completed an experiment (or rather a phase of an experiment) involving the magazine AuDIOCR.\RT. As some
readers may recall, AUnrOCRAFr began as an offshoot of
HIGH FIDELITY three years ago. Now it has been rein corporated as an integral section of HIGH F1nEI.ITY.
HOW this happened constitutes the story of the experiment. It was an experiment that involved some inconvenience and expense, but the results arc gratifying. The
story may interest you. In part it depicts a publisher
and a group of editors pursuing their own good intentions rather in the manner of a cat chasing its tail. (So
expect a sort of circular story.)
In 1951, When I-Inca FIDELITY was founded, there
Was heard on all sides an urgent clamor for information
about high -fidelity componcntry and its installation.
Charles Fowler, first editor, now publisher, responded
to this by filling the early issues of the magazine (then a
quarterly) with disquisitions on air- couplers, variable
equalization, and hum loops, presented in howto -do -it
style. A part of his purpose thus was realized: the magazine became viable. The next part of his purpose became
evident With the fourth issue. Its cover was cleared of
installation photographs, and displayed instead the
challenging visage of one Ludwig van Beethoven. The
corresponding feature inside Was a complete LP discography of the works of this composer, by C. G. Burke.
Subscribers tvcre not affronted, and did not defect. Indeed, Vol. I. No. 4 became at once, and remained for
years, a collector's item, bought and sold at premium
prices. This was when I -I1cH FIDELITY began its bid to
music magazine.
the
bid was in a special direction, and towards a
Still,
special reader. We have respect for the urban concertgoer, but he doesn't take guidance from monthly magazines. It is the living-room listener who does. We envisioned this latter as a man bound eventually for devotion to the musical communications of Handel and
Brahms, but interested in getting there through his own
efforts -shopping among record reviews for masterbecome

a

plying his screw driver,
soldering iron, and spirit level to make himself finally a
participant in the delivery of the music. This is adventure, and creative adventure, too. Here was our reader.
pieces on unfamiliar labels;

So far, so good. The only trouble Was, the musical
content began to force the audio content out. It had an
aesthetic advantage, in the way it could be presented.
-There was much more of it available, too. and in greater
variety. Which is to say, bass reflex theory explained
once is interesting; but the third time you read it, twice
seems to have been enough.
Probably this was progress, but there were complaints.
Too much Stravinsky; not enough schematics. We took
these plaints to heart. (Nearly all the editors here are
audio tinkerers, in various degrees.) If some readers
wanted decibels without Debussy, they would have
them. The answer was another publication, so AemoCRAFT was launched.
Again (to begin with) so far, so good. The new magazine picked up readers in a rush, largely from among defecting readers of HIGH FIDELIrv. Fine: that was the
way We planned it. But what happened next we hadn't
planned at all.
This was, that when AUDIOCRAFT had attained a quite
substantial readership, its readers began also, in large
numbers, to subscribe to FIIGII FIDELITY as swell. And
vice versa. They got no encouragement from us, but
they did it just the same. In other words, tvc had been
right in the first place and wrong in the second place.
This was confirmed by readers reluctant to pay 95 cents
a month for two publications. The AuntocRAFr readers
demanded more ricord reviews and other musical matter. The Elicit FIDELITY readers continued to ask for
more "practical" home -audio guidance (especially as
stereo made its appearance). In point of wants, they
were getting together.
It was time for us to get together, too. For a while we
resisted, mostly, and simply, because we were proud of
AUDIOCRAFT as an editorial entity. And, consequently,
we didn't want to hide it.
I don't think we will be hiding it. In its three years of
independent existence. it developed an attractive personality (if the word is permissible), and one too strong
to submerge. It also developed its own unique style of
audio coverage, and this (not unnaturally) fits well in
taste and direction with the rest of HIGH FIDr:LarY's content. Three years ago we could not have afforded the
space and staff for this kind of coverage without squeezing something else out of HIGH FmeurY. Now we can.
We admit to feeling a little excited at the prospect. So.
we hope, will you. Because, you realize, you're part of
J.N.C.
the experiment.
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RRE DEL LAGO

The man and his music
by Ronald Byer

Culver

AT ins nr..vrtt in 1924 Puccini left an estate valued in the

neighborhood of four million dollars. This single circumstance
speaks volumes about the man and his music.
It establishes at once the fact that he was fabulously successful in his own time. He made more money out of his work
than any other composer of record (Verdi left about a million
and a half); and behind this awesome achievement stand two
towering verities: he had got hold of the formula for writing music of universal and
use the banal phrase appropriately for once -and,
almost instantaneous appeal
in a creative life spanning fewer than forty years. he maintained an extraordinarily
high average of hits and suffered relatively few misses.
This .vas, furthermore, no flash in the pan. A generation later, the main body of
his output continues to be indispensable to the operatic repertoire everywhere in
the world; his publisher, G. Ricordi, and his stepdaughter, Fosca, continue to garner
the fruits of his labors. (In the United States, at least, Madama ßrulerfly, Turandot,

-to
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and the operas

of the Trittico

-II

Tabarro, Gianni

Schicchi, Suor Angelica- are not in the public domain.)
What sort of man was this tycoon among opera com-

unerring musical marksman?
Born Giacomo (for his great -great -grandfather) Antonio (for his great -grandfather) Domenico (for his
grandfather) Michele Secondo (for his father) Maria (for
the Virgin) in the little city of Lucca, near Pisa, on December 22 or 23, 1858, he was one of eight children.
His father died when he was five, and his mother, with
posers, this

the aid of a modest pension, managed to keep her brood
alive in a not too dismal flat in the Via di Poggio, not far
from the public square. The house still stands there.

In his latter years at school, Giacomo picked up a little
money playing the organ and the piano, and teaching.
l-le even did a bit of composing
mostly church music.
It was a performance of Aida in Pisa, to which he and
some cronies walked from Lucca (even as Bach walked
to Lübeck to hear Buxtehude), that convinced him on

-

the spot that he wanted to be a composer of opera.
To this end his mother wangled a Queen Margherita
scholarship for him at the Milan Conservatory, and at
the age of twenty -two he stood for the first time before
the operatic Valhalla where he was to become one of

the reigning gods

-La Scala.

"A mighty hunter of wild fowl, opera libretti, and

marked with a small plaque, but not many present -day
Luccanians seem to know of its existence. To them
Puccini's house means the cozy Villa Puccini at Torre
del Lago, a still smaller town on nearby Lake Massaciucoli
where the composer spent much of his affluent adult life.
It was no surprise to the townspeople that the elder
of the two Puccini boys was scheduled from birth to
become a musician
specifically, an organist. The
Puccinis had been the leading town musicians and organists of the cathedral longer than anybody could remem-

attractive women" was Puccini's own characterization
of himself in later years. We can only observe that he

ber, like the Bach family in Thuringia, and they also

could just as well have been an ordinary Tuscan tradesman
anybody's paisan.
He showed little interest or discrimination in arts
other than music, and his concern with literature was
limited to an unceasing search for usable libretto material. Even his musical appreciations appear to have
been more professional and technical than spiritual. 1-le
doffed his hat to Beethoven and Wagner; he recognized

-

had been composers

of no little ability.

Always a poor scholar and, at first, an indifferent
apprentice at the organ, Giacomo was a morose. brooding
youth whose only real interests were trapping birds.
playing macabre practical jokes. and smoking cigarettes
behind the barn. There was general despair for his future
until he came under the tutelage of Carlo Angcloni, a
teacher at the Pacini Institute in Lucca, where Giacomo
started studies in his early teens. Angcloni was a sympathetic soul, who understood about bird trapping and
jokes, and the boy's latent musicality suddenly flowered.

knew his man. Despite the accretions of wealth and fame
Puccini never suffered the delusions of grandeur about
himself or his work which often beset creative people.
He was a matter -of -fact, sometimes crassly sensual man
with bourgeois tastes, a coarse sense of humor, and a
casual indifference to intellectual and philosophical concerts. Except for the spark of something that animated
him when he sat down before a piece of scorepaper, he

-

a

Mélithe impressionistic novelty of Debussy's Pelléas
of Richard Strauss and some of
Stravinsky; the early Schoenberg puzzled but did not
sande; he liked some

bewilder him.

New York Public librory

Puccini in his study at To,-re del Lago.

1-le

could always think easily of tunes; it was the "little things" that gave trouble.
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PUCCINI
Bmvnonn Archive

His youthful passion for bird hunting never kit him.
and the villa at Torre del Lago still houses his small
arsenal of guns, boots, and other trappings of the sport.
He also loved motorboating and. on one occasion, his

typically Italian enthusiasm for driving automobiles
at breakneck speed almost cost him his life.
Despite his wealth. he did not live ostentatiously.
Villa Puccini is a charming retreat set in a small garden
directly on the shore of the lake and surrounded by a
high iron fence. But, even by middle -class standards,
it is a modest house. consisting of only a few rooms,
comfortably but certainly not elegantly furnished
more like a hunting lodge than a millionaire's mansion.
Along with a hodgepodge of mementos of the composer's musical and sporting life the house contains two
upright pianos, one presented to him by Steinway & Sons,
the other an instrument made by August Forster at which
he did most of his work. Set at a right angle beside the
Forster piano is his writing desk. an arrangement indicating that Puccini composed at and from the piano and
possibly accounting for the unusually pianistic quality
of much of his orchestral writing.
Puccini's third abiding interest -women-probably
would have been a harmless enough diversion had it not
been for the almost insane jealousy of his wife. Elvira.
Elvira had fallen madly in love with him %while still
married to his boyh«xl chum, Giuseppe Gemignani.
and had become his partner in an illicit affair. Their son
Tonio was torn out of wedlock. Puccini loved his wife
dearly from the moment they met in his [twenty -sixth
year. and his final thought on his deathbed was of her.
Yet she drove him frantic throughout their life together
with her constant suspicions. however well bounded.
She even caused the suicide of one of their servant girls
by accusing her publicly of being her husband's mistress.
A post -mortem revealed the girl to be a virgin. but the
tragic mistake did not deter Elvira. The marital relations
of the couple often were strained almost to the break ing point; but, with age, Elvira softened somewhat and
they remained together to the end.
Except when he was hunting or in the throes of composition. Puccini was an unaccountably restive and
fitfully melancholy man, with many acquaintances but
almost no friends. He took a peculiarly objective view
of his music. evaluating it almost impersonally. though
occasionally he expressed surprised delight when it came
off well. Because of the seeming ease and spontaneity

-

with which the typical Puccinian melody wells up and
flows along, some notion has prevailed that he was a slapdash, "inspirational" composer who simply wrote down
whatever came into his head. The truth is quite the
reverse. He labored hard and painstakingly over his
scores. I -k was a perfectionist who strained his admittedly
limited talents to the utmost. He never had trouble
thinking of a "tune," he said; but the "little things,"
such as the connective tissue, sometimes created difficulties. Fortunately, he seems to have been tireless.
He was well aware of the trend towards dissonance
and an expanded palette of musical colors, and he began
to experiment with then in his last opera, Turandot.
But he was too canny to discount his own mastery over
a species of musical theater that people in droves would
pay money to witness time and time again. This knowledge, quite rightly. made him cautious. innovation is
most attractive to people who have little to lase by it.
including Illica, Giacosa, and
With his librettists
Adami, and even the formidable Victorien Sardou, with
whom he had to negotiate the adaptation of La ToscaPuccini was tyrannical and exacting. His sense of theater
(or, more properly, melodrama, with which he dealt
for the most part) was unerring. and he knew it. There
were many stormy sessions and endless revisions of text:
but the composer almost invariably carried his point
the box office- to be
and was proved subsequently
right. If he made a mistake, he was quick to see it, as in
his one serious blunder in the original composition of
Madarna Buttu/!p, which he had divided into two overlong acts, the first running about fifty -five minutes, the
second nearly ninety minutes. This was too unorthodox
for the opinionated Scala public and contributed in part
to the opening -night fiasco. Puccini recognized his error
and reverted to the conventional three acts, the form
in which the opera is always given today.
Kindly Antilcarc Ponchielli. who had been one of his
teachers at the \titan Conservatory, and the young poet Iibrettist. Ferdinando Fontana, virtually propelled
Puccini into his first opera and his first taste of public
success. His little Capriccio Sirfuico for small orchestra.
performed at the school. had stirred some favorable
reactions. But, %with the completion of his studies at the
conservatory at the age of twenty -five, and with the
automatic "2 fztcstro" firmly attached to his name, there
seemed nothing for him to do but go back to Lucca,
set up as a teacher, and assume his inherited post as
cathedral organist. He was as certain as ever that he
wanted to compose operas, but he was as destitute of
ideas as he was of money.
At this point Ponchielli Took a firm hand. Overriding
all objections, he persuaded Fontana to suggest and
compose a libretto (on speculation) for a one -act opera
to be entered in a competition sponsored by the paper
Teatro illrvtrato. The subject chosen by Fontana and
meekly accepted by Puccini -about the only time
Puccini ever was meek with a librettist -was the mystical
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doings of those Germanic sprites of the Black Forest. the
Villi (also the subject of the ballet Gise11e).
The little opera did not twin: it did not even receive
an honorable mention (sonic think it was never considered because of Puccini's illegible handwriting). But
Fontana, Boito, and several other influential persons had
heard the music and decided the opera was worthy of
production. With the aid of private subscription it was
given an auspicious performance. along with two other
operas, at the Teatro dal Verme in \lilan on May 31,
1884..\ remarkably indulgent public and press accepted
it as a miniature masterpiece and. overnight, Puccini
became a man to be reckoned with in the Italian theater,
to the envy, in no sense malicious, of his roommate and
colleague, Pietro Mascagni.
Le Villi, of course, was nowhere near as good as these
enthusiasts made it out to be. At best it showed portents
of things to come -the gift for spontaneous titillating
melody. the ability to create the musical mood and
setting for dramatic action, the mastery of orchestral
sonorities. At worst it was empty. cliché- ridden, shallow
in characterization, and imperceptive of its subject.
Le l7//i almost never is given anywhere. any more. though
there does exist a recording of it. Its most important
function, perhaps, was to bring the young composer to
the attention of Giulio Ricordi, head of the Italian publishing house which harbored most of the great among
nineteenth -century Italian composers. Ricordi was to
become. over the years. Puccini's closest friend and most
valuable adviser.
Living impecuniously on the meager proceeds of Le
Vi/li, Puccini did not produce another opera until Edgar,
in 1888, the one authentic disaster of his career. The
librettist again was Fontana. and the failure was due
more to him than to the composer. Somewhat like Le
Villi in plot, Edgar is a pastiche of all blood -and -thunder
Italian opera librettos at their most vulgar; and, though
Puccini labored over four years on the score, the music
reveals little if any evolutionary progress over Le Villi.
But it was the last time he was to work at the behest
of someone else on material with which he was not
really in sympathy, and he was free at last to seek his
own métier.
With Puccini operas, however, failure must not be
taken to mean one disastrous performance and then oblivion. Neither of Puccini's early operas was a failure in
that sense. Both received many performances in Italy
and elsewhere. they were by no means universally condemned. and the proceeds from them kept bread in the
mouths of the family which now included. besides
Elvira. a daughter Fosca. and the son Tonio. Puccini was
poor in these days, but Ricordi saw to it that be never

poser had a subject of his own choosing. a heroine tvith
whom he was personally in love. and a determination to
get exactly what he wanted out of his librettists (there
turned out to be six of them!).
:Clarion Leseant contains the ingredients of all Puccini's
successful operas. Due. no doubt. to his natural preoccupation with the female sex, the central character is a
woman, "the first." as George Marck says in his admirable biography, "of the faulty, simple, but appealing
young girls whose sisters arc Mimi, Musetta, Tosca, CioCio -San, and Liù." Puccini's men-Des Gricux, Pinkerton, Cavaradassi -are rarely more than foils for these
charming pathetic females. round these ladies he entwines ardent, often bittersweet melodies of love and
passion. basically similar in inspiration but saved from
being mere variations of each other by Puccini's rare
ability to stamp every one with its own sharp profile
and to impart to each the indefinable car -catching quality that is the secret of all music of the "hit" variety.
Astute man of the theater that he was, Puccini made
sure that every act had at least one of these sure -fire
melodies. nano,' Lescaut, Act I, has Des Gricux's " ra
voi, belle" (in addition to his "Donna non ridi nmi" );
Act II has Manon's "In quelle trine morbide"; Act III
has Des Grieux's "Guardate, paaao son "; Act IV has
Manon's final tlespiring aria, "Solo, perduta abbandonata." Tosca, Act I, has Cavaradossi's '' Recondita
arnronia di belleaaa diverse"; Act II has Tosca's famous
" Vissi dark"; Act Ill has Cavaradossi's "E /uccvan k
.

Ï

stelle." And so it goes.

Underlying and connecting these highlights runs a
Continued on page 157

solid but supple body of lush

went hungry.
The time had come, however, for

a solid hit. Puccini
not yet made any
old,
and
he
had
was now thirty years
sweet
sound was to
That
resounding noise in the world.
time
the cotnwith
For
the
first
come
Marion Lescaut.
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Portrait

of a "tycoon among opera composers."
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by Philip C. Geraci

Christmas
Tactics
for
Golden
Eared
Husbands
.:DIOPHILES across the length and breadth of the

A

most music -saturated nation in history now are
throwing frost- covered logs in the fireplace, switching
on mellow backgrounds of soothing stereo, and settling
down, chin in hand, to ponder again one of the most
formidable of Problems Which Plague the Fi- Fancier.
I don't mean hum, nor yet balance. Weighty upon the
soul as these maladies may be, they haven't quite the
urgency of the one I have in mind.
And what is this problem? Well, behold von calendar.
Sec that circle of grease pencil way down in southeastern
December? Now backwards count the shopping clays.
Ab, the upgoing eyebrows
the protruding lip
the drumming of the fingertips
. the sudden
glow of understanding. That's right, Christmas is coming!
Now is the time when all we harassed married men
begin wrestling with a dilemma which has p'.agued us
since the day we first twiddled the treble knob on a
dealer's amplifier. And I don't mean that we're wondering what sort of useful little thing we can give to the
neighbor next door to fix up his horrible -sounding system, either.

...

3S

...

..

Oh, no. The problem we harried husbands face every
year about this time is how in the world to get our wives
to give us something useful.
It isn't easy. I thought I had the problem licked last
year. Shrewdly and industriously. I assembled fifteen
audio catalogues. Painstakingly, I cut out of them pictures of all the enticing little items I'd like to own but
was afraid to get caught buying. Skillfully I planted
these around the house in strategic places (for instance,
in her favorite cereal bowl, for three weeks running).
I happily settled back to await the fateful dawn. You
know what I got? A bathrobe (my third). A new set of
TV rabbit ears ( "the old ones arc so ugly"). A can of
No -Rub waxing compound for the car.
The year before I had been even less fortunate. Week
after week, I had enthused over the brilliant array of
new recordings lined up like Scots Guards on the top
shelf of the local record shop, making special if subtle
reference to some of the more exciting ones ( "for example, talking offhand, you understand, LM 1076") in the
hope of bringing at least a few Boston Symphony members into the cozy cubicle we call our living room.
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Results? :\ bathrobe (my second). And. about the
third week in January, Harry A4artin, a bachelor and
therefore understandably curious. stopped me on the
street to ask what my spouse had had in mind when she
carne into his record shop the week before Christmas to
ask for an "orthopedic" record!
And so it goes. With hat respectfully right- handed
three degrees below left shoulder. I bow in dedication
towards the worthy ranks of those who sit in captain's
chairs at dinner. rise then dutifully to answer dishtowelenlistment, and hope thereafter for an hour or so of
spiritual communion with Peter Ilich and Johann Sebastian or with the fearsome mysteries of acoustic feedback.
To them is devoted this terse tactical guide -list to conveniences no deserving audiophile should be without,
cone Yuletide. Put this in your wife's cereal bowl.
'Titles arc in bold face; prices arc given when possible.
They're for her. The rest of the stuff is ammunition for
you fellows when you close ranks for the charge.
A new tweeter. This is something that you ought to
give to the guy next door. Really. Anyway, they can be
had for as little as $4.00. There's no point in mentioning
the more expensive ones because your wife wouldn't buy
you one of them anyway.
A credit slip from the lumber shop. This is a good
idea, but watch out for hidden implications. You may
want to build a new speaker enclosure, but she may want
new closet doors. 13e firm.
A child's water -color paintbrush. You may
actually get one of these, because they only cost about a
dime. Really, they're extremely useful for flicking dust
off your phono stylus after each play. If you're a finger
flicker, prepare to break the habit.
A record rack. If you're like most collectors, you
have piles of unsorted discs lying around collecting all
sorts of evil precipitations. Appeal to her instinct for
order. Attractive, modern fifty -album racks cost less
than $4.00.
A pocket spirit level. Often overlooked, turntable
leveling can be enormously important to good record
performance. Especialls' is this so with stereo. Furthermore,
levels can be purchased at the corner hardware store,
which should make your wife extremely happy. They
cost in the neighborhood of a dollar, more or less.
Lamp wire. This might not be one of the most
exciting gifts you could receive, but it could certainly
be one of the most useful, especially if you're planning
to string up a new stereo speaker. Price: five cents a
foot in better stores everywhere.
A subscription to HIGH FIDELITY/AUDIOCRAFT
Magazine. No undue influence operating here, but it
is a bargain this year: two books for the price of one.
Spare output tubes. Milady. please note: these are
the only two big tubes in the amplifier that are absolutely alike. The number is printed on the side of the
glass envelope. near the top. Nine chances out of ten,
if you get milord a new set (they're available at almost

any radio-TV repair shop) you will at some future time
figure as savior of a musical evening. It is always on an
important occasion that output tubes choose to go sour
or start gobble -gobbling. Price: roughly $3.50 per tube.
A stereo adapter. If you are going stereo, this is a
handy gadget which has dual volume controls. channel
reversing switches, and multiple inputs and outputs. It
gives you a single control panel to accommodate most of
your stereo switching needs. Price: from $10 to $35,
depending upon equipment to be used with it.
Stereo balance meter. This is a type of output level
meter which has two needles in a single window. To set
levels, you adjust the gain until the needles point to
the same number, and your system is, theoretically at
least. balanced. Yes, you could do the job by car, of
course, but this method is much quicker and somewhat
more impressive, especially when uninitiated guests are
on hand. Price: $8.95.
A stereo cartridge. Not everyone who has been
Thinking About Stereo has yet done anything about it.
:\ stereo cartridge would be just the thing to precipitate
the rest of the action, so to speak. The prices range from
$9.95 for a good ceramic cartridge to more money than
anyone cares to think about. You'll have to check the
catalogues on this one.
A second speaker. A multitude of ideas have been
advanced about speakers for stereo, most of which have
had substantial merit. The fact is, you can make do with
smaller (and less expensive) speaker systems in stereo
than you can in monophonic reproduction. Just why this
is so remains a bit of a mystery-and will, until someone
in the business compounds a simplified explanation too
complicated for anyone else in the industry to understand and thereby disprove. Although ideally your stereo
speakers should be identical, yen can get away with
a smaller second system until such time as you decide to
go whole hog and invest in two big enclosures. Small
systems designed as "stereo seconds.' begin as low as
(unbelievably) $15, and run up to something over $100.
A stereo test record. In most cases, test records arc
of doubtful value to anyone who doesn't own at least
one of the test instruments necessary to interpret precisely their effect. In stereo, however, since the grooves
contain two sets of information which must be perfectly
balanced for optimum results, you may find that you can
put a stereo test record to very good use indeed, gauging
the effects of your system by car. Price: about $6.00.
A stereo tone arm. Take it Continued on page 166
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Twenty years in a Jumping Groove..

THE

Blue Note
STORY
by John S. Wilson

Alfred Lion and Francis II"'off

RECORD COLLECTOR who thinks he knows his held
tvould probably have little difficulty in naming the
three oldest American record companies among those
active today. The three ancients arc, of course, Victor,
Columbia, and Mecca. But %vho comes next?
The name in fourth position might surprise even collectors who specialize in jazz. For the fourth olcicst record company in the United States still in business is a
jazz. label- -Blue Note. On January 6, 1959, when Blue
Note celebrates its twentieth anniversary, it will be not
only the oldest record company in this country specializing in jazz, it will also be the oldest independent record
company of any kind.
Blue Note has reached this eminence despite the fact
that it is run by a pair of extremely reluctant businessmen. Alfred Lion and his partner. Francis Wolf, are
first and foremost jazz enthusiasts, who record only the
AAY

musicians deer like and only the type of music ihcy enjoy -with scarcely any concern for its sales potential.
(Lion's normally twinkling expression reflects a complex

of shock, affront. and bewilderment at the niere mention

of profits.) Beyond this, they like to concentrate on unknown musicians. By most laws of economics, this is a
direct route to bankruptcy. Yet Lion and Wulff, relying
heavily on instinct and a lively curiosity, have made their
unorthodox methods turn a hobby into a very stable
business indeed.

One of the few things that Lion, who started the
company, has in common with master minds behind other
successful purveyors of recorded jazz is that he too staggered blindly. almost unconsciously, into the recording
business. Jazz labels have grown out of such unli!.<el
events as the door fight between the Taft and Eisen
howcr forces at the 1952 Republican convention (River-
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side). the need for decorum in the Turkish Embassy
in Washington (Atlantic). and a salesman's desire to demonstrate a disc- cutting machine (Savoy). Blue Note
emerged from a teen -ager's interest in skating.
The skater was sixteen -year-old Alfred Lion. The
place was Berlin, the year 1925, when he encountered an

apocalyptic sight-an illustrated poster in front of the
Admiral Palast, a part -time skating rink, which advertised a show featuring Sam \Wcxxiing's orchestra. Young
Lion was intrigued, although he hadn't the faintest Idea
who or what Sam \Woxiing's orchestra was. Anyway,
that evening, he sat in the Admiral Palast, his skates
stuffed tinder his scat, listening enraptured to a strange
music that he felt but could not quite understand. When
the program was over, he wandered out into the night
in a sort of ecstasy.
This might have been a typical adolescent fancy but
it wasn't. Fate had obviously started to weave a web
of coincidence around Alfred Lion. A few days later, his
mother put on the family phonograph a newly purchased
recording of the big hit song of the moment, Oh, Kinarina. Alfred was unimpressed. Later, glancing at the
label, he noticed that the record was by Sain \Wcxxling's
orchestra. But it didn't sound like the Sain \Wo ding
he had heard. The boy turned the record over and found
that the other side was called Shanghai Shafflr. He played
it, and almost immediately he was transported back to the
Admiral Palast. This was what he was looking for, and
now he knew where to find it-on records.
Then began a sort of blind hut. The young Lion knew
what he wanted. but exasperatingly. he didn't know how
to ask for it, and he was not able to make clerks in German record shops understand his desires. When he came
to the United States on business, some years later. he
felt that he would surely have no trouble finding here
the music he was looking for. In fact, however, he had no
more success in New York than he had had in Berlin,
until one day he heard a Luis Armstrong recording being
played over a sidewalk loudspeaker. He rushed inside
only to find that the shop, like others he had tried,
carried almost nothing except "pop" and classical records. But here a friendly clerk gave him a valuable clue:
records like.Louis Armstrong's were called "race records."

-

Lion seized on this crumb of information. He popped
in and out of record stores all over midtown New York

demanding "race records," and finding none. He was
beginning to think that his new password was useless
when another shopper obligingly told him that the
place to get "race records" was uptown-Harlem.
Uptown Went LiOn. As he climbed out of the subway
at 125th Street and Seventh Avenue, he saw a record
store straight in front of him. He ran in and, almost
desperately, asked if they had "race records."
"Then. for the first time in my lift," Lion recalled recently, "I saw the Victor and Brunswick race catalogues.
I saw the names of the people who made these records
Duke Ellington, Jelly Roll itforton, Charlie Johnson,
A'lary Lou Williams."
In his exuberance Lion ordered a huge stack of records, more than he could possibly pay for. He took as
many as his pocket-money would cover, told the store keeper to hold the others, and returned to bail them out,
a few at a time, whenever he had any spare cash.
Even though he now knew the names of the orchestras
which made the records he liked. Lion was still flying
almost blind as a jazz. fan. I-k began to recognize the
styles of semis Of the soloists and to sort them out mentally- "this trumpeter sounds like the trumpeter on that
other Ellington record; must be the same man." Soon
he had a new set of idols to whom he could assign no
names. But as he grew more familiar with New York
and learned about the Savoy Ballroom, found Fletcher
Henderson :s band playing in a spot on Union Square,
discovered that Duke Ellington might be included on
the vaudeville bia at the Palace. he began to associate
musical styles with faces and. finally, with names. When
Lion returned to Berlin in 1930. he took with him more
than three hundred records, the beginnings of a collection-growing steadily larger and heavier -that he toted
all over the continents of Europe and South America for
the next eight years.
It was back in the United States in 1938, however.
that Lion encountered his next major adventure in his
jazz education. At a jazz concert in Carnegie Hall he
heard John Ilammond's botgicwoogie prot(gés Albert
Ammons, Meade Lux Lewis, and Pete Johnson, and

-
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discovered that he liked them much better on the concert stage where they could play at whatever length
they chose than he had on their 10 -inch 78 -rpm records.
His curiosity piqued, he walked into a recording studio
on 47th Street the next day and, in all innocence, asked
why records were not longer. He was gently advised
that you could only get so many grooves to an inch, and
was sent on his way.
Some time later Lion became friendly with Lewis
and Ammons, and asked them if they would make some
private recordings for his own pleasure. There promptly
followed a session at that same 47th Street studio where
Lion had learned about grooves. Ammons and Lewis
played nine selections that afternoon, alternately wandering soulfully through a blues or churning up a scorching
set of boogiewoogic choruses.
When Lion received the transcriptions of the session,
it dawned on him that they were the same size as standard
12 -inch discs. Once again his curiosity sent him looking for information, this time in a record store. No, he
was told, 12 -inch was for classical records only, no one
would buy 12 -inch jazz discs. Possibly this was the beginning of Lion's scorn for conservative business thinking.
But, not trusting his own judgement completely, he
cautiously had fifty copies of his two discs pressed, one
by Lewis, one by Ammons. He sent a few out to reviewers, and received encouraging reactions from Irving
Kolodin of the Sun and 1-Ioward Taubman of the Tortes.
Then, from a Philadelphia store, the illustrious H. Royer
,Smith, carne an order, his first. With that, the die was
;cast. Lion was in the record business.
A kw months after this recording session, he made his
second batch of discs, this time featuring trumpeter
Frankie Newton, who led the band at Cafe Society, and
saxophonist Sidney Bechet. Lion had first heard Bechet
many years before at the Café Vaterland in Berlin where,
incongruously dressed as a cowboy, he led a three-piece
band. In the time since, Bechet had gained some repute
and following as a jazz recording artist. However, he
wanted to branch out, into popular ballads and the like,
and no major company would take a chance on this.
Thus, when Lion made him a carte blancheoflcr, Becher
snatched at it. What eventuated was a record which was
to become perhaps Bechet's most famous: Summertime.
And Blue Note had what Lion now refers to as his "first
little hit." Parenthetically, Frankie Newton was supposed to have been in Summertime with Bechet and
would have shared solo space with him. But just before
the recording began, Newton excused himself to go to
the men's room. The instant the door closed behind him,
Bechet said to his rhythm section, "All right, let's go,"
and started playing. As the music ended, Newton returned, but it was generally agreed that Bechet's solo
version was so good that there was no point in cutting it
over. Alfred Lion is still not certain whether or not
Bechet's stratagem was deliberate.
By this time Lion had learned- through a little re-

4

search in a record store -how ro pack shellac records for
mailing, and was doing his own wrapping and delivering.
Before Bechet made Summertime this was no great strain.
But as news of the Bechet disc got around, Lion found
himself spending the better part of his day delivering
records to the post office and to stores in New York (the
Commodore Music Shop, for instance, though it specialized in jazz, would not order more than ten copies at
once, so that Lion sometimes had to make deliveries
several times a day to keep up with the demand).
Fortunately for Lion's weary arches, Francis Wolff,
an old boyhood friend in Berlin, came to the United
States at this time and joined the burgeoning recording
venture. Although both men had full -time jobs elsewhere-Wolff in a photographic studio and Lion with
an export firm -they opened a sales office and staggered
their hours so that one of them could usually be there.
During the war years, Lion continued to record Bechet
and other such traditionalists as Wild Bill Davison, Art
Hodes, and Edmond Hall, along with prominent practitioners of Swing-Ben Webster, Buck Clayton, Sidney
De Paris, and others.
By the end of the war Blue Note had become sufficiently profitable for Lion and Wolff to quit their outside
jobs. At this time, too, Lion began to record modern jazz.
His first session was in September 1947, with a group led
by Tadd Dameron. In the next few years the balance
between modern and traditional jazz on the Blue Note
label shifted more and more towards the modern side;
and since 1950 Lion has all but stopped recording the
older jazz styles.
"All the old stuff has been donc," he says, "and new
Dixieland groups don't appeal to me. What they play
seems very mechanical
doesn't have the real feeling
it needs. What I like of the old jazz is the masters, the
men who really know how to do it and have done it all
their lives, men like Becher and George Lewis." (Bechet
and Lewis, incidentally, are the only traditionalist band leaders listed in Blue Note's current LP catalogue.)
In shifting the company's emphasis from Dixieland to
modern, Lion changed the appeal of his records in more
than musical style alone. During Blue Note's first decade,
the musicians he used were usually well established, at
least among jazz fans. But when he first turned to modern
jazz he had no choice but to record men who were
scarcely known beyond a very small clique of enthusiasts. This set Lion on a policy, which he still follows today, of starching out and giving opportunity to new
talent. As a result, an impressive number of modern jazz
musicians have had their first chance to be heard as
leaders on Blue Note discs. The list includes Thelonious
Monk, Bud Powell, Clifford Brown, Art Blakey, and
Horace Silver. More recently Lion has had great success

-it

in developing another of his debutants, organist Jimmy
Smith, and he now has high hopes for his latest discovery,

another Smith-Louis, a trumpeter.
One of the two principal
Continued on page 164
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Have Casket, Need Corpse
... or what to do with your surplus speaker enclosures
high -fidelity craftsman balks at link.
He will not hesitate to tackle a super de luxe, kneeaction, triple delayed ultra- Flugclhornloaded speaker
enclosure if it means moving a step nearer sound perfection. In various stages of his hi -fi development he may
ADEDICATED

try

a number of widely different enclosure types. And
why not? Building speaker boxes is his best. chance to
exercise creative talent. Few are qualified to design and
build electronic equipment. Constructing amplifier kits
is a lot of fun
but someone else has done all the planning. Housing speakers, however, is something the
handy man can get his saw teeth into. Heaven knows, a
man needs something he can do for himself in today's
world. Then too, expert opinion is sharply divided
among schools of speaker baffling. This is the least settled
aspect of high fidelity. There is always the chance, how-

-

ever slight, that even the veriest amateur may hit
promptly upon that one enclosure which is perfect for
his speaker, amplifier. and listening room.
All this hive of experimentation throughout the land
leaves one problem unsolved. What does the hi -fi addict
do with his outmoded enclosures? A speaker enclosure,
properly built, is almost indestructible: and salvage of
reusable materials is difficult. It is wasteful just to cast
such solid boxes aside; they do not have much sale value
unless the maker is unusually expert; they make poor
Christmas presents, ranking roughly below plaster dogs
and silver salvers. Other ft addicts will not even take
them off your hands, since they usually have a different
baffling philosophy. No, what is needed is a plan whereby
such unused cabinets may be turned to some other
practical use around the house. I hope in this article to
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the benefits of my own experience by making
helpful suggestions (or utilizing unused speaker cabinets.
When the high -fidelity hobby first began to ripple
from city, to suburb, to backwoods, and finally to mc,
I decided to build my first enclosure. A bass reflex,
of course. Experts call this the "cheapest and easiest
to build" of any enclosure type. They should have cautioned the beginner to check the price of all the tools he
happened not to own, to take out medical insurance, and
to consider carefully his aptitude for cabinet making.
One gold -plated phrase guided me in my first eilixts.
"The bigger, the letter." Two grown men could have

Our cat Cello solved the problem of utilizing this shoe
box. I left the front panel off when the box was set
aside and she discovered that the Ozite made a good
bed. From then on, the enclosure was Cello's private

been buried in my first reflex box. (One almost was, when
my wife found that the sarcophagus was to be placed in

at the sane point; minds IO cycles per second.

pass 01)

her

living room.) The ttholc thing was braced and gird a skyscraper. Nothing so flimsy as wood blocks

cred like

secured the joints. Angle iron was the stuff. (It does not
hold wood glue very well, but it sure holds machine
bolts.) Padding was just about mattress thick.
Caine the day when, with a quiet glow of pride. I
fitted my single eight -inch speaker and wired in a jukebox

amplifier. preamp, and magnetic cart ridge. Magnificence!
The emotion attending consummation obscured my
initial reaction to any faults. But when this first line
frenzy faded. a suspicion arose that all was not quite
right. La \Jcr came through with a distant, hollow
sound, taguely reminiscent of the ocean; but Beethoven's Fifth was around the next corner and his
Quartet in .\ minor placed at the far end of a train
tunnel. I made a further study of speaker baffling.
Chapnuan's Homer, stout Cortez. and all that. I read
another expert, and found my golden rule refuted. This
authority insisted there shoulcl be a definite relationship
between speaker size and size of enclosure. Included in
his article were plans for one of those cute little ducted
port cabinets about the size of a large cigar box, recommended for all eight -inch speakers. There was sufficient
material left over from the sarcophagus to begin construction immediately.
But what to do with the big box? 1 suggested to my
wife that we install windows and a telephone so we could
have our own private phone booth. This idea was
received, well, coldly. Several alternative suggestions
followed: a rabbit hutch (ac had no rabbits): a
home for homeless St. Bernards; a receptacle for her
mother's presents. All of these net with kindred enthusiasm. Finally, I said I would lit a rustic door, saw
out a quarter moon, and thus produce a sure -fire conversation piece for the living room. Her calm response
to this consisted of fragments of plywood, crockery, and
stray tools. At the present time, after years in high fidelity, the box serves as my own private padded cell.
\lcantvhilc, back in the den, the small enclosure had
been put into operation. Hearing what was wrong with
this one did not take long. It sounded as though Sousa
had never heard of the Sousaphone. Strictly .22 caliber.
gave up on undersized bailles.
1
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retreat.
By now firmly resolved to strike a happy medium
in cabinet size, I found that mathematics could be applied to enclosure design. At last. I was on my own.
Never again dici I have to depend upon someone else's
word for the proper size baille. By way of practice, I
calculated the resonance points of lxth my previous
efforts. One formula indicated that both would resonate
found

a

formula that would result in

a

I

finally

cabinet of

reasonable size.

More study of acoustic theory gave me a boxophobia
about nonresona nt panels. This led to a consideration of
brick, plaster, sheet steel. Keene's cement. and cast
concrete. I do not know hots any of these might have
been reused had I decided to salvage them, although I
once had a passing thought that a cast concrete reflex

into a septic tank: and at one point I
considered
cylindrical baille made of heavy gauge
sheet aluminum, but decided that it would look too
much like a garbage can.
At the tine, another source of nonrcsonant materials
presented itself. One of the local banks. in remodeling,
discarded some marble panels. Scrounging some of these,
I built a carefully computed corner reflex; built it with
a cold chisel. Sonic results were excellent within the
limitations of an eight -inch speaker. For some time this
enclosure was highly satisfactory (to me and my wife).
I was permitted back in the living room, and the only
reason finally for abandoning it was a growing preoccupation with multiple speakers. I have found no immediate reuse for the marble enclosure, but when the time
might

be made
a

-

cones I shall have an absolutely unique tombstone
hollow prism. The epitaph shall read: "Here lies a
baffled man."
l fy first step towards multiple speaker ownership was
the purchase of another eight -inch speaker and construc-

a

tion of twin infinite Ixtilles of a cubical shape. The cube,
experts assure us. gives a %veil- rounded bass and there is
only one inner resonance to take care of. These boxes
provided a rather pleasing musical effect, except in one
respect. The experts had overlooked the resonance from
corner to opposite corner of these bailles. Twin speakers
reinforce each other and so do twin resonances. I now
own the only pair of eight -cubic -feet dice in the world.
Unfortunately, cutting the speaker holes "loaded" them,
and the throw invariably comes up "snake eyes,"
The sphere. experts assure us further, is the only true
I Iclmholtz resonator. I made mine out of loopier- mîtché,
using shellac instead of paste. Before the reader laughs.
let him remember that paper has a density of I and
shellac of 1.7, both greater than plywood. A weather
balloon served as the form.
Continued on page 165
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Kuttner

Iiillgart
VOLUNTEERS
Being the story of how young Karl Münchinger
created an orchestra because he wanted one to conduct.
Ir

YOV WATCU

late television, it

is

almost inevitable that

at one time or another you have been lured into witnessing at least the beginning of one of Hollywood's
Musical- Career Epics. One has to think of these in
capital letters, because they were Great Human Documents. There was a spate of them in the late 1940s

-all

their incredibility,
exactly
whether they purported to depict a real character or a
fictitious one.
We would be shown first the incipient Maestro either
as a child or as a youth. As a child, Ile would be distinguished by a coiffure too long and a penchant for
the same,

especially

in

gazing at birds when he was supposed to be doing his
homework. As a youth. he would be shown in had need

of

a

haircut and with

a

certain inclination to watch

pigeons through the window instead of minding the
delicatessen. \Vhat followed next came with

a

horrid

inevitability. Despite his almost disabling lassitude. a
sort of imbecilic stubbornness would carry him to the
heights. By this is meant that we would see hint soon in a
structure vaguely resembling Carnegie Hall. conducting
a strange orchestral arrangement of Liszt's Lieberrraunt
to the ecstatic plaudits of an audience all dressed up like
movie extras. Next the would see a wheeling sequence of
concert -hall marquees, marking a triumphal passage
through Paris. Berlin. London, Milan, and New York.
while the sound system rendered pleasant railroad
noises, chuck -chuck-chuck, and there was an occasional
upward cascade of champagne bubbles. If we stayed svith
our hero any longer, we would soon sec him spurn his
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childhood sweetheart in favor of a heavily mascara'd
debutante. But we don't. We rouse ourselves and switch
channels. His success has been simply too swift and
complete for belief. Things don't happen that way in real
musical life.
Don't they?
1-lere is the story of Karl Münchingcr and his Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra, and I do not know how Hollywood could ever hope to top it.
As the script starts, the child Karl is just one year old.
His father, an architect, dies, leaving the mother alone
with the task of supporting her family. Fade -out. The
little boy now k six. and we sec him building himself a
sort of box fiddle stringed with strands of twine, and
trying to play it with a small homemade bow. We see
him, too, singing in the school choir and, at age eleven,
taking part in a performance of Bach's St. Matthew
Passion. This experience shakes the child with an excitement so violent he has to stay in bed for several days
with high fever; neither his mother nor the family doctor
can find out what ails him.
When the youngster climbs out of bed, his minci is
made up: he is going to be a musician. His mother understands. At some sacrifice, she arranges for piano and
violin lessons, and later for instruction in harmony. By
the time Karl gets his school diploma, at age nineteen,
he has made a further decision: he wants to be a conductor. This time he is overruled: the Miinchingcrs are
deeply religions people, and practical as well. Where
musical jobs are found is in the church. The son is going
to be an organist and choirmaster. He enters Stuttgart
State Academy of Music and takes his final examinations
in 1938 with concentration on organ, choir work, and

Protestant sacred music. His first professional assignment is to the post of organist and choir director at St.
Martin's Church in his home town of Stuttgart. He
serves there conscientiously. Now it is 1941, and there is
a war on. The Army eyes him, but rejects him.
Though young Miinchinger really studied church
music and worked hard as an organist, there was always
the same aim and longing in the back of his mind: I must
save sonic money to pay my way through conducting
school. FIc did, entering Leipzig Conservatory and
beginning studies under Hermann Abendroth. Upon
graduation his dream was fulfilled: he landed a conducting position with the Niedersachsen Symphonic Orchester in Hanover. This was a seventy -man group of
modest distinction in a typical provincial setting and of
German provincial competence. Did its new conductor
promptly develop this Hanover orchestra into a unit of
truly international distinction? No, he did not.
In 1944 the orchestra is bombed out, the concert hall
destroyed. For a while Münchinger lives, with some
of his musicians, in a ruin. When it becomes clear that
no other hall can be found. the orchestra disintegrates.
The next chapter is nothing but misery, hunger, and
idleness. In the spring of 1945 -the fighting had just

ended --he goes back to Stuttgart, only to find the town
a heap of rubble. With no music being made, the young
man can do little but hard thinking. \fünchinger spends
days simply thinking about orchestral performances in
general. He comes to the conclusion that rehearsal time
is the crux of the problem of orchestral merit. "There isn't
enough of it. except for the most famous and financially
secure symphonic organizations. Like a scientist conceiving an experiment, he decides to establish a chamber
orchestra of his own. if he possibly can, and to train it
toward the kind of near- perfection only the great metropolitan orchestras have been able to aspire to.
This would seem, of course, a fantastic and Utopian
idea. since the support of even a small symphonic body
calls for a millionaire's resources. Normally, the salaries
of twenty amen would have to be paid. plus considerable
overhead expenses. What makes the project feasible is
its timing. Germany, at the end of the war, has lapsed
into a sort of stupor. There are only two things left that
really matter: digging out from tinder the ruins and
finding food to keep body and soul together. Miinchinger
scavenges an elderly truck. and drives around Stuttgart
and the countryside, hunting young musicians. He
wants men willing to put in unlimited and unpaid rehearsal time and practice because music means more to
them than the struggle for sheer physical survival. After
two and a half months he has assembled fifteen men.
Since the whole city has been bombed out. they start
rehearsing in an empty shed on the outskirts. They have
no heat. but they also pay no rent. Nobody receives
wages, and how they all managed tostayalive, \fünchinger
cannot recall: he remembers only rehearsing all day and
spending his nights-often all night- copying out scores
and parts for the next day's schedule.
Some months go by before the conductor feels that his
group is ready for public appearance. Then this lean and
somewhat unkempt band of players set out for the nearby
villages, giving their first performances in country
churches (no admission fee, of course). Maestro \fünchinger himself carries the music and music stands -all
sixteen of therm. :\gain. fade-out.
The next scene opens with \lünchinger and his men
in the role of Pied Piper. Word of the wandering minstrels has spread around the countryside. Music-starved
villagers follow them from place to place, the townsfolk
flock out from Stuttgart. At this point, early in 1946,
enters Everett Helm, then a cultural attaché with the
local United States Occupation Forces. Helm helps
\lünchinger find something like a concert hall in Stuttgart. Next. he persuades Ralph Kirkpatrick, the brilliant
American harpsichordist, to appear as a soloist with the
orchestra. \fünchinger still remembers the emotion
compounded with hunger with which they first met
their guest soloist: Kirkpatrick appeared bearing as a
gift a big box of chocolates, the first candy the men
had eaten in several years.
During all this period the
Continued on page 160
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STEREO
BY ALTEC

For your home...

Assuming you know that quality high fidelity
components are essential for any worthwhile
stereophonic sound system -and assuming that
you don't want to pay a staggering price for your

The Finest-

yet so inexpensive

phonic installations than all other makes
combined.
This professional quality is built into every
ALTEC high fidelity component. The same efficient technique used to manufacture ALTEC'S
massive professional stereo systems is used in
producing home high fidelity components. This
means lower prices for ALTEC than for other
makes of comparable quality.

-

system
Before you buy stereo -compare -the quality
and the price of ALTEC LANSING high fidelity

components.
ALTEC is used for more professional stereo-

Here's One
Example of
ALTEC Quality

at Low Cost:

Sao MASTER STEREO CONTROL

3.4A QUARTET AMPLIFIER

4128 BIFLEX SPEAKER
ALTEC 4128

Blflesg, Speaker -this

popular 12" single cone high fidelity
speaker is one of three famous
81flexes -an exclusive ALTEC design.
The ALTEC Billes Is perhaps the only
true high fidelity single voicecoil
speaker made. Guaranteed frequency
range is 40- 15,000 cps Only $54.00

-Is

ALTEC 305A AM tuner
perfect
With the 307 for AM -FM stereo. Fee -

turcs extremely sharp skirt attenua
fion providing the greatest usable
band width for maximum fidelity.
Only $99.00

This

344A QUARTET AMPLIFIER

provides 40 watts (80 peak) of
power for stereo or 20 watts (40 peak) for each channel. For monaural von can buy the 307 or 305, the 344,
and the 412, and acid to it later for stereo. No matter
when you buy ALTEC, you always get the same uniform quality components- precision built, matched
and balanced for truc excitement in listening.
ALTEC system

ALTEC 344A Quartet

Amplifier -Ver-

ALTEC S40 Master Stereo Central

satility. clean power, functional
design, and low price describe the
masterful ALTEC Quartet. For stereo
you have all of these features for
each channel with the Quartet: 2022,000 cps, 20 watts (40 peak); 138
db gain; 32 db bass tone control
range; 35 db treble tone control
range; six Inputs -V.R. phono, tape
deck, microphone, radio tuner, tape
machine, high level phono: lour independent volume centrals; 4 position
contour control; three position independent rumble and scratch filters;
tape recording output Only $111.00

4128 BIFLEX SPEAKER

-

provides master channel control for
two 344A Quartet amplifiers. If you
already own an ALTEC Quartet, you
can use the SAO for stereo conver
sion any time
Only $12.00

Biflexe Speaker -this
popular 12" single cone high fidelity
speaker is one of three famous
Biftexes -an excl.lslve ALTEC design.
The ALTEC 8ifles is perhaps the only
true high fidelity single voicecoil
speaker made. Guaranteed frequency
ALTEC 4128

range is 40- 15,000 cps

Only $54.00

When you hear ALTEC, you know it's the finest.
And it costs no more!

(

Walnut, blonde or mahogany hardwood cabinet for 307, 305A or 344A- $19.95)

loudspeaker?

ALTEC
LANSING CORPORATION

Write for free catalogue and
enclosure information booklet?

ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION, Dept. 121-I-A

1515 S. Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, Ca if.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N.Y.

12.33R
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Ralph Bellamy, starring in "Sunrise At Campobello", listens

to stereo on his

Collaro changer and Goodmans Triaxonal Speaker System.

Gollaro-your silent partner for Stereo
Listen to stereo records and discover the most exciting way of
listening to music in your home. Listen to the new Collaro
stereo changer and discover the changer which provides truly
silent performance to meet the rigid quality demands of
stereo. Here's why Collaro is your best buy:

plug-in bead: Exclusive with Collaro.
Provides two completely independent circuits thus guaran -.
teeing the ultimate in noise -reduction circuitry.
A. Five- terminal

Transcription -type tone arm: As records pile up on
changer, tracking pressure tends to increase. Result may
be damage to records or sensitive stereo cartridge. This can't
happen with the Collaro counter -balanced arm which varies
less than 1 gram in pressure between the top and bottom of
a stack of records. Arm accepts any standard stereo or monaural cartridge.

C. Spindle assembly: Typical of Collaro precision quality
is the spindle shaft which is micro -polished to .000006 (6
millionths of an inch) for smoothness
insuring no injury
to records.

-

There are three Collaro changers priced from S38.50 to S49.50.
The changer illustrated here is the new Continental, Model
TSC -840.
For full information write to Dept.I1F 1?, Rockbar Corporation,
Mamaroneck, N. Y.

B.
a

American sales representative for Collaro Ltd. & other fine companies.
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MISCHA ELIMAN

-

is to violinists what
Maurice Chevalier is to entertainers
an old pro of seemingly limitless endurance. You will encounter few con-

certgoers whose memories reach back to
the pre -Elman era. This month the
violinist celebrates the fiftieth anniversary of his American debut in Carnegie Hall, and he is observing the date
quite properly by playing a recital in
Carnegie Hall. At sixty -seven, Mr. Elman is in no wise prepared to retire.
When Mischa Elman first came to this
country in the palely days of Theodore
Roosevelt, he had already enjoyed a
spectacular success throughout Europe.

In 1904 he went straight from Leopold
Aucr's classroom in Saint Petersburg to
Berlin and set the whole town talking of
a fabulous new IPunderkind. Elman was
the first Auer pupil to achieve fame outside of Russia; Zimbalist, Seidel. 1-Icifetz,
and Milstein followed later. As a talented
cherub dressed in a white sailor suit, the
young violinist became the darling of
audiences in Germany and England; but
by the time he came to New York, on
the eve of his eighteenth birthday. Elman was eager to be judged as a musician
rather than as a prodigy.
The critics -unpleasant crea tu reswere not overwhelmed by that first
carnegic Hall recital half a century ago.
Richard Aldrich in the New York Times
characterized Elnnan as a fine fiddler and
an imperfect musician. Indeed. he has

never been a particular favorite of the
music critics. That fact, however, has
not at all hindered Mischa Elman's
career. During his first season he set a
record, still unsurpassed, by performing
in twenty -two concerts in New York
alone. Since then he has been touring the
American music circuit without respite
and is said to have given more concerts
in the United States than any living

instrumentalist.
The other day we visited Mr. roman
DECEMBER 1958

in his New York apartment, high above
Central Park, and got him to talking
about the changes he has observed in
fifty years as a concert performer. He
told us that the biggest change has been
in the violinist's repertoire. "I remember
the time when it seemed perfectly normal to play a recital without putting a
violin -piano sonata in the program. Today a sonata is obligatory. There are
many reasons for this, of course, but one
of them you may perhaps not realize. As
the years have piled up. the violinist's
repertoire has been steadily shrinking.
Many of the pieces played by artists
fifty years ago just don't go over now."
We asked Mr. Elman to give an example. "I'd rather not," he countered.
"because I might decide to play one of
the old pieces. All right. I'll mention
one -the 'Orello Fantasy' by Ernst, a
marvelous theme and variations. -There
were dozens of effective violin pieces
like this in the repertoire when I made
my debut. Every great violinist played
them. Now nobody wants to hear them."
\Vc detected a note of regret in Mr.
Elmxn's voice as he spoke of these deposed monarchs of the repertoire and a
note of quiet satisfaction when he told
us that he would play one of them
\Vicniawski's Souvenir ele Moscou --in his
anniversary recital.
What of Ì lischa Elman himself? Flow
had he changed in half a century? "In

-

many ways," he replied, "but most importantly in self- assurance. I always
wanted to emancipate myself from influ
ences -the influences of teachers, critics,
friends. It took a long time. I used to be

very sensitive. Too sensitive. I still am
often dissatisfied, but I know now what
I want and where I'm going. My aim is
to make the violin sing as beautifully as
possible. Many young violinists no longer
treat the violin as a singing instrument;
they play, but they don't sing."

PABLO CASALS returned to Ncw
York after a thirty -year absence late in
October to participate in an international United Nations Day Concert that
was broadcast to forty -eight countries
and had the largest audience of any
musical event in history. From the
U.N. General Assembly Ball in New
York listeners heard the Boston Symphony under Munch perform Honegger's Fifth Symphony and Casals and
Horszowski play Bach's D major Sonata.
Then the program switched to the Salle
Pleyel in Paris. where Ravi Shankar
played classical Indian music on the
sitar and Oistrakh and Menuhin collaborated in the Bach Double Concerto.
The final part of the concert came from
Geneva and was devoted to the last
movement of Beethoven's Ninth, performed by the Suisse Romantic Orchestra under Ansermet, a Swiss chorus, and
four British soloists.
Underwater ¡diem cables were used
for transmission across the Atlantic, and
there was none of the fading and "hump-

ing"- unavoidable

concomitants of

short -wave relays -that used to make
the international music broadcast more
of a curiosity than a pleasure. The
sound Was admittedly low fidelity compared to FM at its best (those underwater phone cables, though recently
Laid, were designed twenty years ago),
but it was clear and strong; and the thrill
of hearing a concert simultaneously with
listeners in Moscow, Milan, and Montreal more than macle up for any sonic
deficiencies. There should be many more
such broadcasts.
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CARTERI and DI STEFANO: LOVE DUETS from OPERA

FAUST ( Gounod)
Scenes from O'l'ELLO (Verdi)
l'EAItL FISHERS (Bizet)
IRIS (11Inscagni)

ctnVF:N (Bizet)

Soprano Rosanna Carteri and Tenor Giuseppe di Stefano recapture sumeof opera's most romantic moments...forinstance,
the beautiful "Gia Nella Notte Densa" (Act I, Otello). "It is
almost unjust for one person to be gifted in so many ways as
Miss Carteri" (Alfred Frankenstein, in S. F. Chronicle, on

her debut). Milan Symphony Orchestra, Antonin Ton i,,i,
Conductor.
Angel 35601

"Music is... the speech of angels" (Thomas Carlyle)
...and ANGEL RECORDS speak so well for you at
Christmas! (They're more than a gift; they're a
compliment.)
KLEMPERER CONDUCTS BEETHOVEN SYMPHONY NO. 9

"Choral"

The Philharmonia Orchestra and Chorus.
Soloists: Hans !totter, Aasc Nordmo Locvberg, Christa Ludwig,
Waldemar Kmentt.
Here it is... "Diesen Kuss der ganzen Welt!" (With a hiss to all
the world)... the eagerly -awaited recording of Beethoven's great
Ninth Symphony, conducted by Otto Klemperer.
Last year, Klemperer conducted the same orchestra and soloists
at London's Festival Hall in a performance of the 9th which had
critics saying "Klcmpercr's visionary grasp and control...carry
the listener along a stream of sublime music" (London Times).
Now, the recording! "That this is a great performance-among
the greatest ever put on record -seems to he unquestionable!
... Klemperer has touched new heights and revealed new evi
deuce of divine grace" (Gramophone, London). (illustratedbrodiore
with notes and texts)
Also: "Egmont," Incidental Music_ Soloist: Birgit Nilsson.
Angel Album 3577 8

Orchestral
PAUL KLETZKI Conducts

Overture "1812"

All-Tchaikovsky Program
Frauctsca du Rimini Marche Slave

Recorded with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
Kletzki's Angel recordings (with the Israel Philharmonic and
the Philharnonia) introduced him to American audiences. This
year, he arrived in person. .After a phenomenally successful
"conducting tour," he was appointed conductor of the Dallas
Symphony.
Angel 35621

NICOLA! MALKO Conducts the Philharmonia

Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker Suite, Op. 7IA
Prokoliev: Love for Three Oranges Suite, (Ip. 33A
Liudov: Eight Russian Folk Songs
Sugar -plum fairies, princess -stuffed oranges, vigorous Russian
Angel 35594
songs and dances; all pure delight.

Angel Library Series
VIRTUOSI di ROMA play 5 VIVALDI CONCERTI

BIRGIT NILSSON and HANS HOTTER sing WAGNER

Excerpts front Die \Valkiire and The Flying Dutchman
In her London debut as Briinnhildc (Götterdiintmerung) at
Covent Garden, Birgit Nilsson was termed "the great thing of the
evening... she sang superbly" (Critic Ernest Newman). Of Hans
Hotter, a real hass.haritone and one of the few in the world,
Howard Taubman (A'. Y. Times) said, "lie makes Wotan every
Mehl a god." Here Soprano Nilsson and Baritone Hotter sing the
"first meeting" duct from Act II, Scene 3, Flying Dutchman;
and the entire Finale from Act Ill, Die If'alkiire. With Philharmonia Orchestra, Leopold Ludwig, Conductor.
Angel 35585
ELISABETH SCHWARZKOPF sings OPERETTA

Champagne, roses and "Wien!" Even if you've never been
there, you'll remember Vienna when you hear this precious,
priceless nosegay of blossoms from the garden of Viennese
operetta. "Miss Schwarìkopís exquisite voice and personality
give special radiance to any song she touches" (Nigh Fidelity).
Scenes from favorite operettas by Lehar, Suppé, Strauss...plus
Sicezynski's "Wien ... Stadt Meiner Träume," which sums it all
up nicely. Otto Ackermann conducts the Philharmonia Orches.
Angel 35696
tra and Chorus. (With boa of lyrics.)
FISCHER- DIESKAU sings RICHARD STRAUSS LIEDER

Newest in the series of lieder recitals by Baritone Dietrich
Fischer. Dieskau, "one of the major German art -song inter.
preters of our era.' Also on Angel: Fischer- Dieskau recordings of
lieder by Hugo Wolf (Angel 35474), Schubert (Angel 35624),
Angel 35600
Brahms and Mahler (Angel 35522).

Piano
ASHKENAZY plays BRAHMS PIANO CONCERTO No. 2 in

Flat

Russia's Vladimir Ashkenazy, at 21, has won the Brussels International Contest (the "Davis Cup of music ") -and has made
three highly- praised recordings for Angel. He is now making his
first U.S. tour. "lie plays with the sweep and feeling of a mature
artist" (Washington D. C. News). With the Berlin Opera
Angel 35649
Orchestra. Leopold Ludwig, Conductor.

IN THE CHRISTMAS TRADITION

ILutdel's Mcssinh In the great British spirit, sung by Huddersfield Choral Society, Sir Malcolm Sargent, Cond.
Angel Album 3510 C
St. Paul's Cathedral Choir Carols, madrigals, anthems for
Angel 35318
Christmas.

Olwrnkirehen Children's Choir "Angels in pigtails "singing

Virtuoso music of 250 years ago -performed with warmth and
brilliance by Virtuosi of today. Director: Renato Fasano.
Angel 45030

Opera. Operetta. and Littler
VERDI: RIGOLETTO (Highlights)

Christmas Songs incl. Adestc Fideles, Stille Nacht, Jingle Bells.
Angel Blue Label 65021
:\lass Karajan cold. Orch., Soloists and Chorus
Rach B AI'
Album 3500 C
of Vienna Soc. Friends of Music.

Highlights of Rigoletto, taken from Angel's previous!) released
complete official La Scala recording, which "has just about everything that oven the most ardent admirer of the opera could want"
(United Press). More particularly, it has Maria Callas as Gilda
( "the Callas trill is comparable to Destinn's" -N. Y. Times)
Giuseppe di Stefano ..."one of his best recorded perform.
ances" -A'. Y. herald Tribune) _Tito Gobbi ( "the performance
is made outstanding by Gobbi in title role"-Nation). Tullio
Angel 35518
Serafin conducts La Scala Orchestra and Chorus.
(The Complete La Scala Ri ieuo with the same cast is on Angel

XGFL

..

Album 3537 -Ss/L)

B

"Aristocrats of High Fidelity"
ANGEL RECORDS, NEW YORK CITY
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Recors!
Reviewed by
PAUL

,

\FEEL

NATHAN BRODER
O. B. BRUMAIELL
RAY EIUC:SON

in

Review

.\LFptFI) FRANKENSTEIN

Classical Music
Recitals and Miscellany
Records for the Younger Set
World of Entertainment
Fi Man's Fancy
Jazz
The Puccini Operas on Records
Tape Reviews

PHILIP C. CERACI
JOHN F. INUCOX
DAVID JOHNSON

ROBERT CHARLES MARSH
HAROLD C. SC:HONBF31C

JOHN S. W1LSQ

CLASSICAL
BACH: Brandenburg Concerto No. 3, in
C, S.1048: Chaconne (arr. Vardi)
Paga
': La Campanella; Caprices Nos.
f

9, 20, 24 (arr. Gusikoff)

The Concert -Masters of New York, David
Brockman, conci.
DECCA DL 79955. SD.
$5.98.
The Brandenburg is a wonderful argument for stereo. The violins come from
the left, the violas from the right, and
the cellos seem to be in the rear center
an ideal setup for this work. Musically,
the performance lacks only a continuo
and a cadenza between the movements
to be first- class. These, as Paul Affelder
pointed out in his review of the monophonic version, are all excellent players.

-

Mr. Brockman is a much better conductor than annotator his naïve notes mention "David Mendel" and This BachReader") .
N.B.

BACH: Brandenburg Concertos, Nos. 16, S. 1046-51 (complete)
Schola
Cantonun Basiliensis, August
Wenzinger, cond.
AncnrvE ARC 3105 /06.

Two

LP.

$5.98 each.

Like the Haas and Horenstein sets, this

one uses the exact instrnncntation pmscribed by Bach throughout. Unlike these
sets, however, and any others known to
me, this one solves the problem of balances with complete success. Wenzinger
treats these works as chamber music,
and with expert aid from the engineers

achieves perfect transparency. Even u)
No. 2, trmpet, recorder, oboe, solo violin, and strings playing together can all
be heard. From the standpoint of interpretation there is much to commend here.
Two things keep this set from surpassing Prohaska, Sacher, and Mu nchinger-the top three, in my opinion. One
is the quality of the trumpet -playing in
No. 2: it is pinched and insecure. The
other results from what seems to be an
excess of musicological zeal. All the works
are played in what in Archive's quaint
English is called "old deep tune." This
turns out to to a half -tone lower than
our normal pitch. But, as Arthur Mendel
has shown in a brilliant article, pitch in
Bach's time varied from place to place
and even from church to church in the
same place. We don't know what pitch,
if any, was standard at Cüllien, where
Bach wrote these works, or in the \largrave of Brandenburg's orchestra. On the
other hand, there is no reason to suppose
that Bach would have objected to performances at our normal pitch. These performances at a lower pitch are therefore
nuasieologically unsupportable; but wror,c,
they impart drabness to much of the
music.
N.B.
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BACH: Concerto for Chicle, and Orchestra, No. 5, in F minor, S. 1056
Sec Beethoven: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 1, in C, Op. 15.

BACH: Organ Works
Vol. 4: Fantasia in C,

S.

570; Fugue in

C minor, S. 574; Prelude and Fugue in

F minor,
D minor,

Prelude and Fugue in
Trio in C, S. 1027n;
Fantasia and Fugue in G minor, S. 542.
S. 534;
S. 5:39;

Anton Heiller, organ.
Eric LC 3462. LP.

$3.98.

The first two works listed above, both
early ones, do not seen to be otherwise
available on microgroove. The Fugue is
particularly welcome; here a sharply defined theme by Legrenzi is given a rich
%ynrking out, rnmidrd oil by an improvisatory end. Heiner plays these well and
conveys the power, if not the poetry, of
the great G minor Fantasia, but as in
other volumes of his series he does not
always choose registrations that would
present Bach's counterpoint with sufficient
N.B.
clarity.

BARBER: Vanessa
Eleanor Steher (s), Vanessa; Rosalind
Elias (ms), Erika; Regina Resnik (ms),
the Baroness; Nicolai Gedda ( t ), Anatol;
Robert Nagy (t), a Footman; George
Cchanovsky (b ), the Major-domo; Giorgio Tozzi (bs), the Doctor. Metropolitan
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Chorus and
Mitropoulos, cond.

Opera

RCA Vicron
SD. $17.94.

Orchestra,
LSC

6138.

Dimitri
Three

The singing per se was one of the unequivocally good qualities of this opera,
reviewed in its monophonic edition in
these pages last month, although the vocal writing itself is sometimes open to
question. I had hoped that the separate
strands of the last act quintet ('To leave,
to break
") would come clear in the
stereo version but they do not. This is
undoubtedly partly Barber's fault: after
the lovely opening phrase the parts grow
thick-textured and rather unvocal. But
the engineers could have helped out here
and elsewhere by following a less conservative plan of placing the singers. The
voices are not exactly bunched together
hit they do hover in a rather constricted
area ;haul the right channel. Not once in
the recording did I detect a clear -cut instance of left- channel vocal activity.
Actually, Barber's best is to be found
in his orchestral textures, and here a great
deal of imagination has gone into the
recording. A rich, spread -out effect is
achieved, and the incisive sound Victor's
engineers have drawn from the oboes
and clarinets is particularly admirable.
From a purely instrumental point of
view, then, the stereo Vanessa is a distinct improvement upon its monophonic
"nlmterpart.
D.J.
.

..

BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 1, in C, Op. 15
IBach: Concerto for Clavier and Orchestra, No. 5, in F minor, S. 1058
Glenn Could, piano; Columbia Symphony Orchestra, Vladimir Colschnuann,
cond.
COLOMBIA ML 5298, LP. $3.98.

However you may describe this performance, the adjective won't be "dull."
Could, adding the eleventh to the currently available editions of the Beethoven, offers an approach that mixes wonderful -and exasperating -things. Those
who want orthodoxy will stick with Serkin in the Beethoven, Haskil in the
Bach; but perhaps you don't want to be
orthodox?
Could is at his best in the two slow
movements, which arc eloquently probing and really slow. He is at his worst in
a dreadful cadenza for the final movement of the Beethoven. Between those
extremes there is a great deal of lively
variation, worthy of attention.
R.C.M.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3, in E
fiat, Op. 55 ("Eroica")
Symphony Orchestra, Charles
Munch. cnnd.
RCA Vicron LM 2233. LP. $4.98.
RCA Vicron LSC 2233. SD. $5.98.
Boston

One of the best recordings to come from
the Bostonians in a long time, representing in the slow movement some of
Munch's most powerful work on dises,
this reading of the Eroica even so cannot he given a blanket recommendation.

There is too much competition, and too
much of it can make claim to recognition.
The opening movement is taken at a
very fast pace, the unrelenting drive of
which is thrilling hut at the cost of sub ordinating other elements in the score.
The slow movement. in contrast, rents to
sixteen minutes, a tempo even slower
than that of the Fnrtwiinglcr recording.
Because of its length. the movement is
here broken between sides, which some
will find objectionable, however necessary. This treatment of the Funeral
,March is the finest thing in the reading,
tholi_h.
:Munch plays the Scherzo quite fast,
and takes a moderate approach in the
finale, bringing to both movements a
lightness and animation often lost in
more dramatic versions.
The monophonic version is typical of
Symphony Hall recordings in its sonic
picture of a large orchestra in highly
resonant space. Nothing is very close.
but all important detail registers with acceptable clarity. Because of the reverberant auditorium, the stereo channels are
largely blended together. Heard over
dual speakers there is really not a great
deal of difference between the stereo and
monophonic versions.
R.C.M.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 6, in F,
Op. 68 ( "Pastoral")
Columbia Symphony Orchestra, Bruna
Walter. conti.
COLUMBIA

Coi

cry

ML 5284.
MA MS 6012.

LP. $3.98.
SD. $5.98.

"in

Los Angeles. not ton far from my
honte, is a wonclerfnl American Legion
Hall. it k not wonderful to look at, lut
it is wonderful acoustically. And in Los
Angeles there are so many fine musicians
front the film studios and the Philharmonic. It is a pleasure to work there. If
bave the opportunity I shall do everything once more, all of Beethoven and
Brahms, and witch \lozart, Schubert,
and Schumann. So far I have recorded
six Beethoven symphonies, and next year
I do the rest."
So. as we spoke together last spring,
Bruno Walter described the project, the
first fruit of which is now in our hands.
For a conductor of eighty -one to undertake a systematic re- recording of his hasic
repertory is remarkable enough in itself.
When he is a man of Walter's achievements, it becomes a historic event. For
in this series we shall have documented
in stereophonic sound the mature readings of one of the great interpreters of
the Conan tradition.
This first performance is one of the
finest I have heard from Walter, spacious,
lyric, and noble with the spiritual rapport between composer and conductor.
The engineering provides clear orchestral
lines, well balanced with just the right
amount of hall resonance. Monophonically it is a fine disc; but the stereo, a
distinct two-channel affair. adds greatly
to the presence_
The album liner. incidentally, is by a
famous music critic named Hector Berlioz.
R.C.M.
1

BERLIOZ: Le Carnaval romain. Over-

ture, Op. 9 -See Tchaikovsky: The
Nutcracker: Orchestral Suite, Op. 71a.

BERLIOZ: Harold en Italic, Op. 16
William Primrose, viola: Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles Munch. conti.
RCA Vicron L \I 2228. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2228. SD. $5.98.

This is William Primroses third disc interpretation of what started out as a viola
concerto for Paganini and ended as Ber lioz's second symphony. a work in which
the viola acts as an obbligato commentator rather than an out-and-out soloist.
His first recording, made. with Konssevit-zky and the Boston Symphony for RCA
Victor, was an altogether satisfying job
for its tinte, both musically and technically. Five or six years ago he made a
second Harold, a superb collaboration
with Beecham and the Royal Philharmonic for Columbia; to this disc the two
new Victor editions must take second
place.
Once again, tige violist plays in his customary suave and eminently listenablc
manner. one which provides loth tonal
snblimities and interpretative depths.
\lunch, however, here scents to lack the
insight into this music that Beecham displayed. in the second movement the
present conductor almost has the pilgrims
tripping the light fantastic; and itt the
finale his tempo is much less steady titan
Beecham's. The soloist stands out very
prominently from the orchestra in both
the Victor and Col
bia recordings, but
the orchestral definition is ix,tter and the
quality somewhat brighter in Columbia's
reproduction. And though RCA's stereophonic version is a hit more dramatic
than the single -track release. the sound
does not compensate for the interpretative
P.A.
shortcomings.

BRAHMS: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. 1, in D minor, Op. 15

Leon Fleisher, piano; Cleveland Orchestra. George Szell, cond.
Eric BC 1003. SD.

$5.98.

The performance itself is exciting, butt I
think the monophonic version is preferable to the stereo. Fleisher's big style becomes too big when spread over two
speakers; and in the second movement,
when he takes a pedal on a bass note,
the sound booms through the room. The
solo instrument has been pretty evenly
Liu i<le<l between both chattels, and thus
a slight shift in the listener's position will
reprove the focus of the piano from one
speaker to another. Titis is a shame, for
Fleisher's brilliant and powerful performance deserves more than it has been
H.C.S.
given on titis disc.

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 1, in C minor,
Op. 68

Philharmonic
Kletzki, cond.
Royal

ANGEL 33619.

LP.

Orchestra,
$4.98

Paul

(or $3.9S).

The customer has his choice of about
Continued on page 54
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of the finest examples of piano tone I
have heard in sonic time. All of the music on this disc represents the popular
side of Debussy, from the salonlikc Arabesques and Réverie to the virtuoso fireworks of Feux tYartffice. Anybody who
wants an introduction to the piano music
of Debussy need look no further. H.C.S.

twenty available versions of the Brahms
First. It's positively sinful. Kletzkïs new
disc is a good one. He goes through the
proper motions and his orchestra makes
the proper sounds. Although he can be
very much the virtuoso conductor at
times, here he sticks conscientiously to
the text. The only thing missing is the
feeling of stature that Klemperer brought
to the music in his Angel disc. The
Kletzki version can be listened to with
admiration; the Klemperer inspires awe.
H.C.S.

DOHNANYI: Konzertstiick, Op. 12 -Sec
Kochuy: Sonata for Cello Solo, in C,
op. s.

BRUCKNEII: Symphony No. 8, in C
minor
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert
von Karajan, cond.
ANGEL

3576 B. Two LP. $9.96 (or

$7.96).
Like his other symphonies, Bniekner's
Eighth has undergone numerous revisions, executed both by the unsure composer himself and by well- meaning colleagues. [A summary of its history may be
found in the High Fidelity Record Annual, 1956, p. 69.] The notes for the present recording indicate simply that one of
the several so- called original versions is
used. This matter will interest Bruckner
specialists only, however, since the performance itself is not a distinguished one.
Although Karajan's interpretation of the
third movement is exceptionally probing,
it cannot outweigh the deficiencies of the
first two movements, taken at such a
snail's pace and so legato that they lose
all interest.
Angel's sound is exceedingly well
rounded and wide- range; but Van Beinum's Epic set, though sonically inferior
to both this new Angel and Horenstein's
Vox version, is the most judiciously paced
-and, at a lower price, also includes a
delightful performance of Schubert's
Symphony No. 3, in D.
P.A.

CHERUBINI: Medea
Maria Meneghini Callas (s), Medea; Renata Scotto (s), Glance; Lidia Marlin pictri (s), First Maidservant; Elvira Calassi (s), Second Maidservant; Miriam
Pirazzini (ms), Neris; Mirto Picchi (t ),
Giasone; Alfredo Ciacomotti (h), Captain of the Guard; Giuseppe Modesti
(hs), Creonte. Chorus and Orchestra of
the Teatro alla Scala (Milan), Tullio
Serafin, cond.
MEitc uuty SR 39000. Three SD.
817.85.
Until Side 3 nothing much happens in
the stereo Medea that didn't also happen in the monophonic version (reviewed
here last September) played through two
speakers. Indeed there is a certain edge
and shrillness to the sound I did not note
earlier. But after Medea's first aria some
exciting things are done to suggest dramatic verisimilitude: Jason rejects her
plea, she seems to move away from him,
and the two launch into their great duet,
hurling their hatred and threats at one
another like thunderbolts from opposite
corners of the sky. The exciting stage
illusion continues through the long, pyrotechnic scene in which Medea employs
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Pianist Firkusny: Debussy with urbanity.
her skill at dissembling to convince Crean
to grant her one day longer at Corinth.
After this the stereophony returns to the
less spectacular earlier procedures. The
naïve wind -band that accompanies the
nuptial chorus, "Deli/ posy al crin,"
emerges with a crispness less marked
monophonically, but the opportunities for
off -stage effects when Glance's death is
discovered are not taken advantage of.
On the whole. the stereo at its best
reaffirms Cherubinï s great skill as a symphonist and creator of thrillingly dramatic vocal declamation. It also tends to
emphasize how vastly superior Callas is
to most other members of the cast. D.J.
DEBUSSY: Images: No. 2, Ibéria
/Ravel: Ttiroirs: No. 4, Alborada del gracioso; Valses nobles et sentimentales
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner. cond,
RCA Viti-on LSC 3222. SD. $5.98.
If you want a stereo demonstration disc,
this one should amaze the friends and
neighbors. Ibéria, an orchestral showpiece, is conducted with extraordinary
brilliance by Reiner, and the stereo sound
is dazzling. One hears all kinds of details
in the scoring that hitherto have been
obscured. Part of this is due to Reiner's
knack for clarifying orchestral texture,
but the recording itself must take a large
share of the credit.
H.C.S.

DEBUSSY: Piano Music
mages, Set 1: No. 1, Reflets dons Tenu.
Images, Set II: No. 3, Paissons d'or. Préhides, Book I: No. 8, La Fille aux clrevelrx dc lin; No. 10, La Cathédrale engloutie; No. 12, \linstreis. Préludes, Book
I1: No. 6. General Lavine, Eccentric;
No. 12, Feux d'artifice. Deux Arabesques.
Lu Plus que lente. Récerie.
Rudolf Firkusny, piano.
CAPITOL P 8951. LP. $4.98.

This is as elegant Debussy -playing as you
arc likely to hear. Firkusny approaches
the music with urbanity, spirit, and even
wit. He has a very fluent technique, and
thus need not resort to the cloudy pedaling that many less gifted pianists have
usccl, in the naine of impressionism, to
hide inadequate fingers. The recorded
sound, too, is exceptionally lifelike -one

DONIZETTI: Lucia di Lammermoor
Roberta Peters (s), Lucia; Mill Truccato
Pace (ins), Alisa; Jan Peerce ( t ), Edgardo; Piero de Palma ( t ), Lord Arturo
Bucklaw; Maria Carlin (t), Nonnanno;
Philip Macro (b), Lord Enrico Ashton:
Giorgio Tozzi (bs), Raimondo Bide -theBent. Rome Opera House Chorus and
Orchestra, Erich Leinsdorf, conti.
RCA Vie-ron LM 6055. Two LP.
59.96.

was reminded of in attempting to
follow this Lucia with the score was Verdi's definition of the word "tradition."
"Tradition," he said, "means the last bad
performance." In this case tradition
meals the last fifty or so years of bad

What

1

performances at the Metropolitan. The
Lucy that Miss Peters re- creates is more
the handiwork of Nellie Melba, Marcella
Scmbrich, Amelita C:alli-Curci, and, above
all, Lily Pons than of Gaetano Donizetti.
I
don't know the complete recording
made by Pons with Metropolitan forces
some years back; but the present album
seems to me, almost note for note, the
version that Pons has been doing at the
Met for over a quarter of a century. Miss
Peters' apparently fine careless raptures
are anything but unpremeditated. The
same, of course, is true of all the other
singers' lapses from the original text; and
if Jan Peerce does not outrage Edgardo's
music quite so much as is the custom,
that may be because he can no longer
thrust the notes up an octave with any
grace. His is now a tight, inflexible
voice, further troubled by a characteristic
nasal production. Piero de Palma sings
the part of his rival, Lord Arthur, \yin'
markedly pleasanter tone. and one regrets that it is not De Palma doing the
tomb scene.
Part of the "tradition," of course, is the
making of innumerable cuts, small, medium, and huge, the last including an
aria and a duet, all the music between
"Ardor gli incensi" and "Spargi eramnro
pianto," and the dramatically necessary
recitative after the Mad Scene. Tradition, too, demands that many passages be
altered from duos to solos to appease the
vanity of this singer or that; in other passages the voices are done away with entirely so that the orchestra can lead up
to a climax with greater éclat.
To return to Miss Peters, she sings with
an efficiency that leaves one, finally, indifferent. Her high Ds and E flats come
with clocklike regularity, are held the
proper number of seconds, then are
dropped. I need not invoke the great Angel recording to prove that the Mad

Continued on page 56
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Records:

CHERUBINI Medea (complete opera). Callas, Seralin,
La Scala. SR3 -9000
GERSHWIN Concerto in F: Rhapsody in Blue. Eugene
List. piano. Eastman -Rochester Orchestra, Han sgn.SR90002
BARTOK Violin Concerto. Yehudi Menuhin, violin.
Minneapolis Symphony. Dorati. SR90003
RAVEL Boléro; Ma Mere l'Oye; CHABRIER Bourrée
Fantasque. Detroit Symphony. Paray. SR90005
PROKOFIEV Love for Three Oranges Suite; Scythian
Suite. London Symphony, Dorati. SR90006
BIZET Carmen Suite; L'Arlésienne Suites 1 & 2.
Detroit Symphony, Paray. SR90001
STRAUSS Voices of Spring; Vienna Bon -bons; Champagne Polka; Artist's Life; Roses from the South.
Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati. SR90008
MUSIC OF LEROY ANDERSON Vol. 1. Sandpaper
Ballet; Forgotten Dreams; Serenata; Trumpeter's

Lullaby; Penny- Whistle Song; Sleigh Ride;

Bugler's Holiday; Irish Suite. Eastman -Rochester
"Pops" Orchestra, Fennell. SR90009
SAINT-SAENS Symphony No. 3 in C minor. Marcel
Dupré, organ. Detroit Symphony, Paray. SR90012
CHAUSSON Symphony in 8 flat. Detroit Symphony,
Paray. SR90017
ALBÉNIZ Iberia; FALLA Interlude and Dance from "La
Vida Breve ". Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati.
SR90007
DEBUSSY La Mer; Iberia. Detroit Symphony, Paray.
SR90010
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BEETHOVEN Symphony No. 3 in E flat "EROICA ")..
Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati. SR90011
OFFENBACH Gaité Parisienne; STRAUSS Graduation
Ball. Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati. SR90016
CHADWICK Symphonic Sketches. Eastman -Rochester
Orchestra, Hanson. SR90018
RACHMANINOFF Symphony No. 2 in E minor. Detroit
Symphony, Paray, SR90019
(

Recent Mercury hiving Presence
Releases :

MONAURAL

KODÁLY Marosszek and Galanta Dances; BARTOKWEINER Two Roumanian Dances. Philharmonia
Hungarica, Dorati. MG50179
MOZART Symphony No. 41 in C major ( "Jupiter ");
Symphony No. 39 in E flat major. London Symphony, Schmidt- Isserstedt. MG50184
DVORÁK Slavonic Dances; SMETANA Bartered Bride.
Excerpts. Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati. OL2 -107
DELIBES Sylvia (complete). London Symphony, Fis toulari. OL2 -106
MOZART Serenade No. 10 for Winds. Eastman Wind
Ensemble, Fennell. MG50176
SCHMITT La Tragédie de Salomé; LALO Namouna;
STRAUSS Darce of the Seven Veils. Detroit Symphony, Paray. MG50177
STRAUSS FAMILY ALBUM. A Night in Venice: Bahn
Frei Polka; Music of the Spheres; Lorelei- Rheinklënge, and others. Minneapolis Symphony,
Doran. MG50178
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CArrrol. SP 8389.

Scene need not be so mechanical as this:
Pons demonstrated that fact time and
again. But to play Peters and Angel's
Callas one after the other is almost to
have the impression that one is hearing
two different operas. The one Callas
sings, though not quite Do niretti's, is in-

finitely the finer. The American baritone
Philip \Iaero, here making his recording
debut as Henry Ashton, proves as unrewarding as Miss Peters. His voice is
thick -textured and his phrasing insensitive.
I must sound another grumpy note in
talking of Leinsdorf's leadership. There
is hardly a tempo that seems to me right.
He drives the singers at a furious rate,
ignoring such markings as meno mosso
and altering such others as allegretto and
moderato to presto possibile. Furthermore,
the engineering of the monophonic set is
extremely sharp and ovcrmiked. if you
want to test it at its worst, try the brass
tmttis at the opening of Act iI. Last of all,
there is a thin trail of prei,cho that
plagues voices and orchestra from start
to finish.
D.J.

DVORAK: Symphony No. 5, in E minor,
Op. 95 ( "From the New world ")
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner. cond.
RCA Vicron LSC 2214. SD. $5.98.
Los Angeles Philharmonic, Erich Loins-

dad, conci.
CAPITOL P 8454.

LP.

$4.98.

Victor released its monophonic version of
the New World not long before the
stereo disc. Comparison of the two reinforces the belief that a good monophonic
record will sound even better in stereo.
The surges of tone in the stereo edition
are handled rvithout any difficulty, and
the enhanced realism makes this version
easil as good as the London stereo disc
with Kubelik and the Vienna Philharmonic. Kube)ik, in his interpretation, is
free -swinging and colorful: his is a very
fine job. Reiner is more precise and handles his orchestra with more virtuosity;
my own preference is with him.
Leinsdor(s new version comes hard on
the heels of the Reiner- Chicago, and is
quite a good performance. The tempos
are orthodox, the orchestral playing spotless, and the rhythm never flags. As usual,
Lcinsdorf tends toward the propulsive
rather than the meditative, but he does
not overdo it. In short, this is a thoroughly
reliable New World. The "best" available
version? Well, there have been at least
thirty performances of this symphony
since 1948; the present Victor and Capitol
releases can join the company of Ormnndy and Toscanini.
H.C.S.

FRANCK:

Variations

symphoniques-

Saint- Saëns: Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, No. 2, in G minor, Op.
23,
See

GIORDANO: Andrea Chénier
Renata Tebaldi (s), Madeleine; Maria
Teresa Mandat :ri (ms), Countess de

Gacazzeni: new dimensions for Giordano.
Coigny: Fiorenza Cossolto (ins), Bersi;
Apulia Guidi (ms), \ladelon; Nitwit) del
\lonacon (t), Andrea Chénier; Angelo
Mercuriali (t), the Abbé; Mariano Caruso (t), the "lncroyablc"; Ettore Basti anini (b), Carlo Gérard; Dino Mantovani
(b), Flévil le; Vico Polotto (bs), Boucher;
Fernando Corena (bs), \lathicu; Dario
Caselli (bs ), Schmidt and Dumas. Chorus
and Orchestra of Accademia di Santa
Cecilia (Rome), Gianandrea Gavazzeni,
cond.
LONDON OSA 1303. Three SD.
$17.04.

This is easily the most successfully engineered of the half -dozen complete operas

I have heard on stereo

cliscs, the one
that takes fullest advantage of the medium and yet handles it with the greatest imagination. The sound of the monophonic set. as I noted here in July. was
everything it should have been, but now
Gavazzcni's splendid orchestral leadership takes on dimensions of richness,
solidity, circnununbicnee hardly to be
guessed at before. And for the first line
I have actually heard that much -discussed "middle," which 1 was almost
ready to relegate to the world of mythology. Not only chi the wood winds seem to
emanate from between the two speakers
but so, often, do solo voices and chorus.
The soloists arc very mobile, though
never distractingly so (they don't move
about while singing arias and ensembles).
Only once world I take exception to the
excellent taste of London's sound menwhen they split the soprano and tenor
parts in the second -act love duet (Tebaltli on the left. Del Monaca On the
right ). The idea is chaste but hardly
suited to this hot- blocxled music. Fortunately. the sane method is not reverted
to in the final "Picini a te."
l
'ght add that Del Monaco benefits
considerably from stereo reproduction.
The orchestra, for one thing, wages a
more equal battle.
D.J.

HOLST: The Planets
Women's Voices of the Roger Wagner
Chorale; Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Leopold Stokowski, conci.

SD.

$5.98.

Gustav Hoist's suite of astrophysical impressions, scored for a large orchestra
and, in the final movement, for a light
wordless double chorus of women's
voices, adds up to some beautiful stereo
sound. Not only are the strings where
they belong on the :maul stage, but the
wood winds, brasses, and percussion can
be definitely placed at the center and rear
of that stage. From this crystal -clear recording, in fact, one could, %vith reasonable accuracy, draw a seating plan of
Stokowskïs orchestra. The advantages of
stereo distribution on this dise arc obvious, and I can heartily commend therm, 1
suggest, however, that prospective purchasers listen also to Sir Adrian Boult's
excellently recorded LP performance for
Westminster, playing
both versions
through a two-channel system.
P.A.

HOVI IANESS: Mysterious Mountain
f Stravinsky: Le Raiser de la fée: Divertimento
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, conci.
RCA Vlcron LM 2251. LP. $4.98.

Mysterious Mountain

is the kind of piece
Hovhaness sloes very well- modal, fell of
long chantlike lines. with great stress on
the dark colors of the orchestra relieved
by the high, tingling sounds of harps and
bells. It is a work of considerable nobility and strong philosophic implication,
and it is magnificently played in this excellent recording.
The Divertimento from The Faints
Kiss has been recorded several times before, lint all previous versions of it have
been withdrawn, leaving the present dise
to compete only with the whole score of
the ballet as recorded by the composer
and the Cleveland Orchestra. In the Divertimento, Stravinskys self- consciorr
borrowings from Tchaikovsky are to the
fore, and the result seems decidedly
stilted: in the complete score, the Tchaikovsky borrowings take their proper place
and there is far less conflict of slide between the two eoxnposeas. But if anybody
wants the Divertimento alone, here is an
A.F.
excellent edition.

KODALY: Sonata for Cello Solo, in C,
Op. S
iDohnányi: Konzertslück, Op. 12
Janos Starker, cello (in the Ko<l dy );
Philharmonia Orchestra, \Natter Susskind,
cond. (in the Dohniinyi ).
ANGE1. 35(327.
LP. $4.98 (or $3.98).
Starker regards the l:od íly sonata as the
most important contemporary work in the
cellist's repertory and its finest showpiece.
Few sonatas exploit the total resources
of an instrument while presenting music
of significant content. (The Beethoven
llannnerklacier, like the l:oxl:íly a work
by a composer who was himself a virtuoso on the instrument for which he writes.
is perhaps the best example from piano

literature.)
Continued an page .58
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Revelation
for Bruno Walter...
his first recording in Columbia
Guaranteed Stereo -Fidelity
Bruno Walter is one of the many world-fatuous artists who
have recently had the very exciting experience of listening
to their first recordings on a totally new kind of record.
You can share that experience with them. For a wide
selection of the first Guaranteed Stereo- Fidelity Records
is available at your record store, now-offering the ultimate in listening.
These records are a result of the same long years of
pioneering research that gave you the original Long Playing Record and the fabulous "360" High Fidelity Phonograph. Working with techniques and equipment far in
advance of the industry, Columbia Sound Engineers have
developed what is admittedly the finest stereo sound on
records today
the only Guaranteed Stereo- Fidelity.
And they have created a complete line of stereophonic
phonographs which will play the new records, as well
as your existing high -fidelity records, as no others can.

...

DECE\rl)ER 1958

These are a few of the records now setting the standard
for fine stereo reproduction. Ask your dealer tu demonstrate them on a Columbia Stereo -Fidelity Phonograph.
MAHLER: Symphony No. 2 In C Minor ("Resurrection")-Bruno Walter tond.
the N.Y. Philharmonic. soloist: and the Westminster Choir.
M2S 601
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. O in F Mayor. Op. 66 ( "Peetorel ") -Bruno Walter
MS 6012
conducting the Columbia Symphony Orchestra.
STRAVINSKY; Le Sacra du Printemps -the N. Y. Philharmonic. Leonard Bern.
MS 0010
stein. conductor.
RESPIGHI: Pines of Rome; Fountains of Rome -The Philadelphia Orchestre.
MS 6001
Eugene Ormandy. conductor.
THEATRE PARTY -Andre Hoststenets and his orchestra.
CS 6026
SWING SOFTLY- Johnny Mathis with Percy Faith and his orchestra.
CS 0003
CS 6032
JAZZ IMPRESSIONS OF EURASIA -the Dare Brubeck Quartet.

COLUMBIA F
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Starker's old version on Period was a
sensation when it appeared, and this one
is even better. He realizes the special
effects Kodály desired, with an unbroken
melodic flow that testifies to the greatest
technical security. His Hungarian background provides the needed insight into
the psychology, anti musical substance,
of the composer's idiom.
The Dohnányi is a lyric work dealing
pleasantly with matters of no great
weight. Starker and Susskind do it fall
justice.

Vorslcllung
Musikalische
eiuiger biblischer Historien: Sonatas
for Harpsichord (3)
Fritz Neuneycr, harpsichord; Fritz Uhlcnbrueh, speaker.
Ancmve ARC 3095. LP. $5.9S.
KULINAU:

Of the six Biblical Sonatas by Bach 's
immediate predecessor as cantor of the
Leipzig Thonasschule, there are presented here the first, The Battle Between
David and Goliath; the third, The Marriage of Jacob; and the fourth, Hezekiah,

Sick Unto Death and Restored to
As program music they are naïve

health.
but not

laughable -notice the slightly irregular
trajectory of the stone as it flies from
David's slingshot. And regardless of program there are passages of unusual interest and expressivity, such as the section
in the first sonata that, describing the
trembling of the Israelites before Goliath.
places over the tremulous bass a remark able paraphrase of the chorale Aus tiefer
Not. The sonatas are very well played.
Continued on page 60

By Sir Thomas, Six of the Salomons in Splendid Renascence
there is anyone to give us a magnificent edition of the hvelvc symphonies
Haydn composed for the London impresario J. P. Salomon, it is the redoubtable
Sir Thomas. This album, containing the
sir works Haydn wrote for his concerts in
1791 -92, %till be followed presently by a
second with the scores from his visit of
It:

1794 -95.

Stylistically, the Salomon are more
complex, more highly developed, and
more freely written than Haydn's ninetytwo earlier scores in symphonic form, ;nul
modern listeners have found Ihena the
most consistently attractive of Haydn's
works. One wrmld have thought that the
group's obvious attractions would have
led to several complete recorded editions. It was, however, left to Westminster
to produce the first set of the magnificent dozen, and theirs is a compilation of
recordings made by Hermann Seherchen
with Viennese orchestras over a period of
years. Vanguard promised its the twelve
by Mogens \Vtldike anti the orchestra of
the Volksoper, Vienna, but only Nos. 99104 have been released to slate. Capitol
may yet be the first to present the series
as recorded with one group of players
under consistent acoustical conditions
within a relatively short span of time.
Approaching the project in this systematic fashion, Sir Thomas has made up
for earlier sins of omission by offering
here three symphonies which he has been
playing for decades without having previously committed to discs: Nos. 95, 96,
and 98. Furthermore, his No. 97. recorded nearly twenty years ago, has had no

duplicate in the current LP catalogue.
Volume two of the present undertaking
will contain a pair of even more astonishing Beecham "debuts'': No. 100 (Military) and 101 (Clock).
At least half the symphonies of the
first Salomon group were in need of new
recording through the continual process
in which one year's concept of sonic superiority becomes another s standard of
sonic adequacy. Yet the hesitation of conductors and record companies to do
some of these works is difficult to understand. Take No. 98, for example. When
it finally made the 78 -rpm list, it was
represented by two rather pale versions
until Toscanini ( who loved it) recorded
a superb performance in 1945. Issued on
shellac, the Maestro's edition never survived The Croat War of Speeds. In a
decade of )ongplay records, there have

5$

Franz lose! Haydn
been three versions, only one of which
remained in print when this new Beecham appeared. Why? Certainly if anyone
can make No. 98 popular, it is Sir
"Thomas, for his gift of projecting Haydn
is one of the rarest of his accomplishments as the Grauul Seignior of music.
Distinguished as his achievements
have been in playing later composers,
am convinced that Sir Thomas is most at
home with the eighteenth -century masters. Many conductors have an car for the
Wagnerian type of orchestra and draw
upon its range of color and texture with
dramatic abandon. Beecham's natural inclinations seem to nm the other way. His
car is tamed to the small hand for which
Handel. Haydn, and Mozart normally
scored, a choir of strings which (following true rather than mythical eighteenth century practice, Sir Thomas keeps fairly
large). three or four pairs of wood winds
(there are no clarinets in the first six
Salomon ), two horns, two trumpets, and
drums. There is a lot of sound-and a lot
of artistic variety -in these reso gees, and
Sir Thomas knows how to get every potentiality out of the score. Where some
conductors find Haydn limited, Beecham
discovers gold, not so much because the
others are bacl nuasicians, but because
they are in unfamiliar territory where
their efforts at seriousness and reverence
produce drab results. Beecham can glorify
Haydn merely by following a natural
bent. Sir Thomas' Haydn reflects the
1

security with which he acts, knowing
exactly what is in the music and how it
can lest be set off through the medium
of Haydn's orchestra.
\ioreover, Sir Thomas is the match of
any conductor in his feeling, for a phrase
or his ability to let a legato passage sing
with ravishing tonal elegance. These
things are here, recorded with an excellence that will keep them alive indefinitely; but also present are the vitality.
the brisk humor. the powerful rhetorical
inflection of the most cherished Beecham
discs of the past. Never have Haydn's
jokes heen better told, his surprises more
adroitly prepared, or his themes stated
in tempos more unassailably right. In all
the years of Beecham's Haydn recording.
he has never been more sensitive or
spirited.
Just to refresh your memory, No. 93
contains the best of all the slow movement jokes and an elaborate finale of
great vitality and charm. This is the third
Beecham edition of the score. No. 94 is
the familiar Surprise-here given its second Beecham recording. No. 95 is the
only one of the Salomon group to explore
the possibilities of a minor key. However
odd the circumstances that gave No. 9(i
its title, The Miracle. it is musically no
less than justice, with Beecham's lilting
pace in the finale a complete delight. In
No. 97 we have one of Haydn's most
powerful utterances, while No. 98 offers
an exceptional slow movement, recalling
God Save the King, and an unconventional finale with violin solos to provide
contrast.
The recording is rich and bright, with
the quality of sound possibly the most
satisfactory representation of a Beecham
orchestra yet heard on records. The balance betwcen clarity and hall resonance is
a fine example of fullness without 11172.
In short, the set cannot be regarded as
anything less than one of the greatest releases of the year.
Romer ClinnLES \IAnsli
HAYDN: The "Salomon" Symphonies,
First Series: No. 93, in D; No. 94, in
G ( "Surprise"); No. 95, in C minor;
No. 96, in D ( "Miracle "); No. 97, in
C; No. 98, in B flot
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Thom
as Beecham, cond.
Gsu- CAI'ITOL. CCR 7127. Three LP.
$13.98.
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sound reproduction!
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R410 CHRISTMAS FROM HAWAII

-

The best

fresh South Sea slant on the Yuletide
season. Recorded in Kaiser's Aluminum
Dome, Honolulu. A unique Xmas L.P.
A

Stereo Sound
by far!
Available at record
shops and HIFI equipment
dealers everywhere,
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R706 MERRY CHRISTMAS George
Wright plays the Mighty Wurlitzer Pipe
Organ. For a festive mood in (his the
most festive season.
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R705 MUSIC FOR CHRISTMAS -Re
corded in San Francisco's Grace Cathedral. Hear sound recorded in its purest
form.
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R607 LEIS OF JAZZ -Jazz from the
Hawaiian Islands -That's a switch! Arthur
Lyman does his interpretations from

It

Kaiser's Aluminum Dome, Honolulu.

R409 3 DEACONS -Songs Of Faith Religious ballads in pop style with
rhythm accompaniment. BIG, Live Sound.
A must for every family home!

-

R203 RELAX Tongue in cheek title for
real piano shocker. Brand new HIFI
find, Dave Carlson plays up tempo pops
with rhythm accompaniment.

è'

a

TOWN!

I
R806 TABOO -The fabulous sounds of
Arthur Lyman's Hawaiian Village Group
recorded in Henry J. Kaiser's Aluminum
Dome, Honolulu.

lib
DLCIìN413Elt

I95S

R810

T

TOWN -Sounds from that

famous, somewhat notorious bordertown

-Tijuana. Authentic Mexican Music
Sensational Sound!

-

R608 BIG DIXIE -Harry Zimmerman's R910 A FAREWELL TO STEAM -Re
big band plays the biggest, wildest, Dixie corded espec ally for Railroad and HIFI
and Blues you've ever heard. Sensational enthusiasts. The story of the last Steam
sounding brass!
Locomotive in the Los Angeles Division.

"The sound that named a company*

HIGH FIDELITY RECORDINGS, INC.
7803 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46, Calif.
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vis- à -vis, Waldemar Kmentt, is a first -rate
tenor, who understands the role of Octavio and projects the rather shiftless aspects of his character nsith considerable
shill. Emory Loose makes a pert and vivacious soubrette. singing with delightful
coquetry; and Murray Dickie provides an
admirable foil for her. A long cast of supporting artists seen to me to he just right
for the roles allotted them. In particular,
I cannot resist mentioning the short, but

Gueden: Lehórs "unhappy

Giuditta.'

Mr. Uhlcnbr uch reads the Lerman rubrics that KtuImau carefully supplied with
the sonatas to make sure that his listeners would know what the music was
supposed to represent. These rubrics are
also printed in the notes, but still in
German, and no translation is supplied.
N.B.

LEHAR: Giuditta
Hilde Gueden (s), Giuditta; Enuny
Louse (s u. Anita; Waldemar Kmentt ( t),
Octavio: Murray Dickic (t), Pierino;
\ \'alter Berry (b), Manuele; Oskar Czerwenka ( hs ), Martini. Soloists, Chorus and
of the Vienna State Opera,
Rudolf Moralt, cond.
LONDON OSA 1301. Three SD.
817.98.
Giuditta, Franz Lehír's last musical stage
work, was first produced at the Vienna
Staatsoper in January 1934 with Tauber
and Novotna in the leading roles. It was
an immense and immediate success, and
remains today one of the established
works in the repertoire of Austrian and
German operetta theaters. Yet it is
scarcely known in this country, except by
way of the two or three records made by
Tauber and Novotna for English Parkplume and once available here on AmeriOrchestra

can Decca.

Whether Giuditta actually fulfills Le-

h;ír's long-cherished dream of writing

a

"Grand Opera" is questionable; but it is
undeniably a work of immense musical
charm. abounding in pretty melodies, a
lovely and very typical Lchímr waltz, lavish orchestration, and some extremely interesting orchestral detail under the
spoken dialogue. Although the book is
almost standard operetta material, except
for the unhappy ending, it is a form la
Lehár had found extremely effective in
Land of Smiles and it serves equally well
here. The action of the plot shifts from n
Mediterranean fishing town to North
Africa. but with the exception of Octavio's
lovely serenade in the first act, "O Signora, O Signorina," and the verse of Ginditta's waltz song in the third act, Lehár
seldom attempts a number in the rhythm,
or of the atmosphere, of the locale in
which the action occurs. Manuelè s song
in the first act, "Alle Tag nichts als
Mali mid Ping." is certainly more Hungarian than Italian in spirit, and the remainder of the big numbers are in the
true Viennese operetta manner.
i frankly cannot imagine this charming work being better sung, even in Vienna. Gueden is in wonderful voice and
gives an extremely effective and poignant
portrait of the unhappy Giuditta. Her
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quite delicious work of Omar Godknow
as Lord Barrymore. German actors who
speak German with an English accent
are almost as funny (but not quite) as
English actors who speak American with
an English accent.
As for the sound, London's stereo is
certainly an eye opener. Now, as one
listens to this operetta unfold, one not
only hears, but also sees (and I do mean
sees) the action unfold. Characters move,
and as they move, ones eyes can follow
them. If a character enters stage left, and
must cross to stage right to converse with
someone already established in the listener's mind as being placed there, one can
easily and readily follow the cross. The
hustle, the action, the excitement of the
night -club scene emerge with great depth,
much as one would sec and hear it in an
actual performance. Yet, as far as i can
detect, no gimmicks have been used. The
big arias, which for stage presentations
come from stage center, emerge exactly
from that spot. So, have yourself a sent
in the best of all possible locations, in
front of your stereo speakers, and sit back
and enjoy to the full this melodious work.
i have only one minor complaint; London provides a reasonably good résumé
of the story, but the listener needs a real
libretto in order to follow the plot. J.F.I.

LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsodies: No. 1, in
F minor; No. 2, in D minor; No. 3, in
D; No. 4, in D minor
Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Anatol
Fistoulari, cond.
VANGUAmr SRV 108. LP. $1.98.
VANGUARD SRV 108SD. SD. $2.98.

of these are "demonstration records," hence the low price. They are good
buys, full and brilliant in sound. in the
stereo version, I had to pick up one channel to bring the elements into correct
proportion; but that done, the results were
well worth hearing. Vanguard has gone in
for a goxl deal of separation in this disc.
The solo of the concertmaster at the end
of the Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2, for
instance, is confined almost entirely to
one speaker. Curiously, the monophonic
edition seemed to have more brilliant
highs; but the stereo was much better
balanced and more realistic. All of the
rhapstxlics played here are familiar. ID
the piano versions they are, respectively.
Nos. 14, in F minor (also known as the
Hungarian Fantasia); 6, in D flat; 2, in
C shaman minor; and 12, in C sharp minor.
Fistoulari directs with plenty of drive
and color, and listeners should get a lot
of pleasure from the music.
H.C.S.
Both

MASCAGNI: Caraleria rusticana

Renata Tebaldi

(s),

Santuzza;

Lucia

Dani (ms), Lola; Rina Corsi (c), Mamma
Lucia; Jussi Bjoerling (t), Turiddu; Ettore Bastianini (b ), .Alfio. Chorus and
Orchestra of the Maggio Musicale Fiorentino. Alberto Erede, cond.
RCA Vrcron LM 6059. Two LP. 59.90.
A realignment in recording company af-

filiations brings about this partnership
between a great tenor anti a distinguished
soprano. The results are almost everything one could have hoped. Tebaldi
has never clone Santuzza on the stage,
according to Francis Robinson's notes.
Perhaps that is why she sings the part as
though it were new, original, and exciting. It is none of these things, of course,
but for the moment one is carried away
by her conviction. Indeed, I finished listening to the recording with the feeling
that Cacallcria rusticana still had a good
deal of life in its vulgar old bones. There
are matters to cavil about, true enough.
Tebaldi still breaks phrases in very awkward spots. Bjoerling does the drinking
song (marked Larghetto) at breakneck
speed, and he holds the A flat at the
end of his " Addio alla madre" a full eight
bars, despite the specific instruction
"trance" ( cut short ). Mamma Lucia has
such an alarming wobble that one suspects she may have drunk up all that
" vecchio vino" she was unable to supply
to Alfio. And the Regina Coeli chorus
on the whole very fine -doesn't mark the
distinction between those singing from
the church and those singing on stage."
Finally, the recording is a bit overbrilliant and Side 2 suffers fmm groovecrowding.
But there is far more good to be found
here than otherwise: the exquisite calm
with which Tebaldi floats her "irureggitnno" into the Easter Scene; the deliciously projected little chorus, "A case,
(unici" ( which generally gets lost in all
the dull melodrama ); the second pianissimo "MI (litre) taccio" in Turridu's Addio:
Bastianini's handsome if somewhat phlegmatic Alfio; and a Lola so effective that
one regrets she doesn't have more to do.
Bjoerling recorded six arias from other
operas with the same orchestra and conductor in order to fill up Side 4. RCA
Victor calls them a "bonus," but they are
much more than that: they are an eloquent testimonial to the art of one of the
greatest lyric tenors of our time.
D.J.

-

MOZART: Concertos for Horn and Orchestra: No. 1, in D, K. 412; Nn. 2, in
E flat, K. 417; No. 3, in E fiat, K. 447;
No. 4, in E flat, K. 495
James Stagliano, horn;

Zimbler Sinfoni-

etta.
BOSTON

BST 1002/03.

Two SD.

511.90.

Mr. Stagliano, first hornist of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, is of course a splendid artist, and these performances only
confirm what anyone who has heard that
orchestra in the last dozen years already
knows. Only in a few sixteenth -note figures in the first movements of K.447 and
493 are we reminded that the horn is one

Continued on page
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Movie soundtrack album
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Houston Symphony
Leopold Stokowski cond.
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of the most treacherous, if one of the most
beautiful, of instnunents.
The sound is live, with the highs more
pronounced on BST 1003 than they need
to be. 1 am not yet convinced that stereo
is a particular boon to a solo concerto.
Although the orchestral sound is spacious,
the horn (on my equipment, at least),
seems to come sometimes from one speaker, sometimes front the other, as though
Mr. Stagliano were skipping lightly and
silently at irregular intervals from one
side of the stage to the other. Anyone who
owns the very fine Angel recording of
these works by the late Dennis Brain
(where all four concertos are comfortably ensconced on one disc) has no need,
N.B.
in my opinion, to replace it.

MOZART: Divertimento for Orchestra,
No. 1, in E fiat, K. 113; Serenade No. 3,
in D, K. 185 ("Andretter ")
M -G -M

Orchestra,

Arthur

Winograd,

cond.
M -G -M E 3652.

LP.

$4.98.

This is the third volume in this group's
traversal of all the serenades and related
compositions of Mozart. Both of the works
presented here are early and lightweight,
hut neither is devoid of an occasional passage, or even movement, that proclaims
the genius to cone. Winograd is especially good in the Divertimento, which he
gives the alert but at the same time relaxat, easy treatment required but seldom received by this type of music. The
work is performed in its original version,
with clarinets and horns, not in Mozart's
later revision, with double reeds.
The annotator, who quotes Einstein in
connection with the Divertimento, apparently neglected to consult that authority
with respect to the Serenade, else he
would not have gone astray concerning
the circumstances of the Serenade's first
performance.
N.B.
MOZART: Don Giovanni
Suzanne Danco (s), Donna Anna; Lisa
della Casa (s), Donna Elvira; Hilde
Gueden (s), Zerlina; Anton Dermota (t),
Don Ottavio; Walter Berry (b), Masetto; Cesare Siepi (bs), Don Giovanni;
Fernando Corena (bs), Leporcllo; Kurt
Boehme (bs), the Commendatore. Vienna State Opera Chorus and Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, Josef Krips, cond.
LONDON
OSA 1401. Four SD.
823.92.
If this stereo release of the Don Giovanni
London issued on LP in 1955 is not a

completely brilliant affair, the fault rests
with the performance rather than the
engineering. Conductor Josef Krips tends
to let nice things like the :JP attacks in
Don Ottavio's first aria get away from
him, and the high string tone in the ballroom scene (when the Don is singing
"Ma non manca In me coraggio") is painfully sour. These blemishes show up in
stereo with a starkness they never had in
monophonic reproduction, as do Anton
Dermota 's embarrassing failure of breath
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in the reprise of "Della sua pace" and
the absence of numerous tied quavers
that Siepi doesn't manage to fit into the
presto tempo of the Champagne aria.
But the stereophonic effects are very
finely detailed. To draw some examples
front the instrumental forces alone: the
perfectly separate and clear sounds of
the three orchestras in the ballroom
scene, the obbligato solo cello in Zerline's "Batti, bafti" (not a note of which
gets covered up by the soprano), the
stark power of the three trombones that
accompany the music of the stone guest.
As to the voices, a further directional device is added in this recording: one
might call it the "peripatetic technique."
The singers, instead of remaining stationary during the course of a given
recitative or concerted number, sometimes move over the "stage" area (consisting of the hvo speakers and the space
between ) much as they would in the
opera hare. This particular device ought
to he, and is here, used sparingly: the
car, unaided by the eye, needs anchorage. The hest example of these vocal
peripatctics is in the duet for Don Giovanni and Zerlina, "Ld ci darent la
mono," in which the Don remains securely placed on the left while Zerlina
coyly moves to the right, singing "I would
and yet I wouldn't." She reaches her
farthest point away from hint just before
the two of them break into "Anthem,
andiam, mio bene," and then makes a
rather precipitous trip back. It is all most
charmingly clone.
D.J.

MOZART: Le Nozze di Figaro
Lisa della Casa (s), Countess Almaviva;
Hilde Gueden (s), Susanna; Suzanne
Danco (s), Cherubino; Anny Felbermayer (s), Barbarina; Hilde Rössl -Majden (ms), Alarccllina; Murray Dickic
(I), Don Basilio; Hugo Meyer- Welting
(t), Don Curzio; Alfred Poell (b), Count
Almaviva; Cesare Siepi (bs), Figaro; Fernando Corena (bs), Doctor Bartoto; Harald Priiglhöf (bs), Antonio. Vienna State
Opera Chorus and Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra, Erich Kleiber, cud.
LONn0s OSA 1402. Four SD.
$23.92.

For people who share my taste for listening to Mozart with their noses buried in
the orchestral score, this stereo Figaro
( its monophonic version was reviewed
in these pages just about three years ago)
is a disconcerting thing. How can one sit
there calmly turning the pages while
Susanna and Cherubim) and Figaro and
Count Almaviva are running all about
the parlor? I finally capitulated in the
middle of Susanna's and Marcellina's
hilarious duettino, closed up Breitkopf
and Hiirtel, and settled back to watch
the goings on. "Watch" is the right word
because I found my eyes constantly
shifting not merely from speaker to
speaker but from one nice gradation of
space to another between the speakers.
I don't think I'm allowing my enthusiasm
to run away with me when I say that I
was able to assign a distinct aural locus
to each of the singers of the Madre-Padre

sextet. The secco recitative are ideally
suited to stereo treatment. It used to he
very difficult to tell one soprano from
another in rapid parlando, unless one followed the libretto or had a very quick
car for sung Italian: this problem is completely solved by London's engineers.
You cannot mistake Susanna for the

Countess when they are standing several feet apart.
Certain reservations I have about the
casting of this Figaro are not. of course,
altered by the brilliant format. But that
format is so thrilling a thing in itself that
it quite tips the balance in London's favor. This is the Figaro 1 would get if I
weren't lucky enough to have it already.
D.J.
MOZART: Sonatas for Violin and Piano:
No. 32, in B flat, K. 454; No. 34, in
A, K. 526
]'ehudi Jlenultin, violin; Louis Kentuer,
piano.
EMI- CArrrot. C 7123. LP. $4.98.

Mozart violin sonatas, in recital and on
records, often present a curious study in
balances. His earliest works in this category are mere keyboard sonatas with violin accompaniment. His later ones, however, are true duets, both instruments
being equal partners. They are never
mere violin sonatas with piano accompaniment, and yet that is how they are
often performed, especially when the
violinist is a world -famous virtuoso and
the pianist his regular accompanist. A sonata like K. 454 is usually played in such
a way that insignificant accompanying
figures are sung out with all the glorious
tone for which the fiddler is celebrated.
while the really important material is
heard dimly in the remote background
on a subdued piano.
None of this, i ani happy to say. takes
place here. Each artist moves smoothly
in and out of the spotlight. and neither
upstages the other. in other respects,
too, these are impressive performances.
They should he thoroughly enjoyed by
those who do not share my own lack of
enthusiasm for Menuhin's time. To me, it
floes not seen refined enough for this
music; sometimes it grows too intense:
and to raise or lower the pitch of a tone
markedly for expressive purposes is fine
in César Franck but not, I think, in Mozart.
N.B.

PAGANINI: La Campanella; Caprices
Nos. 9, 20, 24 (arr. Gusikoff) -See
Bach: Brandenburg Concerto No. 3, in
G. S. 1048: Chaconne (arr. Nardi).

PONCHIELLI: La Gioconda
Zinka Milanov (s), La Gioconda; Rosalind Elias (ms), Laura; Beten Amparan
(c), La Cieca; Giuseppe di Stefano (t),
Enzo Grimaldi); Giacomo Cottino (t),

Lsepo; Leonard Warren (b), Barnaba;
Plinio Clabassi ( bs ), Alvise; Fernando
Valentini (bs), Zuana and a Pilot; Virgilio Carbonari (bs), a Singer. Chorus

Continued on page 64
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SCHUMANN: CONCERTO IN A MINOR, OP. 129
TCHAIKOVSKY: VARIATIONS ON A ROCOCO THEME, OP. 33

Pierre Fournier, 'Cellist. Philharmonia Orchestra. Sir Malcolm
Sargent, Conductor.
Angel S 35397
GRIEG: MUSIC FROM "PEER GYNT"

Ilse Hollweg, Soprano. Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Thomas
Beecham, Bart., C.H., Conductor.
Angel S 35445
TCHAIKOVSKY: SYMPHONY NO. 6 "PATHETIOUE" in B Minor, Op. 74
Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by Constantin Silvestri.

Angel

S

35487

Other Recent Stereo Releases
STRAUSS: DER ROSENKAVALIER (Complete)

Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Otto Edelmann, Christa Ludwig, Eberhard
Wacchter, Teresa Stich -Randall, Ljuba Welitsch, Nicolai Gedda,
and others with the Philharmonia Orchestra and Chorus. Herbert
Angel Album S 3563 D/L
von Karajan, Conductor.
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ANGEL

STEREO
RECORDS

WALDTEUFEL: WALTZES

The Philharmonia Promenade Orchestra, conducted by Henry Krips.
Angel S 3542&
ROSSINI: BARBER OF SEVILLE (Complete)

Maria Callas, Tito Gobbi, Luigi Alva, Nicola Zaccaria, Fritz 011cndortf, with Philharmonia Orchestra and Chorus under the direction
Angel Album S 3559 C/L
of Alceo Galliera.
BRAHMS: SYMPHONY NO.

1

in C Minor, Op. 68

Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by Otto Klemperer.
Angel

The "Recording Angels" welcome the new world of stereophonic
sound. To it, they bring a tradition of superb fidelity (musical
and sonic), distinguished artists, and distinctive packaging...and
add the most advanced stereophonic recording techniques. The
result: the heavenly sound of great music in ANGEE. STEREO.

SIR

3548T

Favorite concert encores ( "lollipop" is Sir Thomas' own term for
these musical sweetmeats). Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham, Bart., C.H.
Angel S 35506
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN: THE MIKADO (Complete)

Clyndcbotrnc Festival Chorus and Soloists. Pro Arte Orchestra.
Sir Malcolm Sargent, Conductor,

Available in December

S

THOMAS BEECHAM'S "LOLLIPOPS"

Angel

S

3573 B/L

ORFF: DIE KLUGE (Complete)

VERDI: FALSTAFF
Schwarzkopf, Gobbi (Falstaff), Moira,
Merriman, Barbieri, Panerai, Aira. Philharmonia Orchestra and Chorus. Herbert
von Karajan, Conductor. Album 53552 C/L
Connoisseur's opera performed to a connoisseur's taste. 'Performance radiates a
sense of beauty and form...dilficult to
imagine a finer Falstaff" (High Fidelity).

Philharmonia Opera Company, with soloists including Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf, Cottlob Frick, Philharmonia Orchestra. Wolfgang
Angel S 3551 B/L
Sawallisch, Conductor.
BEETHOVEN: PIANO CONCERTO NO. 5 In

Emil Gilds,
Conductor.

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Sir Thomas Beecham, Bart.,
Conductor.
Angel S 35505

Orchestra; Leopold Ludwig, Conductor.
Angel S 35511
"He plays with great breadth, power and
authority" (The Monthly Letter, EMC,

London).
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Minor, Op. 36

Philharmonia Orchestra. Constantin Silvestri, Conductor.

Major

Emil Gilels, Pianist. Philharmonia

Flat Major, Op. 73

RIMSKY- KORSAKOV: SCHEHERAZADE

TCHAIKOVSKY: SYMPHONY NO.
BEETHOVEN: CONCERTO NO.4 in G

E

Pianist. Philharmonia Orchestra. Leopold Ludwig,
Angel S 35476

EMIL

GIFTS
MCA I.N

Angel

S

35565

RACHMANINOFF: PIANO CONCERTO NO. 4 in G Minor, Op. 40
RAVEL: PIANO CONCERTO in G Major
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli, Pianist. Philharmonia Orchestra.
Angel S 35567
Ettorc Grads, Conductor.
BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONY NO. 7 in A Major, Op. 92

Philharmonia Orchestra. Guido Cantclli, Conductor. Angel

S

35620

GILBERT & SULLIVAN: THE GONDOLIERS

Glyndebourne Festival Chorus and Soloists. Pro Arte Orchestra. Sir Malcolm
Album S 3570 B/L
Sargent, Conductor.
"Oh, philosophers may sing..." and record collectors will, ton, of this delightful
performance under the direction of Sir
Malcolm Sargent. All -star cast. With

ANGEL

"Aristocrats of High Fidelity"

libretto.
ANGEL RECORDS, NEW YORK CITY

DECEMBER 1958
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and Orchestra of Accademia di Santa
Cecilia (Rome), Fernando Previtali,

crud,
RCA Vic-Ton LM 6139.

Three LP.

$ 14.94.

Let's consider this Gioconda according
to the descending degree of its merits.
Its two finest assets arc the singing of
Rome's great Saint Cecilia Chorus, which
is to Italy what Berlin's Saint Hedwigs
Choir is to Germany, and the Enzo Grimaklo of Giuseppe di Stefano. It is not

merely by comparison xvith \iario del
Monaco's performance in this role on the
London Gioconda that Di Stefano makes
so favorable an impression. He has, for
another thing, the perfect voice for Enzo,
something between the flexible lyric
tenor who can float the pianissimos of
" Laggiù nelle nebbie" and the heroic
voice needed for the ensembles and for
"Cielo e mar." This latter song he takes
very slowly, starting with a rapt apostrophe to sea and sky, and building gradually to the impassioned anticipation of

B flat in the final bars
is a joy of itself, open, melodious, perfectly controlled. Beten Amparan is no
less exciting in her smaller part. For
once we have a contralto voice worthy
of the music. La Cieca has to sing in the
first act. "Voce di donna" is a little

Laura's arrival: the

stared by the

close microphoning that
picks up Amparans somewhat Junoesque
inhalings, but the plenitude awl quality
of her tone will have people going lack to

Continued on page 66

Mussorgsky's Songs Complete: Confrontation with Genius
may well be the nineteenth century's greatest song composer outside of the German Lieder
world, and the confrontation with sixtythree songs by him is an ear -opening experience. I have not yet lived with the
new Angel album very long, hut it already seems clear that knowledge of
Mussorgsky's entire body of songs provides more illumination about the Russian genius than one would have expected
from acquaintance only with particular
masterpieces like the three song cycles,
long known and well loved. The songs are
milestones that chart the road of genius,
comparable with Beethoven's quartets as
landmarks of a career. Through the years,
Mussorgsky's perception of the uses of
folk material grows sharper; from the first
tentative experiments with unconventional
chord progressions he proceeds to the
entirely confident and masterful application of his inelegant, mysterious, emancipated harmony in Sunless and Songs
uSSORGSKY

and Dances of Death; his lyric style,

largely neglected by singers who have
made the dramatic and humorous songs
their own, leaves the salon entirely behind. In a few of the early songs the
writing is very conventional, and in some
of the satire's the Inman is too topical to
provoke a really spontaneous reaction;
but on the whole, the level of achievement is extraordinarily high. In the two
tragic cycles, in The Nursery, and in a
good dozen of the single songs, Mussorgsky achieves nothing less than perfection.
To bring all this material together in
one albtun was a superb idea. i'he effort
will hardly be duplicated; indeed, I
imagine that many of the individual songs
will not be recorded soon again. 'l'hc
songs appear in chronological order, and
it is in deference to this scheme that
Songs and Dances of Death and The
Nursery (in which the songs also do not
come in convect order) are interrupted by
extraneous songs. On the other hand, the
editors arc willing to let chronology go
hang in the last two songs, presumably
in order to end the album with the brilliant Song of \yep /uistophelcs rather than
the somber (and later) On the Dnieper.
In some ways Boris Christoff is the
ideal interpreter. His magnificent voice is
used with almost limitless coloristic virtuosity, he has a really exciting flair for
drama. and his diction is unsurpassed.
in three hours of singing, there is not a
carelessly produced or casually conceived

Boris Christoff

sound; every move, every painstakingly
projected detail attests to the dedication
and to the gifts with which the singer
approaches his task. It is easy to believe
Christoff when, in his album notes, he
writes of his profound acbniration for

\lussorgsky.
In those same notes Christoff goes on
to say: "Whatever liberties I have allowed myself in interpreting his melodies,
romances, or dramatic scenes proved necessary to conform to \lussorgsky's dramatic intentions." As one listens to the
records one's worst fears as to what this
statement night tutean are confirmed.
Tempos change startlingly, sometimes
for one _unaccountable measure in mid song, sometimes for whole sections; Mussorgsky writes a phrase with a quarter
note and two eighths, but Christoff finds
it more effective to sing a dotted quarter
and two sixteenths; ho sings clear through
rests; his dynamics arc all his own, often
exaggerated so as to turn certain songs
into studies in pianissimo and others into
orgies of shouting. To be sure, in the
middle of this willful virtuosic display
there is the. occasional song that is clone
marvelously, and simply!
In the annotations we read further:
"Mussorgsky had planned to orchestrate
Songs and Dances of Death, The Muds
Are Howling. and The Song of Mephistopheles, but did not carry out the project. In these songs I have decided to use
the orchestrations of Hinnsky- Korsakov,
Glazunov. and Lahinsky, believing that
the orchestrations enhance the richness
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and color of these compositions." Victor
Be lavev heard the composer play The
Song of Mephistopheles ("A flea, ha -ha!")
and wrote: "Here \fnssorgsky'.r skill in
picturesque accompaniment was vividly
demonstrated, and at tines one could almost hear the flea j p. The arpeggios
in the middle of the song resounded
splendidly, smacking of something positively Rnbinsteinesque." Although it is
true that often Mussorgsky's accompaniments are not conventionally Monistic, the
very sense of strain in their performance
can convey a feeling of powerful poetic
expression that the correct and drab orchestral prose of Riutsky- Korsakov and
Glazuuxov -and the orchestral affectations
of Lahinsky- cannot come close to replacing. The orchestra is in any case recorded so far in the background that it
disappears behind \Ir. Christoff s singing.
and the songs become unintelligible because of the resulting lack of rhythmic
definition. Except for Gopak, the songs
which Mussorgsky himself orchestrated
are recorded with piano.
And, need i say it, Rinnsky- Korstkov's
compositional revisions have been used
in place of what Mussorgsky actually
wrote. It is now thirty years since Pavel
Lamm began his edition of Mussorgsky's
music, unimproved, unenhanced, unglamorized; but -except for ChristofFs
commuent on the orchestrations Tutted
above-in the 84-page brochure that accompanies these records there is no way
of inferring that one is being offered anything other than \lussorgsky's mnsic as
he himself composed it.
Over 300 years ago, the Venetian composer Benedetto \larcello wrote 11 T'ealro
rills moda, a satirical book of instructions
for all connected with the operatic world.
As part of his advice to rsntpnsers, Mar cello wrote: "In walking with singers, the
composer will always place himself at
their left and keep one step behind, hat
in hand." This album leaves no doubts
concerning Boris Christofï' supreme skill
as a performer, but it perhaps creates a
few about his statuts as an interpreter of
another musician's intentions.
CAUL MICHAEL STELxnE11G

MUSSORGSKY: Songa (complete)
Boris Christoff. bacs: Alexandre Labiaskv,
piano; Orchestre National ele la Radiodiffusion Française, Georges Tzipinc,
concl.
ANGEL

3573 D /L.

Four LP.

$2.(1.95.
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Louise Homer fora fitting comparison.
Still on the credit side is l'revitalfs conducting, especially in the Furlana and
the preludes to the first and last acts.
Londons Gianandrea Cavazzeni, however, does better with the ballet music of
Act IIi and his approach in general is
rather more imaginative.
There can he no doubt that Rosalind
Elias is a vocally secure Laura, but her
approach has as yet very little to distinguish it, either in color. musical phrasing, or dramaturgy. f-lcr "Stella del mariner" is an example of pretty mezzo-soprano singing but not much more. Leonard Warren is a Barnaba of very big and
very empty gestures. The part is so intolerably laden with Grand Guignol (it
occurs to me that Boito missed an opportunity of adding one horror more and
providing the opera with a happy ending
of sorts by not making Bannba a neerophile) that the baritone who sings it
has to use a great deal of understatement
if he is to be at all credible. And understatement has never been Leonard Warren's strong point. Furthermore, the voice
has by now a prominent wobble in all
notes above the staff. The same is true
of Madame Milanov, to whom at length
we come. She has been doing Gioconda
at the Metropolitan for almost twenty
years: her campaign in the role has been,
on the whole, an honorable one, but it is
lime for her to step aside and give someone else a shot at it. The " Suicidio" is,
puzzlingly enough, quite wonderful -as
good almost as the one she made for
Victor years ago. Nothing else she does
in the recording approaches it. The voice
is at tinges quite small -sounding, even
feeble, and five out of every six high
notes are a misfortune. Last and least is
Plinio Clabassi, who sings Alvise with
thick, covered tones and imperfect intonation.
The engineering in this monophonic
set is defective: Side 4 and all of Side
5 except the Dance of the flours are recorded nt a much lower level than the
rest.
D.J.

PROKOFIEV: Peler and the Wolf, Op.
67; Lieutenant Kije: Suite, Op. 60
Boris Karloff, narrator (in Peter and the
Wolf); Vienna State Opera Orchestra,
\lori:, Rossi, cond.
Vxt'coann VRS 1028. LP. $4.98.
VANcUAIIn VSD 2010.

SD.

$5.95.

Both performances are elegant, for Rossi
conductor and he has a
good orchestra to work with. The differences between the two versions are precisely what you world expect: the stereo
has more realism and in it the sounds of
the percussion instruments fairly lift the
roof. Karloff's voice sounds a little drier
in the stereo than the monophonic, and
the stereo has a marked needle hiss. A.F.
is an excellent

PUCCINI: Madama Butterfly
Anna Moffo (s), \laclamn Butterfly; Rosalind Elias (ms), Suzuki; Cesare Valletti
(t), Pinkerton; Mario Carlin (t), Coro;
Renato Cesari (b), Sharpless; Nestore
Catalani (b), Yamadori; Fernando Co(36
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Ama Moffo: a tender Butterfly.
rena (bs'i, the Bonze. Soloists, Chorus and
Orchestra of the Rome Opera House,
Erich Leinsdorf, cond.
RCA Vicron LM 6135. Three LP.
814.94.
RCA Vicron LSC 6135. Three SD.
817.94.

The intention of this performance, according to George Marek's introductory
remarks, is to restore Madama Butterfly
to the slender lyric dimensions which
Puccini gave it and of which subsequent
years of mishandling deprived it. One
might quibble about some of the methods of achieving this praiseworthy end:
uhv. for instance. retain the bad old tradition of making Prince Yamadori a baritone Mum Puccini macle him a tenor?
And why is the handful of girl friends
who aceomp :n y Cio -Cio-San when she
appears in Act I sung by a chorus of at
least two dozen women's voices? But
these are quibbles. because in effect this
Butterfly is indeed an intimate and small sealed thing -and on the whole a captivating. one. The American soprano Anna
Moffo obviously has a bright musical future in store for leer. The timbre of her
voice is startingly like that of De los
Angeles, although she has as yet little of
that singer's reticence and interior glow.
Her occasional overemphasis and flamboyance are amply compensated fur,
however. by the skill with which she inflects most of her role and by the really
exciting way she rises to the great lyric
moments. And the ease and tenderness
with which she floats the high D flat in
her entrance scene and the almost equally
difficult 13 flat of the third -act lullaby
( "7'u sei con Dio, ed io cal min dolor ")
suggest that she may some day be a
memorable 4larschallin. Cesare Valletti is
rather elegant for the "Yankee Vagabond," but one cannot complain very
earnestly, his voice being the charming
little imtnument it is except when he
tries to force big things from it in "Addis
fiaritu asi'." Rosalind Elias, though she
makes handsome sounds, is too sophisticated and assertive for the humble and
self- effacing Suzuki. In minor roles Mario

Carlin and Fernando Corcna most be
singled out, the one adversely for his
lisping and nasal Coro and the other with
praise for a Bonze who for once really
sounds angry.
Puccini's debut on two channels proves
auspicious. As was to be expected, orchestral details emerge with a clarity
and copiousness that no monophonic engineering and few live performances can
duplicate. To single out an instance that
particularly delighted and instructed me:
when C,io -Cio -San in Act i confides to
Pinkerton that she is now a Christian.
having secretly visitecl the Mission on
the previous clay, Puccini accompanies
the beginning of her narrative with two
oboes and English horn only -not, I discovered, to suggest Oriental sounds but
to imitate the sound of the Mission's
reed -organ. One has to thank the etch inglike precision of stereo for such insights: Erich Leinsdorfs excellent handling of detail doesn't suffice of itself,
as a comparison with the monophonic
version will indicate. Another revelatory
and completely successful effect is the
call of birds heard during the long prelude to Act all. Most of the monophonic
Butterflys avoid these bird calls because
they sound pretty silly when divorced
from their theatrical surroundings; but
enveloped in the full circle of orchestral
texture, they come off most pleasingly.
My one reservation is about the placing
of the voices almost exclusively in the
right channel: a more flexible and realisD.J.
tic approach is desirable here.

RAME.: Miroirs: No. 4, Alborada del
gracioso; Valses nobles et sentimentales
-See Debussy: louages: No. 2, Ibéria.
EIMSKY- KORSAKOV:
Op. 35

Vienna
Rossi,

Schehtrazade,

State Opera Orchestra,

and.

VANCU.um SRV 103SD.

Mario

SD. $2.98.

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Thomas Beecham, cond.

35505. SD. 55.98.
Orchestre dc la Société des Concerts du
Conservatoire dc Paris, Ernest Ansermet,
ANGEL. S

conci.
LONDON CS

6018.

SD.

$4.98.

London Symphony Orchestra, Pierre
Monteux, cond.
RCA \ICTOf LM 2208. LP. $4.98.

Scheheraaade, with its infinitely varied
instrumental colorings, is an ideal vehicle
for stereo, and we have now three versions in the new medium. Rossi's is offered by Vanguard as a demonstration
record at an irresistibly low price. The
conductor has a first -rate orchestra at his
disposal and he gets through the music
without undue fuss, yet without either
rushing or glossing over important details. \Vhat is of prime importance here,
though. is the distribution of the stereo
sound. It was altogether superb on stereo
tape at S14.95, and it is almost as good
on a stereo disc for only $2.98. Not only
is there the desired illusion of right, left,

Continued on page 68
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what feats it could perform.

Sensitivity and masterful technique
make Pennario the perfect choice to
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WILLIAM STEIN ERG

PIIIiIIURGII SYMPio

Suites from 20th Century opera
Pageantry, romance and excitement
keep these Rimsky- Korsakov and

Prokofiev operas vital. Steinberg
demonstrates again bis "flexibility
through control...and his masterly
command" (L.A. Times).
P 8146

TRUE LOVE

LAURINDOALMEIDA
&IiMr

LTZES

ARLIG

* Liszt 13,M"

Chopin revealed what emotions the
piano could express. Liszt proved

FOR MY
<

i

Sonatas for virtuoso piano

Stokowski with strings
From four centuries of compositions
for string orchestra, the conductor
chooses eight varied selections, and
illuminates them with his celebrated
artistry. Works of Tchaikovsky,
Handel, Turina, and others. P 6468
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SALU TERRI
Mc==o ',oprano
¡¡
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NJ.
'11

d.

OLLYWOOD BOWL
PHONY ORCHESTRA'',

-i
I

conducted

by

FELIX SLATKIN

Si.r waltzes for listening
Beloved music for the connoisseur,
not primarily for dancing. Yet who
can resist., as Felix Slatkin buoyantly
conducts Skaters Waltz, Voices of
Spring, Espaisa Waltz, others. r 8450
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Songs of love from many lards
The brilliant Almeidaplays haunting
themes on classical guitar and lute.
Mezzo Salli Terri sings sweetly of
romance. Now and again a flute is
heard. It is all quite tender. r sans

Sonatas and more, it la harp
The world's foremost harpist makes
die scope of his instrument infinite.
Here he presents a program he bas
transcribed from the music of J. S.
Each and son, C. P. E. Bach. r also

-i./LCG c/%//m7úlJIICG 011lllL 1671iD
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vincingly achieved on discs. Robert Russell Bennett, who arranged, coordinated,
and orchestrated Richard Rodgers' material for the NBC-TV series Victor at Sen,
has compiled a second and entirely different concert suite from the score, one
that conveys much of the drama of this
twenty- sic -installment film saga of the
Allied navies in World \Var II. The monophonic version is a good job, but it pales
miserably beside its stereo counterpart.
P.A.

Rubinstein: Saint-Saëns with gusto.

and center but there is unusual depth as
well- particularly noticeable in the echo
play between the trombone and muted
trumpet in the second movement. In this
respect, it is one of the most successful
stereo discs I have heard.
If I had high praise for Beechanm's
interpretation in the monophonic version,
that praise can be nearly doubled for the
stereo recording. Spreading the sound
does wonders in bringing out each minute
detail, each subtly phrased passage, hallmarks of almost any Beecham performance and especially refreshing in this
often overplayed work. Just to hear what
the conductor does with the delicate
dancelike middle section of the third
movement is alone worth the price of the
disc. Angel's conics may not be quite as
startling as Vanguard's, but the clarity
and separation of its reproduction are
mighty satisfying.
When Anscrmet's monophonic version
appeared three years ago, I lamented
the fact that he had underplayed the
score, giving a dry, almost offhand performance. Stereo has helped the sound,
which is now richer and more brilliant
than it was on the mono edition; but it
doesn't equal that of either the Vanguard
or Angel pressings-and Ansennot here is
no match for Rossi, much less Beecham.
Victor promises a stereo edition of
Dfonteux's present monophonic release for
early in 1959. Meantime, it can be said
that the octogenarian master has not lost
his ever- youthful touch. In the third
movement he pushes the tempo to the
point where the music sounds a bit perfunctory, but elsewhere -especially in the
second and fourth movements -his approach is as dynamic as one would expect. The London Symphony plays very
well, and the big recorded sound has admirable instrumental definition and separation.
P.A.

RODGERS: Victory at Sea: Suite No. 2
(arr. Robert Russell Bennett)
RCA Victor Symphony Orchestra, Robert

Russell Bennett, cond,
RCA Vmcron LM 2226. LP. $4.98.
RCA Vic-ton LSC 2226. SD. $5.98.
Anyone who wants a real aural thrill
should hear the stereo edition of this recording. It is a magnificent job of acoustical placement, definition, directionality
and perspective in depth, with just the
right amount of hall resonance. We have
had this sort of thing on stereo tape, but
seldom has the stereo effect been as conGS

SAINT -SAENS: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 2, in G minor, Op. 22
f Franck: Variations symphoniques

Arty Rubinstein, piano; Symphony

of the
Air, Alfred \Vallenstein, cond.
RCA \'u,-ron L \I 2234. LP. $4.98.
RCA Vtcron LSC 2234. SD. $5.98.

Rubinstein piles into both works with
enormous gusto, playing with a big sweep
and his characteristic authority. He may
miss a note or two in the Saint- Saëns, but
so exciting is his work here ( including a
finale taken at a furious tempo that
leaves one breathless) that only sheer
pedantry would take objection. The engineering is also a successful job. Because
the signal in the stereo version is much
stronger in one of the channels, the piano
remains well focused. It has been recorded with a strong, clear tone and
plenty of presence, and its relation with
the orchestra in matters of balance is
excellent. The monophonic disc is also a
superior recording, even if, towards the
end of the Franck, there is a little distortion.
H.C.S.
STRAUSS, RICHARD: Don Quixote,
Op. 35
Lome Monroe, cello; Harry Zaratzian,
viola; Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene
Ormandy, cond.
COLOMBIA ML 5292. LP. $3.98.

The emphasis here is on a long lyric line,
the unfolding of which carries us along
in the half-dreaming state of the protagonist, until sanity and death bring the
work to resolution in the everyday world.
It is an effective interpretative point of
view, resulting in a performance with
many lush, flowing phrases shaped and
colored with great beauty. What this
conception fails to provide is the impact
that conies when the lyric element is
sacrificed to more powerful inflections of
the melodic line and bolder strokes of
sound.
The Decca recording by Strauss himself, the sonic:: of which arc not seriously
inferior to the new Ormandy, still provides the best balanced statement of this
complex and magnificent score. R.C.M.
STRAVINSKY: Le Baiser de la fée: Di.
rertimento -See Hovhaness: Mysterious Mountain.

TCIIAIKOVSKY: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra, in D, Op. .35
Erica \forini, violin; Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra of London, Artur Rod zinski, coned.

\\'ESrun\sTk.n

\VST

14017.

SD.

$5.98.
This is one of the works that Erica \forini
has made particularly her awn, and it is
always a pleasure to hear her either in
concerts or on discs. '1'o sons violinists,
the Concerto may be a virtuoso showpiece; to Morini, it is a vehicle for romantic outpourings, delicately turned
phrases. and beautifully warm tone -all
of this, however, without distortion of the
basic outline of the music. NOW this playing has been exquisitely set off with
stereo. There isn't a distorted note on the
disc, and the soloist is nicely placed just
to left of center. There she stays. except
for a few spots of heavy spiccato bowing.
when a bit of the sound wanders over to
the right speaker. Rodzinski's accompaniment, extremely clean and just as finely
phrased as the violinist's solos, is sometimes kept by the engineers a little too
much in the background, but when it is
allowed to come forward in tutti passages,
the stereo effect is first -rate. Many will
prefer Heifetz's more virtuosie approach
to the concerto, also recorded with fine
stereo sanies, by RCA Victor; but for
those who want a carefully thought-oat
romantic performance, cleanly reproduced, this one is worth investigating,
even though there are some sizable cuts
in the finale.
P.A.

TCiIAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker: Orchestral Suite, Op. 7Th
}

Berlioz: Le Carnaval romain, Overture.
Op. 9

}Wagner: Die Meistersinger: Prelude
Symphony of the Air, no cond.
Coxcewr-Disc CS 25. SD. $6.95.
At the time of its transformation from the
NBC Symphony to the Symphony of the
Air, this orchestra, created for the late
Arturo Toscanini. presented a conductor less concert at Carnegie Hall. About the
same time, it macle a series of conductor less recordings, including the three works
listed above, which were. issued under
several different labels. I am assuming
that this stereo version came out of those
saine Carnegie Hall sessions. If so, it is
about four years old, which makes doubly
remarkable the fine quality and distribution of stereo sound. In view of the fact
that there was no guiding spirit on the
podium, the unity and spirit of the performances are very good indeed.
P.A.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4, in
F minor, Op. 36

Philharmonia Orchestra, Thomas Schippers. cond.
ANCSt. 35443. LP. $4.98 (or $3.98).
For the dynamic young conductor that
he is, Schippers seems to take an old
man's view of this dramatic symphony.
in the second subject of the first movement, Moderato assai, quasi .Andante. he
forgets the "quasi" and drugs the whole
section both times it appears. The second
movement also sounds slow and unduly
heavy. There is more vitality and a great

Continued on page 70
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deal of refinement in his treatment of the
Scherzo, and in the Finale he really
comes to life, while still carefully making
each instrument and section articulate
clearly and precisely. Angel's reproduction is good, but much of it is at an inP.A.
ordinately low volume level.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6, in B
minor, Op. 74 ( "Pathétique ")
Philharmonia Orchestra, Rudolf Kempe,
cond.
EMI- CAPITOL G 7128. LP. $4.98.
Kempe takes a broad, relaxed view of
the
Pathétique. Though expressive
enough, he never allows himself to become emotionally involved in Tehaikovsky's musical histrionics. There is certainly nothing lackluster about his reading -far from it; he simply lets the first
two movements go along at a leisurely
pace, with plenty of musicality but no
excessive drama. The March- Scherzo has
ample fire; and in the Finale, he picks up
the tempo just a bit and allows the music to speak for itself as music instead of

sobbing out a maudlin "program." The
sound is first -rate.
P.A.

Minger:

WAGNER: Die
Prelude
-See Tchaikovsky: The Nutcracker:
Orchestral Suite, Op. 71a.

RCCITALS AND
iY1ISCELLaNY
AGRUPACION CORAL DE PAMPLONA DE ESPANA
Pamplona Choral Society, Luis Morondo,
cond.
Cot-twain ML 5278. LP. $3.98.
Robert Shaw used to have in his large
chorus a small cadre of picked singers
who performed without the rest when
anything requiring special finesse was
on the program. I was reminded of that
group by this Pamplona Choir, which
consists, the notes tell us, of sixteen carefully selected singers. That they rehearse
for three hours five nights a week one
can well believe. The group sings with
lovely tone and astonishing virtuosity.
They have an extremely wide dynamic
range, perfect precision, and never falter
in pitch. The five soloists heard here arc
without exception worthy of the choir
there is no let -down when one of these
voices soars out above the rest. The material they sing ranges from the tricky
Vcnerabilis barber Capuccinorum of Padre
Donostia to the gaunt, ascetic Songs of
the Cabin Boys by Eduardo Gran. The
rest consist mostly of arrangements, including five of Falla's Siete Canciones
populares españolas and Teobaldo Power's Songs of the Canary Islands. There
is much imitation by the choir of guitars
and such, very well done but hardly worth
the doing. One looks forward eagerly to
performances of real choral music by this
remarkable group.
N.B.

-

7()

DON COSSACKS: Recital
Song of Prime Oleg; Snow Covered
Russia; Two White Russian Songs: Borodino; Selections from Tchaikovsky;
Christinns Carol; Song of the River Kama;
The Golden Bee; Cherubim Hymn; Kalinushka.
Don Cossacks, Serge jaroff. cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5296. LP. $3.98.
COLumina MS 6013. SD. $5.98.
This typical Don Cossack program, perhaps just a wee bit less colorful than some

earlier anes. is characterized principally
by full- throated solo and choral passages,
with few deep bass or high falsetto parts.
On the monophonic disc it all sounds
just a trifle cramped. Stereo shows its big
advantage here by spreading ont the
voices, giving them individuality and clarity. But the recording lacks something; it
has width without depth. The singers are
deployed across the wall of the living
room when they might have sounded
more dramatic had their music come
from a more distant stage with a greater
P.A.
three-dimensional effect.

PIERRE FOURNIER: "The Cellist's
Hour"
Pierre Fournier, cello; Gerald Moore, piano.
ANGEL

35599.

LP.

$4.98 (or $3.98).

The name of this disc, -The Cellist's
Hour." sounds like a radin program, and
it is the kind of music that a cellist would
play on a radio program. Nearly all of
the pieces are transcriptions of well known, Muzak -like favorites. Fournier
plays with considerable style, though his
intonation goes off in the higher positions. He always has had trouble in the
upper stretches. Not many music lovers
will be interested in this disc, which has
H.C.S.
a minimal musical content.
GREGORIAN CHANT: "A Child Is
Born"
Trappist Monks of the Abbey of Our
Lady of Gcthscmani (Gcthsemani, Ken-

tucky).

Coursu

A

ML 5310,

LP.

$3.98.

This is a companion album to the same
group's "Hail, Holy Queen" in its array
of excerpts from a specific aspect of the
Cistercian liturgy -this time that for the
Advent- Christmas season. Included are
parts of the Mass Rorale Coeli, the "O"
Antiphons, First Vespers of Christmas,
Christmas Night Office, and Midnight
\lase. The singing is simple and loving in
manner, comforting and serene. Of the
great music inspired by the coming of
Christ, :none equals these chants in appropriateness and true beauty.
R.E.
AASE NORDMO LOEVBERG: Grieg
and Strauss Songs

Grieg: Med en primula cerfs; Ilytten;
Ragnhihl; Lys not; Fra Monte Pincho;
Ved Rundurne; Det fsrsfe mode; Millmn
rosor; En senne. Strauss: Traum durch
die Dämmerung; Ich liehe dich; Zueió

hung; Cäcilie: Du meines Ilcr.:ens
Krönelein; Meine,n Kinde; Allerseelen;
Befreit.
Aase Nordmo Loevberg, soprano; Robert
Levin, piano (in the Grieg ); Gerald
Moore, piano (in the Strauss).
ANGEL. 35590. LP.
$4.98 (or $3.98).
Aase (pronounced Ossa) Nordmo Loevberg is the latest in the series of Northern
European sopranos who have presented
their credentials to us by way of LP recitals. As a Norwegian, Madame Loevberg
will inevitably have to hear comparison
with Kirsten Flagstad, especially since a
majority of the songs in this recital have
already been recorded by Flagstad. But,
in everything except the seriousness with
which they take their art, the two sopranos are 1uite unlike. Flagstad is marmoreal, static, impersonal. authoritative;
Loevberg porcel:uicous, flexile, wann in a
curiously timid sort of way, and -as yetquite tentative. 7'o those who are familiar
with the way Flagstad makes Befreit n
great, abstract declaration of faith, Loevberg version may well seem negligible.
On the other hand, Flagstad even in her
younger years (when she recorded it) was
incapable of the soaring, impassioned
Cäcilie of Loevberg. And if one could
forget momentarily Elisabeth Schumann
(one cant), the Traunn dhurch die Dännmerung in this record would seem unalloyed gold. The Grieg songs, despite a
certain awkwardness in the triplet arabesques of Ilytte,, are done exquisitely
well. I prefer them, I think, to Flagstad's
renderings, although they strike me as
less echt- Noriceglich. I would call attention to the subtle change> in mood conveyed in Fra Monte Piuui, with its evocations of musical instruments at the
words "glpidendc Ilornnuusik" and "Caber og FlOitespil." Let's hope that Angel
gives us lots more of Madame Loevberg.
The sound is slightly better in the
Strauss side, and Moore is decidedly the
finer accompanist. Robert Levin has the
exasperating habit of playing grace notes
differently from the way his partner sings
them -one of the cardinal sins against
good piano accompaniment.
D.J.
TABERNACLE
CHOIR:
"The Lord is My Shepherd"
Monson Tabernacle Choir of Salt Lake
City, Richard P. Candie, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5302. LP. $3.98.
MORMON

The Mormon Tabernacle Choir's recordings continue to include a hodgepodge of
sacred music, with a few secular pieces
thrown in. No small pleasnre is to he derived from its undiminished excellence as
a choral ensemble; but the music here
ranges from commonplace, sentimental
hymnlike settings to the more complex
and dignified works of Healey Ntillan
and Randall Thompson. Musical gold
there is here, but in minute quantities.
R.E.

MUSIC OF THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Choir of the Cathedra] of St. Jahn the

Continued on page 72
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COMMEMORATION: 50 YEARS OF MASTERY
LDEN JUBILE E A LBUM

INCLUDES:
3 Long Play Records

An autobiographical sketch
A poetic tribute by Carl Sandburg
An article by Mario CastelnuovoTedesco
on Segovia and the guitar renaissance

Segovia's own voice, recorded
gift packaging; many other features

De luxe

After

3 years of preparation, Decca is honored to present a beautiful Gold Label commemoration of Andrés
Segovia's 50th year as a concert artist. The world's
acknowledged master of the guitar is here represented
by brilliant performances on three brand new Long
Play records. All the music -including 2 complete concerti for guitar and orchestra -has been specially re-

corded, definitively, for this occasion. You will be
delighted to hear Segovia himself, discussing his career
and to read his recollections of his life and times.
Above all, you will be exhilarated by the Master's
matchless genius, recorded in highest high fidelity. A
distinguished addition to your library. A treasured gift.
D \J -148

...

SELECTIONS:
PONCE: Concierto del Sur
RODRIGO: Fantasia Para un Gentilhombre
(Guitar and Orchestra
with the Symphony of the Air; Enrique lorda,
Conductor)

-

CASTELNUOVO.TEDESCO: Sonata "Homage to Boccherini'
TORROBA: 6 Piéces Caracteristiques
TANSMAN: Three Pieces for Guitar; and other selections by
SOR, de MURCIA. RONCALLI, GRANADOS. WEISS- PONCE,
ESPLA, MUSSORGSKY- SEGOVIA, ROUSSEL and SEGOVIA

Mr. Segovia records exclusively on Decca Gold Label
Itecord.r. Other superb Segovia collection.t are:
SEGOVIA: GUITAR RECITAL
AN ANDRES SEGOVIA RECITAL
AN ANDRES SEGOVIA CONCERT
AN ANDRES SEGOVIA PROGRAM
AN EVENING WITH ANDRES SEGOVIA
ANDRES SEGOVIA PLAYS
ANDRES SEGOVIA. GUITAR
MASTERS OF THE GUITAR
THE ART OF ANDRES SEGOVIA

ANDRES SEGOVIA (with quintet)
ANDRES SEGOVIA AND THE GUITAR

DL
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL

8022
9633
9638
9647
9733
9734
9751
9794
9795
9832
9931

DECCAQ.,, RECORDS
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Divine (New York City), Alec Wyton,
cond.
\VonD W 4014. LP. $4.98.
Word Records has specialized so strongly
in the music of nonconformist sects that
this gesture towards the more austere
and ritualistic music of the Anglican communion conies as a pleasant surprise.
This survey represents, as it must. lust a
hop, skip and a jump through four contunes, from chants and fauxbxmrdons to
modern motet..
The English -born and -trained Alec
Wyton, who has been organist and choirmaster of the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine since 1954, is responsible for the
sampling, which seems at once fair and
complimentary to Anglican history. Episcopalian churches go outside their own
denomination for some of their music,
but the works here are peculiar to the
Anglican communion.
The record stresses the familiar glories
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, with the works of Fayrfax, Tye,
Byrd, Morley, and Purcell, and the
twentieth -century renascence, of which
Vaughan Williams was a leading exponent; but there are honorable representatives, too, of the Victorian period, notably
the works of Goss and Stanford.

Of par -

ticular interest are the Rubbra excerpts,
for the contemporary English composer
finds fresh things to say in an ultraconservative style. It is also good to have an
example of the work of a pioncer in this
country for good church music -Leo
Sowerby. The performances by a choir
of forty boys and eighteen men arc musically honest, the engineering serviceable.

ILE.

PAUL ROBESON: Recital
Paul Robeson, hass: Harriet \Vingrcen,
piano: Chorus and Orchestra.
VANGUARD

VSD 2015.

SD.

$3.95.

This disc contains one or two nice demonstrations of the superior clarity that
stereo can achieve. For example.
discovered that the low D at the end of the
first verse of Water Roy is not sung by
Robeson but by a remarkable basso pro fundo in the chorus. The note continues
to rumble out of the right channel while
Robeson begins the next verse in the left;
in the monophonic version ( reviewed
here in November ), with Robeson's big
tones emanating from the same source,
this fermata was covered up, giving one
the impression that Robeson himself sang
the note (he is quite capable of doing so)
and cut it off just before launching into
the words "You jack of diamonds, oh you
jack of diamonds."
Nevertheless, I prefer the monophonic
version played through two speakers to
this stereo edition. The engineers have
isolated the solo voice completely and
monotonously in the left channel; and,
since chorus and accompaniments arc little more than skeletal, there is a decided
overvcighting of values. If Vanguard had
succeeded in giving a wider spread to
the sound or at least had managed to
center Robeson's voice more effectively,
the extra dollar would be perhaps worth
paying. As it is, I suggest that owners of
1
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two speakers had better investigate the
monophonic version as well as this one
D.J.
before making up their minds.

ROBERT SHAW CHORALE: "Deep
River"
Robert Shaw Chorale, Robert Shaw, cond.
RCA Vrcron LM 2247. LP. $4.98.
these sixteen Negro spirituals, the
Shaw Chorale not only maintains its superbly suave tone and command of dynamics but suggests the color and vitality
Of Negro choruses. It may not have their
full measure of exuberance, nor sloes it
seek to -nor could it- reproduce the wonderfully metallic timbre in many Negro
voices; yet the approximation of the
style is uncanny. The use in many instances of choral arrangements that are
standard fare among all ensembles probably helps the resemblance.
Clayton Krchbiel, soloist in There Is
a Bahn in Cilead, adopts the soft, almost
quavery tones of a gentle old man, which
makes this version uniquely affecting,
and there is some lively pianism from
John 1Vustman to back up a hypnotic
performance of Dry Bones. Authentic
folk singers will always be most communicative in this music. but in its own
kind of sophisticated interpretation the
Shaw Chorale remains preeminent. R.E.
In

LUISA TETRAZZiNT: Recital
Arias from It Barbiere di Sieiglia, Lucia
di
Lammermoor,
La
Sonnambula,
Lakmé, Les VC<pres Siciliennes, tin Ballo
in maschera, Rigaletto, Les Pécheurs de
perles. Songs by Tosti, J. Strauss, Chapi.
Luisa Tetrazzini, soprano.
Rococo R 13. LP. $5.95.
Luisa Tetrazzini, one of the greatest vocal
virtuosos of the century, is an almost perfect example of the overwhelming virtues that can stein from the defects of an
era. Today, a singer like Tetrazzini would
fit badly into the quasi -symphonic conception of operatic presentation. And yet
-who would want to clip the wings and
cage such a human nightingale?
Tetrazzini, vvhn inspired chefs into
naming dishes in her honor, was the
reigning coloratura between the decline
of Sembrich and Melba and the advent
of Galli- Circi. Like all very great vocalists, this rotund, amiable lady sounded
like no other singer. Her voice, far stronger, rounder, more highly colored than
most coloraturas, tossed off scintillant ca-

denzas with disdainful nonchalance. Her
trills and descending chromatic nos are
not remotely approached in our day, nor
is a sense of sudden, joyous improvisation.
Her attack had the same "hit the bollseye" effect characteristic of Babe Ruth
when he lined one into the bleachers.
All these phenomena are present in this
admirably produced Rococo disc -thirteen selections recorded in London during 1908 -09. inequalities of scale and a
few inaccuracies of pitch arc to be fouod,
for Tetrazzini was not a perfect vocalist;
but she was, in her own distinctive way,
a genius. The voice sounds very forward
and brilliant, thus providing a valuable

document of a legendary singer and a
particular era.
MAX DE SCHALENSEE
VIENNA ACADEMY CHORUS: "On
Tour"
Vienna

Academy
Theuring, cond.

Chorus,

WESTMINSTER WP 6088.

LP.

Gunther
$3.98.

The Vienna Academy Chorus has been
touring the United States more or less
regularly since 1953, and this recording
was drawn from the repertoire for the
19:38-59 tour. The ensemble, comprises
twelve female and hvelve male voices,
"chosen from the ranks of the most talented graduates of the Vienna Academy
of Music."
Since this probably can be considered
a "souvenir" record, it is idle to wish
that it were everywhere as good as its
best portions. But the choir's range is on
exhibition, and the frivolous must be
taken with the worthwhile. On the whole,
though, the balance is on the worthwhile
side.
There can he no question of the ensemble's virtuosity, and tonally it has
clarity and a brightness fn the female
section that is sometimes tiresome. The
most probing of the scores, Lotti's eight part Crucifivus, shoves the group at its
best; it gives a transparent, sensitive
reacting of this familiar, beautiful work.
Sustained floating legatos from the women
mark the lovely Schubert work, and the
rarely heard, delicious pieces of Mozart
are sung with the lusty good humor they
deserve. 'I'he arrangements of Johann
Strauss waltzes and polkas have their
pleasant as well as repellent side. but
the vocal (or nonvocal, really) fireworks
make the ensemble tone grow thin and
constrained. The more normal humors of
the folk songs return the singers to more
comfortable ground.
Most of the singing is a cappella;
some of it is accompanied by Norbert
Scherlich at the piano, Mozart's Ave
Verum Corpus by a string ensemble. R.E.

LEONARD WARREN: "On Tour in
Russia"
Leonard Warren, baritone; Willard Sektberg, pimp.
RCA Mcrae LM 2266. LP. $4.98.

Recorded in Leningrad and Kiev last
May, presumably with Telefunken equipment recently acquired by the Soviet
radio, these fourteen songs document
\Varreui s tour of four Russian cities. The
engineering is good, and the performance
provides a sense of concert-hall immediacy that is conveyed by more than the
intrusion of applause and random noise.
The weakest element is the singing:
Warren's lead-heavy approach to Ford's
aria from Falstaff, his crude sentimentality in ltattinata, his graceless approach
to French songs.
Comparing the musical content to the
glowing liner notes, one wonders what
the fuss was all about.
R.C.M.

Continued on page 75
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Capitol -EMI
presents new

RECORDINGS of DISTI \CTIOS
by the

greatest names in classical music

Moura Lympany

Sir Thomas Beecham

piano

conducting
The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4
ìn F Minor, Op. 36

Chopin: Preludes, Op.

28

G 7145

G

7139

Victoria de los Angeles
Giuseppe di Stefano
Tito Gobbi
Puccini:Madame Butterfly (Complete)
Recorded in the Opera House, Rome,
with its orchestra conducted by
Gianandrea Gavazzeni, and chorus
directed by Giuseppe Conca
GCR 7137

Nicola Rossi -Leman;

RUDOLF KEMPE

Victoria de los Angeles
Gino Bechi
Rossini: The Barber of Seville
(Complete)
Orchestra Sinfonica di Milano
and chorus conducted by
Tullio Serafin

conducting
The Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra
Beethoven: Overtures
(Fidelio, Leonore No. 3, Coriolan,
Egmont, Creatures of Prometheus)
G

7140

Benno Moisciwitech
piano
The Philharmonia Orchestra

Hugo Rignold. conductor
Rachmaninolf: Concerto No.
in C Minor. Op. 18
G

2

7143

GCR 7138

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCES by Europe's
most celebrated musicians...now yours in a new series
of Capitol high -fidelity albums.
The new CapitolEMI label brings to American listeners
these important recordings from the world's largest
recording company, Electric
Musical Industries
Limited, of Middlesex, England.
You surely should hear some of the new releases listed here
...and other significant CapitolEMI albums.

HIGH FIDELITY
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You wouldn't cover one ear at a concert
At a concert or at home, you want to hear music in its
true perspective. With ordinary monaural recordings,
you might as well be listening with one ear. But with
stereo, you get the encompassing sound of all the instruments all in their right places. Yes, only stereo gives you
the unbroken, undiluted audio- motion of live music .. .
the very image of sound!

... to get the most in listening enjoyment,
insist on stereo by London. For London pioneered, perfected and now offers the finest produced- for -stereo
recordings available.
And remember

Over

If, Sie.00 Recording;

ore nor,

EV

...

...

oveileblo. WRITE FOR

ffss

RECORDS

DEPT.

150 Lendon

-

From a cherished heritage that gave you ffrr full
frequency range recording, comes a new symbol of superiority, ffss -full frequency stereophonic sound. The
symbol ffss stands not only for a great tradition but for
perfection in stereo today!
These are some of the artists you can now hear on stereo
by London: Mantovani, Renata Tebaldi, Mario Del
Monaco, Ernest Ansermet, Ataulfo Argenta, Edmundo
Ros, Ted Heath, Kirsten Flagstad, Wilhelm Backhaus,
Josef Krips, Frank Chacksfield, Stanley Black and Rafael
Kubelik. Now for the first time you can hear all these
stereo at its best
artists on stereo
ffss.

539 WEST 25TH STREET.

FREE

CATALOG.

fall frequency
stereophonic sound
NEW

YORK

1.

NEW

YORK
ICH FroE'I.rrv M:\C:IZINE
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Records for the Younger Set
INEXPENSIVE NEW phonograph had

THEbeen

in the playroom two weeks nt
least, and it was time that we acquired a
nice lot of records for the children to play
on it. The problem was where to start,
for the catalogues are not fat with discs
designed specifically for children. I suppose the competition of television has discouraged their production: in front of the
screen a child can use his eyes and his
cars both. However, those of us who are
old -fashioned and believe in the virtue
of simply listening can find some records
which the junior brigade should enjoy as
well as profit by.
Children's records ( all those mentioned
here are monophonic) still are produced
in three speeds: 78 rpm, 45 rpm, and
33:5. 1 think that for the lad or lass who
can put a record on and turn it off the
78s are a great advantage. There's many
a child whose attention span is not
long enough for an LP, but he might sit
absorbed for the duration of a 78. The
Childress Record Guild has quite a
handful of worthwhile 78s-several containing excerpts from the classical repertoire, performed by full orchestras:
Tchaikovsky, Waltz of the Flowers (CRC
9012); Prokofiev, March from Love for
Three Oranges (CRC 9013): \ \ %afiner,
Ride of the Valkyries and Chopin, Waltz
from Les Sylphides (CRG 9016); Grieg,
From the Ha!! of the Mountain King
( CRC 9014). There are also several discs
of songs: Around the Campfire (CRG
438); American Pioneer Songs (CRC
301); Silly Liesl, a collection of nonsense
songs ( CRC 5011).
Then there are the records which our
budding fi- fanciers call oversized doughnuts -the 45 rpms. These also have a relatively short playing time and arc easy
for any child to handle. Unfortunately,
many of them are hardly worth putting
on the spindle. -there ate several, however, containing stories, in most cases with
musical background, that are fairly well
told. Of these one might keep in mind
Dick Whittington (RCA Victor WBY 41)
and Uncle Wiggly and the Pirates (RCA
Victor WBY 47). All the tales arc told in
a modern way, and although in my opinion they're not improved by the musical
accompaniment, they are unharmed by it.
One 45 -rpm dise you can happily share
with the kiddies is a collection of folk
songs by the well-known Peter Seeger,
who accompanies himself here with some
marvelous guitar playing (Folkways
EPC1). Children learn these songs easily and sing right along with Mr. Seeger.
Records at 335 of course have their
advantages for junior, as well as adult,
discophiles. Enrichment Records has a series of 10 -inch discs which tell in dramatic form (with songs) of various historical events and personages. Besides
being entertaining, they are informative
and could be used to reinforce a history
lesson or such. To list a few that 1 listened

to: The Panama Canal and Robert Fulton
and the Steamboat ( ERL 112); John Paul
Jones and D -Day Invasion of Europethe latter particularly interesting (ERL
113); Ben Franklin, Lincoln, and Douglas
( ERL I i I ). Another thoroughly interesting 10 -inch record with a real ring of
authenticity is The Story of the Klondike,
written and narrated by Pierre Berton
( Folkways FP 108 ). This is the story
-not dramatized but simply narrated-of
the Yukon territory in the famous Gold
Rush days. Berton also adds a brief description of the sanie spot as it appears today.
In the musical vein are two 10- inchers
which will add to any child's library. Jean
Ritchie Sings Children's Songs and Games
of the Southern Mountains ( Folkways FC
754) comes with a pamphlet giving the
texts of the songs and instructions as to
how to play the games. Golden Slumbers
( Book Records Inc.) is a lavishly produced selection of lullabies -the record
accompanied by a booklet containing
words, music, and illustrative reproductions of well -known paintings. Although
the performances are uneven and the lullabies are not of equal appeal, some lovely
pieces are included.
By far the largest number of discs for
the younger generation are 12 -inch 335
rpm, most of them offering narration of
some sort often punctuated with songs or
background music. To deal first with the
musical offerings, Decca has produced a
full -length disc, Circus in Town!, played
by a real circus hand ( DL 9058). The
pieces are full of rhythm ( mostly in
march time), and ninny a child wlmo
has had or is anticipating a trip
to the big top should enjoy this
one. Counterpoint has a bit of csotcrica
which %will surely appeal to some
child and which adults may find interesting too: Children's Songs of Shakespeare's
Time performed by Russell Oberlin and
the New York Pro \lusica Antiqua ( CPT
540). These arc lilting rounds and maclrigals, %veil performed. The words of each
song are printed on the back of the jacket.
For the Western-minded there are two
records: Great American Folk Heroes,
stories of Jesse James, \Vild Bill Hickok,
and others told by Will Rogers, Jr. and
sung by Tom Scott (Judson J 3013);
and Wyatt Eery, Cheyenne and other
TV Favorites (RCA Victor LBY 1004),
all theme songs from various popular TV
programs. They are good Western tunes
sung by a chorus-here's one adult who
egjoyed them too.
In a different mode, there is a nice introduction to classical music played by
the duo-pianists Whittemore and Lowe,
¡Valor Classics for Minors (RCA Victor
LBY 1016). The performers here explain
the music before they play it -all selections are thrice familiar tunes from
Brahms, Chopin, Bach, etc. -and though
the shortness of each excerpt gives the
record a choppy effect, it is still worth-

while if you do not want to sit your
young listeners down to a whole record
of Brahms or Bach. For variety eve have
a record of Gobbledegook songs sung by
Stanley Holloway ( Judson J 3026). You
can guess that these delightful songs are
well done, and they are tuneful enough
for children to pick up and join in with
Mr. H. For quieter moments such as naptime or bedtime Victor has a large collection called Lullabies for Sleepy pleads
(RCA LBY 1003). Here are charming
familiar melodies, for the most part %yell

played and sung.
And we have proceeded this far without mentioning Mother Goose. In fact
there are several presentations of this
children's staple, and they rim the gamut
from sophisticated interpretations (Caednmon TC 1091) to simple straightforward
ones ( Gene Kelly, Nursery Songs and
Stories, Columbia CL 1063). Mr. Kelly
does not have a wonderful voice but he
seems to enjoy singing and to boot he
tells, very well indeed, the story of the
Shoemaker and the Elves. Then there's
also George Feyer phwing on the piano
all the Mother Goose tunes you can remember ( Vox 2.54I0 ).
Now for the spoken word, in several
cases also including songs. Uncle Remus
Stories are reati by the author's grandson

well read, too ( Jubilee JLP
1065), as are the Rootabaga Stories told
by their author, Carl Sandberg, on Caedmon TC 1089. Two LPs worthwhile whirling around on any turntable are The
Reluctant Dragon (Caedmon TC 1074),
written by Kenneth Grahame, and The
Just So Stories (Caedmon TC 1088),
both discs read by Boris Karloff and both
excellent. For older children Mr. Karloff
has clone 7'he Hunting of the Smirk and
the Pied Piper of Hamlin (Caedmon TC
1085). There is also a good recording of
Michael Redgrave reading The Emperor's
Nightingale, The Tinderbox. and other
I-lans Christian Andersen tales (Cacchmon
TC 1073).
No child's library is complete without
Mark Twain and fortunate) there is a
gottxl reading by Walter Brennan and
Brandon de Wilde of the lumping Frog
of Calaceras County and two episodes
from Huckleberry Finn (Caedmon TC
1027 ). Of the equally indispensable fairy
talcs, one might note Ali Baba and the
Forty Thieves Forty, told in very contemporary language by Bing Crosby with
songs by Mary Rodgers, tuneful and
swinging. Mr. Bing has a wonderful reading voice (Golden Record A 29820).
At this Christmas time there is one last
record I might mention. It is a typically
American story, among the best of that
tradition: A Christmas Story -An Axe, An
Apple and A Buckskin. The story and
music are nice, and Bing Crosby seems
to enjoy performing it (Golden Masterpiece Recordings A 29821).
1%IImANI D. MANtime
and very
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THE WONDER OF A NEW SOUND...
A new sound? Everest brings you a brilliant new
sound that cannot be described. It must. he heard.
Rare and exacting talents, both musical and technical. give Everest sound its excellence. You'll hear it
in these first releases -and again and again as the list
grows. Classical and popular recordings will all be
infused with this glowing new vitality, created by
great performers and advanced engineering.

Exclusive Belock- Engler Equalization assures an

extraordinary total fidelity. Distortion -free sound
throughout the entire audio range will prove a revelation. Hear it you must. On Everest. Soon!
Product of l3elock Recording:. Co.
76

Ralph Vaughan Williams: Symphony No. 9 in E Minor -Sir Adrian
Boult. London Philharmonic Orch. SDBR -3006
Mahler: Symphony No. I in D Major Sir Adrian Boult. London Phil. Orch.
SDBR -3005 Prokofiev:'Chout" Ballet -Walter Susskind. London
Hindemith: Symphony in E -Flat -Sir
Sym. Orch. SDBR.3001
Adrian Boult. London Phil. Orch. SDBR -3008 Shostakovich: Sym.
No. 6 op. 54
Sir Adrian Boult. London Phil. Orch. SOBR.
3007 Respighi: Feste Romane: Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances op. 45 -Sir Eugene Goossens. London Sym. Orch. SDBR -3004.

-

Mike Todd's Broadway- Selections from Mike Todd shcws LPBR5011 The Herd Rides Again in Stereo -Woody Herman & Orch.
LPBR -5003 Cherokee -Charlie Barnet LPBR -5008 The Rock 'n'
Roll Symphony -Raymond Scott LPBR -5007
I'll Remember
April -Raoul Poliain & Orch. with the Stereochorale LPBR -5001
The Girl Friends -Andy Sannella & Orch. LPBR -5005.

All

are high

di.

lid.litr ..

-

available in mmaural

1"11g-play and brilliant -tereu
and Idp.- -. Albums limed and other
releases are now available ut leading record shops everywhere. TM
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Here at Home
"Broadway Cavalcade." Fred Waring and
the Pennsylvanians. Capitol WBO
1079, $9.96

(Two LP).

Fred \Varing's "Broadway Cavalcade" is
a truly bounteous collection of songs from
musical shows of the past fifty years. Of
the twenty -nine tunes, twenty -one are by
American composers -a gratifying tribute
to the immense contribution our native
songsnniths have made to the American
musical-theater scene. The earliest number is from George M. Cohan's 1906
Forty -fire Minutes from Broadway; the
latest are 13ernstein's Tonight from West
Side Story and Seventy -Six Trombones
from Meredith Willson's Music Man, both
produced in 1957. In between, but not in
chronological order, are songs both by
name composers and by composers now
almost forgotten. The latter include Harry
Tierney, whose Irene was a smash hit in
1919, Herman Hupfield (As Time Goes
By). and Peter de Rose, a writer of pop
songs who gets in here with his 1Vagon
Wheels from the 1934 New Ziegfield Follies. Everything is presented in the now
customary Waring style, in which careful adjustment and manipulation of vocal
groups are the main feature. Individual
soloists do not seem to me to be quite
the equal of the singers he once used,
though many have been with him for
some I hue. Apart from one glaring error, the allocation of Leh :ír's well -known
tenor aria "Debi ist mein gauzes Her
to a soprano, 1 can most heartily recommend these records as bound to delight
the listener.

erwisc sparkling show is the rather commonplace production number Chances
Are. Impressive as the sound is on the
monophonic version, it becomes almost
pale beside that of the stereo recording.
On the latter the theatrical atmosphere
is so heightened that you might easily be
sitting in the twelfth row center, with the
entire panorama spread before you, while
bathed in sound from all quarters -in the
case of the organ, even from above.

"Hot Cargo." Ernestine Anderson; Harry

If

"Destination Moon." Ames Brothers; Sid
Ramie's Orchestra. RCA Victor LPM

can answer. On this record, made in
Sweden with the excellent radio orchestra of Iiarry Arnold, she proves that she
can sing rings around a great many of
the female singers now riding the crest of
the wave in this country. Her wane,
clark -colored voice, impeccable phrasing
and articulation, and highly charged emotional style are just perfect for this set of
fine ballads. You won't And a more compelling version of Little Girl Blue or a
more moody rendition of Harold Arlen 's
I!( 4Vind in the entire record catalogue.
\ly only complaint is the ill-advised slow
tempo she adopts for Cole Porter's gay
injunction Experiment; otherwise this is
tops.

6096, $3.98 (LP).
you like your Christmas music bold
and full. with plenty of brass and drums,
this record should suit you admirably.
The excellent all -brass hand hews closely
to the musical line, plays with munch
spirit, and makes a really brave sound.
If you've visualized the Army's musical
contribution to Christmas in terns of a
harmonium and a tambourine, this record
will very quickly change your point of
view. The male chorus contributes some
solid versions of carols, including an Old
German echo hymn that is most delightful. Their singing is both enthusiastic and
emphatic.

1680, $3.98

(LP).

Taking off from Beyond the Blue Horizon, the Ames Brothers continue their
journey East of the Still until they are
Clear Out of This World. On their trip
they can Count Event Star, and though

"Let's Get Away from It All." Patti Page;
Jack Real and His Orchestra. Mercury
MG 20387, $3.95 (LP).
This is not one of Miss Page's better records. \Vhilc she confines herself to a few
halals, she is on pretty safe ground; but
when she essays numbers with jazz overtones, her limitations are rather harshly
exposed. Songs like Way Down Yonder
in New Orleans and Mississippi Mud are
not really her rnéticr, despite her effort
to be bright. brash. ncl carefree. The recorded sound scents to nie to be coarse,
and below today: accepted standards.
a

(SD).
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a Paper Moon (and sometimes
No Moon at All) they can still observe
the lfoonglow. As the boys describe it,
the trip's an enjoyable one. No wonder
that, unlike some recent efforts in the
same direction, they achieve their objective, Moon, ably abetted by the splendid
vocal arrangements of Al Semola and the
support of Sid Raminis orchestra.

Arnold and His Orchestra. Mercury
MC 20354, $3.98 (LP).
Why a singer of Ernestine Anderson's
caliber should have to go to Sweden to
he discovered is one of those mysteries
only booking agents and record executives

"Christmas with the Salvation Army."
Salvation Army New York Staff Band
and Male Chorus. Westminster \VP

"Christmas 1-Iolidays at Radio City Music
Hall." Richard Leibert, Organ; Radio
City Music Hall Choral Ensemble;
Radio City Music Hall Symphony. Raymond Paige, cond. RCA Victor LOP
1010. $3.98 (LP); LSO 1010, $5.98

The eye -catching double cover of this
record is merely a sort of visual hors
d'oeuvre to the palatable feast of Christ unas music enclosed. Here is a re- creation
of Radio City's fabulous yuletide show, an
extravaganza that has been delighting its
audiences for almost twenty -six years. The
program is a skillful amalgama of religious
and popular music appropriate to the
festive season, plus a dance routine for the
Rockettes and a charming performance of
Erie Coates s winning little ballet score to
Cinderella. The only dull spot in an oth-

It's Only

"Only the Lonely." Frank Sinatra; Or-

Ernestine Anderson: Sweden's flot Cargo.

chestra, Nelson Riddle, cond. Capitol
\V 1(153, $4.98 (LP ).
It must have taken considerable courage
on Sinatra's part even to consider making
a record of such consistently mournful
material. That he manages to bring off
successfully a program of unrelieved sadness speaks well for his artistry, taste,
and inmagin.ition. The liner notes suggest
that the singer ís, basically, a lonely roan.
If so, the emotions that this plaint has
particularly stimugenerated have had
au
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hating effect on his work. Each song is

projected to wonderful effect, each one
a little cameo of masterly phrasing and
sincerity. Even the grim cover art will
not deter the ardent Sinatra fan from acquiring this excellent record.
Pad Harrington. Epic LN 3494,
$3.98 (L1').
No Flanagan, Dooley, or Malone could
warble these Irish come -all -yes with
more beguiling persuasiveness or Hibernian relish than the ex- burlesque musicalcomedy man, Pat Harrington. Without
resorting to the usual stage -lrish accent,
he gives every ounce of blarney to the
comedy numbers and every touch of romance to the ballads. Its true that the

"Pat."

voice is not the greatest, but it handles all
the material with both case and charm.

"Rebound" Jackie Gleason and His Orchestra. Capitol W 1075, $4.98 (LP).
This is (by Capitol count) the fourteenth

"Piano by Starlight." Liberace. Columbia
CL 1091, $3.98 (LP).
The gentleman with the sequin jacket
and the expansive smile can, when he
has the mind to, turn out a really good
record. Liberace has done exactly this
with "Piano by Starlight," in which a
dozen standard tunes are handled with
taste and a certain amount of musical
integrity. The usual (or should one say
the unusual?) embellishments, the wrong
notes, and other annoying mannerisms
are mercifully absent, and the pianist's
large and admiring public should readily
take to this enjoyable disc.

Gleason -directed album to enter the catalogue. Few of the previous issues have
impressed me as favorably as this latest
edition. For one thing. 1 am happy to be
free of the Hackett horn, which always
struck me as being an interloper in a sea
of strings. Here Gleason has replaced it
i'itlh the waver-sounding oboe d'nntorc
of Rome() Perique, which blends felicitunsly With the lush string tone of the
Gleason orchestra. As usual, Gleason relies on old and trusted favorites, handsomely arranged for his particular style
and quite beautifully played.

Here Capitol Conies A- Caroling
from

o
its series
carols
the world, Capitol offers
C
Poland."
lyric revelation in "Christmas
of

froaround

a

in

The Seimla Cantorum of Saints Cyril and
\letho<lius Seminary have selected an
inspired program of kolendy, or church
carols, and pasturalki, or folk songs. The
freshness and loveliness of the songs,
however, are the discs only virtues. The
choral group, inflexible in its approach,
tends to hog clown in monotony, and the
thick. turgid recorded sound is an insuperable sonic obstacle. Capitol has compounded its errors In failing to provide
texts, translations, or even summaries of
the songs. With material as beautiful and
as unfamiliar as these Polish carols, such
an omission is inexcusable.
Havana's Coro de \ladrigalistas merits
a hosanna for a scintillating yet reverent
recital of Cuban carols on "Christmas in
Cuba." Vocalist Fernando Albuerne chips
in with four solos; among them is Blauras
Naeidodes (White Christmas), which
proves to be no less banal in Spanish than
in English. Faithful sound. Again, neither
texts nor translations.
The songs of "Christmas in Australia"
were all composed by William G. James
and John Wheeler. Textually and melodically, they fall into the rather staid mainstream of English hymns. However, the
fact that Australia celebrates the Nativity
in high summer lends a certain piquancy
to the texts: "As you it by your wide
open window.. . . As you gaze through
the bright sunnier moonlight." In their
scant two selections. the Hurlstone Choral
Society displays far greater musicality
than the uninspiring ABC Adelaide Chorus, which sings the remaining ten.
Brazil also observes a hot- weather
Noel, but the recorded tribute, "Christmas in Brazil," falls as flat as the soloists' voices. The choral backdrop provided
by the orphan girls of the Coro dais Meninas da Casa ale Lazaro is, in all charity, embarrassingly bad. This disc probably aimed at capturing the spontaneity
of young, untrained voices, but the outcome is woeful.
Brazil's mother country fares far better
on "Christmas in Portugal," largely clue
to the remarkably effective a cappella
singing of the Coro Salesiano de Mogo-

Vienna Boys Choir
fores and the burnished harmonies of the
Trio Odeniira. The Portuguese songs are
unusually melodic and one of them, Salve
,lfenblo Jesus- is a minor classic.
The unquestioned gem of the series,
however, is "Christmas in Austria." Xaver
\layer conducts the highly trained. fresh voiced Vienna Boys Choir in n rich tapestry of German carols-0 Tannenbaum,
Stifle Nacht, Bach 's t? Jesuleiu Siiss. Our
American Christmas. with its tinseled tree
and the smell of evergreen, is partially
derived from Germanic tradition and
these carols strike up nostalgic echoes.
The record also features the exultant
chimes of 1`ienna's St. Florian Church.
in their brassy peals is the distillation of
all Christmases -past, present, and future.
O. B. BnesistEl.u.

"Christmas in Poland." Scholar Cantonmi
of S. S. Cyril and \lethcxlius Seminary,
Rev. Henry A. \Varaksa, cond. Capitol
T 10198, $3.98 ( LP).
"Christmas in Cuba." Fernando AIbuerne; Coro dc \ladrigalistas. Capitol
T 1016.5, $:3.98

(LI').

"Christmas in Australia." ABC Adelaide
Chorus, Norman Chinner, conch.; Hurl stone Choral Society. Capitol T 10167,
$3.98 (LI').

"Christmas in Brazil." Coro das \icninas
da Casa dc Lazar,. Capitol T 10168,
$3.98 I LP).
"Christmas in Portugal." Trio Odemira:
Coro Salesiano de \logofores. Capitol
'l' 10166, $3.98 (L1').
"Christmas in Austria." Vienna Boys
Choir, Xaver Mayer, cond. Capitol T
10164, $:3.98 (LP).
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"Resort Favorites." Harry Marshard and
His Society Dance Orchestra. Bel Canto 1006, $5.95 (SD).
1Vherc society dance orchestras arc concerned, it's usually a emitter of paying
your Money and taking your choice. To
he frank, they all sound pretty much
alike. The \larshard group is as good as
any around, and thanks to the excellence
of Bel Canto's stereo sound, seems to be
even better than most. One very definite
factor in their favor, at least on this record, is that they get reasonably well
away from the old staples: no Night and
Day, no Smoke Gets In Your Eyes, not
even Tea for Two. This borders on the
adventurous. and certainly deserves some
reward. For those who want a record of
dance music but fear the eternal duplication that is NO often the banc of these
dises, this can be safely recommended.

"Reunion in Hi-Fi." The Former Glenn
\líller Singers ( \larion Hutton, Ray
Eberle, 'l'ex Beneke, The Modernaires
with l'aula Kelly). Coral CiIL 59104,

8398 (LP).

It hardly seems possible that it is fifteen
or sixteen years ago that college kids
and GIs on furlough mere breaking their
necks to get to the Pennsylvania or into
the Rosy to hear the Miller Band and to
revel in the vocal stylings of the Mod -

ernaires, the sweet -voiced tenoring of
Ray Eberle, to say nothing of the gravel voiced Bcnekc. The vocalists, in a sentimental get -together, have re- created those
exciting clays, and you can once more enjoy Chattanooga Choo Chao, Eln>cr's
Tune, Kalamazoo, and the other old favorites. You'cl hardly expect the voices to
he quite as youthful as they once were,
hut the years have been surprisingly kind
to all the singers. A reasonable facsimile
of the \Tiller hand is on hand to supply
excellent support; and if you are at all
in a nostalgic mood, you won't be able to
resist this record.

"The Star Carol." Tennessee Ernie Ford.
Capitol 'l' 1071, $3.98 (LP).
Ford's fine robust baritone voice, his obvious reverence for the music, and the
straightforward honesty of his singing
make this one of the best of the new
Christmas recordings. In a program of
fourteen carols the singer relics mostly
on the traditional songs of the festive
season, but he has also included three
Continued on page 80
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new Red Seal albums
from RCA Victor
solve your problems
in Christmas giving

RCAVICTOR

Leonie Rysanek

Rachmaninoff
7>

OPERATIC ARIAS

CONCERTO No. 2

BRAILOWSKY
San Francisco Symphony

Jorda

The

fullest meaning of Rachmaninoff's famous

2nd Concerto is understood in this moving interpretation by Alexander Brailowsky
LM -2259.

Gould:

ACAVICTOR ;riç¿

Jekyll and Hyde Variations
NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
HOWARD MITCHELL

Fiedler plays

12 selections from Jamaica, New
Girl in Town and My Fair Lady, in a style that
draws on his varied background.
LM 2215.

RCA

From operas by Verdi, Puccini, Giordano and
Mascagni, including VISSI D'ARTE from Tosca,
LM-2262.
and AVE MARIA from Otello.

VI CTOR

RCA

VI CTORISI

Raffaello de Stanfield

Wagner
Die Getterdammerung

Lord Byron's Love Letter

BRUNNHILDE'S IMMOLATION

Tennessee Williams

Tristan and Isolde

PRELUDE and LIEBESTOD

EILEEN FARRELL
BOSTON SYMPHONY
.CHARLES MUNCH

Varnay Ribla
Carlin Carruba
Orchestral movements from Declaration -A- Sym.
phonic Narrative, by Morton Gould, evoke the
atmosphere of 1776 in America.
LM -2264.

Eileen Farrell, top dramatic soprano, captures
perfectly the climactic intensity that characterLM -2255.
izes Wagner in these two dramas.

first recording of this American opera, now
popular in Europe. Sung in English, with
LM -2258.
libretto by Tennessee Williams.
The
so

when you give RCAVictor records, the world's
greatest artists say Merry Christmas for you!

ucAÎTciöit
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excellent, and almost unknown, carols
by the late Alfred Burt. It is one of these
carols. Some Children Sec Him, that I
find the real gem of the entire collection.

trasting such exuberant pieces as Oklahoma! and Wintergreen for President
with richly sentimental ballads like Dancing in the Dark and All the Things You

"A Sure Thing." David Allen sings Je-

Are. All are given new life by Robert
Russell Bennett's stunning recordings and
the communicative warmth of Shaw's

rome Kern; Orchestra, Johnny Mandel,
cond. World Pacific Records 1006,
$5.98 (SD).
Here's a record that you simply have to
listen to a number of times before you
realize how good it is. The Allen voice is
not so wonderful and the Mandel arrangements not unique, but they complement each Other beautifully in some of
the loveliest songs ever written by Jerome
Kern. As a matter of fact. there are times
when Allen sounds more like Sinatra than
Sinatra sounds like himself. But is that
had? The stereo sound does not impress
me greatly, sounding more like a worked over monophonic job than a true stereo
recording, butt it is kind to the vocalist
and easy on the ears.

"Theatre Party." Andre Kostclanctz and
His Orchestra. Columbia CL 1199,
$3.98 (LP).
This is decidedly not the Kostelanetz
mixture as before. True, the basic ingredients -two parts Lehr (The Merry
Widow, The Count of Luxembourg), one
part Kern (Music in the Air), and one
part Porter (Anything Goes)-are familiar enough, but missing is the tunisie !
spice the maestro used to add to excess.
its absence, or at least more temperate
use, makes for an altogether more agreeable musical meal. The arrangements are
brilliant and inventive enough, lint no
longer the mannered affairs they mused to
be. Of the two American scores, I find
the Porter less successful than the Kern
music. In any case both arc outclassed
lay the vivid readings of the two Lch:ír
works, which are most persuasively clone.

"To Wish You a Merry Christmas." Harry Behufonte; Orchestra and Chorus,
Bob Corman, cond. RCA Victor LPM
1887, $3.98 (LP).
The Belafonte voice now seems to me to
have a much lighter, more feminine quality, and to sound less pure, than it did,
say, three years ago. But 1elafonte is still
a compelling singer, one who brings a
good deal of musical thought and feeling
to these carols. 1 find him happiest in the
less familiar pieces, and particularly in
one or two that sound as if they might be
spirituals. I think he loses the charm of
The Twelve Days of Christmas by taking
it at too rapid a pace, and for some odd
reason he sounds suspiciously like Nat
"King" Cole in the setting given to Long fellow's I Heard the Bells on Christmas
Day.
Jonv F. !saws

"On Stage with Robert Shaw." Robert
Shaw Chorale; RCA Victor Orchestra.
RCA Victor LM 4231, $4.08 (LP);
LSC 2231, $5.98 (SD).
The most substantial musical attraction
here is the long dramatic scena "Cone,
Cone, Gone" from Porgy and Bess, but
the more immediate popular appeal of
this program lies in its inclusion of eleven
musical-comedy favorites, effectively con-

zcstfnl performances. The monophonic
edition is brilliant, but it is only in the
stereo disc that the reverberant acoustics
of Manhattan Center, the ingenious details and antiphonies of Bennett's arrangements, and the lyrical freshness of both
the singing and playing achieve full theR. I). DARRELL
atrical persuasiveness.
Anna Russell: "A Practical Banana Promotion." Columbia ML 5295, $3.98

(LP).
Although this is not one of Anna Russell's funniest efforts, one thing can be
said for it: two of the three skits are more
timely and topical than most of her acts.
"A Practical Banana Promotion' is Anna
Russell's reaction to Vance Packard's The
Hidden Persuaders. \Vhat the motivational research boys have clone for the
prune. Miss Russell proposes to do for the
banana. And in her exaggerated Eleanor
Roosevelt voice she sets out to rediscover
the banana by, among other things, giving it a symbol-n grand piano, because
the piano has eighty -eight keys and the
banana has eighty -eight calories. Still
keeping up with the times, Anna also
gives her version of a beat poet reading
poetry in a cellar to the accompaniment
of a jazz combo. It's pretty good, but almost too close to the real thing to be
effective parody.
The third skit on this dise, "-fine French
Horn" -which, as she says, is German and
not to be confused with the English horn,
which is English and, furthermore, sounds
horrible except in an orchestra where you
can't hear it -is another chapter in Miss
Russell's well -known series "Instrments
of the Orchestra." The main drawback
to this, as to all the Russell pieces, is
that the lady is so much funnier in person. Still, the record presents its share of
laughs.
Rory H. Hoot's, Ja.

Foreign Flavor
"Guitars at Twilight." Cisco Sanchez,
baritone; guitar and harp accompaniment. Columbia WL 133, $4.98 ( L1').
Sanchez is prone to the catch in the
voice and the muffled sob as he threads
his way through these melting \Icxican
ballads. In fact, this splendidly engineered disc %till be far too saccharine for
some tastes, but the Niagara of Sanchez s
tears typifies the overblown musical emotion that some of our southern neighbors
dote upon.
"Gypsy Fire." Boris Sarbck and His Orchestra. Columbia \\'L 136, 84.98

(LP).

Strings sob and wood winds weep as
Boris Sarbck leads his excellent orchestra- veterans of Columbia's Volga -ori-
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enter! Dark Eyes (WL 118) -in a passionate recital of gypsy themes. These range
ill authenticity from the folk- rooted Chi okerly to a Liszt Hungarian Rhapsody
and excerpts from Kalnian's operetta
Countess Maritza. Sarbek, obviously on
familiar musical terrain, pills out all the
stops, and Columbia's spacious. resonant
sourd provides a handsome frai ne for
a handsome performance. Rarely has Romany been better served on vinylite.

"Hebrew Melodies in Popular Dance
Time." Pierre Spiers and His Dance
Orchestra. 'Westminster WP 609 1, $3.98

(LP).

From France, by way of the Vega label,
wanes this grouping of highly atmospheric
-and highly danceable- Jewish tunes.
Despite the "Hebrew" appellation. half
of the songs, and by far the more interesting half, are in the Yiddish- speaking,
central European mold; the Israeli efforts such as Song of the Palmed' and
Commando Song are somewhat on the
synthetic side. Spiers wisely allows the
nrchxlies and rhythms to make their own
musical points. The results are admirable.

-Latin Airs." Luis Arcaraz and His Orchestra. RCA Victor LPM 1712, 83.98

(LP).

Mexican maestro Arcaraz neatly straddles
the border in this hoe-down of North and
South American favorites. He has no
compunctions about reshaping a tune with
the propensities of his big, brassy, heat conscious band in mind; he even manages to impart a delightful Latin aura to
the likes of Ain't Misbehacin'. If you like
pops performed with zest and rhythmic
drive, lend Arcaraz your ear. RCA's sound
is stunning.

"Lisbon's Great Celeste Rodrigues."
Celeste Rodrigues, Aruinda Vidal, and
Jorge Silva, singers; viola and guitar
accompaniment. Capitol T 10153,

$3.98 (LP).
Background noise predominates on this
disc, taped from a live performance at
the Vida, a Lisbon night spot. Celeste
Rodrigues, spelled less effectively by
Vidal and Silva, limns the peculiar .sadness of the ¡ado, the gloomy, fatalistic
idiom that is the musical currency of
Portugal's cafés. Although Celeste lacks
the intensity of her more famous sister,
Amalia (Angel 65039), she is blessed
with incomparably better reproduction.

"Domenico Modugno Sings Nel Blu
Dipinto Di Blu and Other Italian
Favorites." Decca DL 88(18, $3.98

(LP).

During the late summer and autumn.
airwaves and jukeboxes throbbed %pith
the clinked stouts of Nel Blu Dipinto Di
Blu-known in some quarters as "Mussolini's Revenge." Fortunately for the eardrums of a generation, the fall of Nel
ßlu has been almost as meteoric as its
rise. But the man behind the song. singer- composer Domenico Mohugno. is no
one -shot suer,'«. To prove it, Decea here-

Continued on page 82
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PROOF

POSITIVEKAPP STEREO
IS BEST
A
A

Limited Edition ! A Limited Time !
$6.98 Demonstration Album for only

Here's what you've been waiting for! Now for the first
time you can mensure for yourself what's best in stereo.
Here you have an actual STEREOPHONIC IESIONS RATION
RECORD in Kapp's marvelous new
"Total Sound ". This is the record
that will serve you for yea's as a

$298

And look what you get in one record! A parade of
famous artists- different instrumental and choral combinations different stereophonic flavors and colors.
16 Great Selections, performed by
such stars as Roger Williams, The Vic
Schoen Orchestra ¿ Chorus, Jane
STEREOPHONIC TESTING RECORD
be.
Morgan, David Rose and his OrchesIl(.tNtLHt
tra, John Gan at the Organ, Kate
cause it contains every type of popI421.:SCT!+
ular music you need for a musical
Smith, Marty Gold Chorus & Orchesi.//./i //)//i',17/,'",/
yardstick. Kapp's "Demonstration"
tra. You'll have a Tvonticrful time
provides you with a whole range of
listening. It's the nicest way in the
Et
)1'1 I(
Lvorlel to get your stereo know.hoTL-!
different stereophonic experiences,
e'IY)'I'.S,.I,.
I?
Rut you must act now. This is a
and shows you how "'Iona] Sound"
makes the most of them.
strictly limited edition. See your
Here in one recording, Kapp demrecord dealer now. Or mail in this
coupon right away.
onstrates stereo as it should be at
its peak best: "Everything there is to hear." ...Ihtal
Whichever way you do it, it costs only S2.98.
Sound ". With this one recording, Kapp demonstrates
You'll be saving $4.00 on a wonderful, valuable stereo
its stereo superiority.
experience!

-

-

)\ I(

S'l'I:R

-

for the Kapp Stereo Demonstration Record. If

See your dealer now
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with offers Nel Blu along with eleven
other Modugno songs intoned by their irrepressible creator. All arc listenahle;
some are top -drawer. And Modugno's delivery has the sparkle of good spumanti.
No tuts: no translations: and you'll even
have to consult the label to find what is
being sung, for the sleeve is mute.

"Orient Express." Liane, soprano; Bar
Bohème Trio. Vanguard VRS 9025,
$4.98 (LP).
On this, her sixth LP for Vanguard, Liane once again displays her sure musical

taste and velvet vocalise. The Viennese
thrush is a popular singer in the best continental tradition, and one who wears
amazingly well. In fact, with repeated
exposure to her art one wonders if perhaps Liane isn't the finest chanteuse of
the postwar era.

Her voice, small hut true, possesses an
intimate, throaty quality ideally suited to
her specialty -sophisticated heartbreak.
Her way with a song is also uniquely of
her time and place. When she sings of
love lost, for example, she does so with
an undertone of wry self -deprecation
that is typically European. There is joy,
too; but it always leads to another sorrow, another invasion, another inflation. If
you don't know the bittersweet world of
Liane, it is high time you investigated it.
"Orient Express" will take you there.
"Norrie Paramer'a Jet Flight." Norrie
Paramor and His Orchestra. Capitol
T 10190, $3.98 (LP).
Norrie Paramor makes full and generally
effective use of sound effects such as
rain, traffic, and running water in etching these impressions of a dozen cities

Meet some

exciting

FlnCIIIY

NIGN

VANGUARD OIIAL:TY CONTROL

The Herald Trumpeters
And England's great,

historic and famous
a stunning program

ROYAL ARTILLERY BAND, in

artists

of marches, fanfares, and
Monaural VRS -9038
Stereo VSD -2011

ON

VANGUARD

a 21

gun salute.

The Queen's

R`

Birthday Salute

ALFRED DELLER

The singer who made audiences
cheer in the N.Y. City Opera

In response to popular demand,

thrilling program of

third program

is

Western

with chorus and orchestra
Monaural VRS-9041
Stereo VSD -2012

VRS -1031
Monaural
Stereo VSD2014

Siobhan McKenna
Plays the Ghosts of Christmas Past, Present and
Future In Dickens' immortal classic, with
ANEW McMASTER as Scrooge and stars of the

Irish theatre.

THE BABY SITTERS

T

An enchanting program of folk songs that
children will "live" and grown -ups will love

1 rj

DICKENS

.BABY
Monaural

SITTERS
VRS -9042

VRS -9040

DENIS MATTHEWS
distinguished pianist, making his Vanguard
debut with BEETHOVEN In the grand manner.
The

Beethoven:
VARIATIONS
O. 34, Op. 35 ( Eroica),
Variations
32
In C minor

Monaural VRS -1032
Stereo VSD -2017
BAGATELLES (Complete)

Op. 33, Op. 119, Op. 126

Monaural
VRS-1033
Stereo VS0.2018

rice Monaural 12" -$4,98

VANGUARD RECORDS,

Folk Songs
FOR BABIES,
SMALL CHILDREN,
I'PARENTS AND

Christmas
Carol
Monaural

Macle in Barcelona,

this clise suggests
some of the cool clarity of Cataluna, although the songs (Trinia, Te Quiero,
Quintilla Gitana) are of the smoldering
south. Alolina's style is typical of the
non -Cypsy approach; however, he prevails over- rather than benefits from -his
ineffective choral and orchestral accompaniment. All in all, an accurate refection of the state of Spanish popular song.

"The War Years." Eve Boswell, contralto; Reg Owen ti Orchestra. Capitol
T 10140, $3.98 (LP).
1f any veterans of World \Var Ii are
seeking an outran aphrodisiac, it is at hand.
Sultry- voiced Eve Boswell sighs her way
through a collection of nostalgic gems
such as l'll Be Seeing You, IT Walk
Alone, and As Time Goes. I3q. The unalloyed sensuality of her delivery -and its
attendant hint of millions of awnless
boudoirs on both siglos of the Siegfried
Linc -is guaranteed to convince anyone of
the ultimate folly of war.

FI MAN'S FANCY

-

Folk Songs

List

a

of his haunting performances of
English folk songs
8`rt

a

A

"Spain Revisited." Miguel do Molina,
baritone; Barcelona Pop Orchestra.
Capitol 'r 10162, $3.98 (LP).

O. B. BISV\IMELL

LEON BIBB
Lost in the Stars in

from Ronne to Sydney. Sometimes, as
with Johannesburg, Paramor shapes valid
portraits; in other cases, notably Tokyo
and Barcelona, he strikes out completely.
Still, this is an eminently listenahle release, and Capitol has recorded it with
breath- taking realism.

ANTONIO JANIGRO
Conducting Solisti di Zagreb, in
Christmas works by Corelli, Torelli
and Bach, and Haydn's
Toy Symphony
I

r

.

..

41..

An 18th

Century
Christmas
Monaural

BG -569

Stereo

BGS-5006

STEREOLAB Stereophonic 12" -$5.95
NEW YORK 11, N. Y.

154 WEST 14th STREET,

"The Glory of Christmas." 101 Strings.
Stereo Fidelity SF 7100. $2.98 (SD).
When loi strings play Christmas carols,
the result is exactly as caw Wright surmise
-stringy. The effect is not unlike that of
Mantovani when embarked upon some of
his fanciest flights. Brasses do appear
here in appropriate spots, and a wordless
choir lends variety. A number of processing faults mar this recording, however-in
particular surface noise and excessive distortion near the center.
"Joy to the World." Roger Wagner Chorale. Capitol SP 83.53, $5.98 (81)).
Nineteen traditional Christmas carols arc
here presented for the holidays by Roger
Wagner's infallibly professional choristers. Though the monophonic version
was the nest thing to stereo without actually being (linable-channeled, the stereo
dise itself is close te, the ne plus ultra
as far as widespread harmony, flawless
blending and hugely open atmospherics
are concerned. Surface noise is, unfortunately, on problem; Mut if it can be discounted, the remaining sound is as sweet
a mtatune of Christmas vocalizing as
you're likely to fined.

"hfarches in Hi -Fi." Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler, cond. RCA Victor

Cattinuerl on page 84
NIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

NOW ONLY $198
These long playing records were best sellers on the London label.
They made hi -fi history at prices ranging from $3.98 to $5.95.
Now these identical recordings are offered to all collectors on
a new label, Richmond, at the low price of only $1.98 each.
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LM 2229, 84.98 (LP); LSC 2229,
ú5.98 (SD).
No fewer than fifteen marches make up
the two sides of this Boston Pops program. They range from the Grand March
from Aida, to Yankee Doodle. to Berlioz's
Rak<iczy .March, to Seventy -.six Trombones from Meredith Willson's .Music
Alan. All are played with rousing spirit
and %.'ide dynamic. gusto. The monophonic disc is rather bright but nonetheless
evenly proportioned. The stereo disc
achieves considerably more depth. resonance and, more important, size. Here's a
delightfully zestful Pops matched by a
wondrously vigorous recording.

THE WOItLII'S
MOST WANTED

j.OUI1SI'E:\KEit
The British QUAD Electrostatic
Speaker has now been audi
tioned and evaluated by thousands of Americans at the nation's major High Fidelity
Shows. Now, more than ever,
it is the world's most desired
piece of audio equipment.
Every person who has heard its
completely distortiouless, natural music reproduction has
wanted to own it. Hundreds
have been delivered in England,
for use in small and large rooms
its moderate size being important for home use, and especially for stereo.

-

It is the first loudspeaker to
bring to actuality the classic
ideal of the "window on the
orchestra ". Driven by the superb QUAD ii amplifier (which,
incidentally, is a superb amplifier for any quality speaker). it
has a flatness over the range
and a lack of coloration that is
completely different.

NOW-a very selected group of
dealers will audition for you the
QUAD Loudspeaker
the
QUAD Ii Amplifier
. the
QUAD FM Tuner. Address
vaur inquiries to the personal
attention of I. M. Fried.

...

.

LI CTRO\ ICS

spiring testimonial, which in my opinion
ranks as the very best recording of American military marches yet to grace vinyl
grooves.

"Moon, Wind and Stars." Morton Gould
and His Orchestra. RCA Victor LM
2232, $4.98 (LP).
Here Morton Could goes again, this time
applying his "variations" technique to
such staple fare as All Tluuugh the '.iglu
and others of similar vein. The title of the
disc indicates the dreamy mood the music
evokes (an arrangement of Beethoven's
Moonlight Sonata adds to the pensive
glow). The recording is highly transparent, full -bodied, and basically distortionless, despite ( though happily concurrent with) a moderately high volume
level.

"The Music of Christmas." Hollywood
Bowl Symphony Orchestra. Carmen
Dragon, and. Capitol SP 8393, 3.5.98

(SD).

Carmen Dragon's music of Christmas is,
first, the music of Carmen Dragon and
the Hollywood Bowl Symphony Orchestra. Secondly, it is a presentation of
Christmas carols. given Dragon's expected
orchestral embellishments. 'l'he traditional
flavor has not been lost, :und for Some
tastes the old favorites may he enhanced.
Though surface noise is pronounced, the
recording is sweetly blended, spacious,
and nicely defined.

761.1

l'l.ilutlrlpói :a

31, Pu.

"WHERE ONLY THE FINEST

IS

"The Scots Guards Play Gilbert and Sullivan." Angel 35625, $4.98 (or 43.98)

(LP).

This renowned group of far-hatted
marchers is here recorded to perfection:
but the musical content ( which includes
selections from lulanthe, The Mikado.
and The Pirates of Penzance), though
performed flawlessly, eventually heconmo
monotonous. Gilbert and Sullivan just
doesn't seem to be the Guards' metier:
they're more at horse with traditional
Highland airs.
"Stars and Stripes." Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler, cond. RCA Victor
LM 2240, $4.98 (LP); LSC 2240,
35.98 (SD).
Hershy Kay's Star and Stripes is (to the
cars, at least) one continuous march
front start to finish, with its themes taken
from Sousa's immortal melodies- primarily
from The Stars and Stripes Forever. Stars
and Stripes is a deluge of smashing sound
from outer to inner groove, cleanly, if
loudly, recorded on the monophonic release, less riotously so in stereo. Cake walk, the other ballet suite on the record, is more dancelike and structurally
more interesting. It is generally more
conventionally recorded in both versions,
of which the stereo disc is somewhat less
crisp, considerably more reverberant, and
definitely More realistic.

"Where's the Melody ?" Morton Could
and 1-Iis Orchestra. RCA Victor LM
2224, 34.98 (LP); LSC 2224, $5.98

(SD).

public concept. They include, among others, Tchaikovsky's Arabian Donee, Lui-

Continued on page 86

8453, 34.98 (LP).

SOLD"

(LP).

"Melody in Percussion" could be an
equally apt title for this record; unlike
many discs featuring percussion instnuments almost exclusively, its arrangements
arc tuuneful and catchy. Carroll uses practically every known instrument that can
he hammered, struck, or plucked -plus a
very few front the wind and string sections. The recording is of the very first
water, outstanding in every aspect.

The selections hereon are "Oriental" by
virtue of title, arrangement, or simply

"Orientale." Capitol Symphony Orchestra, Carmen Dragon, conci. Capitol P

City Lins Avenue

"Re Percussion." David Carroll and His
Orchestra. Mercury MC 20389, $3.98

Could finds melody here in six themes
front popular classics and plays them, believe it or not, as originally written. All
of the selections (tvhich include, for example, the second movement from Tehaikovsky's Fifth Symphony) have been better performed in their entirety elsewhere,
however. The sound is better elsewhere,
too, for both stcre'o and monophonic versions have a most peculiar strange, hollow middle range.
PHILIP C. GEIIA< :I

LINE CENTERI, Inc.

OF
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"The Military Baud." Felix Slatkin, cond.
Capitol \V 1(156, $4.98 (LP).
Slttkin, himself a former conductor of
an Air Corps band, has here assembled
seventy Hollywood musicians, some of
whom saw service in military hands in
Washington, for this rousing salute to the
United States armed services. Lt fact
"rousing" may be an understatement; the
band plays as if inspired by victory in the
last of all wars. Service marches occupy
almost all of Side 1, with Side 2 given
over to eight other well -known marches,
including Sousa's famed Stars and Stripes
Forever. Capitol has spared nothing in
the way of recording technology to
achieve a thunderous, fiery. and awe -in-

gini's Ballet Egpptien, and Rimsky -Korsakov's Sung of India. Dragon has fired
the Capitol Symphony to staggering
heights, and spirit abounds throughout
each of the ten selections. The recording
is downright splendid, full of the wannth
of sumptuous balance, sparkling with the
exuberance of tinkling castanets, and
providing some of the most hair- raising
Chinese -gong reproductions on <lises.

I-IICH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

FOR QUALITY

AND THRIFT

BOSTON POPS

-

tIie perfect Christmas gift!
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RIMS10'14ORSAROFF
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PUAR

COPsISe
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Yet Suutc

RCA VICTOR SYMPHONY

Fiedler and the Boston Pops
play the complete score to
one of the most melodic ballets ever composed. A cancan triumph!
`ss

GREAT SONGS OF CHRISTMAS

toy, te,

ONLY $1.98 EACH

(C)

L

P.

4e WorI

A

performance, by a great
orchestra, of a celebrated
romantic work.
1C-MISE11

(CAMDEN)
THE ART OF KIRSTEN

high fidelity recording by
this country's greatest native conductor, of two towering American compositions.

All the romance of the Orient
is here in this memorable

Exciting performance!
1

"MOONLIGHT" SONATA

in C.Sharp Minor, Op. 27, No. 2
IIPATHÉTIQUE" SONATA
in C Minor, Op. 13

FLAGSTAD

THE ROBERT SHAW CHORALE

ANIA DORFMANN

ROBERT SHAW Cond.

PHILADELPHIA ORCH.
EUGENE ORMANDY, CONO.

A magnificent vocal group
sings Christmas hymns and
carols with great musician-

ship and reverence. A superb
collection!

A treasure chest of memora-

ble recorded performances
by one of the world's truly
gifted singers. A vocal artist
of unsurpassed talent.

Beethoven's

best -known
sonatas in triumphant interpretations by an outstanding pianist. Recorded
in high fidelity.

A two- record album of the
most dazzling achievements

by this world renowned

coloratura soprano. Frill of
variety and charm. (S3.98)
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Porter's top
hits. English cast. So in

36 of the very best standards
in one wonderful album. by

Love, IP'underbar, Why
Can't You Behave ?, others.
What a show in stereo!

band. A treat for the feet
. and the ears!

One of Cole

Europe's favorite society

Big-name recordings at half the big-name price
MANUFACTURER'S NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICES SHOWN

DECEMBER 1958

- OPTIONAL

unique, helpful guide in
stereo for teachers and students. Liner notes outline
techniques for performing
famous works.

Gene Bianco leads a tasty
jazz group in From This
Moment On,1 ßi11 Street Rag,
Love for Sale. 9 others.
Polite and delightful!
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JAZZ
JULIAN ADDERLEY: Sornelhin' Else
BLUE NOTE 1595. LP. $4.98.
Despite the fact that Adderley is listed
as leader of the group on this disc, it is
undoubtedly Miles Davis' record. Among
the increasingly impressive recordings
Davis has maclé lately, this is one of the
best. Not only does he hit his notes
cleanly and positively, but he ventures
ont to a broader range than he normally works in, even rising on one selection
into sonic neatly projected Dizzy Gillespie runs. At the same time he is filling
ont his ideas more than he has in the
past so what once was, at times, a form

of tentative musical shorthand has become a firmly buttressed essay. Adder ley s playing is somewhat of an enigma
here, for while he succeeds in varying
his usual whirligig loops with seine warm
playing, he also gets involved in more

banality than one expects from him. The
material (three standards and two originals) is approached with a heartening
display of imagination and thought.

LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Louis Under the
Stars
VEUVE

4012. LP.

$4.98.

Louis returns here to the kind of thing
he used to do with Gordon Jenkins for
Decca. There's a slight difference in that
Russell Garciti s arrangements arc not
quite as trite as Jenkins' were and his
band has a rhythm section that shows

SOUND
ABC -PARAMOUNT
The musical magnificence of these new albums demands
the latest and finest in sound engineering.
But no sound system makes silk purses out of sows' ears.
First there must be music worthy of the sonic genius lavished upon it.
music like these brand new ABC -PARAMOUNT albums!

.

-

ALL AVAILABLE IN STEREO* AND FULL COLOR FIDELITY (MONAURAL)

NMI ACH RINO
( )RC.1 F1l RA

in Indigo

=

-255

and ABC 2D5

LIGHT CLASSICS IN MIGHFI
-THE MELACHRINO ORCHESTRA

/%SINGS SHOWSiOPPERS
(

ABCS -748. and ABC -2.15
FERRANTE & TEICHER
with PERCUSSION

ARCS -236 and ABC -236

CANDIDO IN INDIGO

ABCS -259 and ABC -253
SHOCK MUSIC IN HIFI

Bradshaw is a Detroit pianist (originally
from Memphis) who makes his recording
debut accompanied by George Joyner,
bass, and Philly Joe Jones, drums. He is
an obviously disciplined performer with
a goexl touch and great facility. The surface elements of his playing are impressive, but there scents to be relatively little
tinder this surface. Occasionally, when
he is less concerned with technique -on
portions of Love for Sale or Angel Eyes
-there are suggestions of emotional communication. But much of his work here is
dominated by that faceless quality typical of the glib West Coast school of
pianists.

Burrell's capacity for developing guitar
lines that have a Clark, compelling flow
is well displayed here, supported by a
strong rhythm section ( Duke Jordan, Saul
Jones, Art Blakey). But one also gets a
pair of rather drab, still unformed saxophonists, Junior Cook and Tina Brooks,
and an erratic trumpeter, Louis Smith.
Burrell, fortunately, does not seem to be
at all disconcerted by his colleagues.
DIRTY JAZZ FROM DOWN SOUTH
LP. $4.98.
COOK 1188.

.

ARCS -95< and ABC-254
SHOW STOPPERS
Sung ty LYDIE GORME

Those familiar with Emory Cook's hyperbolic manner of annotating his recordings
should not be surprised to find that his
entertaining essay accompanying this disc,
despite reference to "brothels" and an
abandoned use of such adjectives as
"shocking," "voluptuous," "sultry," "wiggling," and "wanton," never really clarifies what is dirty about :his music. For
that matter, neither Cook nor the record
clarifies why it should be called jazz. it
is, essentially, chulce music played by several \'est Indian bands, most of it lively
and eminently foot -tempting but scarcely
jazz except for a warm. confident trumpeter in Cyril Diaz's orchestra and possibly
the shuffling sinuosity of Johnny Gomez.'s
band. But it is livelier dance music than
most of the dance bands in this country
put out, so if Cook feels he has to call it
"dirty jazz" to draw attention to it, I
don't suppose there is any real ground
for complaint.

ABCS251' and ARC-251
SING ME A SAD SONG
-GEORGE HAMILTON IV

DUKE ELLINGTON'S SPACEMEN:
The Cosmic Scene
COLUMBIA CL 1198. LP. $3.98.

(

°&Patty_
ABOS

EVANS BRADSHAW: Look Out for Evans Bradshaw!
RtvEnslnE 12263. LP. $4.98.

KENNY BURRELL: Blue Lights
BLUE NOTE 1596. LP. $4.98.

thinking from

flll.

occasional signs of life. The tunes are
reasonably sturdy ballads (Stormy
Weather, East of the Sun, Home, Body
and Soul, ctc. ); and although Armstrong
as a vocalist can't always overcome his
stringy surroundings, when he picks up
his trumpet he usually manages to blow
them into the background.

The appearance of Ellington's Spacemen,

Continued on page 88
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FILL OUT THIS PAGE ... under each new Columbia Record
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Your record shop right now is a store -full of dazzling, new Columbia
albums -more wonderful sounding, more wonderful to give than ever
before. And this Christmas the majority are available in two versions:
Guaranteed High Fidelity -for thrilling performances on hi -fi or stereo
phonographs, and new Guaranteed Stereo -Fidelity -for the ultimate
in listening with stereo phonographs. Whichever you give, you give
the finest, made with the engineering skill of the greatest name in sound.

for

for

Also available in Stereo -Fidelity

Guaranteed Stereo -Fidelity and High Fidelity Records by
t Columeli', "Masterworks'
D EC: ENIDER 1958
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a nones from

pale; while Gonsalves, playing tenor saxophone, has some good moments balanced by turgid trudging in search of an
idea. The performances are loose and
swinging. but one cant help wondering
why Duke chose to feature some of the
least interesting (Terry excepted ) members of his band.

the current Ellington band,

revives heartening memories of those
earlier groups of Dukelings led by Coolie
Williams. Johnny Hodges, Rex Stewart,
and Barney Bigard in the Thirties and
Forties. This Ellington small group is
nuite different from its predecessors. however. On one hand, the Duke himself is
at the helm instead of one of his sidemen; and on the other, the style is not
strongly Ellingtonian, as that of the curly
small groups was, but reflects the modern
jazz orientation of Duke's current men.
This group is made np of the Ellington
rhythm section plus the trombone section
which serves as a cushion for solos by
Clark Terry, Jimmy Hamilton. and Paul
Gonsalves. Only trumpeter Terry is a consistently attractive soloist. Hamilton, as
is his habit ou clarinet, is polished but

To

DOC EVANS AND HIS BAND: Muskrat Ramble
AUDIOPHILE AP 56.

LP.

$3.93.

The two- cornet team of Doc Evans and
Bob Cruenenfelder, who played with exhilarating precision and spirit on an earlier Doc Evans release, are back at it again
on One sicle of this dise. The pièce de
résistance on Amis side is a Fantasy on
Muskrat Ramble in which Kid Ory's old

Owners of

Dyer Bennet
Since our inception, in November of I955, we have
received thousands of cords and letters Iron people who
own Dyer -Bennet Records. Your continued Interest and
support has enabled us to produce three spesiol albums
of songs and song groups that hove
been most requested due
ing the pail three years.

ERROLL GARNER: Paris Impressions
Coavatofn C2L 9. Two LP. $7.98.

New releases

#7
Dyer-Bennel

#6
Dyer -Bennet

records

#5
Dyer-Bennet
records
12

inch long playing

records, $4.98 ppd,
112 inch

stereo

(DYES 7000

disc

only),

$5.95 ppd.

,.,its for
Tree

Richard Dyer- Bennet 7 ova

7000- (Stereo version: DYBS 70001)

This is the first high fidelity recording of the Beethoven Scottish and
Irish Songs, an unusual use of folksong in chamber musk form. The
words are by Robert Burns, Sir Walter Score and other distinguished
poets of the period; vocal parts are traditional Scottish and Irish

Airs; piano, violin and cello parrs by Beethoven.

records

catalogue

Richard Dyer-Bennet 6

DYB 6000*

This album, though recorded with Young people in mind, is by no
means exclusively for children. The songs have a warmth, humour,
and exuberance which do not limit the appeal to any age group

-

recording for the whole family.
The Lrirrchatta. The Piper of Dundee. The Hole an the &wont of the Sea.
The Three Jolly Rogues of Lynn. John Peel. The Frog Wear n Courting.
Go Tell Aunt Rhodle, Crees Corn aid eight others.
it is a

DYB 3000
5
group of the most frequently requested songs in the
Oyer- Bennet repertoire, songs not previously recorded or available
only on inferior pressings.
Creenslecs'er, The Golden Votary. l'ene :uela. Spanish la The Lout.'
Tongue. !Vestry., Wind. The White Lily, Lord Randal. Join Henry,
Barbaro Alien and seven others.

Richard Dyer- Bennet

Presenting

a

There re four other albums in this series. "Belongs in every serious collection.
Once again the min,lrel lives up to the high vendords he has set for Mansell.
and once again the superb engineering captures every nuance of his singing
with flawless clarity and lifelike presence. All the songs ore tromped with

CyerBennei's exceptional erliste and musical integrity."
-from Robert Shermon's review of Richard Dyer -Bennet #4
in the
Of

your

dealer

or

American Record Guide

order direct from

Dyer - Bennet Records
Dept. S,

time is developed in enough different
ways to make unnecessary any recording
of this overdone piece more than once or
twice a year in the future. Despite these
pleasures, the major merits of this disc
appear on the other side -two tunes
from Evans' favorite source, Jelly Roll
Morton (Neu: Orleans Joys and Georgia
Swing) and a fascinating pair by the
generally neglected Clarence Williams.
Block Snake Blues and Organ Grinder
Blues. Both Black Snake and Organ
Grinder are especially noteworthy for the
wandering tuba work of George Tupper,
a device which Williams used very effectively in his small recording groups in
the late Twenties and early Thirties. If
nothing else, the revival of these Williams
pieces suggest that there is still a lot of
worthy material in the traditional field
that is being ignored. Evans' playing is,
as usual, bright and imaginative, and
pianist Knock), Parker ploys with a more
consistently rugged authority than he has
shown on past recordings.

P.

0. Bor 235. Woodside 77, New York

SS

Although Erroll Garner made a trip to
Paris last year, this two-disc set proves
that not every song with a French reference in its lyric is proper fodder for his
piano. Fortunately, his program is well
seasoned with Garner originals-equipped
with French -reference titles-soul these
he rolls out in the expected bright, lush.
and sturdily swinging Garner colors (one
of these, Farewell to Paris, includes the
most heartfelt Garner groan yet recorded). Even among the pop tunes, he finds
an occasional empathetic source such as
La Vie en Rose and The Mat l Love.
He also plays the harpsichord on four
selections, producing a mighty clangor
which echoes back and forth through
some empty ideas. A little judicious editing might have produced an excellent
single disc from all this material.

BENNIE GREEN: Soul Stirrin'
BLUE Noir I599. LP. $4.98.
Bennie Green is a member of what seems
to be a disappearing breed -time lustyvoiced trombonists. The various facets of
his talent are given a magnificent showcase on this disc, where he Inns the complementary support of two tenor saxophonists with similarly virile hut disciplined tendencies, Billy Root and one
who is identified only as "Jug." Green's
playing is, by turns, assertively hugetoned, crisp and concise, and strongly
lyrical. The high point of the disc is a
furiously swinging We Wynne: Cook, on
which Green punches ont a long stirring
solo that is a motel of neat, yet tremendously forceful, playing. When he
descends into some impressively Clark explorations of the nether regions of the
blues, he shifts to a rough -edged sweeping style that is extremely effective; anti,
in playing a ballad, he infuses the same
style with a rhythmic lyricism that keeps
him out of the customary ballad bogs. Although the disc is essentially a blowing
session, these plovers have a rare sense
Htct->;
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of group direction and of individual discipline.

The sound of magnificence!

BOBBY HACKETT FOUR: At the Em-

bers
CAPITOL

T 1077.

LP.

$3.98.

Hackett gets on board the light, bright,
bouncing, polite jazz train which was set
on its successful wav by Jonah Jones. He
has been working on the fringes of this
sort of thing for twenty years and he
takes to it readily, although- surprisingly
in view of his long experience -he indulges in a few very direct reflections of
Jones's style. On the whole, Hackett's
work is prettier than Jones's but it has
plenty of swinging virility. The disc introduces an able pianist in the Teddy
Wilson tradition, Peppi \loreale.

101

STAN KENTON AND IIIS ORCHESTRA: The Ballad Style of Stan Kenton
CAerroL T 1068. LP. $3.98.

Kenton abandons his triple -forte leanings
on this disc to concentrate on suave renditions of ballads. 'There is a prevalence
of lush ensembles which provide a rich

background for Kenton's one -finger piano
meditations, This is only peripheral jazz,
but these performances show more taste
and sensitivity than have come from Kenton in a long time.
GEORGE LEWIS: The Perennial George
Lewis
\'ERvE 8277. LP. $4.98.

Lewis' band has finally been balanced
properly for a recording date and that
fact, combined with the presence of
Thomas Jefferson's hot, confident humpet, makes this an unusually satisfying
Lewis disc. Jefferson sharpens the ensembles appreciably and in one singing
appearance, Mack the Knife, he manages
the diffienit feat of using Louis Armstrong's vocal mannerisms as if the were
creating them himself. Lewis' clarinet
work is consistently excellent-warm and
rich in the deep -toned slow numbers,
singing joyously at faster tempos. The
program is a mixture of Lewis standbys
(Yaake hula, Take My Mold Precious
Lord, Cureless Loce) ant', less overdone
things (Tipperary, West End Blues) all
of which come out with a shining new
sparkle.

The World's First Stereo Scored Orchestra
Nearly three years of stereo music scoring and engineering experiments insure you of o program of musical taste and emotional depth never before achieved in the recording arts.
Stereo -Fidelity records ore priced at $2.98 each 12" LP and have been manufactured to the
highest possible quality level that can be reached by any label at any price. Twenty-one
manufactjrers of quality stereo components use these discs in their lobs and soles rooms. It
therefore becomes obvious that if your equipment is the best, use the finest stereo records in
the world and of a truly sensible price.
Hear and sense the result of scoring "101" String Instruments that can create a depth of
sound in speaker to speaker counter lines without losing the dynamic values of either lines.
This is a .rue stereo realism in dimension.
THE SOUL OF SPAIN
101 Strings

SYMPHONY FOR LOVERS

101 Strings

JOIlN LEWIS AND MEMBERS OF
TI1E STUTTGART SYMPi -TONY ORCHESTRA: European Windows
IRCA

Clc:ron LPM 1742.

LP.

$3.98.

This disc falls somewhere between jazz
and non -jazz. Lewis, who is musical director and pianist of the \ialern jazz
Quartet, has orchestrated five of his
compositions from the Quartet's repertory
(a sixth is orchestrated by Gunther Schuller) for a thirty- four -piece orchestra. He
has said that he did not plan this record
"for jazz consumption" but, in a broader
sense, for people who lake to listen to
melodic music." Lewis is one of the most
consistently melodic composers in current jazz: and although his enlarged orchestrations emphasize this melodiousness
DECEMBER 1958

SF -6600
SF -4500

A

NIGHT IN VIENNA
101 Strings
SF -6800

IOI STRINGS PLAY THE BLUES
101 Strings
SF-5800

THE GLORY OF CHRISTMAS
SF -7100
101 Strings

CONCERTO UNDER THE STARS
101 Strings
SF -6700

PAL JOEY AND RED MILL
101 Strings
SF -5000

THE SUGAR AND SPiCE OF
RUDOLF FRIML
101 Strings
SF -6900

AWARD WINNING SCORES
FROM THE SILVER SCREEN
101 Strings
SF -7000

A NIGHT IN THE TROPICS

101 STRINGS PLAY
AMERICAN WALTZES
101 Strings
SF -6200

101 Strings

SF -4400

A BRIDAL BOUQUET
101 Strings

THE WORLD'S
GREAT STANDARDS

SF -6400

101 Strings

SF4300

WOMOeWr WO!
!Somerset

411i; I
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at

a

sensible
MILLER

$2.98 for

each 12" Stereo LP

STEREO FIDELITY IS MANUFACTURED BY
INTERNATIONAL CO., SWARTHMORE, PA., U.S.A.

Write for FREE Stereophonic Record Catalog
S9

and frequently diminish the jazz qualities that the pieces had in their Quartet
versions, this record nevertheless is primarily a jazz disc and an unusually striking one at that.
The reason lies almost entirely in the
presence of one of the two principal soloists, the English baritone saxophonist,
Ronnie Ross. Boss has a full-toned fluency, a feeling for shading, and it singing

quality that arc unique among baritone
saxophonists. In addition, he has an innate rhythmic flow never pointedly pronounced but an integrated part of everything he plays. His solos are fascinating
examples of mature, thoughtful, and
emotionally vigorous jazz.
The other soloist, flutist Gerry Weinkopf, a Czech who now lives and works
in Germany, has moments when he does
as well as anyone has playing a jar. flute,
but even the best parts of his perform-

anees pale beside those of Ross. As for
the orchestrations, the broadened scope
has enabled Lewis and Schuller to fill
out aptly the Quartet versions of The
Queen's Fancy, Midsummer, and Three
Windows. But on the remaining three
selections- Cortege, Two Degrees East
Three Degrees West, and England's
Carol (which is Cod Rest Thee) -Ross is
such a dominant and enlivening force
that one tends to lose sight of the orchestrations.
MATTY \MATLOCK: Pele Kelly Lets
Doren His Hair
WARNER BROmEns 1217. LP. $3.98.

Matlock's able Hollywood studio Dixie landers waste their tinte on a gimmick.
Every selection is an improvised mood
solo by men who have doe their best
improvising in the past in the surround-

GIFT GUIDE
to

Beethoven

Missa
SBIfmnis
D

Brpr

Monumental Stereo First! Stereo
reveals the Worms of BEETHOVEN'S
Misse Solemnls. An inspired reading
by chorus and orchestra conducted
by Walter Gisela. USD 1025-2511.90
A

ttR![
><

`RACE GAME

MW
ttC -;.¡nY

..the most

welcome sound

NOI

of all!
Gay. witty. Slightly Wicked' BARBARA
COOK sings Songs of Perfect Pro.
priety by DOROTHY PARKER. Seymour Barab's music. USO 1020 $5.95
(Monaural: NY 113 54.981

oho Different PARTY GAME! HORSE
RACE IS AUTO RACE. HENRY YOUNG.

Piano virtuoso ENTREMMONT dazzle
in the RACHMANINOFF Concerto No.
2 and FRANCK'S Symphonic Variations. GOehr and Barnh ..rfor conduct
Netherland, Orch. USO 1021 $5.95

Record Premier! OFFENBACH'S legte
opera La Grande Duchesse de Gera'.

MAN nnrilles. Can't "fit" Ills races new winner every race! Monaural
UR 9014 $3.98; (Deluxe ed. $4.98,

stein starring Zareska Pasdeloup
Oren. under Leibowitz. USD 10152
$11.90 (Monaural: UX 1152 39.96;

"One of 10 Best Tapes of Year" -now
on Stereo! SAINTSAENS' Symphony
No. 3 (arch.. organ L porno). Swarow.
sky conducts Vienna Ptulharmusica.
Einher at organ USD 1001 $5.95

OFFENBACH

STEREO MARCH
ARIIIhD THE

a"

WORLD

THELONIOUS

MONK
Theloninrps in Action
RIVEn.S1mE 12262.
LP.

QUARTET:
$4.98.

Recorded at the Five Spot Café in New
York, Monk's Quartet as of August 1938
is an unusually well -integrated group
presenting Monk in a more lightly swinging focus than he is usually heard on
discs. Much of this contes from his very
able and discerning rhythm team -Roy
Haynes, a drummer who keeps the
rhythm going with light vitality, and
Ahmed Abdul -Malik, a big- toned, steady
bassist. The fourth man is tenor saxophonist Johnny Griffin, whose scan]- bursting attack has sometimes led hint to
tasteless excesses. Monk, however, seems
to have imposed a sense of discipline on
him which leads him to explore -quite
effectively -the potentials of moderation without stifling his exuberance when
the mood calls for it. Monk himself seems
a less introspective pianist in a club than
in a studio; he flows along here with
something approaching gracefulness without detracting from the customary tart
flavor of his work.

MIN

STEREO SAMPLER: a
introduction
to the world of Stereo via selections

from the Urania catalog: from Bach
to Offenbach to Ran-ma Talo and
"pops-. USS 58 $2.98

Jr

$5.95 (Monaural. UX 111 5.139)
WRITE FOR FREE STEREO CATALOG:

URANIA RECORDS. 233

STEREO MARCH

The problem of re- creating the work of a
small jazz group is apparently even more
difficult than reviving an established bigband style. With a big band, there were
arrangements originally and these, or
copies, can still serve as the basis for a
re- creation. But the kind of head arrangements that Nichols' Five Pennies created
in the late Twenties and very early Thirties inevitably reflected the personalities
of the very talented nosihians involved.
Nichols' present effort to recapture a
spark that gleamed brightly thirty years
ago is hobbled by the fact that his current musicians must try to conform to
patterns that were set by others and, in
consequence, must work front written arrangements. Not surprisingly, they sound
mach more relaxed and are more interesting in a new piece, Delta Roll, in
which they play the proper roles of creators. Nichols' comet remains bright and
perky in these new versions of Avalon,
Buddy's habits, Davenport Blues, and so
forth; but the only other present -day Penny who can stand comparison with such
early Nichols men as Teagarden, Mole,
and Goodman is the buoyant ntellophonist, Jackie Coons.
KID ORY: Song of the Wanderer
VERVE 1014.
LP. 84.98.

MOE
OFFENBACH'S Gale Parisienne Bal.
let (arr. Rosenthal) gets a sparkling

tempo picks up slightly but the interest
doesn't.

RED NICHOLS: Parade of the Pennies
CArrroi. T 1051. LP. $:3.98.

sqres PERFtCí t3tprrxR+i'

reading from Leibowitz and the
London Philharmonic! USD 1002

ings of an ensemble. On one side-"The
Blue Side" -the improvisations are slow
and tiresome; on "The Bed Side" the

AROUND

THE

WORLD. Rousing selection of into
national favorites by Musik Korps d r
Bundeswehr (official West Germa
Army Banda USO 2006 54.98

MAIN STREET. BELLEVILLE. N. J.

JO

The Venerable Bede might as well start
sharing his adjective with Kid Ory who
turns seventy-two on Christmas Day and
is still blurting out his gusty trombone
figures with youthful vigor. On this disc,
in fact, he even shows an unexpected
lyric style with a mute. But despite his
more than satisfactory performance, Ory
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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point of minor interest here, overshadowed by \tarty \larsala, svho PLY!, a
clean, bright trumpet with frequent references to bluggsy Spanier's spearing,
jabbing attack, and by Darnell Howard,
a clarinetist who is a mere sixty -six and
full of warm soaring flights of fancy. This
is a notch looser group than Ory normally
records with, and the pleasures of their
high spirits are tempered only by the inclusion of a tasteless, adolescent vocal on
The Shick.

TEST

SHORTY ROGERS AND HIS GIANTS:
Way Up There

is a

TRY

THIS

ATLANTIc 1270.

YOURSELF .
Listen carefully to
your present loud-

speakers when

placed along a wall. Then move
them into corners and listen again.

The improvement resulting from
corner placement will astonish
you.

your eyes and you'll forget
Mere are two separate sauld sources.
A musical ensemble will he spread
out as it was in the original, with
each instr nuent taki»g its proper
place. And the stereo effect, instead
of being limited to a small spot will
he apparent throughout most of the
root,.
Notice too the greatly improved
bass response. In a similar test at
our laboratory with a high quality
non- corner speaker, a loss of 34
decibels in bass response was reduced to only 10 decibels when
the speaker was moved into a
corner.
While any types of speakers will
provide far better stereo
as well as
,monophonic- with corner placeClose

LP.

LP.

NEW LOW PRICE!

$3.98.

There is no denying Shorty Rogers' talent for writing and playing (trumpet
and llucgelhorn) tightly voiced, smoothly
swinging pieces. But he keeps covering
the same ground so frequently that his
work becomes dully repetitive. On the
Atlantic disc he works with a variety of
small groups that play with a loose case,
pleasantly propulsive in a Basic -like fashion at tines and, on At arch of the
Martians, intriguingly perky. But, aside
from this selection and a slow, sly reworking of flote» Swing, one is left
with the feeling that the listening foot
has been induced to tap in a vacuum.
Rogers' big -baud writing on the Victor
disc has this same faceless quality, this
time played by a seemingly listless
group of men.
JOHN S. WILSON

-

r

STEREOTWIN 200
the stereo cartridge
by the makers of

MIRACORD XS -200
Now $4460
audiophile net

for »terly

$59.50

Because you discovered that STEREOTWIN 200 helped you achieve stereo

sound like none you ever heard before
. you bought this perfect cartridge
in great numbers! So many, in fact,
that production savings now permit us
to reduce the price to a low, low $44.50.
If you've been holding off on converting to stereo, ,tow is the time! And,
STEREOTwIN is perfect for monaural.
SrECIFlcnrtoXs: Variable reluctance cartrantridge
.7 mil diamond stylus
sient response within 2 db from 20 to
instant
no magnetic pull
20.000 cps.
fits all standard tone
stylus replacement
eliminates hum problem
firms

--0-000°1j

e).

-

Write for our "Pocket Facts"
giving information on progressive
stereo with compatible Klipsch

awarded by
CONSUMER

loudspeaker systems.

AND ASSOCIATES

FOR MAKING POSSIBLE THIS

$4.98.

Portrait of Shorty
RCA VIC.TOn LPM 1051.

ment, optimnm advantage is taken
only by corner horn design. So. when
planning your stereo system or upgrading your present one, provide at
least one corner- preferably two
for Maximum stereo effect and extended undistorted bass.

THANKS, STEREOPHILES

RESEARCH
REPORT to

S RE ROfl D
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Fesaanrlit One of the Most
Sensitive FM Circuit.. Ever Developed
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(Ienter" amplifier. tuts new amer froüures n uersit icily
Dial make., F4 moil Ion Vr :tat lent, Been beyond a
1041 -Colle nage. There'.: a minimum of distort leu even with
modulation over I01)7, ... and .oiselai automat le frequeney control prevents station drift. -Feather-rayNouns: eye provides Ilrt -pohu aroma, while front pant(
"Inca) distant.- switch ellminmex cross-mnduiatlon
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homes.

20 20 wAT'l "s-rERFFO"
Model .1-5004)
New dual rimplltler-preamplltier makes (possible stereo or
monaural operation with nue
rod antenna. flywheel
coordinated
set of controls.
more
romp
Inning, pins
Yeatuns Include the most adfanons Sherwood revanced Innovations for the
finements,
most exacting performance.
ro, ,,ii drn:ft, and PURE brochure errar today.
We q,alallzc in Tutdi -loss lllyh,A allowance
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Me,hd 8-2400

The Turntable That Changes Records

MIRACORD XS-200
No other record-player has all these
features: Plays stereo and monaural
heavyweight, professional -type
turntable push -button controlled
Magic Wand spindle automatic manual player automatic record changer
intermixes 10" and 12" plays all 4
speeds free tone arm 4 pole motor

$6

Features wide /narrow
AM switch. directional

OYNTON

MODEL H

Studio

to Pennsylvania Ave.
:

Tal.:

SP

Dept. HF
Tuckahoe, N. Y.

9 -527t

FAR

audiop7iÌt net

AIIEAD)TAE FINEST

BY FAR

Mailable at selected dealers.

For Free catalogue, pleaxe tonic Dept. If

AUDIOGERSH CORP.
514 Broadway, New York 12,11.Y,

WORTH 6 -0800
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presenting the

JBL Ranger- METREGON

to bring to your music the ultimate realism made possible by stereo

Now for the first time in a loudspeaker system of moderate size and cost you can enjoy stereophonic reproduction
that is proportional to its original source, is unified, and available over a wide listening area. Through radial refraction, the principle perfected in the fabulous JBL Ranger -PARAGON, the JBL Ranger- METREGON successfully
transcends such common stereo problems as the hole in the middle, the split soloist, the limited field. Seven different
speaker systems permit you to tailor a Metregon to your precise needs. You may even start with a pair of JBL D130
full range loudspeakers and later add a JBL high frequency unit. A new 600- cycle- crossover driver, JBL Model 275,
with curved exponential horn has been especially designed for the Aetregon. Hear the JBL Ranger- METRECON at
your first opportunity; it will change your thinking about stereo. Write for the name and address of the Authorized
JBL Signature Audio Specialist in your community and your free copy of Bulletin SL607 which gives a complete
description of the JBL Ranger- METRECON.

JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC. 324.9 Casitas Avenue, Los Angeles 39, California
www.americanradiohistory.com

HIGH FIDELITY DISCOGRAPHY No. 44

by

David Johnson

THE PUCCINJ OPERAS
ON RECORDS
flic

hundredth anniversary of Puccini's birth
not been marked by mammoth festivals.
There has been no need; three of his twelve
has

operas are staples of the seorkl's opera houses,
three others are only slightly less popular, and

of the remainder, four receive frequent European revivals. Puccini's star is at its apogee.
gee.

\Vhether it will decline from its exalted height
by the year 2058 is anybody's guess. If a masted), sense of theater, a generous gift n1 mekxly.
and a technique that broadened and improved
from opera to opera can insure continuing popularity, the future of Puccini's operas is as
bright as their present. What will count most
heavily against them, I think. are the shallow
sources from which so many of their librettos
derive. Unlike Verdi, who early and late caught
fire from the dramas of Schiller and Shakespeare, Puccini rarely looked outside of contemporary stage pieces for his plots. From
Verdi's Shakespeare. Schiller, Byron, litigo,
Dumas the younger we must descend to the
world of Victorien Sardou. John Luther Long,
and David Belasco. Even the forays into the
outskirts of the classics in Mallon Lesearct and
La Boh?me are hampered by cpiaxlic librettos.
Perhaps only in Turanclot and Gianni Se/riechi
did Puccini find subjects with roots deep
enough to survive the shifts in intellectual

climate characteristic of each new generation.
But this is 1958, not ?053, and the record
collector as well as the operagoer can revel in a
rich harvest..All the operas except the apprentice ones have at one time or another made full length appearances in the domestic catalogue.
The hiatus caused by the disappearance of the
Cerra Finreinlhr del West will soon be filled generously with two new recordings, and k cannot be long before the recording companies
realize that they are missing out on a gold mine
(in more senses than one) by letting Gianni
.Schieehi go unrecorded. The Swallow took a
rapid flight and may not return again, but for
some of us it has left rich memories. The other
operas are to he had in constantly increasing
numbers, and the advent of stereo discs will
undoubtedly encourage re- recordings by artists
who have already contributed distinguished
performances to monophonic sets.
In order to give this discography general applicability (and myself the opportunity to mention a few works I am fond of) have listed
deleted recordings of operas not presently
represented in the catalogue. Otherwise, only
current issues are included. Operas are discussed according to chronological order of composition, and versions are listed in descending
order of preference.
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LE VILLI

There h; no recording of Puccini's first
opera in the domestic catalogues, but the
adventurous can send to Henry Stave
and Company for the British Cetra version, complete on a single record. The
three members of the cast, winners of a
competition held at Spoleto, are pretty
awful -particularly the lachrymose tenor
-but the chorus and orchestra are passable. Le Villi is based on a legend variants of which have occupied other opera
composers ( including Dvo'ik and Dar gonijsky). The version that Fernando
Fontana' provided for Puccini tells of
how Roberto, abandoning his betrothed
Annul for a "siren" of Mainz, causes said
Anna to die of a broken heart, and how
after death she returns to earth with the
Willis, supernatural beings pledged to
avenge those who die of love. They intercept Roberto as he wanders in the
Black Forest and force him to dance until he drops dead of exhaustion. Most of
this idiotic business takes place between
the acts. Puccini contents himself with
setting the first and last scenes and describes the rest in two orchestral intermezzos. In view of the facts that the
piece was written when he was already
twenty -six and that he had composed his
delightful Mass in A flat eight years before, Le Villi is a curiously inept composition. There is little in it to mark Puccini
as its creator; the influence is largely middle Verdi much watered down. Some of
the tunes do grow on one, however, particularly those of the intermezzos and of
the tenor aria "Torn ai feliei dì." Perhaps a first -rate performance would reveal that the work has more stature than
now appears.
-E. Fusco (s). Anna; C. dal Ferro (t),
Roberto; S. Verlinghieri (b), Cuglielmo
Wulf. Radio Italiana Chorus and Orchestra, Arturo Basile, cond. Ciern,s N 1251.
LP.

the characters have hardly a chance to
declare themselves, far less to develop.
The vital section of Prévost's novel describing Manen and Des Crieux's poverty-stricken life together, so beautifully
realized in Massenet's opera, is condensed
to a few lines of exposition sung by the
baritone in the second act while everybody is absorbed in watching Mallon apply her rouge and beauty patches. As to
the music, Puccini had not yet completely discovered his artistic personality
and he leaned heavily on the procedures
of his master, Ponchielli ( compare the
scene in \fanon's boudoir with the scene
of Alvisc's ball in La Gioconda ). Furthermore, he was slow in mastering the potentials of the orchestra; in this opera we
are treated to wholesale doublings of the
voice part that a second -year music student would blush to acknowledge.
If these remarks suggest that I don't
like Marion Lescaut, they have been misleading. How can one help liking an opera that contains four such tenor arias as
"Tra voi belle," "Donna non vidi mai,"
"Ali, Motion, mi tradisce" ( the noblest if
least typical song Puccini ever wrote),
and "Nol paaz<r son"? This is lint to mention Manou's two arias, the second -act
love duct, and that puzzling and haunting orchestral interlude that sets the scene
for the third act. But, at least since Cluck
and his librettist Calsabigi, a series of
beautiful set pieces does not make a great
opera. Neither of the complete recordings
is satisfactory. The London would have
to be counted out on the score of its inferior sonies even if the performance were
better than it is. The Des Grimm, Mario
del Monaco, is one continuous stentorian
bleat. It may be said with the utmost
sobriety that he does not observe a single
piano marking from start to finish, singing
the delicate "Tra voi belle," for instance,
as though it were a cross between "Vesti
la giu1L<i" and Otello's third-act monologue. Furthermore, he has trouble with
pitch and note values. Tebaldi sloes some
very pleasing things with Marion's music
a high piano attack on the C flat in "In
quelle trine morbide," for one, or a halfwhispered " dolcissimo soffrir" at the end
of the long love duet ( spoiled in part by
Del \donaco s joining in a half beat too
late). But one feels that she is more concerned with making beautiful sounds
than in projecting even the minimal psychology that the part affords. There is
little coquetry in her boudoir scene and
no tenor in her death scene. Another serious shoreoming is her lack of a trill, an
absolute necessity in the second act. She
is reduced to a measured shake, which
even without the score is recognizably a
last resource. The roles of Lescaut and
Ceronte are sung creditably by Hornell()
and Corium, and what one can hear of the
orchestra suggests that Molinari- Pradelli
was doing his duty even if the engineers
weren't doing theirs.
The handsomely packaged Victor set is
Sonically much better than London's, but
it is not free from the overmicrophoning
that seems to be one of Victor's besetting
Sins. Everything is there, right enough, including the indefatigable harp, which
hardly has a dozen bars of rests from one
end of the score to the other; however, it
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EDGAR

This is the one Puccini opera never to
have been recorded. i know little about
it, save that its libretto is by the saline
vain poetaster who concocted Le Villi,
that it portrays a good heroine named
Fidclia and an evil one named Tigrana,
that Puccini labored over it for four years,
and that it was the only one of his stage
works of which he was thoroughly
ashamed.
\fA:vO\ LESCAUT

Listeners usually get to Allmon Le.sc aul
well after the)' have become familiar
with Bohème, Tosca, and Butterfly. The
scorching ardor of the work, its prodigality of melody and swiftness of pace mislead some into supposing it Puccini's chefd'oeuvre. It is very far from that. The

libretto is a shambles, having been taken
up and abandoned by three literary hands
before Ciacosa and illica patched the final
version together. Even more than Bolnème
it is a series of detached acts in which
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although
the two principals are admirable artists,
Albanese is well past her peak and
Bjocrling at tines sounds as though he
were, too. \lanon, after all, is an eighteen- ,year-ol<l girl and her youthfulness is
a cardinal matter; Albanese does not convince us of it even on phonograph Teeords. In spite of occasional glorious moments, including a love duet that gets
better and better as it swings along, her
voice, particularly in its lower register, is
tremulous and breathy. She gets into serious trouble with tite second act's "L'Ora,
o Tirsi" even though she comes out of it
honorably enough with a nice, ringing
high C; and the last act, though dramatically the least unconvincing ( she always
was at home nvith the phrase " tutto è
frnito'), is dragged out unmercifully.
Bjoerling's Des Cricux ix so enormously
better than Del Monaco's that one is inclined to ignore a certain raggedness of
tone and stolidness of acting. He uxms
to save himself for his four arias; these he
brings off as can very few tenors now in
the arena. \ierrill is an excellent cynical
Lescaut and has just the right kind of
solid, handsome baritone to cut through
the mass of voices and make his important words heard in tine third -act roll -call
scene. The other important parts are
shared between them by Mario Carlin
and Franco Calabrese, a practice heartily to be condemned. In short, this is a
good interim ,Manua Lescaut. I await a
better.
-Livia Alhanese (s), Maunn Lescaut;
is all twice as big as life. And

Jussi 13joerling ( t ), Des Grimm; Mario
Carlin ( t ), Ednnon<lo, Dancing Master,
Lamplighter; Robert Merrill (b), Lescant; Franco Calabrese (bs ), Ceronte,
Sergeant of the Royal Archers. Soloists,
Chorus, and Orchestra of the Rome Opera
House, Jonel Perlen, cond. RCA Vieron
LM 6116. Three LP. $14.94.
-Renata Tebaldi (s), Manua Lescaut;
Mario del Monaco (t), Des Cricux; Piero
di Palma (t ), Edmond(); Addio Zagonara
(t), Dancing Master; Mario Borriello (b),
Lescaut; Fernando Corium (1)s), Ceronte.
Soloists, Chorus and Orchestra of Accademia di Santa Cecilia (Rome), Francesco Molinari- Prulelli, Cont. Lo \ono\ A
4316. Three LP. S1404.
LA BUIIL'\IE

13oltème wont into the Metropolitan
repertory in 1900 ( tlelha singing \limi )
and, except for the 1901 -2 season, has
never been out of it since. Following
\iclba as the consumptive seamstress were
such dazzling stars as Cavalieri, Farrar,
and Bori. (Maggie Teyte, whom some
think the greatest Mimi of all, sang the
role in Philadelphia, Chicago, and Boston.) The Rodolfos have included Caruso,
McCormack, and Martinelli-and of
course C:igli, who sang in a complete recording now available in England on the
HMV label. Even in pre -LP clays there
were two complete Holre'rates, as well as a
complete Act IV conducted by Beecham,
and innumerable disses of excerpts. At this
writing there are eight complete Bolèmcs
on the American market, two others having been deleted. No other opera can
IA-i
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boast so many recorded versions -a fact
whid> means that Bohème is not only a

remarkably popular opera but one that
has accommodated itself, tvilly- nippy, to
many approaches.
I confess that the descending order of
preferences i've indicated for the eight
available Bohèmes is a pretty tentative
thing. I know which version I like best,
and think I know which one i like least;
but in between, the varying virtues and
defects do not always add up to a clearcut rase of one editions superiority to
another.
To my mind the Beecham reading
scented on first hearing to rise so far
above its competitors in so many ways
that it took first place easily. Subsequent
listening has revealed flaws but has not
altered my enthusiasm. The most significant effect this Bohème had upon me was
to rekindle my interest in a score that is
only occasionally distinguished. Here is
an example of the art of a great conductor. Beecham never misses a chance
Puccini gives him. Clarity, order, restraint which never lacks passion are the
characteristics of his reading. Note the incisive muted trumpets of Act Ii (the
famous parallel fifths), the brilliant staccato wood -wind run just before the entrance of Parpignol, the ironic comment
of the oboe at the end of Act III, while
Mimi and Rodolfo promise to wait until
spring before leaving one another. For
Inc the effect this oboe passage is intended to have was a complete revelation, although I'd seen the notes in the
score often enough. As for the singers, De
los Angeles uses her beautiful voice and
equally beautiful intelligence to great effect as Mimi, even if at times she sounds
a bit phlegmatic. in her first -act aria she
barely marks the difference between the
words "nur quench vien 1n' sgelo" and
what has gone before, although most sopranos make a great point of observing
Puccini's directions (con motto anima)
here. But the fact is that she does mark
the difference, in her own subtle, delicate
way. In the second -act septet (the one
satisfactory performance of this unsatisfactory bit of ensemble writing on records) Mimi, for once, does not try to
make her A sound more brilliant than
\lusetta's R Hat. Bjoerling is in fine voice
and makes a convincing Rodolfo-more
convincing nn records, perhaps, than he
has ever been on the stage. Of the others, Corona must be singled out for a
very funny Alcindoro, and Tozzi for a
handsome- voiced Colline. This is net a
very Italian Bohème, but more moving
than many that arc more flamboyant.
The Angel edition is a highly interesting partial success. It has the distinguished sonic. that arc characteristic of
all the Puccini operas done by this company, and the conducting is conscientious
and painstaking, if rarely inspired. Callas,
of course, (loes not have the kind of
voice one associates with Mimi. The pure
and simple she is not able to do as well
as De los Angeles. Her first two acts, despite a ravishingly quiet and convincing
first -act entrance and the unremitting
pains she takes over Puccini's markings,
fail to convince. We have to wait long
to get her at her best, but she catches
F

(ire as Mimi takes on some complexity.
When she launches into "Oolitic lieta
user- which, after all, is Mimi's greatest

moment -the wait seems worthwhile. In
the last act she captures perfectly the
dying \fimi's final glints of coquetry and
naïve acquisitiveness ( "Ma costerà!") and
the consuming love which alone lends the
role same tragic stature. (Note how she
renders the phrase "O urna sole, ma
grande clue ¡'amore.") Di Stefano. after
some explosive bellowing in "Che gelida
Inanity'," settles into a pleasing Rodolfo,
capable of insights all his own -as for instance the quick change from passionate
response to an anxious, whispered "Tetd
í¡ parlar ti .stance ("Quiet! Talking makes
you tired"). Panerai is one of the most individual-sounding baritones going, but I
don't much care for his nverstodicd Marcello. Anna 4loffo is on the whole a successful (Musette, her voice offering a nice
contrast with that of Callas.
The sound of the London version is
older and less brilliant than Angel's, and
it makes little attempt at the necessary
distancing of off-stage voices. Pranclelli
offers some nice B flats and high Cs as
Rodolfo. (Both he and Di Stefano, like
most tenors, insist upon singing a C at the
end of the first act. Only Beecham and
Toscanini sec to it that their Rodolfos sing
the modest E flat that Puccini wrote).
But he frequently gets the syllabification
wrong, and at one point he forgets his
words and has recourse to the artful
dodge of repeating the words he has just
sung ( "Mimi è tanto »tolata" instead of
"Mimi di sera è Fore "). He also has a
tendency to ham up his acting and inserts a highly improbable -sounding "Oh
no!" before blubbering out his final, repeated cry of "\llumi! " Tcbaldi is too generous with portamentos -so is Callas, for
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that matter -and too sparing of appoggiaturns. Her first act tempos are dragged,
and she drops the final high C disconcertingly sooner than Prandelli ( whose
fault this is, is a moot point). There are
many nice things in her performance,
particularly in the last act. But these are
isolated phenomena and they do not add
up to a convincing or memorable Mimi.
The pompous Marcello (Giovanni Inghilleri) ruins Tebaldi's efforts in the first
part of Act Ill. Corona is, on the other
hand, easily the best Schaunord on records, managing to make even the first -act
parrot narrative ( generally a ixore) come
alive. Cueden is badly miscast as Musette.
She distorts her voice in trying to sound
sly and witty, and fails in the effort. Her
waltz song is, bluntly, awful, and her
Italian pronunciation none too good.
The Metropolitan Opera Bohème, on
Columbia SL 101, is copyrighted 1951.
The sound is adequate, though one misses
the kind of brilliant effects that more re-

cent recording technique lends to the
gayer parts of the score. Again there are
no distancing effects; Parpignol and the
crowd are on top of us in a moment; and
Mimi and Rodolfo, at the end of the second act, sound not as though they were
walking off -stage but rather into the audience. The conductor is very cavalier about
dynamics. Admittedly, Puccini's fondness
for quadruple and quintuple piano markings is absurd, but that is no reason why
one should give up altogether and play
everything a uniform mezzo-forte. Tucker
was in superb voice when be recorded
this R(xlolfo, and his is perhaps the lushest "Che gelida manine" of all; he also
shows a genuine interest in the psychology of his part. Occasionally this enthusíestin backfires, as in the last scene. where
he attempts to answer Collins's "How is
she ?" with easy assurance ("You see?
she's sleeping quietly") but succeeds only
in sounding flippant and slightly bored.
Sayao is a curiously disappointing Mimi.
Not only does she commit breaches
against Puccini's score (e.g., a "rancor"
held for a good twenty seconds despite
the express direction "cut short ") but
also against Mimi's personality. Mimi is
not making a joke, as Sayao seems to
think, when she tells Rodolfo that she
doesn't go much to church but often
prays to Cod. Still, as with Tchaldi, there
arc isolated moments that remind us that
the soprano is capable of far better
things, perhaps the finest of them being
when she says to Rodolfo in a seared
little voice, "Tit non mi lard?" ( "you
won't leave me ? "). Besicles the marvelous
Tucker voice the best asset of this performance is the Musette. Whatever reservations one might have about Mimi
Benzell's ultimate musicianship, she was
temperamentally and vocally a charming
Musette, and we have not seen her equal
in the role since she left the Metropolitan. Baccaloni unfolds the whole doubtful tradition of buffoonery that has grown
up around Benoit, quite independently of
the score-nasal
tones, exaggerated
scoops. stops, stuttering., and all. But he
gets away with it more successfully titan
his rivals.
And what about the Toscanini Bohème?
Alas, the late great maestro sings -not just

an uncontrollable phrase here and there,
but whole arias, whole duets. He makes
duets of the arias and trios of the ducts.
Anil not that alone; he also shifts from
the soprano to the tenor part at will, preferring one or the other according to its
juiciness. I can sympathize, but I cannot
in conscience recommend. This is a pity,
because Toscanini conducted the world
premiere of Bohème; and if anyone knew
the work, it was he. Besides there is much
to recommend this recording: a Mimi as
temperamentally right for the role as Dc
los Angeles and with something of the
wide dramatic scope of Callas; a tenor
who was always at his best under Tosca' ; sonic:: better than those of most
Toscanini broadcast performances; and all
kinds of orchestral subtleties that only
Beecham approaches. The Musetta, Aim
McKnight, on the other hand, is barely
adequate; and her Italian is sheer mewlr

Continued on page 97
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IS HALF ENOUGH

How small can a speaker system be? That depends on your
standards of musical quality. Certainly a small enclosure is desirable in many living rooms -but
there is a point of diminishing returns at which you must make a choice between compactness of
the cabinet and quality of the sound. The laws of physics are stubborn -and so are music -listeners
who insist on musical realism! That is why the Bozaks are built to standards of maximum quality,
not minimum cubage -let the chips fall where they nay! The R. T. Bozak Sales Co., Darien, Conn.
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ing of that mellifluous toit
This is a
recording not for the average Bohème
lover but for the doggedly devoted -and
for all conductors who have led or ever
will lead a performance of this opera.
The Allegro- Royale is a decent, inexpensive version. The orchestral playing is
quite as good as that of most of the competing tensions. and the engineering is excellent when the inferior vinyl surfaces
allow it to he. 'ihe veteran Laurì -Volpi
can no longer manage notes ales c the
staff without shrill effort, but his singing
gives ample evidence of former glory. The
American soprano Frances Schimenti has
a great deal of style ( much of it rather
homespun), but she rivals Lauri- \-olpi for
shrillness in her upper register. There is
no libretto.
Columbia's San Carlo B ohème is the
newest and possibly the worst in the offing, characterize(' by a poorly recorded
chorus, a razor -voiced \lusetta, a Minai
who refuses to cough (in its way an admirable assertion of independence), an
easygoing conductor leading a sloppy orchestra, and -in addition -Gianni l'oggi.
Finally, there is Remington. Remington
oilers the only Lerman recording of Bohème. That is, the singers arc singing
Italian, but it might as well he German.
Electronically, the recording is a punishment to the ears. The two principals,
Ptatko Dclorco and Daniza Ilitsch, are experienced vocalists and not entirely to be
dismissed, but the engineers don't give
them a chance.
-Victoria de los Angeles (s), \liai; Luchic Amara (s), \tusctta: Jussi Bi<xrling
(t). Roxlolfo: Robert Merrill (h), Marcello; John Reardon ( h), Schaunard; Giorgi() Tozzi (bs), Colline: Fernando Corena (bs), Benoit. Alcindoro. Chorus and
12C:\ Victor Symphony Orchestra, Sir
Thomas Beecham. cond. RCA Vtcrou
LM 0043. Two LP. $9.96.
-Maria \leneghini Callas (s), Mimi;
Anna Molto (s), \lusetta: Giuseppe di
Stefano (t), Rtxlolfn; Rolando l'ancrai
(b 1, Marcello; Manuel Spatafora (b),
Schamnard: Nicola Zaccaria (1)5 1. Colline; Carlo lhtdioli (hs), Benoit, Alcindoro. Chorus and Orchestra of Li
Scala ( \(Ilan), Antonino Votto, cond.
ANGEL 35130/13. Two LP. $10.96.
-Renata Tebaltli (s), \liai; }tilde Goode» (s), \lusetta; Ciaciuto Praxlelli (t),
Rodolfo; Giovanni inghillvri ( hl, \ laret -llo: Fernando Corena (b), Schaunard;
Raphael Arie (bs), Colline; \icichiorre
Luise (bs), Alcindoro, Brunit. Chorus
and Orchestra of Accadcuniat di Santa
Cecilia (Rome), Alberto Erede, cond.
L)NDON A 4209. Two LP. $9.96.
-Bunn Sayan (s), Mimi; \liai Benzell
(s). \lusetta; Richard Tucker (t), Rodolfo: Francesco Valentino (h), Marcello;
George Cehanovskv (I0. Seiaiinard: Nicola Moscona (lis), Colline; Salvatore
Baccaloni (is), Benoit, Alcindoro. Chorus
and Orchestra of the Metropolitan Opera
Association,
ciation, Giuseppe Antonicelli. conci.
Coi.exuu._t SL 101. Two LP. $7.96.
Licit Albanese (s), Mimi: Ann McKnight (s), \lusetta; Jan Pcerce (t), Ro(lollo; Francesco Valentino (h), \larcello; George Cehanovsky (b ), Schaunard; Nicola \loscona (bs), Colline; Salvatore. Baccaloni (bs), Benoit, Alcindoro.
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NBC Symphony Orchestra, .Arturo i oscanini, conci. RCA Vtcron L \i 6006. Two
LP. $9.96.
-Frances Schimenti ( s ) \fini; Mafalda
DlicI elnzzi (s), Iusetta; Giacomo LauriVolpi ( t ), Rodolfo; Giovanni Ciawola (h ),
Marcello; Elmo -fitta (b), Scbaunard;
Victor Tatozzi Os),
), Colline; Piero Passerotti ( hs ), Benoit. Alcindoro. ALLEGn0ROYaLE 1542143. Two LP. 55.90.
-Antonietta Stella (s), \limi; Bnmo Rizzoli (s). \lusetta; Gianni Poggi ( t), Rodolfo; Renato Capecchi (h i, Marcello;
Guido Mazzini (h). Schannard: Giuseppe
\codesti (bsl, Collin; Mcichiorre Luise
(bs), Benoit; Giorgio Onesti (bs), Akindoro. Chorus and Orchestra of the Teatro
di San Carlo di Napoli, Francesco \lolinari- Praabelli, coed. COLI ?nets\ \12L 101.
Two LP. $7.90.
-Daniza Ilitsch (s). Mimi; Ruthiklc
Boesch (s), \lusetta; Ratko Delorco (t),
Marcello;
lioxlolfu: Theo ßayk (h
Marian luit (b.). Colline; Georg Oeggl
(I)), Sehaumard: Emil Siegerth ( lit 1, Benoit, Alcindoro. REMINGro R 199 -99.
Two LP. $7.96.
,
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TOSCA

Tosco followed B.hèmc in 1900 and
proved a startling change of pace for
Puccini. who had undertaken the work
with some mb...ekin . over its brutal plot.
It belongs with Il Tiilmiro as the most
"veristic" of his operas ;uxl. like that
work, has cote in for much stricture.
Quite true. the plan of Sardou froni which
it derives is unalloyed melodrama, offensive not because it contains scenes of
torture, attempted rape, murder, execution. and suicide. hut because those scenes
exist without reference to a personal vision of life. without any philosophic conviction that man's destiny it ugly and
that fate takes a cruel pleasure in the
ironic tricks it plays upon hint. Sardou's
one intention, outside of making money
and providing a starring vehicle for Bernhardt. was to give his audience goose
flesh. lic succeeded. But goose flesh is a
passing excitation, and Sardou's play is
now quite dead. To say, however, that
Tosca lives only because of Puccinï s music would be unfair and untrue.
Ciaeosa and Utica provided a remarkably
well -constructed libretto which rises to
moments of lyric intensity that called
from Puccini the lest music he had within
hint. And if the three main characters are
really nacre puppets. they yet have a
surface complexity that, ignited by the
flame of Puccinï s genius, has consistently
attracted great singing actors to them and
held audiences spellbound for nearly
sixty years.
Even people who intensely dislike the
singing of \lama Callas grant that her recording of Tosco is not entirely negligible.
Those wino admire her as a singer and
actress are likely to place this very high
indeed among recorded operatic re-creations. Possibly \hizio was as great
a Tosca, but so completely does Callas absorb the role that it is difficult to imagine
any other approach as being equally
right. Certainly other contemporary Toscas, some of whom give praiseworthy

performances, are but pale competitors.
The role, of course, snakes great demands upon the singer's voice. When the
Angel album was done, in 1933, Calla:
voice was in excellent condition. The unprepared leaps and thrusts into the stratosphere that must be negotiated in climactic moments arc not clone with ease
(nor ought they to be) but with remarkable control. in the second -act inquisition
scene. Callas alone manages the series of
rising semitones to the reiterated cry of
"Ah!" without producing an effect more
painful than exciting; and having traversed and descended from C, C sharp,
A, and B flat, she produces an electrifying high C that is very different from
Caniglia's screech or \li!auov's squeal. A
Few moments later she gives an equally
impressive display of chest tones at the
other end of the scale, in the utterly
tired sickened -at-heart repetition of "non
pons° pia- ( "1 cannot bear any more").
I make a point of this sheer vocalism in
contradistinction to the opinion that Callas is a great Tosco despite her vocal
limitations. As an actress, of course. there
is no doubt of her complete command,
from the moment we hear her calling
"\fario!" from off -stage to the moment
of her final apostrophe to Scorpio. The
two qualities which win my respect most
of all are her absolute, note -by-note faithfulness to Puccini's score and her ability
to build a scene. to make of it an ever widening are of dramatic tensions. As an
example of the former quality, notice that
site :done of recorded Toscas sings the
great epitoohiuoi for Scatpia ('1 °tanti
a lui (vomica tutta Rama ") as it is written. in strict rhythm and to reiterated C
sharps. The others resort to half -speech
and exaggerated pauses, accenting the
contempt of the words but destroying the
pity inherent in them as Callas sloes not.
As to the other quality, the ability to keep
tension rising over a considerable period
of time. sie shares honors here with tie
superb Scarpia, Tito Col>bi. Together they
make of Act 1I- starting with Se: olds
"Ed or frii ,oi piii1iam tla /, troni amid,"
page 235 of the Ricordi orchestral score
an object lesson in dramatic planning. It
all goes with such logic that " Vissi date"
scents but one clement in the whole,
rather than the annoying though beautiful ,action- stopper it in fact is. Maestro
De Sabana, of course. has his large share
in all this, choosing the right tempo every
time, supporting the singers with admirably disciplined orchestral sound. The.
Cavaradossi of Giuseppe di Stefano is a
joy to the ear, hut beyond the beautiful
voice is a fond of honest musicianship.
If anything. there is perhaps ton much
restraint in his big moments. He doesn't,
for instance, "burst into tears" after his
rapturous "E hicecan le stellc" -for
which most of us can only have gratitude. The sound is not Angel's best and
details get lost that would not if the recording were of 1938 vintage, a fact which
I cannot bring myself to lainent very
earnestly. There is tow much else to rejoice about.
If I give second place to the venerable
Gigli- Caniglia version. it is to be understood that we have now descended from
stratospheric regions to distinctly earth-
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bound realms. If one turns up the volume
a good deal, the sound is. at limes, not in-
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ferior to London's (avhich is only so-so).
There is tt good deal of variation, however, in volumc level. The voices, curiously enough, suffer more in transference
from 78s than does the orchestra. The
Gigli bloom is considerably thinner and
paler than originally. Caniglia is a powerful- voiced 'Tosco. capable of dealing with
a good noun)' of the role's difficulties but
often in a shrill, bullying sort of way.
Most annoying is her carelessness about
note values, with a fondness for turning
crotchets into explosive semiquavers as a
means of underlining a word or phrase.
At best, however, she makes an exciting
diva, and her fabulous cocc di petto tells
strongly in the stabbing scene. Cigli, too,
sometimes rewrites Puccini to serve his
own ends: notice the characteristic double
forte in the ninth bar of "Recondite armoniai' where Puccini indicates at change
from pianissimo to piano. In order to
make himself heard above basso an <i orchestra, he even shoves his part up a
sixth at the point where Cavaradossi offers
to accompany Angelotti back to his faun
( "con con eerro" ). What I like hest is not
his two arias (both arc taken mercilessly
slowly) lint the great, masculine outburst
to liberty in the second act. His words
ring like a clarion through the protests of
Tosco and Scarpia, and he is so carried
away that he sings one more defiant
'carnefice!" ( "haungntan! ") than is to be
found in the score. indeed, what is best
about this recording is the sense of spontaneity. of a real stage performance, that
pervades it. The Scorpio is a thick -voiced
and obvious one, but bath he and Ganglia make the near -rape business sound
uncomfortably convincing. Besides the
traditional four-bar cut after Tosea's aria
(only London is guiltless of this bit of
senselessness) there is an entirely unjustified five -bar cut at the point where
Tosco finds out that she has been doped.
And this is the only version which gives us
a soprano instead of a "rngazzo" in the
shepherd'.; song of Act III.
The Victor album conducted by Leinsdorf has what should be the advantage
of the most modern engineering of all
competing sets. Unfortunately, however,
its soon<l is its worst drawback. Ovcrmicrophoning produces serious distortions
in forte sections. 'then, too, Lcinsdorf
often loses himself in a maze of petty detail and fails to realize that his orchestra
is producing some ugly string or brass
torte. The three principals are Metropolitan idols and have had distinguished
pasts. They are not, however, precisely in
their prime, nd two of them at least
( \lil:utov and
Bjocrling) are not %veil
suited to their roles. \lilanov's high notes
are a trial; she is capable of an occasional good A flat but above that reigns
chaos and clerk night. Her abilities as an
actress were always modest and do not
help mach here. Iljoxerling's voice sounds
thin, and he forces tones in a manner
uncharacteristic of his best singing. And
he is far too passive a Cavaradossi even
if the screams from the torture room (are
they his ?) arc quite bloodcurdling. In
the end, however, he gives us a lovely
"E lucecrni le sidle" and "O dolt! mani."

liS

As Scorpio, Leonard Warren gives Cobbi
some serious competition, despite due fact

that his voice seems rather frayed and
less innately Scarpia -like than

Cobbï s.

The second-act monologue ( "Ella Cerro) ")
is an impressive bit of heroic- satanic declamation. I notice here as so often in
Warren's singing, however, a tendency to
overemphasis which on occasion approaches affectation. Corona is a far better
Sacristan than he is on the London set
the best, indeed, on records. He makes
the part crackle with sly caricature.
should like to sec London scrap
their present Tosca, which is fairly old
and poorly recorded, and give Tehaldi
the opportunity of recording it anew,
with far better assistance than she gets in
the present set. The singing she contributes here, as well as her stage performances, proves that she lias much to
offer in the role. But surrounded as she
is with a dull -average Cavaradossi, a
bungling Scorpio who sounds bored
rather than menacing in the Te Deun
scene, and the thoroughly uninspired
musical direction of Alberto Erede, she
wages a losing battle.
-Maria \Iencghini Callas (s), Tosca;
Ginscppe di Stefano (t ), Cavaradossi;
Angelo \Iercuriali (t ), Spoletta; Tito
Cobbi (b) Scorpio; Franco Calabrese
(Its), Angclotti; Melchiorre Luise (Its),
Sacristan. Soloists, Chorus, and Orchestra
of La Scala (Milan), Victor do Sabata,
cond. ANGEL 3308/5. Two LP. $10.96.
-\laria Caniglia (s), Tosco; Beniamino
Cigli (t), Cavaradossi; Nino \iar-ziotti
(t), Spoletta; Armando Rorgioli (b),
Scorpio; Ernesto Dominici (Its), Angelotti; Giulio 'Tomci (bs), Sacristan. Soloists, Chorus and Orchestra of the home
Opera House, Olivier() de Fabritiis, cond.
RCA VICTOR LC'f 6004. Two LP. $9.96.
-'Lipka Milano)' (s), Tosca; Jussi Maierling (t), Cavaradossi; Mario Carlin (t),
Spoletta; Leonard \ Narren (b), Scorpio;
Leonardo \lonreale (1)::), Angelotti; Fernando Corena (Is), Sacristan. Soloists,
Chorus and Orchestra of the Roue Opera
House, Erich Leinsdorf, cond. RCA Vic Ton LM 6052. Two LP. $0.96.
-Renata Tebaldi (s), Tosco; Giuseppe
Canpora (t ), Cavaradossi; Piero di
Palma ( t ), Spoletta; Enzo \lascherini (I)),
Scarpia; Dario Casclli (In), Angelotti;
Fernando Corona (Its), Sacristan. Soloists, Chorus, and Orchestra of Accademia
di Santa Cecilia (Rome), Alberto Erede,
cond. LONDON A 4213. Two LP. $9.96.

-

1

MAm.{\IA RUTCL?aFLY

One of the critical commonplaces of current musical journalism is that Puccini's
music is always Italian, no natter where
he sets his operas. Nit/damn Butterfly,
according to this gospel, is "fall- blooded"
Italian opera, "spiced" with some Oriental -s ending phrases which the critic looks
at with smiling condescension. Ile has
seen through the attempted fraud and
knows that under Cio -Cio -Sam's white
kimono beats the heart of Tosca, or at
least of Stair Angelica. Contrary to this
point of view, the significant fact is that,

Continued on page I00
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NEW, UNIQUE BLONDER -TONGUE
Never before has the audiophile, the music lover or experimenter
a versatile high fidelity component at his command. Nine
individual controls enable you to boost or attenuate any one, two or
more, up to nine octave bands in the audio frequency spectrum
as
much as ± 14 db. What's more, an ingenius visible indicator for each
control instantly shows the degree of boost or attenuation for any
octave as well as the response curve over the audio spectrum.
The Blonder- Tongue Audio Baton, an entirely new concept in high
fidelity components, is self -powered and easily connected between the
preamplifier and the power amplifier stages in any hi -fi or audio system -also compatible with many prcamp- amplifier combination units.
The possible applications for the Audio Baton arc virtually unlimited
for correcting speaker and other system deficiencies as well as
deficiencies in program material; for deliberately emphasizing or
had such

-

-

audio baton

de- emphasizing certain sounds

(accompaniment, noise, etc.) in rerecording; for changing the timbre and character of certain sounds
(for singling out individual instruments for study). In music reproduction, the Audio Baton is just that: a conductor's baton in the
hands of the owner.
The Audio Baton also finds ready use in public address and call
systems, where it is desirable for specific frequency bands to be peaked
or attenuated in order to achieve maximum intelligibility for minimum
listening fatigue. And for stereo, two Audio Batons may be employed
for the ultimate in a stereo system.
Housed in a modern, streamlined cabinet with handsome front
control panel, the Audio Baton lists at 119.95.
For an unforgettable experience, hear the Audio Baton at your high
fidelity dealer today, or write for details: Dept. HF-12

BLONDER -TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC.

9

Ailing Street, Newark

2, New

Jersey

Manufacturer of High Fidelity components

UHF converters
Industrial TV Systems
Master TV Systems
SPECIFICATIONS:
nine octave compensator controls (40/80/160 /320/640/1280/2560 /5120/10240 cps) with illuminated vertical indicator
frequency
response: flat from 20 cps to 20,000 cps ± 2db
by -pass rotary switch
0 insertion loss
I.SV. RMS maximum input with less than 1% harmonic distortion
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by whatever means. Puccini does manage
to create the illusion that his little geisha
is Japanese and not Italian. The whole
fabric of the work depends upon that
illusion, upon the conflict between Oriental and Western c'alucs, the sense that
Butterfly's tragedy is chargeable to Pinkerton's ignorance of a code so rigid, so
ancient, so inbred that, once invoked,
Butterfly acts ulwn it as automatically as
her father did. The great farewell to her
child before she kills herself is, or should
be, implacable. ritualistic, pricstesslike.
The fact that most sopranos bathe this
scene nith maudlin sentiment is not Puecini's fault nor that of his librettists, as a

NEW FOR CHRISTMAS
the
glowing sound
on

ATE RE O AGE
stereophonic
discs
Appearing below are the titles now available in the most distinguished library of stereophonic music yet offered to music listeners.
Stereo Age, though barely a year old, is already winning the enthusiastic recognition of critics and collectors for the unusually high
and for its
character of its repertoire and its artistic standards
"glowing sound" that is at once utterly natural, true, clean, and in
realistic dimensional balance. Logically. this stereo product is packin handsome library albums
aged to reflect its superior character
with linen -bound title edges. The appeal throughout is to music
listeners of judgment and of developed taste. For your collection, or
to give as a fine gift this season. choose stereo discs by Stereo Age
at leading music dealers.

...

-
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A surpassingly beautiful recording of
The Harp of Edward Vito
works by Hindemith. Prokofieff. Debussy. Pierne
performed by
one of the world's leading harpists. CD-1. 56.95.

...

Bartok 2nd String Quartet - Kohon String Quartet. "
mirably brilliant, lucid and well-balanced." (High Fidelity) "
" (Saturday Review` CD.2. 56.95.
auspicious send -off

...

..

.

...

adan

Shostakovich: Concerto for Piano & Orchestra: Britten: Variations
a Theme of Frank Bridge
- Strings of the New York Chamber
Symphony. with piano and trumpet soloists. The first orchestral re.
two modern masterpieces
and a
cording by Stereo Age
brilliant new standard in sound. CD -3. 56.95.
on

...

Songs of Charles Ives; Devy Barnett. soprano
Songs beautiful
and moving. expressively performed by a gifted young Stereo Age

discovery.

CD -4.

I

56.95.

Modern Chamber Masterpieces. Kurka: Sonata 04 for Violin &
Plano. Ben -Ham: Trio. Opus 22. Two remarkable modern works. recorded in concert. Robert Kurka (1922.19571 is an American composer of rapidly increasing stature. Ben -Haim is Israel's leading

i

contemporary. CO-5. 56.95.
Modern Masterpieces for Piano. Works of Bela Bartok. Dmitri
Kabalevsky. and Paul Ben -Haim. Isabelle Byman, a Schubert Memorial
artist. performs in this group of brilliant pieces which test the full
range of Steinway "D" tone and dynamics. CD -6. 56.95.
Jazz From New York /Stereo Mosaic. Side 1: "Bedrock" jazz featuring Coleman Hawkins. Joe Thomas. 1. C. Higginbotham & All -Stars
very exciting
brightly crisp, well-localized stereo ism
indeed ."
High Fidelityì. Side 2: Excerpts from Stereo Age releases
an ideal. all -music stereo demonstration disc. SD -1. 54.95.
.
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glance at the same will show.
Since Rosina Stnrehin we have had
Very few sopranos who have really understood this role The standard mistake.
in line with the standard criticism. is to
make of Butterfly a heavy, tragic. Ttalianate figure. -Almost equally common is
the tendency to make her a mincing little
figure of fun. The first approach is given
a classic illustration in the 'l'ebaldi recording, the second in the performance
of Ton dal NIonte. Most of the other sopranos I shall discuss fall somewhere between these two kinds. of Butterflys, although Victoria do los Angeles manages
to avoid the excesses of both nithont actually emancipating herself from either.
And this leaves Shona Callas. The consensus seems to he that Callas' lfadam°
Butterfly is the least sncce'ssfnl of her
Puccini recordings. This judgment can
only be based upon the undeniable fact
that her top notes are, to put it kindly,
unfortunate. She insists upon taking the
D flat alternate at the end of her entrance scene ('fehaldi and Dc los Angeles have the modesty and good sense
to leave that note alone ), and always
chexnses the higher passage when Puccini
gives her the choice. The results are always the snore: very unpleasant aural
sensations. But to dismiss the performance on the grounds of five or six poorly
sung mites is to deny oneself the experience of hearing a Butterfly very close to
the one Puccini load in his mind anti
heart when he wrote this music. From
the moment when we hear her first
phrase ( "Aneora inn passo or via") floated
towards us from off- stage, to the last
quiet, unsohhed command to her son
(-1-a, gioca. gioc ,' -"Co, play, play-)
we recognize in this Butterfly the real
thing. Callas sings most of the music at
half 'nice, using coloristic effects sparingly and conforming to the shapes of
phrases, espresavc markings, and Puccini's coast :eat dramaturgic hints (which
appear in bracketed monosyllables above
the voice part) with a microscopic (idelity..Anol though she subordinates the
humorous touches in the first two acts,
she does not neglect them: sec the way
she re -crises the sound of the pompoms
American judge who sends all erring
husbands to jail. or her delicious inter ntptions of Sharpless' letter reading and
subsequent repentance ( "dice proprio
cosi?
. toce'io,
merit), più mina").
When she is required toi pull out the
stops, she eines so superbly. Butterfly,
more than any other Puccini opera. belongs to the soprano (the tenor isn't al-
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lowed a complete, uninterrupted aria to
himself ), but the Angel recording is also
richly endowed in its Pinkerton and
Suzuki. Nicolai Cedila cloys not have the
regulation Pinkerton voice. He makes
smaller. more cautious sounds, and his
first -act quasi -aria "Don/ague al mondo"

admittedly disappointing -partly became Von Karajan takes the .allegro sostenuto tempo too slowly. But he is . iperb in the love music and the third -act
trio, and his sense of style k refreshing
indeed. Lucia Dania, besides being an
excellent esecutant, has the perfect Suzuki voice, light and sopranolike. For
sheer vocalism the Cherry Duct, with
its two voices melting into one another,
is perhaps the high point Of the recording. Angel is also to be commended for
restoring the part Of Yamadori to a tenor.
The tradition of a bass or baritone doing
the part, reflected in all the other recordings. stems from the purely extra musical reason that it is convenient for
the same singer to doublc in the roles
of Yamadori and the Commissioner. Despite the slow tempos, Von Karajan gives
a fine account of the orchestra writing.
The first stereo Butterfly have not yet
had a chance to live with very long, but
f tentatively put it in second place for
the brilliance of its engineering and the
outstanding Cio -Cio -San of Anna \loffo.
She succeeds in giving such stature to
the almost-never-excerpted second aria
of Act II, "E oak) rturntdn egli stacrt in
quel stun gran' pease, that one almost
thinks it a finer thing than "Fa bel di."
She does not lend the role the kind of
overarching unity-in-variety to be found
in Callas' Butterfly, but except for the
completely misinterpreted final scene
hers is a performance 'cry much to be
reckoned with. Cesare Valletti has even a
smaller voice than Cedda's, but it goes
well with the generally reduced size and
intimate gestures of this reading. Lcinsdarf is to he commended for restoring a
charming passage (pages 9 -t through
1114 in the Ricordi orchestral score) quite
senselessly cut in all rival versions.
Despite its age ( 1949) the Columbia
set seems to me to deserve third billing.
The sound is remarkably good, Max Rudolf's conducting is painstaking, and the
Nletropolitan Orchestra plays with a brio
rarely met with in Angel discs. Eleanor
Stchcr's Butterfly is musical, her voice in
1949 was of pristine loveliness (see the
stunning D flat in the entrance scene),
and she inflects much of the music convincingly. \'hat her performance lacks
k individuality and spontaneity; she follows the most correct models and never
allows instinct to obtnidc its dangerous
head. There is much to admire in her
Butterfly but one remains somehow unconvinced and, in the end, indifferent.
Tucker is in resplendent voice; one marvels that he avoids the high C in the love
duct. One also regrets that "Äddio fiorito
asir is so teasingly short and inconclusive when it is sung as well as it is here.
Ciuseppe Valdengo makes the tiresome
Sharpless a bit less tiresome than usual,
and the two faithful Metropolitan comprimarios, Alessio de Paoli% and George
Cehanovsky, do their usual competent
jobs as Coro and Yamadori. Jean Mais
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dcira is a bottom -heavy Suzuki; she is a
contralto and by no stretch of the imagination a mezzo. A good deal of annoying stage business is to be heard in the
recording, including a resounding smack
as Butterfly kisses Pinkertoñ s letter, and
art unconscionable amount of sobbing in
the final scent.
have alThe London Butterfly, as
ready indicated, presents Tcbaldi in one
of her least satisfying Puccini characterizations. Not only does she fail to project
the illusion that Cio -Cio -San is a Japanese, but her mature tones and big gestures make Butterfly's claim that she is
just fifteen seem the most outrageous of
fibs. The personality that she presents is
simply miles away from the character
who says to Pinkerton "Love me please
with a love to suit a child. We are
people accustomed to little things, humble and silent." It goes without saying
that Tebaldi does some lovely singing,
and there will always be those for whom
lovely singing is enough. Giuseppe Cant porn is not in the Cedda-Tucker class;
he rises his voice without much style and
shows an indifference for note %slues.
Nell Rankin is another contraltolike Suziiki, whereas the singer who has the
thankless role of Kate is really a rather
light soprano. The sound (1951) is
faded, and Erede tarns in a mediocre job
as conductor. This is one of the few recordings to attempt ornithological effects
in the prelude to Act Ill, but the bird
calls sound more like ill -oiled springs.
The EMI- Capitol set, with De los Angeles, Di Stefano, and Gobbi, would have
taken precedence over the London except
for the raucous, ugly engineering. The
singers sound at times as though the microphones (very much a plural noun) have
been shoved down their throats. Lnntarui
or distancing effects, so important in the
first act and in the sailors calls of the
third, are nonexistent. It is difficult to
make a judgment about the orchestra
since the aural perspective is so muddy;
in quieter passages the playing scenes
competent but not up to Scala standards.
De los Angeles sings engagingly as Butterfly but rather too much all one way.
The "humble and silent" she does very
well, but there is also the Butterfly who
threatens to kill Suzuki and very nearly
does kill Coro. This aspect, as well as
the ritualistic suicide scene, eludes lier.
Di Stefano is at his least satisfactory here,
treating us to explosive singing, highhanded treatment of text, and behaving
in general in the tradition of the bad
operatic tenor which he is not. Gobbi
is one of the best baritones going, but
his voice is all wrong for Sharplesc, too
dark -hued and intense. He accepts Pinkerton's offer of another glass of whisky
as though it were a challenge to mortal
combat. Still be rises to the trio most effectively -when
Di Stefano
doesn't
drown hint out.
The Butterfly in Victor's Collectors'
Series has two names to conjure by, Toti
dal Monte and Beniamino Gigli. But the
original 16- record complete recording on
78s has been pared to a two -record cut
version for LP. Cigli, in excellent voice,
1
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Save yourself time and trouble by ordering your
books directly from us. Just fill in the coupon
below and mail it to us with your remittance.
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RECORDS IN REVIEW -1958
The Fourth High Fidelity Annual

The standard reference for the intelligent purchase of LPs and tapes
Contains reviews of classical and semiclassical music, and
the spoken word, that appeared in HIGH FIDELITY Magazine from July 1957 through June 1958.
Reviews cover the merits of the performance and the quality of the recording. They also make comparative evaluations with releases of previous years.
Written by some of this country's most knowledgeable

Nearly 900 reviews of records and srereop;tonic tapes,
arranged alphabetically and by musical category for convenient use.
Almost three times as many cape reviews as in the previous

compilation.
Includes index of performers.
Sturdily bound and attractively jacketed.

critics.

Order Today- Use Convenient Coupon Belote

$5.95

fil)
High Fidelity Record Annuals
1955 ANNUAL edited by Roland Gelait

-

$4.95
1956 ANNUAL

HIGH FIDELITY
A Bibliography of Sound Reproduction
Compiled by K. J. Spencer
Foreword by G. A. Briggs
This new book, imported in a limited quantity from England
and available in this country only through the publishers of

201

edited by Roland Gelait

237
$4.50
RECORDS IN REVIEW -1957
257
Griffiths
$4.95

-

HIGH FIDELITY Magazine, is

edited by Joan

Each of these hooks, the only ones of their kind, contains
reviews of classical and semiclassical music, and the spoken
word, that appeared in HIGH FIDELITY Magazine for the twelve
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preceding their date
July through June inclusive
of publication. The reviews discuss performances, interpretations, and sound qualities; in addition they compare recordings
with earlier versions. Reviewers include some of the most
distinguished contemporary music critics.
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By John S. Filson
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Paper, $1.45
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fills Pinkerton's part with subtleties not
to be found among his rivas, although
Gedda provides subtleties of vis own.
Toti dal \lonte's superb settee of humor
is interesting quite independently of the
score, but her tiny voice cannot really
cope with the music Puccini has given
Butterfly. And she somehow thinks that
since she is supposed to be Japanese, she
ought to sing through her nose -which
she does, maddeningly. The conducting,
by Karajan standards, is slapdash, and
the sound is of course faded.
The Remington vcrsiOf, valiantly
bringing up the rear, has one thing only
to recommend it: the singing of Hilde
Riissl- \lajdan as Suzuki.
-\daria \lene,,hini Callas (s), Madama
Butterfly; Lucia Danicli ( ms ), Suzuki;
Nicolai Gedda (t), Pinkerton; Renato
Ercolani (t), Coro; Mario Carlin (t ),
Yamadori; \tari() Borriello (b), Sharp less; Plinio Clabu,s i (bs), the Bonze. Soloists, Chorus, and Orchestra of Li Scala
(Milan) Herbert von Karajan, cond.
ANGEL 3523/C. 'Three LP. 515.04.
-Anna Motto (s), Ntadmna Butterfly;
Rosalind Elias (ms), Suzuki; Cesare Val letti (t), Pinkerton; Mario Carlin (t),
Coro; Renato Cesari (1)), Sharpless; Nestore Catalani (10, Yamadori; Fernando
Corena (bs), the Bonze. Soloists, Chonts
and Orchestra of the Rouse Opera House,
Erich Leinsdorf, coud. RCA Varron LM
6135, Three LP, $14.94; RCA \'!ergo
ESC fills, Three SI), 507.94.
-Eleanor Stcber (s), Madama Butter fly; Jean Madeira (ms), Suzuki; Richard
Tucker (t), Pinkerton; Alessio de Paolis
(t), Coro; Giuseppe \'aldengo (b),
Sharpless; George Cchanovsky (b), Yamadori; \icichiorre Luise (las), the
Bonze. Soloists, Chorus, and Orchestra of
the \fetrolxtlitan Opera Association, Max
Rudolf, cond. CoLomnI SL 104. Three
LP. $11.94.
-Renata 'I'ebaldi (s), Madama Butterfly; Nell Rankin (ms), Suzuki; Ciuseppe
Campora (t), Pinkerton; Piero di Palma
(t ), Coro; Giovanni Inghilleri (b),
Sharpless; Mcichiorre Luise (bs), Yamadori; Fernando Corena (bs), the Bonze.
Soloists, Chorus, and Orchestra of Aceademia di Santa Cecilia (Rome), Alberto
Erede, cond. Loronx A 4306. Three
LP. $ 14.94.
-Victoria dc los Angeles (s), Madama
Butterfly; Anna \laria Canali (ms), Suzuki; Giuseppe di Stefano (t), Pinkerton; Renato Ercolani (t), Coro; Tito
Gobbi (b), Sharpless; Arturo La Porta
(l)s), lamadori; Bruno Sbalchiero (bs),
the Bonze. Soloists, Chorus, and Orchestra of the Rome Opera House, Cianandrea Cavazzeni, cond. E \11- Capitol
CCR 7137. Three LP. 813.98.
-Toti dal \tonte (s), Madama Butterfly;
Vittoria Palonbini (ms), Suzuki; Bentatuino Cigli (t), Pinkerton; Adc6o Zagonara (t), Coro; \tarin Basiola (b ),
Sharpless; Gino Conti (b), Yamadori;
Ernesto Dominici (bs), the Bonze. Soloists, Chorus, and Orchestra of the Romo
Opera I- louse, Olivier() de Fabritiis, conci.
RCA Vic.-rot LCT 6006. Two LP. $9.96.
-Daniza Ilitsch (s), Madama Butterfly;
Hildegard Riissl- \lajdan (ms), Suzuki;
%
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And 4 more wondeful albums
to fill your Xmas Stocking.
416 Paris 1900
'CELP 417 La Plata Sextette Swings for You
CELP 418 Great Band Themes go Latin
'CELP 425 Modern Art of Jazz-Tony Scott
CELP

5

77strhltvt/trFr7lnárkYlnálrhr7AhtY4./Fia

at 5398

only on

These albums available on STEREO as welt as Monaural.
For the high fidelity Connoisseur who demands that
his equipment operate at its fullest potential... Seeco
Records are

a

must.

IF NOT AT YOUR DEALERS. WRITE:
SEECO RECORDS, DEPT.HF, 39 WEST 60 STREET. N.Y.

Continued on page 106
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Sound
Talk
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by J. J. Noble
Chief Engineer, Electronics
AMPLIFIER POWER

Power is an important factor in the selection of a high fidelity amplifier. it is the
controlling factor in the degree of loudness that can be obtained without coloration or distortion.
Power specifications, however, are sometimes written in an inadequate or misleading manner. Such ternis as "program
peak; "instantaneous peak; "tone burst
peak" and others arc used to make an
amplifier sccm more powerful than it is.
But, since their meaning is not accurately
defined, these terns are of little use in
judging the true capabilities of the unit.
An RMS continuous duty rating is the
only one for which there is an accepted
standard, therefore the only rating that
gives n true picture of an amplifier's power
abilities.
Yet such a simple statement of power is
not enough. It is also necessary to know
over what frequency range this power capability extends. This relationship of power
and frequency should not be confused

with the normal "frequency response"
specification, which is only a statement of
the range over which the amplification is
constant within the limits specified. and is
usually measured at power levels far
below the maximum capability of the
amplifier.
Frequency response is simple to achieve.
Power capability, however, is expensive
and progressively more costly as the frequency range of the power capability is
extended. It is this all- important "power
frequency range" that is the true criterion
of an amplifier's quality and abilities; and
it is the difference in this frequency range
of full power ability that accounts for the
wide variation in price for amplifiers of
the same specified output.

Ability to deliver full power over the

entire frequency range of the fundamental
tones of all instruments and voices is necessary for fine high fidelity reproduction.
This ability will be found in all amplifiers
manufactured by ALTEC LANSING
Corporation, and is one of the reasons for
their superior audio quality. Visit your
high fidelity dealer. Ask for a demonstration of fine ALTEC amplifiers for monophonic and stereophonic reproduction.
Hear the full power over the entire frequency range.
Write for free catalogue: ALTEC LANSING
CORPORATION, Dept. 1214-C 1515 S.
Ndanchester Avenue, Anaheim, Calif., 161
Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.
;2.43
HIGH FInELI1Y MACA2INE
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Now Everyone can play STEREO
by joining the
STEREOPHONIC HEISIG SOCIETY
Organized over two years ago, S.M.S. has only two basic aims:

... to give its members the finest service obtainable anywhere in supplying their stereo needs,
... and to keep them constantly informed of new and exciting developments, in this fascinating,
rapidly changing field of stereo.
In addition, the combined purchasing power of our many thousands of members makes possible
extraordinary savings and other benefits, which you, too, may obtain by joining S.M.S.

join our

loin our

STEREO RECORD DIVISION

STEREO TAPE DIVISION

and receive

FREE

and

an

receive

FREE

these

gLG(r/WCL

STEREO

TAPES

STEREO CARTRIDGE*

and DIAMOND NEEDLE
featuring superb stereo highlights,

which fits all standard record players and
tone arms and will play 331/ LP, 45 and 78 RPM records.

specially selected by the manufacturers
to show off their finest recordings and
produced exclusively for S.M.S. A full
hour of great musical enjoyment

-

Retailing at $22,50

..

`Now available

.

Ceramic or

4(agnetic cartridge.

NOT AVAILABLE ANYWHERE

Indicate choice below.

ELSE. A $22.50 value

AS A MEMBER OF EITHER DIVISION, YOU ENJOY ALL THESE ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES:
Maximum savings on all Stereophonic Records and Sterophonic Tapes
immediate Shipment from most complete stock anywhere -we have every stereo disc, every stereo tape
Free monthly catalog of latest releases and Stereo. Newsletter
SMS pays all postage, right to your door
Initial purchase requirement in Stereo Record Divisions:
3 records from the list beloty, no further obligation.

No minimum purchase requirement
in Stereo lape Division.

FULL YEAR MEMBERSHIP IN EITHER DIVISION:
GRAND AWARD at $4.9a each
Roman Spectacular, Charles Magnante
& his Orchestra
GA 205 SD
"Knuckles" O'Toole and his Orchestra
play All -Time Ragtime Hits GA 209 SD
The Roaring 20's, Vol. 2
CA 211 SD
Oklahoma! & South Pacific
GA )17 SD

Vienna Woods, Boys
Choir of Vienna, Songs from Strauss:
Brahms: Schubert: Mozart.
OSL-28
Salute to Tommy Dorsey,
The Bay Big Band
Salute to Glenn Miller,
The Bay Big Band
Salute io Benny Goodman,
The Bay Big Band

hi
2
To: Stereophonic Music Society, Inc., 303 Grand Avenue, Palisades Park, N. J.
Please enroll me for a lull one year period as a member of Stereophohic Music Society,
in the STEREO TAPE DIVISION
in the STEREO RECORD DIVISION
I understand that
am under no obligation to purchase any specified number of records other than
the 3 which
have checked off on the left, and that
1

F

OMEGA of $5.95 each
Voices from the

OS1.16

I

am to receive as a bonus

a free Electrovolce Stereo Cartridge and Diamond Needle (worth $22.50)

OSL19

WESTMINSTER at $5.98 each

understand that I am under no obligation to purr
chase any minimum number of tapes under the
Socicty's Group Purchase Plan. I am to receive my
bonus of four stereo tapes by return mail, for a
I

stacked (in -Itne) machine

staggered (offset) machine

Please check your choice of cartridge below:

Magnetic

Ceramic
OSL 18

$9.00

lour track for New Ampex, Pentron, l'andberg,
Telectro, and Viking machines.

Enclosed is check or money order covering $9.00
membership fee plus cost of three records checked

My check or money order for $9.00 is

Total amount

cover membership fee

5

enc%ose4 to

Ravel: Bolero, Rhapsody Espanola. Paris
Opera Orch., Rosenthal, cond. WST 14023
Puccini for Orch., Vienna Stare Orch.
Schaffer, conductor
WST 14026
French Overtures in Stereo Hi Fi
Paris Opera Orch., Scherchen, cond.

Regardless of whether I enroll in the Record or Tape Division, I will receive maximum savings on
all future purchases of stereo records OR tapes, free monthly catalogs of latest releases and

WST 14027
Prokofiev: Peter is the Wolf. Saint Sins:
Carnival of the Animals. Gary Moore,
Rodzinski, Scherchen, cond.
WST 14040

City

Stereo Newsletter.
Address

Name

Zone

Make of Record Player

D

Stale

Make of Tape Recorder
Please send additionol information concerning the Society.

J)r.ct:>uwal 1953

10,5
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ensen

JTRUE HIGH FIDELITY WITH
THE MODERN -LIVING LOOK

Searching for the most
in true high fidelity
with the modern -living
look? It's here
the new Jensen CN -I00
loudspeaker system
styled in small -scaled
elegant simplicity.
New magnificent "big
speaker" bass
full,
complete hi -fi range
for all your mono and
stereo listening.
Finished in Walnut,
Tawny Ash or
Mahogany, the CN-I00
is meant for your
living room. Costs
only S149.50. Send for
Bullctin JH -1.

...

...

...

ADVANCED DESIGN
SYSTEM

3 -WAY

-

i H-F Unit

ai
l-

0

Mid- Channel
Tube -loaded Port

Remit* Woofer

New 12' Flcxair
woofer gives full bass
response to 20 cycles.
Special S' m -f and
compression -driver h -f
units carry range
smoothly to 15,000
cycles.
BF -100 Universal Bass -

Superfleic cabinet only
for all 12- speakers
and systems.

31% "H.,21'W.,18%.D.

$69.50
*Trademark

ensen

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Division of

6601

S.

Tins

M,rre Company

Ratko Delorco (t), Pinkerton; August
Jaresch (t), Coro; Jovan Gligor (b),
Sharpless; Emil Sicgcrt (bs), Yamadori,
the Bonze. Soloists, Chorus, and Austrian
Symphony Orchestra, Wilhelm Loibner,
cond. RE\r1NGTON R 199 -81. Three LP.
$11.94.
LA FANCIUI.LA DEL WEST

At the moment there is no available edition of The Girl of the Gulden Nest,
but two new recordings are slated for release in the not distant future, one with
Birgit Nilsson and the other with Renata
'l'ebalcli iu the title role. Perhaps the
time has finally come for a reassessment
of this Cinderella among Puccini's major
operas. In Europe Fanciulla has always
maintained a modest popularity, but, as
everybody knows, it failed to retain its
initial success when it was given its
premiere at the \tetropxtlitan in 1910 with
cast headed by Dcstilm, Caruso, and
Amato. The Metropolitan tried again in
1929, this time throwing Jeritza, Martinelli, and Tibbett into the breach. Then
they gave up. The vision of a stage filled
with people in cowboy suits singing Italian to one another was simply too farcical
to be overcome by even the most talented
singing and acting-especially when the
Italian was literally' sprinkled with such
local -color phrases as dooda -dooda -day,
hip -hip -hooray, whisky, ugh (Indian
talk), Jack Johnson di Sacramento, and
"Hallo ragazzi." But I wonder whether
our perspective may not hate changed
sufficiently to make the opera acceptable
at last. The world that Puccini intended
to be contemporary and realistic is now
remote and romantic. I sate recently_ a
handsomely stylized remounting of the
David Belasco play from which the opera
derives, and I found that the audience,
while not for a moment taking its melodramatics seriously, enjoyed it as thoroughly as they aright have enjoyed a
drama by Ford or Wcllstcr. Puccini's
score, as always, strengthens rather than
weakens the original play. There are
glorious things in it, even if it does not
consistently maintain the level of the
three works that )receded it. The role of
Minnie makes as man' demands on the
voice and histrionics of the prima donna
as does ' l'osca. She Must rise to the stature of a Dusc or a Magnani in the grins
and powerful card game of Act II. The
deleted Cetra had in Carla Gavazzi a
magnificent actress whose voice was not
always able to keep pace with her insights. Ugo Savarese was a convincing
Jack Rance, at once despicable and pitiable. The Johnson- Raunerrez, however,
could not have been worse and the large
supporting cast sang with more enthusiasm than accuracy.
-Carla Cava,.i (s), \1innie; Jone Farolfi (ins), Wowkle; Vasco Campagnano
(t ), Ramerrez; Tonunasu Sole' ( t ), Iiarry; Giulio Scarinci (t ), Joe; Ugo Sava rese (b), Jack Rance; Dario Caselli
(b -bs), Ashby, Jake Wallace; Aristide
Baracchi (b -bs), Jose Castro; Giovanni
Privitcra (b -bs), Larkens. Soloists, Chor-

NOW...

VOX

PUTS YOU IN THE

MIDDLE OF THE
MUSIC WITH

aL

Laramie Ave., Chicago 38, Ili.

Continued on page 108
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STEREOVOX
RECORDS
Another VOX first: packaged In
static-free aluminum fall envelopes.
*MOILER: DAS LIED VON DER ERDE (The Song of
The Earth), Grace Hoffmann, alto -Helmut Mel chert, tenor- Symphony Orchestra of the Southwest German Radio, Baden -Baden-Hans Rosbaud,
(2 -12 ") ST -PL 10.912

conductor

STRAVINSKY: FIREBIRD SUITE; CAPRICCIO FOR
PIANO S ORCHESTRA. Charlotte Zelka, piano
Symphony Orchestra of the Southwest German
Radio, Baden -Baden- Jascha Horenstein, Harold
Byrne, conductors
ST -PL 11.020

-

DVORAK: SYMPHONY #5, E MINOR, OP. 95 "FROM
THE NEW WORLD ". Bamberg Symphony -Heinrich
Nollreiser, conductor
ST -PL 10.110

ORIENTAL FANTASY. Gianni Monese and

chestra

ST -VX

his Or25.780

GEORGE FEYER AND HIS ORCHESTRA PLAYS COLE
PORTER

ST-11X

25.510

NEW RELEASES!
HOLIDAYS FOR PERCUSSION. New York Percussion
Trio.
ST-VX 25.740

*CADET CHAPEL ORGANIST, WEST POINT. John A.
Davis, Jr., organ
ST-VX 25.800

IN

THE MOOD.

chestra

Heinz Kretzschmar and his OrSTVX 25.830

...

AND
AN EXCITING
NEW MONAURAL RELEASE!
ROCKETS, MISSILES AND SPACE TRAVEL. Written
and directed by Willy Ley (author of the book of
the same title). Recorded at Cape Canaveral.
Produced by Ward Botsford. Now, for the first
time on records!
hear the actual countdown
and firing nl a major ballistic missile! Hear the
Atlas, the Jupiter, the Jupiter C. the Snark! Hear
Dr. Wernher von Braun, Dr. Walter Dornberger,
Kraft Ehricke, Gen. Donald N. Yates, Gen. Bernard
Schriever
interviewed by Willy Ley. Hear
America enter the Space Age with a bang!
PL 11.120

...

...

'Also available monaurally. Write to Dept. H for
complete catalogs, specifying "Stereo" or
"Monaural ".

u

VOX PRODUCTIONS, INC.
236 West 55th Street

New York 19, N. Y.
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... yet how
sweet
the sound!

Generate the full excitement of High - Fidelity!
Specify the new RCA -7027 for your ampi ifier designs
Stronger and stronger grow the chords, the fervent expression of the artist -yet the
sound is sweet, most pleasing to the listener's ear. The Concert Grand makes stringent
demands upon high-fidelity amplifiers for high power and low distortion. Can your
designs meet these demands? They can if you "design around" the RCA-7027!
RCA -7027 is a glass -octal type beam power tube. Two 7027's in Class AB', push -pull
service with 450 volts on the plate can handle up to 50 watts of audio power with
only 1.5 percent distortion. Structural features contributing to the exceptionally high
plate dissipation (25 watts) of this compact tube are: button -stem construction,
heavy stem leads having high heat conductivity, heavy plate material, radiating fins
on control grid, and double base -pin connections for both control grid and screen grid.
Achieve for your hi -fi designs the advantages of high dissipation, exceptionally
low distortion, and high power amplification offered by the new RCA-7027. Ask your
RCA Field Representative for further details. For technical data, write RCA
Commercial Engineering, Section L- 97 -DE, Harrison, N. J.

RCA Field Offices
EAST: 744 Broad Street
Newark 2, N. J.
HUmboldt

Merchandise Mart Vlora
Chicago 54, Illinois
WHiteholl 4 -2900

WEST: 6355

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division
www.americanradiohistory.com

5 -3900

MIDWEST: Suite 1154,

Harrison, N. J.
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E. Washington Blvd.
Angeles 22, Calif.

RAymond 3 -8361

and Orchestra of Radio Italiana,
Arturo Basile, cond. CETRA 1215. Thrcc
LP. $14.94.
us,

3

friends
you have
who are

LA RONDINE

i

STEREO ADDICTS.

Columbia rendered a brave and generous service to Puccini admirers when it issued La !towline in 1955. The handsome two-record album sold for only
$3.98. But tie reviews were harsh, the
public didn't buy, and the delicate "lyric
comedy" was soon withdrawn. A great
pih'. I think. My copy Of this recording
is one of the most prized items in my
record collection. Not that the performance is superb; except for the Magda,
the east hovers on the borders of mediocrity. But the Magda (Eva de Lulea)
uses her Albanese -like voice exquisitely,
the orchestra and chorus are very decent
and well recorded, and -above all-the
music is utterly captivating. Puccini
started out to write a gay operetta in the
Viennese mode, but half-way through
apparently sobered by the violence of a
world at war aronn<l him -he obliged his
librettist to turn the work into a kind of
twentieth -century 1,-aciata. Magda reads
the naïvely generous letter from Rugger% s mother and realizes that her shady
past prevents her from ever marrying
him. The opera closes with the rather
weak yunng hero weeping quietly as his
mistress bids him good -by. If this is
comedy, it is comedy in Dante's sense of
the tenn. The confusion of genres seems
to be one reason why the opera has not
succeeded. Another is that Puccini himself spoke contemptuously of it while at
work upon Tortuulor. But anyone who
has heard the wonderful recording of
"Ore dolci e divine" by Lucrezia Boni
(the Metropolitans Magda in 1938) can
testify that Puccini was not completely
right; and anyone %vho is thoroughly acquainted avíth the Columbia-ER ti- recording can testify that he was dead
ATong. The Swallow is a fountain Of lovely melodies- \lal:cl;i's two first -act arias,
the love music of the last act, above all
the stream of lilting waltzes in the Café
Bullier scene, which is ven,' nearly the
equal of its prototype, the Cafi. \lonnis
act of Bohèale. Let's hope that the opera
gets another chance on discs. And with
a cast worthy of it.
-Eva do Luca (s), Magda; Ornella Rovero (s), Lisette; Giacinto Prandelli (t),
Ruggeri); Luciano Della Pergola (t),
Prunier; Vladimiio Pagano (h), Itanhaldo. Soloists. Chorus and Orchestra; Antonin Cnarnieri. Federico de) Cupola,
cools. COW\IDfA -ENTEE EL 12. Two LP.

and they're impossible when it
comes to giving them a gift.
Here's Warner Bros. Records to
the rescue with gifts to please
the most discriminating stereo
perfectionist,

,
You

must hear
VITAPHONIC STEREO

a sampling of
"Extra, Sensory
Perception
in Sound."
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$3.98.

Ir. TABARRO

The Cloak is the first opera of the Tritlico and was the first to be written. In it
Puccini returned ta the violent subject
matter of Tosco, but the lapse of sixteen
years had brought on significant changes
in musical approach. \\'ith the exception
of Gianni Schiechi, If Tabarro is the most

Continued on page 1I0
IOS

1This meticulously prepared album is easy
listening stereo...no nerve -jangling effects,

but soul -stirring music that surrounds you
with realistically reproduced sound so alive
it reaches out to touch the threshold of a
new level of consciousness.
WS 12-cl

a.. 3

F'1

2

THE
DIXIELAND
STORY

Malty Matlock
and the Paducah

rv
r.e.'-

Patrol
28 1202

.

2BS 1202

completely documented, definitive Dixieland album in stereo and regular long play.
A reflection of the new high in sterco
reproduction which only Warner Bros. Vita
phonic Sound can give.
A

-

3

HAVE ORGAN,

WILL SWING
Buddy Cole at
the Hammond
Organ
w 1211
Ws 1211

electric organ reproduced with
startling aural perspective. Buddy drops the
sound right in your lap.
Swinging

give the gift that's never
been given before ...
WARNER BROS.

VITAPHONIC STEREO
RECORDS.
the
first
name
in

sound
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

GRAYcom

patible°stereo

RECORD PLAYING EQUIPMENT

MODEL 33 -H TURNTABLE

Price 79.95

shown here with 212 -SP tone arm
on a 33 -C hase

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A HIGH FIDELITY EXPERT to know that
fect pitch turntable is the absolute requirement of a good music system.

a

silent running, per-

Gray applies outstanding techniques in turntable design to its new 33H series. A hysterisissynchronous one speed motor rotates the heavy aluminum turntable with a resilient drive through
an endless composite belt. This eliminates the need for mechanical multi speed linkages assuring
you of years of trouble free operation.

33C BASE for 33H turn.

These outstanding features offer you the advantages necessary to play today's high fidelity stereo
records as they should be played...without interference from mechanical imperfection and distortion:

33HS TURNTABLE.

Heavy machine ground aluminum turntable
with center steel shaft rotating in a super
oilite bearing with end thrust guarantees
freedom from vertical movement
stereo

Color coded low loss coaxial cables go di-

rectly to amplifier.
Constant speed and magnetic shield maintained by outside rotor of special hysterisissynchronous motor.
Streamlined styling -a tasteful blending of
gold, black, and satin aluminum make for
"easy on the eyes" installation in any decor.
Special molded -in foam turntable mat
provides record cushion and scratch proof

-a

prerequisite.
Large mounting plate acts as a magnetic

shield and stabilizer to eliminate body
resonances.
Wired for monaural or stereo use.

For new literature on
GRAY RECORD
PLAYING EQUIPMENT
write to:

ALSO AVAILABLE:

table. Beautifully
styled and finished in
blond, mahogany or
walnut
net 23.95
Same

as

3311

except

for shorter mounting

plate (121/2") which allows for installation In
cabinet or on base
with any tone arm.
net 79.95
33CS BASE. Same styling as 33C except for
larger overall dimensions to accommodate
33HS and any 12 or 16"
net 29.95
tone arm

surface.

GRAY

°

plays both monaural and stereo records

High Fidelity Division
DEPT.

H

16 ARBOR STREET, HARTFORD

See page 18 for new GRAY tone arm

Dl.cr:mn;Elt 1958
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CONN.

...when only the
finest gift will

thrill the entire family

STEREOPHONIC TAPE REPRODUCER

two incomparable models, with

prices starting at four hundred
and thirty-nine dollars including

matching stereo speaker at right.

FREE STEREO

five reels
stereo

(21/2

A

..

.

hours) of exciting

music- latest

releases.

Suon ANGELICA

LIBRARY

Holiday introductory offer

Bel Canto

$52.00 value

tightly woven fabric in the Puccini tapestry. Leitmotifs, with which he had carried on a flirtation since Le Vili,, become
the very blood and sinews of this music.
The orchestra does not reminisce but
comments ironically. When Giorgetta
tells Luigi and the other longshoremen
that she loves gay music, music one can
dance to, she is accompanied not by a
Glance tune but by the death music that is
to come into prominence towards the end
of the opera. And the whole score is unified by the Debussy-like motif of the
flowing Seine, which we hear even before the curtain goes up. There are no
hit tunes like "O mio bobbin() caro" or
" Senza mamma, bimbo' in Il Tabarro,
not because Puccini had nm dry of them
but because he avoided them. The creation of the right atmosphere for this sordid little tragedy was what he was after,
and what he brilliantly attained.
I would prefer to discuss the deleted
Cetra version of it Tabarro rather than
the available Victor one. But I shall exercise restraint. Let it only he said that
the engineering of the 1999 Cetra is bigger, brighter, and more detailed than that
of the 1956 Victor; that the orchestral
playing is better; that foghorns and the
various street and river sounds called for
in the score arc to he heard only in the
Cetra; and that all the singers except
the Michele surpass their Victor counterparts dramatically and vocally. But Victor's Michele, Tito Gobbi, fits the part as
perfectly as Chaliapin fitted Boris or
Muzio fitted Tosca. His rendering of the
great monologue " Nulla, silenzio" is itself wroth the price of the record; and
the final scene, when he strangles Luigi
to death while forcing him to repeat over
and over "I love her, I love her," is almost too effective. Margaret Mas is pale
indeed as compared with Clara Petrel la's flaming Giorgetta, but she makes
nice round sounds. A word of praise is
due to the singing of Renato Ercolani
who, in the minor part of the Song Vendor, can be heard in the distance doing
snatches from Puccinï s own Ilobcmc.
-Margaret Mas (s), Giorgetta; Miriam
Pirarzini (ms), Frugola; Giacinto Prandelli (t ), Luigi; Piero do Palma (t ), Tinca; Tito Gobbi (b), Michele; Plinio
Clabassi (bs), Talpa. Orchestra of the
Rome Opera House, Vincenzo Bellezza,
cond. RCA Vtcrron LM 2057. LP. $4.98.

-

free with Ekotape Stereophonic.

at your Ekotape dealer
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
WEBt3TER
ELECTRIC
HHCINEWIS

The plot of Sister Angelica concerns a noblewoman who, having borne an illegitimate child, is sent to a convent. There for
seven years she agonizes over the fate of
her son. \\rlen finally she is brutally told
that the child is dead, she kills herself.
Both Puccini and his librettist here indulge
in nehxlrania and sentimentality; but not
to know this opera for women's voices
is to be unaware of an aspect of the
composer's musical temperament that does
not show itself elsewhere-or at any rate
not to this extent. If we think of the
Tritti,o as analogous to a symphonic
structure, like Wagner's Ring cycle, Suor

Continued on page I12
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From stylus to speaker,
General Electric
"Stereo Classic" components
make music live
Stereo -magnetic

jk
Tone Arm

40 -watt Stereo

FM

Amplifier

-AM Tuner

12" Extended Bass Coaxial Speaker

12" Extended Bass Speaker System

Equipment Cabinet

_

-

..r.

.

aJIL7,-

j-2!'...i
r

On the

following pages you will

see

how General Electric makes stereo a
glorious reality -at a realistic price.

DECENTßER

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
111

1958
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Angelica, occupying the middle position,
would be the slow movement. But the
style of the work has the intimacy and
carefully matched sonorities Of chamber
musk- rather than symphony. Its orchestra is at the furthest remove from the
chnnsy cloublings of Manan Lescaut:
it is really an orchestra composed of soloists, as in Straus s late operas. Each
time I have played the new EMI-Capitol recording since reviewing it in the
October Huai Finea.IT\ I discover some
new loveliness. am convinced there will
not be a better Suor Angelica than this
unless Capitol releases a stereo version
of the saune performance.
-Victoria dc los Angeles (s), Suor Angelica: Lidia \I :frimpictri (s'I, Sour Cenevieffa; Santa Chissari s). Sour Osmina;
Anna \lareangeli (s), Stair Dolcina; Fedora Barbieri (ins), the Princess: Mina
Doro (ms t, the Abbess: Corinna Vona
(lus), the Sister Monitor. Soloists, Chorus, and Orchestra of the Rome Opera
House, Tullio Serafín, cond. EMI -CAPETOI.. G 711.5. LP. $4.98.

Announcing

-

1

t

JANUSS
that

The new stereo discs

introduce to mere mortal ears,
the musical incandescence of
the second threshold of sound.

SYMPHONIES

GIANNI Scrnccw

CONCERTS
One of the anomalies of the LP catalogue is the absence of Gianni Sellicciri
from its pages. have not heard the deleted Cetra for a number of years and
cannot recall it well enough to discuss
its quadilies. But I do remember that I
held off from buying it because I trusted
that a better performance would soon
come along. In company with a great
nla)»- other people,
am still waiting.
Since the Metropolitan currently has this
masterly little pendant to Verdi's Falstaff
now in its repertory ( with Fernando
Cornna a superb Schicehi, Laurel Hurley
a charnlfng Lauretta, and Helen Amporan a Vecchia to end all Vecchins) dare
we
-C. Rapisardi (s), Lauretta; R. Ferrari
s t. Nella: A. Dul>bini (a), La Vecchia;
C. Savio (t 1. Rion/vim C. del Signore
(t). Chcrardo: C. Taddci (b ), Gianni
Schicchi: P. Latinucci (1)1, fetto. Turin
Radio Chorus and Orchestra. Alfredo
Silnonetto, cond. CETII.A .5(1038. LP.

MOOD MUSIC

streo

DANCE MUSIC

1

discs

Ask your dealer or

write for

FREE

catalog
1159 Broad St.
Newark 7. N.J.

1

hope...?

Now Available

1967

High Fidelity

(

S4.OS.

RECORD REVIEW
INDEX
A complete index to

all

cla.isie.e /,
and spoken
leoni re: ord reviewss which appeared in HIGH FIDELITY Maga.rema- /fr.riocl,

zine in

¡n»,

1957.

TUILAN DOT

Reading the orchestral score of 7'11r'flele1Ot
brought to mind a remark Fen-nevi () Busoni made when he opened the score of
Strauss's Dnuleslie Symphony for the first
Time: It looks like the sidewalks of New
York." The Iiittery of percussion instruments includes- besides timpani- triangle,
side drum, bass drum, wooden blocks,
c mbals. gong. Chinese gong. glockenspiel, \ylophm)e and bass vylophnne,
bells, celesta, and two harps: and these
instruments are not used occasionally-,
for a bit of toed color, but are constantly brought into play in all kinds of
unique combinations. The rest of the orchestra is enlarged by the addition of organ. sa yophones. and an on -stase brass
band. The choral writing is ou a scale

C,, Nimleel on
I

page 114

12

Arranged alphabetically by composer or bp collection -title, with
the issue and page on which you
re

li! find the review you

ONLY 50¢ EACH
and 1954 Indexes also
available at 5O, per copy.

195.4, 1955

HIGH FIDELITY Magazine

Great goningfon, Mass.
Encloted find

Please tend me
1954 Index

copies al the
copies of the
copier al the
copier of the

1955 Index
1956 Index
1957 Index

Addrse
No C.O.D.. or charge orders
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New G -E "Golden Classic"

stereo - magnetic cartridge
TEST RSCOROS: 0 re 13KC W STMEX STEREO
13KC to 20/CC MCA MONAURAL 123.19

LA_

SE9ARATiON

IKc

100

10KG 20KC

C's

Smooth response on both stereo and monaural records.
Consistently high separation between stereo channels.

NMI
Compatible with both stereo and monaural
Full frequency response, 20 through
records
20,000 cycles
"Floating armature" design
for increased compliance and reduced record
wear
Effective moss of stylus approximately
High compliance in all direc2 milligrams
tions- lateral compliance 4 x 10` cm /dyne;
Recvertical compliance 2.5 x 10' cm /dyne
ommended tracking force with professionoltype tone arm 2 to 4 grams
Consistently high
separation between channel signals. /Specifications for Model GC -5.)

... and

É.

-:

Stereo is here! General Electric makes it official -with
the new "Golden Classic" stereo- magnetic cartridge, a
fitting climax to the famous line of G -E cartridges. ll
a very realmakes stereo o superb, practical reality
istic price. Model GC -7 (shown) with .7 mil diamond
stylus, $23.95. Model GC -5 (for professional -type tone
arms) with .5 mil diamond stylus, $26.95. Model CL -7
with .7 mil synthetic sapphire stylus, $16.95. (Mfr's suggested retail prices.)

-at

new "Stereo Classic" tone arm
A professional -type arm designed for use with G -E
Feastereo cartridges as on integrated pickup system
tures unusual two -step adjustment for precise setting of
Lightweight brushed
tracking force from 0 to 6 grams
aluminum construction minimizes inertia; statically balanced for minimum friction, reduced stylus and record
wear $29.95. (Mfr's suggested resale price.)

ell.

t

and hear the G -E "Stereo Classic" cartridge and tone arm at your Hi -Fi dealer's
now. For more information and the name of
your nearest dealer, write General Electric
See

Company, Specialty Electronic Components
Dept. HF I s, W. Genesee St., Auburn, New York.

Dtccl::\ t 11115

1

GENERAL

95,S

ELECTRIC

I
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L

blue note

OA 1 C masters

JAZZ

THE FINEST IN

clean my records
the modern easy way

SINCE 1939
CELEBRATES ITS

NO SPRAYING!
NO WASHING!

20th ANNIVERSARY
NAMES IN JAZZ:
of Silver
The Stylinga of Siker
Further Explorations by the Horace Silver
THE GREATEST

NO RUBBING!

SIS Pieces

1439
1562

Quintet
1589
1514
Jimmy Smith -The Champ
w.
Donaldson.
Blakey.
Burrell..1551.'52
Jimmy Smith
1585/86
Jimmy Smith at "Smalls' Paradise"
The Jazz Messengers at "Cate Ilohentl"
Art Blakey at "ltIrdland" sr. Clifford Brown
Donaldson. S;Ive,
Art Blakey -Orgy In Rhythm
Lou Donaldson -Swing and Soul
The Cooker
Lee Morgan
The Amzing Rod Powell.

- Time Welts
Cannonball Adderley with Miles

Clean records -a necessity for clean sound
STATICMASTERS keep stereo and

monaural records in like new condition
that effectively removes
static attracted dust
cause of record

and stylus wear.

The

Polonium
Strip does
the trick

149s

Buy STATICMASTERS from your local Hi -ii dealer or
order direct ... sent postpaid _sash with order

NUCLEAR PRODUCTS CO.
10173

E.

RUSH ST.

EL

MONTE

1.

CALIF.

your records will
sound clear as tapes

LEKTROSTAT KIT
the first record cleaner designed
for long -play and stereo recorde
Something wonderful happens to records
cleaned the Lekirostat way! Music sparkles
with new clarity ... annoying crackles, and
hisses disappear. Get these results every
time you clean with Lekirostat... first record
cleaner designed for monaural and stereo
long -play records! Only Lekirostat has a
non -gumming, anti- static

1598
1505

Davis

-

Sonny Rollins at the "Village Vanguard ". ....
Blue Train
John Coltrane
Thclonlous Monk -Genius of Modern Music

1509

-

---

12"

1505.'06
1596
1590
1518
1491

.......

LP, List

1569

....

120104
1205 .'06

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

BLUE

NOTE

RECORDS

47 West 63rd Street, Now York 23

stereo
stereo
stereo
stereo
stereo
stereo
stereo
stereo
elektra stereo sampler
stereo
stereo
12 inch stereo sampler
feorurirrg exotic rot.ode
¡rota a do.en distant lands
$2.98 postpaid.
Complete Catalogue on request.

cator. Buy it at your local
record shop or high fidelity dealer ... $200

845 Edgewater Road, New York 59, N.Y.

1201 '02

$4.98

detergent PLUS special
groove -cleaning Appli-

dexter chemical corporation

1581
1577

1510;11

Jackson w. John Lewis
The Eminent Jay Jay Johnson
flue Lights
Kenny Burrell
Lee Morgan
Candy
Horace Silver and the Jazz Messengers
Isou Takes Off
Lau Donaldson
Bess on Top
Paul Chambers
Traditional Jazz,
Jazz Classics
Sidney Iteehet
Sidney !lecher
Giant of Jazs..
Gcarge Lewis. New Orleans Stompers

-

and lint -the major

ISM
1503/04

1501 '02
Mlles Darts w. Joy Jay. Blakey. Sliver
Sonny Rollins w. Jay Jay. Silver. Monk. Blakey .1558

Milt

An easyloruse record brush

I S21í22

1451 ¡5S
1566

-

Bud Powell

1507 /08

not even hinted at in previous works. All
this suggests a calculated change in
Puccini's approach to operatic composition. It is no accident that Princess Turandot does not utter a note until half the
opera is over nor that, after the opening
scene, Lin is not heard from again until the third act. The drama of private
passion cedes place to the epic of a whole
race, no less compelling because that
race is more literary than historic. Turandot takes a fuller measure of Puccini's
depth and breadth as a musician than
any of his other operas; it would have
been his greatest if he had lived to finish
it.
The Angel Turandot belongs with that
company's Tosco, \'ictor's Beecham-conducted Bohènie, and EsIi- Capitol's Suor
Angelica at the hazel of this discography.
The problems the opera presents to the
sound engineer are multitudinous, but
none of them goes unsolved in this recording. The "lontano" effects, the gradual dying off of big sounds to smaller
and vet smaller ones as the choral forces
recede in the distance, are at once bold
and brilliantly successful ( see the barely
audible "Questa noble nessun dorino in
Peking" just before the Prince's third -act
aria ). The percussive sounds Puccini lavished such care upon are equally well
handled, and the masterly orchestral
leadership of Tullio Serafin, a miracle of
shapeliness and intelligent pacing, conies

through with hardly a blurred detail.
The decision to cast Angel's two leading
sopranos as Turandot and Lin was undoubtedly made over a large mahogany
table, but it night just as well have been
made in heaven. Several reviewers, including my colleague Carl Michael Steinberg, complained that Schwarzkopf was
stylistically and linguistically out of place
as Liii, but 1 cannot go along with them.
To me, she is Lin. The Turandot of Callas is just the "soprano with piercing
tones" ( "soprano a note acute") that
Puccini described, but the sound she
makes, while it pierces, never lacerates.
She has the difficult tessitura securely in
her throat ( pace Philip Hope -Wallace of
The Gramophone ); and if anyone ever
sounded "engirdled with ice," it is she.
The three grotesques, Ping, Pang, and
Pong, are sung with lnunor but also with
musicianship. The ancient, paper -thin
voice with which Giuseppe Nessi (the
Pong of the 1926 premiere) projects
Emperor Alumni
t be precisely what
Puccini baci in mind. And if Eugenio
Fcrnandi's
mammoth- sounding
tenor
would not please me in other roles, it
does ( with reservations) in that of Calaf.
London's Turandot is the most recent
of their Puccini-Tcbaldi series (1956)
and sonically the best of all, though no
match for the broad plangency of Angel.
Early commentators complained that the
Turandot was too far away from the
microphone and the Lin too close; but if
this was indeed true, the balance has
now been restored, to judge from the review copy. Nicola Zaccaria is
more
moving Timor in the Angel than he is in
the London set, but London has by far
the finer Ping in Fernando Corena,
as

ELEKTRA RECORDS
361 Bleacher St., N.Y. 14, N.Y.
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New G -E 40-watt
"Stereo Classic"

Amplifier
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Versatile, convenient switches and
controls. In this completely new and
striking General Electric design you'll find
every useful variation in stereo and monaural amplification, controlled swiftly and
accurately. Balance control allows you to
adjust for maximum stereo effect without
overloading one channel when the other
is cut down. New contour control boosts
the bass smoothly, gradually, without increasing sound intensity. Each control
handles both 20 -watt channels.

Full 20 -watt power output from each channel at the some time.
No audible distortion at full power. Flat response within .5 db
from 20 to 20,000 cycles.
Outstanding sensitivity, extremely
low hum and noise level.
Inputs: FM -AM tuner (and FM multi-

plex adaptor), stereo and monaural phono cartridge and tape,
auxiliary. Speaker modes: stereo, stereo reverse, single or two channel monaural.
Speaker phasing switch saves manual phasing. $169.95 *.

New 28 -watt Stereo Amplifier

has similar (ea.
lures, except for speaker phasing switch. $129.95'.

...and new FM -AM Tuner
Top performance in a trim, modern
cabinet. Receives even weak signals with
unusually low distortion, hum and noise
level. No audible drift. Visual meter provides center channel tuning of FM and
maximum AM signal. RF amplifier stage
in both FM and AM for increased sensitivity. FM multiplex jack for stereo adaptor.
Built -in AM antenna; folded FM dipole included. $129.95 *.
Model FA -11 (left) has russet leather
vinyl finish. Model FA -12 finished in willow
gray vinyl. Both models are style- matched
to the amplifiers. Cabinet removable for
custom mounting.
'Manufacturer's suggested resale prices.

and hear the G -E "Stereo Classic"
amplifier and tuner at your Hi -Fi dealer's
now. For more information and the name
of your nearest dealer, write General
Electric Company, Specialty Electronic
Components Dept., HF 12, W. Genesee St.,
See

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Auburn, N. Y.
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GRAND AWARD
Y.- FLìd1Y

0ARiteC

sc.

THE
OLE ALBUFc:.
'YUCKL°
WORLD'S
MOST HONORED
STEREO
::G
WALTZES
RECORDS
:

'

SEM)

oc

FIR

GRAND AWARD RECORDS
Dept- SR -Il Harrison, N. J.

The
Christmas
gift catalog
for every
music lover...
-

Do Dour Christmas shuispiug the
easy way
in an arm chair with the
special Christmas issue of the
Schwann Long Playing Record Catalog. In addition to a complete, up-

GREATEST
HONKY
TONK
PIANO
RECORD
EVER
MADE

eo- theminute listing of boils
STEREO and MONOPHONIC rec.
ords, this issue contains a new,
bigger- than -ever Christmas section
which tells you not only what records of Christmas music are available, but also m'cry selection on

Hanky Tank Plano
"Knuckles" O'Toole. America's most famous Honky Tonk piano man, plays 20
great tunes on this fabulous Grand Award
Album that has become a best seller in
record stores coast to coast. You'll hear In
My Merry Oldsmobile, Strolling Thrn The
Park One Day, Take Me Out To The Ball
Game and many other "Gay 90T' favorites. $3.98 List. (GA 33 -324)

each record!

Special Christmas Issue!

schwann
Long Playing
Record Catalog

AT YOUR RECORD DEALER
If he can't supply you, Send to:

Now at your record dealer's

GRAND AWARD RECORDS
Dept.12 -HF, Harrison, New Jersey

Record Market
Offbeat Records presents

Julius Monk's hit review

FOLDING RECORD SCREEN
ROOM DiViDER
6

TAKE FIVE

- Holds 100 LP's

II. High x,3 fi. Wide

panel blank wrought
Iron screen
3

rompartti

bolds seven

I

?"

each

your colorful
nlhnrn-t on both vide,:
urce +stile tram any
uncle, trout or hack.
Screen-rill von! own
"hI -II" comer! Each
LHSphty

Holy -assembled panel
Is B ft. H. 12'_." W.
1); Interlocks
with next one, Stur-

Jly ronytrurled of
1" emcee steel n,rl.
Vinyl tID". Remit
E20.96

Aret.

or else. Utnere
KId1,IK.d lisp.

collect, vs t. at. lbs.
300% Sat lsfactIon

Assisted with our
famous Air -Mall
Stoney-hack $2995

starring
Ronnie Graham, Ellen

Hanley, Gerry Mathews,
Ceil Cabot, Jean Arnold
NEW YORKER:
drug -- humor."

"o

e LESLIE CEEATIONS Dow. 2090, 5..y.N. Hill, P.
Protect Your
Stereo Discs
(and regular

new miracle

LP's,

loot)

PLAYBOY: "ref reshingly adult; at
times, great."
LIFE,

"the best of the new acts."
H.R.S. LP CASE HO. 7

available at better record stores or

OUT RUINOUS DUST by storing your Stereo and
regular LP's in these deluxe ductproof cases in rich, booklike binding of simulated Levant leather stamped in genuon
gold. Available in Red, Blue, Green and Tan for either 10"
or 12" LP's.
your
II not available, order
direct, specifying ire and color. 10" 52.75 5. 12" 5295
(10" 53 a 12' $3.25 W. of Miss. and N Ala,. Flo., La.,
Minn., Mist,l. 2 or more cases postpaid in U. S.: add 25e
for one cote. No COD., please.
KEEP

OÇFBEA T RECORDS
a

division of Washington Records.

1340 Conn. Ave., N.W.. Washington
6, D. C., at 55.95 euch, postage
paid. Free catalog.

S.

dal.rt

H. ROYER SMITH CO., Dept. H, Phila. 7, Po.
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whose "llo una casa twill! ima»" is
equally remarkable for its elegant phrasing and sly Minor. The choral singing is
superb in both versions. In its principal
singers, however. Angel's superiority becomes clear -cot. Nothing is more important than that Turandot and Liìt should
have distinctly different vocal timbres,
but Rorkh and Tchaldi clo not or cannot
make that difference felt. During their
interchanges in the third act they might
easily be mistaken for one another- large,
round, Womanly voices ideal neither for
the slave girl nor the princess. Furthermore, Borkh produces that slight cold -inthe- nose sound characteristic of many
German sopranos singing Italian opera,
and she swallows two- lhirds of her vowels. Tcbaldf is often cavalier with the
score: c.g.. her B flat at the end of "Signore,
ascolta" is perfect of itself
( Schwarzkopfs, for once, isn't) but she
spoils it by swelling out to a double:
forte. The same fault is ingcneratc with
Del Monaco. Yet
h of his Calaf
pleases me. Even more than Otello, this is
iris khul of role, calling as it does for a
tenor with
lungs composed of equal
amounts of brass ( "No! No! Cil cnignii
Sono tre, to a è la vita! ) and gold
( "Vesstn dorma" -his singing of which
is perhaps the high point of this record-

ing).
The Remington dates from 19.53. Its
sound is better than might be supposed,
although there is an amplitude of pre echo and noisy surfaces. The orchestra
of Venice's La Fcnim is a fine one, not
to he condescended to, and the excellent
chorus sounds almost as big as the 120 on
Angel. The Liit has a touching little
voice, very much like a blue sopranos; her
first aria is an example of how much can
he accomplished midi the simplest, most
direct expressive means. But the commedia dell'arte court officials are, one
and all, far inferior to Angel's; Norman
Scott's Timor is bottom -heavy: and the
Gerntan Turandot makes her appearance
on Side 4 singing, in a wobbling nasal
voice, "hl 1:vesta redclta." Side 4 is as
far as i got.
-Maria Metu'ghini Callas (s), Titranclot;
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf ( s), Liii; Eugenio
Fc'rnandi (t ), Calaf; Renato Erculani
ft). Pang; Piero do Palma (t), Pong;
Giuseppe Nessi ( t ), the Emperor; Mario
Borriello (h). Ping; Nicola Zaccaria (bs ),
Tinlr. Chorus and Orchestra of La
Scala (Milan), Tullio Serafin, and. Ascm. 3571/C. Three LP. 15:15.94-Inge Borkh (s), Turandot; Renata 'reNadi (s), Liìt; Mario del Monaca (t),
Calaf; Mario Carlin (t), Pang; Renato
Ercolani (t ), Pong; Gaetano Fanelli ( t ),
the Emperor; Fernando Corona (b).
Ping; Nicola Zaccaria (bs ), 'i'imur. Chorus and Orchestra of Accademia di Santa
Cecilia (Rome). Alberto Erede, cond.
LOxlx)x A 423(1. Three LP. S14 94.
-(:crtnulc Carob- Prandl (s), Turandot;
Renata Fe.'rrari Ongaro (s), Liù; Antonio
Sprnzzola Zola (t), Calaf; Angelo \lercuriali (t), Pang and Emperor; \ lariano
Caruso (t), Pong; \larccllo Rossi (h),
Ping; Norman Scott (hs ), Timm. Chorus
and Orchestra of Teatro La Fenice (Venice), Franco Capuana, cond. Ricsti c-TON R 199- 169/3. Three LP. $11.94.
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Improved Pedormonu in Small Endo.ure

[ended

New

dare 11'loudepeaker

General Electric
"Stereo Classic"
Speaker Systems

Improved eeponee Ana

1
Smnda,d 11" leudrpeeke,
i
40

SO

60

10

00

r,equenry (cps.)

Model

tH12

"Stereo Classic" speakers are offered in three
Model LK -12 woofer -tweeter kit
different forms:
with crossover network for those who prefer a
biaxial installation using their own enclosure.
Model LC -12 coaxial speaker with
$89.95
crossover network. Some basic woofer with tweeter
mounted coaxially in front. $89.95
Model
LH -12 speaker system. Separate woofer, tweeter
and crossover factory -installed in a 2 cu, ft. wood
enclosure. Available in mahogany, blond ook,
cherry and walnut veneers. $129.95*

G.E.'s new 12" Extended Boss speaker systems produce
four times os much undistorted power of low frequencies
( +6db) as standard 12" speakers in the some enclosure.
These systems require amplifiers of only moderate power,
since their efficiency is two to four times higher than comparable speaker systems. The new direct radiator tweeter
provides unusually smooth response and exceptional
sound dispersion at higher frequencies, without unnatural
tone coloration. For overall flat response, we invite you
to compare these speakers with all others.

Only 9" high, 173é" wide and B?ó"
deep, yet provides better low frequency response than speakers

...and Bookshelf
Speaker System

tested in enclosures up to twice the
size. Also offered as kit without enclosure. From $49.95 to $57.50

"Stereo Classic"
Equipment Cabinet
Long, low modern styling. Three spacious compartments
for easy placement of tuner, amplifier and changer or
turntable. Two lorge sections for records. Mahogany,
blond oak, or cherry veneer finishes. 31" high, 39)"

wide, 17%" deep.

See and hear all the new G-E "Stereo Classic"
components at your Hi -Fi dealer's now. For more
information and the name of your nearest dealer,

write General Electric Company, Specialty
Electronic Components Dept., HF-1 2 8, W.

$109.95

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Genesee St., Auburn, New York.
`Manufacturer's suggested resale prices.
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There's something for everyone
in the great new

"SCOTCH" BRAND line!
NEW Package Designs!
Fresh, bright, colorful new designs for instant identification
of all eight different "SCOTCH" BRAND Magnetic Tapes!
Look for your favorite recording tape in its new package!

lip .l.`.!t:M it Á
.',So>mt s>.o^a

NEW Plastic Storage Box! Tight- sealed,
and moisture protected storage container
of unbreakable plastic. Maintains Ideal
storage conditions for your valuable tape
recordings. One of the most practical
accessory items for your tape library
I

NEW! "SCOTCH" BRAND Splicing
Tape In handy blister -pac. Tape has a
special white thermosetting adhesive
that is guaranteed not to ooze. Makes
splices that actually strengthen with age.
Its available at your tape dealer's now.

Look for them all at your dealer's

"SCOTCH" BRAND TAPE CENTER!
You can't miss the inviting new "Plaid Pole" with its bright plaid design. convenient
banks of "SCOTCH" BRAND Magnetic Tapes and other useful tape accessories.
Everything you need for high-quality tape recording is yours In the "Tape Center.'

REG. U. S. PAT- OFF-

SCOTCH
BRAN

"SCOTCH" and the Weld design

D

Magnetic
ic Ta
Tapes
9
P

are registered trademarks of 3M Co., St. Paul 6. Minn.

Export

99

Park Ave.. New York 16. Canada: London, Omarlo

MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY-44.4<.

WHERE

RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO

lls

TOMORROW

COMPANY
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Tape Deck
Reviewed by It.

D. DARRELL

BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 5, in E fiat, Op. 73
( "Emperor")

at once an audiophile's dream of sonority
in excelsis and overwhelming evidence of
stercophony's most potent powers.

Rudolf Firkusny, piano; Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg,

FELIX SLATKIN: "The Military Braid"

cond.

The Stars mid Stripes Pareeer;
Semper Fideli.s; El Capiton; Washington
Post; The Thunderer, Bagley: National
Emblem. T. F. Wagner: Under the Double
Eagle. Meacham: American Patrol. Salute
to the Services Medley. The Star-Spangled Banner.
Military Band, Felix Slatkin, cord.
CAPrrnn. ZD 88. 39 min. $12.95.
Sousa:

CAPITOL.

ZF 62.

38 min.

$14.95.

Obviously much has been done here to
correct the faulty balances and dynamics
which seriously marred the monophonic
version. The orchestra now speaks ont far
more boldly when it plays alone and it
adds considerably greater weight to its
accompaniments. Unfortunately, however,
even the most skillful editing cannot conceal the evidences of renonitoring, the
basic impression of sonic turgidity, or the
fatal failure of the nobly planned and
propulsivcly rhythmcd Firkusny-Stcinberg reading to achieve communicative
warmth. There are moments of genuine
grandeur, but there are too many others of
heavy -handedness and excessive deliberation. Neither the Rubinstein-Krips stereo
tape nor the Curzon -Knappertsbusch stereo disc is seriously challenged.

ERICH

LEINSDORF:

"Portraits

in

Sound"
España.
Chabrier:
Rimsky- Korsakov:
Easter Overture, Op. 36 (Crear! Pâque
Russo"). Smetana: My Country: No. 2,
Vltava. Dukas: L'Apprcuti sorcier.
Concert Arts Symphony Orchestra, Erich

Lcinsdorf, cond.
CAPITOL ZF

96.

42 min.

$14.95.

if

this ultrasensational stereo recording of
familiar showpieces had been released in
time for the Ncw York High -Fidelity
Show, it certainly would have been the
favorite "demonstration" tape of every
exhibitor. Lcinsdorf, who has provided
matchless accompaniments in recent concerto releases, lacks the fully extroverted qualities of showmanship (or
charlatanism I for the ultimate in interpretative sensationalism, and his present
performances are in themselves perhaps no
more than extremely competent, if somewhat heavy-handed, concert-hall versions.
But as recorded here, with dynamic and
frequency ranges that are fabulous even
in this era of technological miracles, they
not only transform one's home listening
room into an authentically big auditorium, but capture the full sonic breadths
and crashing climaxes of a symphony orchestra more realistically -and with more
electrifying drama-than even the most
brilliant engineering feats of the past. Not
for tender -eared listeners or easily overloaded playback equipment, this tape is

Here is another of Capitol's tapings characterized by superb tonal lucidity, effortlessly broad dynamic range, and perfect
equilibrium between foundation -shaking
lows and scintillating highs (and seamlessly blended stereo channels). We have
hurl before nearly as brilliant wind-andpercussion-band recording in Mercury
tapings of Frederick Fennell's EastmanRochester programs, but even that some fifty -man ensemble has seldom seemed
quite big enough to encompass the full
effect Of the greatest military bands heard
"live." Here, however, though sve still
are given only six of Meredith 1Villson's
ideal of seventy -six trombones, the present muster of topnotch \Vest -Coast instrumentalists totals -and sounds like
seventy men over -all, including a battery
of eleven percussionists whom I trust were
paid double union scale for efforts over
and above the call of duty! At any rate,
the sum effect is indeed that of an enormous as well as extremely able band anti
one never before captured as stirringly

-

except for a welcome rhythmic animation
and toe -tickling lilt. it is salutary to be so
persuasively reminded of the quite incomparable emotional thrills that military
marches command at their best.

STRAVINSKY: Fire Bird: Suite

Orchestre do la Société

des Concerts du
Conservatoire de Paris. Pierre \ fonteux,
cond.
RCA \rumor BCS 88. 20 min. $6.95.

Even in the stereo enhancements so essential to music like this, the evidence of
my own cars reluctantly forces me to acquiesce with my colleagues who gave
the monophonic version of this performance such mixed -and mostly cod-reviews. I can't easily analyze, even after
several hearings, what has gone wrong.
Perhaps the competent- enough recording
is too sharp -focused for properly impressionistic color blending, or the dual channels themselves do not merge as completely as they should
perhaps the
Parisian orchestra and even Monteux himself are too familiar with the work to recapture its original freshness
but at
any rate this Fire Birch, for all its moments of genuine beauty and power,
sparks only erratically and never bursts
into flame. The definitive stereo version
is still to come; meanwhile the best available choice remains Ansermet's stereo
disc of the complete ballet score.
.

.

.

.

Memorable Stereo Tapes of 1955
This compilation is not intended as a
"best" list or even one of "outstanding"
releases. It is, rather, a citation of those
works that I have found myself replaying most often for my own pleasure and
that of my friends.
R.D.D.
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on records. Best of all, Slatkin not only
rigorously sticks to the original or 'official" scores of the familiar marches chosen
here, hut plays them perfectly straight.

Bach: "Organ Programs." Carl Weinrich,
organ. Westminster SWB 8025; SWB
7057.

Chadwick: Symphonic Sketches. Eastman- Rochester Symphony Orchestra.
Mercury \IDS
1-Toward Hanson, cond.
5-24.
Debussy: La Mer (with Ravel: Daphnis
et Chloe: Suite No. 2). Los Angeles
Philharmonic, Erich Leinsdorf, cond.
Handel: Messiah: Excerpts, Vol. 3. Handel and Haydn Society; Zimbler Sin-

Slatkin leads screnty in sonic saliste.

Continued on page 121
119

"Re -live Your Symphony Under the Stars"
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Model CSS.555-A
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Join the trend and discover this new world of living sound

beyond high fidelity.

THE FINEST

everything necessary to record and reproduce your own stereo

COMPLETE

tapes at home. An economical and fun filled way to build

SPECIALfEATURES

RECORDING

I. Frequency Response -3016000 CPS at
30 -10000 CPS at

AND

2. Two

PLAYBACK SYSTEM*

3.

IPS.

Hysteresis synchronous drive motor.

4. Two

professional

6. In -line
7.

V. U.

meters.

(stacked) record and playback head.

Individual channel volume controls and main volume control.

t. Individual
All STERECORDER models are also available with an

stereophonic tapes,

34

built in pre -amplifiers and power amplifiers.

(stacked) high frequency erase head...erases both channels in "Stereo
Record" position or single channel (half track) in "Monaural Record" position.

ONE LOW COST UNIT

a

frequency response
new pre -recorded

th
(Model

of 30- 12,000 CPS to reproduce

71/2 IPS.

S. In -line

AVAILABLE IN

extra stereo play -back head with

a

fabulous stereophonic library of the worlds greatest music.

STEREOPHONIC

4 -track

that goes

The new Sterecorder is equipped with

555 -A4)

Write for Name of Nearest Franchised Dealer

S

recorder-

9. Two

10.

tone control for each channel.

professional dynamic microphones.

Portable stereo speaker system...containing two lames
12" speakers...optional.

B.

Lansing

(D -123)

SUPERSCOPE, INC., Audio Electronics Division
Sun Valley, California
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fonietta, Thompson Stone, cond. Boston
( via Livingston) 130 10 F.
Hoist: The Planets. Los Angeles Philharmonic, Leopold Stokowski, cond. Capitol ZF 75.
Ibert: Divertissement. Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler, cond. RCA
Victor ACS 54.
Mozart: Quintet for Horn and Strings, K.
407; Quartet for Oboe and Strings, K.
370. John Barrows, horn; Ray Still,
oboe; Fine Arts Quartet. Concertapes
24 -10.
Orff: Carmine Barone. Hartford Symphony Orchestra and Chorale, Fritz
Mahler, cant!. Vanguard VRT 2011/2.
Prokofiev: Lieutenant Kite: Suite, Op.
60. Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz
Reiner, conch. RCA Victor BCS 96.
Ravel: Boléro. Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Hermann Scherchen, cond.
Westminster SWB 700G.
Stravinsky: The Rite of Spring. New York
Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, coud.
Columbia L \113 24.
Tomkins: " \lisecllany. ' Ambrosian Singers; In Nomine Players, Denis Stevens,
cond. Expériences Anonymes EA

INTEGRITY
evidenced by speakers
of revolutionary design

0027/8.
Vivaldi: Concertos for Violin and Strings,
Op. 8: Nos. 1-4 ( "Le quattro Stagioni "). I Solisti di Zagreb, Antonio Janigro, cond. Vanguard VRT 4002.
Leonard Bernstein: West Side Story.
Original Cast, Max Gobennan, cond.
Columbia TOB 13.
Frederick Fennell: "Music of Leroy Anderson." Eastman -Rochester Pops Orchestra, Frederick Fennell, cond. \lcrenry MVS 5 -30.
George Feyer: "Music of Jerome Kern
and Cole Porter." George Feyer, piano;
Orchestra. StercoVox ZTV 1; -ZTV 2.
Fletcher Henderson All -Stars: "The Big
Reunion." Concert hall DX 71.
Thelonious Monk: "Monk's Musk." 'rhelonious Monk, piano; et al. Riverside
(via I.ivingstnn) TIT 20 F.
Cootie Williams: 'Jas, at Stereoville,
Vol. 2." Cootie Williams, Rex Stewart,
et al. Concert Hall EX .50.
N'illson: The ,Music Ilan. Original Cast,
Herbert Greene, cond. Capitol 2F 41.
The following brief reviews are also
of stereophonic tapes.

Julie Andrews: "Julie Andrews Sings."
RCA Victor BPS 123, 20 min., $6.95.
The original Eliza of 'uty Fair Lady brings
a pretty little voice and some schoolgirl
charm to We'll Gather Lilacs and seven
other salon and pops ballads (including
the Kurt Weill My Ship, which demands
far more than Julie can provide). This is
considerably more successful a program
than the Andrews debut tape ("Lass
with the Delicate Air," BPS 8.5), but the
soloist still is too closely miked and
mawkishly accompanied by Irwin Kost:d's
Orchestra.
Ray Anthony: "Young Ideas." Capitol
ZC 34, 27 min., $11.95.

The trumpeter- leader shares the spotlight
with an augmented cello section in
a suavely romantic big -band program of
twelve standards topped by Lonely Night

Ut:cl:macx 195S

The Speakers with
the Red Cone

Stromberg -Carlson
RF -484 15" Coaxial Transducer*
utilizes a 15" soft skiver woofer for a low- Frequency
reproducer and an induction tweeter of exclusive,
patented Stromberg- Carlson design.
The woofer gives superb performance in the extreme
low- frequency ronge due to a very rigid high mass moving

system. It has been damped to provide optimum

Transient response and control throughout its operating
It is unusual in that, combined with this exceptransient
response, the RF -484 performs in on
tional

range.

extremely linear manner.
The induction tweeter employs a Stromberg- Carlson
design principle that results in an extremely light and
sensitive moving system. This flat and extended frequency response characteristic is a direct result of our patented design. A carefully calibrated diameter and shape

of cone afford dispersion capabilities that are definitely
superior. PRICE: $149.95 (Audiophile Net, Zone I).

°Featuring Barite Ceramic Magnet and " Stinsline" design.

"There is nothing finer than a Stromberg- Carlson"

LSON
STROM BE RO-CARCORPORATION
A

DIVISION Of GENERAL

DYNAMICS

1419C N. Goodman Street

Rochester 3, N. V.

Electronic and communication product. for home, in.
dwtry and delen ., including High fidelity Comoros;
School, Sound, Intercom and Public

Add,u,

Systems.
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in Paris. Except for the ingeniously arranged Button Up Your Overcoat, there
isn't a great deal of variety in the treatments; but they all are danceable, and

STEREO RECORD

YOUR OWN SPECIAL EFFECTS

the well- blended recording makes the
most of the warm tonal coloring.

Les Brown: "Composers' Holiday." Capitol 'LC 32, 29 mm., $11.95.
A well -varied batch of nine originals by
as many West -Coast tunesnniths, paced
by Elmer Bernstein (with a jauntily 5/4rhythmed Topics at Five) and George
Doming ( with a plaintively meandering
but poetic Lament for a Key). Bobby
Stiles on trumpet, Jay Hill on trombone,
Abe Aaron on sax, Don Bagley Oil string
bass, and other sidemen are given prominent solos.

WITH THE AMPEX

UNIVERSAL "A" 960

Tony Cabot: "Dancing on Park Avenue."
RCA Victor BPS 117, 21 min., $6.95.
Billed as ultrasophistleated society dance
music, this program of four smooth but
animated medleys, plus an exceptionally
fast and exciting Park Avenue Samba, actually is by no means outré, and certainly
not blasé, in either performances or arrangements. The former arc infectiously
danceable throughout and the latter ingeniously designed to capitalize on the
antiphonal effects possible only in stereo
with as marked channel differentiations
as the engineers provide here.

-

Now you can capture any memorable event in living stereo with the new
Ampex Stereo Record Universal "A" Portable (Model 960). And in addition to "live" recording with microphones, you can record stereo off the air,
copy stereo tapes and discs and build a stereophonic tape library of truly
professional quality at lowest cost and with this single unit you can record
monaural sound -on -sound with full control of balance. This precision engineered, ruggedly constructed Portable stereo recorder /reproducer gives you
all the advantages of traditionally superior Ampex features. With the instant acting head switch, you can shift from 2 -track to 4 -track operation at will,
and play back as long as 4 hours and 16 minutes of stereo music on a single
reel of tape (2400 ft.). Automatic stop at end of reel. Also available is the
Ampex monaural recorder /stereophonic reproducer (Model 910). Performance will be within specifications the first day you own it and for many years
to come. Three precision dual head stacks (one each for record, playback and
erase) are Ampex designed and built to tolerances as close as 10 millionths
of an inch. The two Ampex (Model 2010) Amplifier -Speakers will complete
your stereo portable system. All three units arc lightweight, durable and in
matched, smartly styled two-tone grey carrying cases.

A_VIPH;X

Perry Como; "Saturday Night with Mr.
C." RCA Victor CPS 153, 26 min.,
$8.95.
Mr. C, TV's Master of Relaxation, sings

very attractively indeed, especially in the
jauntier pieces (Gypsy in My Soul and
It I1a<! To Be You) of his present program.
Yet I still wish he had not tried to emulate the memorable Rudy. Vallee in The
\Vhifenpoof Song and that Alitchell
Ayres s Orchestra had backed him up as
effectively as the recording engineers
have clone.

"Dancing Through Space." RCA Victor
CPS 143, 26 min., $8.95.
featuring ten of \'ietor's
"name" bands, most of them big and
loud, and -except for Eddy Heywood's
Heywood's Beguine- lacking any marked
distinction. The tape will be of particular
audiophile interest, however, for its direct comparisons among a wide variety of
stereo -pickup techniques.
A stereo sampler

SIGNATURE OF PERFECTION IN SOUND

AMPEX AUDIO INC.
1058 -M KIFER ROAD. SUNNYVALE. CALIF,

Please tend »le lull in/ormario,, on The AMPEX STEREO
RECORD UNIVERSAL "A" PORTABLE SYSTEM (Model 960):
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

Nat "King" Cole: "Just One of Those
Things." Capitol ZD 28, 31 min.,
$12.95.
The engineerrs still insist on far too much
presence, but the combination of close
rniking and added reverbcrancc is far less
annoying here than in Cole's first taping
-perhaps largely because the singer himself brings so much rhythmic zest and
buoyancy, as well as personality, to such
sentimental ballads as The Sang Is Ended.
These Foolish Things, W'hc's Sorry Nolc'
and eight others.

20NE_ STATF

Sam Donahue: "Body and Soul." Livingston 2012 C, 16 min., $6.95.
Big -band versions, featuring the leader's
florid tenor -sax solos in gleaming stereo
recordings of the bouncy Roses of Picardy

and Livingston Leap, together with three
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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less distinctive slow, but still danceable,

numbers.
Carmen Dragon: "Serenade." Capitol
ZF 71, 37 min., $14.95.
The latest of Carmen Dragon's summer eoncerts- for -the- masses embraces (besides one originally titled Serenade, that
by Drigo) Grieg's Ich liebe rlidi, SaintSaëns's The Swan, Rubinstein and Tehaikovsky Romances, Mendclssohn's On
Wings of Song, and other familiar masterpieces of the tear -jerking school. Somehow these faded Albtrrnbliittcr come remarkably to life in the luxuriant tonal
finery and widespread stercoism Dragon
lavishes on them so prodigally.

Esquivel: "Other Worlds, Other Sounds."
RCA Victor CPS 171, 24 min., $8.95.
Happily there are here no theremins or
other instruments of extraterrestrial music making, although a wordless chorus,
side -slipping guitar, and glissandoing timpani do contribute some. fairly weird effects. The leader provides mildly exotic
dance fare, topped by an atmospheric
Adiós, distinguished by the delicacy and
stereogenic effectiveness of his not-toofancy arrangements, as well as by the pronounced stercoism of the clean, dry recording itself.

Freeman: "The Burl Freeman
Group." Store -O -Craft TN 103, 26 min.,

Bud

$10.95.
The Austin High School jazz spirit redieieus with alumnus Freeman's sax solos
backed tip by Al Hall (bass), George
Watling (drums), and Dick Cary (piano) in eight swinging pieces, the best of
which arc the high- strung Three Little
Words and the easygoing hut extremely
catchy Ilooid. The recording is dry, but
very brilliant, and with strongly marked
channel differentiation.

Jackie Gleason: "O000!' ; "The Torch
with the Blue Flame." Capitol ZD 33,
29 min., and ZD 57, 42 min.; $12.05
each.
\loud music to drowse to. Throughout the
first reel a wordless choir or "voccstra"
hums richly along with the band ( at best,
in Can This Be Lowe? and Willow Weep
for bfe) quite hauntingly; the second
reel pairs the odd combination of Lawrence Brown's trombone with no less than
eight marimbas in soporific schmaltz.
John Grans: "Coup de Graas." Mercury
MVS 3 -8, 18 min., $7.95.
Four rather frantic novelties, redeemed
from complete turgidity by Art Pepper's
bold if raucous saxophoning, Buddy Col ette's piquant if piercing fluting, and the
impressively broadspread stercoism.

Lenny Herman Quintet: "For Me and
My Cal." Livingston 1103 F, 29 min.,

INTEGRITY
evidenced by a turntable and
tone arm of advanced design

Stromberg -Carlson
PR -499: Perfectempo*
Manual Turntable
Designed for Stereo and Monaural Use

Precision machining plus a high qualify precision motor
gives constont speed at any RPM setting of the continuously
variable belt drive with virtually no wow and flutter. The
unique design of the cone, drive and the accurately calibrated stroboscopic speed indicator permit fine adjustment
to any speed from 14 to 80 RPM. Once set, the speed will

never vary.

Stromberg- Carlsan's own unique and original
double- acting motor and table suspension system
effectively isolates the table and arm from all unwanted, extraneous noise.
Specially designed hardwood base (PB -497) also available if you wish. PRICE: $99.95 (Audiophile Net, Zone 1).
'TM

ie

¡

RA-498: Tone Arm
Designed for Stereo and Monaural Use

Single
pivot point suspension, true viscous damping and high
moment of inertia result in extremely low resonance (as
low as 2 cycles, depending on cartridge used) and consequently yield flot response below the limits of audibility.
A calibrated counterweight is adjustable to provide any
needle point force and is eccentric for fast, precise mass
centering. PRICE: $24.95 (Audiophile Net, Zone 1).
1

$11.95.

Indefatigably jaunty and corny, the
"Mightiest Little Band in the Land" plays
and is recorded as brightly as ever, but,
as always, just as it begins to delight me
with its naïve zestfulness. Lenny cuts
loose with his throbby accordion or
Charles Shaw with his even throbbier
"organo."

fncorporat-

íng every valid principle of turntable design that has been
proven over the years.

"There is nothing finer than a Stromberg- Corlson"

- CARLSON
STROMBERG
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
DIVISION
A

OP

1419C N. Goodman Street

Rochester 3, N. Y.

Electronic and communication producir for home, i durtry and det.R.e, including Nlgh F7del1tr Consoler;
School, sound, rntercam and Public Addrerr srrtemr
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"The Jazzpickers." Mercury \IVS

3 -7, 20

$7.95.
An uncommonly odd jazz experiment in
plucked -string sonorities (cello and guitar) combined with flute, vibes, and
traps. Not all of the seven pieces come
off with complete success, but the vibrant
timbres are fascinating throughout, and
in the jaunty Clap !lands, Yardbird Suite,
and Rapscallion quite irresistible, -They're
also infinitely niore effective in the beautifully balanced stcreoism here than in
the monophonic LP.

Henry King: "Viva Stereo." Bel Canto
STC 41, 15 min., $7.95.
Somewhat exaggerated, but here quite
effective, stercoistie recordings of five
spirited Latin -American dances, topped
by a catchy Mambo Cien and a rakish, if
raucous, Aiambo Gallega.

WITH ANY STEREO
RECORD- PLAYBACK SYSTEM

Kenneth Lance "Thanks for the Memories." \Iaurhattan MRC 108, 15 min.,

AT ANY PRICE!

$6.95.
One of the mightiest \Vnrlitzcrs yet

is

the

recently reconstructed four- chamber man ste_ of the \Ictroiolitan Theatre in Boston, heard here in fairly straightforward
versions of six popular songs. The recording (originally in eight climate's, with
some of the mikes actually located within
the pipe chambers) is impressively spacious, but unfortunately Lane's registrations. mostly for full organ with heavy
pedal tones, scarcely begin to explore the
available sonic resources.

Paquitin Lara: "Cha Cha Me Baby."
Manhattan \1ßC 107, 15 main., $6.95.
This band's slapdash lxrformances, glittering vibes, and crisp percussion make
the most of the extremely. clean and spacious recording in Charlie Fantazy (sic)
other
overburdened with
routine; Spanish vocals that even the spirited direction and instrumentalists cannot
save them from monotony.
and Meringue

Aladnevs, but the

four selections are

ve

f...peffill

tSSTEREO RECORDER

STEREO AMPLIFIER

Designed for faithful, full range
amplification in playback and record-

superbly constructed instrument
that gives you true stereo recording when combined with Roberts
Stereo Amplifier. Incorporates hysteresis synchronous drive motor for
perfect pitch and timing accuracy,
illuminated V.U. meter, 40-15,000 cycle frequency response and Roberts
new, exclusive MULTI -RASE dual
head arrangement.

ing. Includes woofer -tweeter- speaker
combination, separate microphone
and V.U. meter for second channel
recording balance. A professional
partner to the Roberts Stereo Recorder, this high rated amplifier
rounds out a completely portable,
stereophonic record -playback system.

$349.50

$149.50

A

-

Roberts Stereo Record -Playback System. Complete
TURN

NOW.

FOR FULL OR

HALF TRACK ERASURE

AT

PHOTO

AND

HI -FI

DEALERS

$499.00

.

.

Record Stereo

FOR

CLOSEST

LOCATION,

WRITE

ROBERTS ELECTRONICS INC.
1028 NORTH LA BREA AVENUE

-

tia

ted stcreoism.

World Theatre Orchestra: Silk
Stockings and Pajama Gaine Selec-

New

tions. Bel
$9.95.

Canto STB 90, 25 min.,

big theater orchestra whose able concha:tor. deserves mort than the labeling anonymity he receives here.

without Pre -erased Tape

.

"Chicago Jazz." Sterc -OCraft TN 102, 25 min., $10.95.
Thc clarinetist- leader shares honors here
x -ith Adcic L:irard's piquant harp plucking and Rex Stewart's rhapsodic trumpeting in a bouncy Sweet Georgia Brown, a
more bhxsy Via Rex, and six vivacious
others, all recorded with more acoustical
warmth than usual for such uc1l- differenJoe Marsala:

Very high -level, broadvread recordings
of Broadway hit-tune medleys, played
with exceptional gusto and precision by a

With Roberts new MULTI -RASE Head you're always
ready for either stereo or dual track monaural recording. Time coa.suming pre -erasure is eliminated.

EVERYWHERE

so

LOS ANGELES 38, CALIFORNIA

Jan Peerce: "Jan Pcerce in Las Vegas."
RCA Victor CI'S 119, 26 min., $8.95.
As might be expected, the fanions tenor
provides effective competition for the slot
machines with a melodramatic "Ve.sti la
giubba" and a batch of eight salon and
pops favorites (Because, Granada, You'll
Never Walk Alone, etc.). Lost of this is

HICR FIDELITY 'MAGAZINE
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sheer ham, but of the very best grade;
and even in his more serious releases
Peace has never been in better -or bigger-voice, nor more dramatically and re-

verberantly recorded.

Tito Puente: "Top Percussion." RCA
Victor APS 120, 16 min., $4.95.
Much more novel and sonically fascinating than Tito's earlier taping ( "Mucho
Puente," CPS 110) with his full orchestra, this brief program of divertissements
for timbals and cowbells ( played by the
leader himself ), with a five -man Latindrum group and string bass, is a frantic
but often exciting panorama of percussive- transients, particularly notable for the
crispness and openness of the stereo recording.

Felix Slatkin: "Strings by Starlight."
Capitol ZF 95, 38 min., $ 14.95.
Despite the come -roc title, Felix Slatkin's
program reaches out to the Borodin Nocturne and Barber Adagio, as well as to
the more expected Tchaikovsky Waltz
(from the Serenade for Strings) and An-

dante Cantabile, Grainger arrangement
of the Londonderry Air, and Bach -Wilhclmj Air for the C String. They arc
played with rich expressiveness, but well
within the bounds of good taste, and the
huniumis sonorities of the Hollywood
Bowl Symphony's string choir float magically in truly superb stereo recording.

INTEGRITY
evidenced by an absolutely
superb Stereo Amplifier

r,a

*

STEREO TONE BALANCE

Stromberg -Carlson
ASR -433 Stereo Amplifier
The most important aspect of stereo is stage effect. The

Vienna Boys' Choir: "Christmas in Stereo." Omcgatape ST 2028, 20 min.,
$11.95.
St. Cecilia Children's Choir: "Christmas
Eve in the Cathedral." Westminster
SWB 7014, 12 min., $6.95.
Liane: "Liane Sings Christmas Songs."

Vanguard VRT 3016, 30 min., $11.95.
The best of these Christmas programs is
easily the Onegatape reel shared by the
Boys' Choir of Vienna with the Vienna
Concert Society Orchestra under Karl
Elti (in four traditional German Christmas favorites, charmingly if childishly
sung, and recorded with appropriate cathedral spaciousness) and with Justin
Kramer, playing the 100 -bell Maas -Rowe
Symphonic Carillon (location unspecified). The latter is unique to my ears as
the first of its kind which really sounds
in tune and which provides the most
brilliantly recorded carillon qualities I
have yet heard.
The Westminster Sonotape is a brief,
amateurish re- creation of a local church
program (at the Shrine of the Inunaculate Conception, Atlanta, Georgia) with
jowly chimes and conventional organ
playing and choral singing, but given
momentary distinction by the ethereal
voices of the St. Cecilia Children's Choir
and Haskell Bovter s entirely unaccompanied baritone solo, What Child Is This ?.
The \tanguard reel is a strictly pops release of mostly German seasonal songs,
but including Jingle Bells, White Christmas, and Winter Wonderland in English,
together with a trilingual Silent Night
done with characteristic charm and rhythmic animation by that most versatile of
chanteuses, Liane, accompanied by a
salon orchestra appropriately augmented
here by both a harmonium and celesta.

-

instruments of the orchestra should corne bock to you
from their exact positions on the stage. How?
The answer is balance.* The ASR-433 is the stereo

amplifier with "Stereo Tone Balance," the surest method
of achieving this realistic stage effect.
The ASR -433 is a superb monaural amplifier as well,
giving you a full 24 -watt output. The electronic crossover at 3,000 cycles provides output for 12 watts low
-

and 12 watts high -frequency operation. Every function
has its own control for each channel and a master volume control is provided.

SPECIFICATIONS:
POWER OUTPUT: 24 watts (2

12 -wall channels). FREQUENCY

RESPONSE: 20- 20,000 cycles -1-1 db. HARMONIC DISTORTION:

than 1%. NOISE LEVEL 63 db down. INPUTS: Magnetic
Phono, Ceramic Phono, Tope Head, Tuner and Aue. Tape. OUT-

Less

and dual Tope Out. LOUDNESS CONTROL
continuously variable. TONE CONTROLS: Boss 15 db
droop, 15 db boost; Treble 14 db droop, 12 db boost. EQUALI.
ZATION: RIAA Mag. Phono. NARTB Tape Head. TUBES: 2- 12AA7j
7025, 2 -6AV6, 2 -6U8, 4E184, CHANNEL SELECTOR: Channel
"A," Chonnel "B," Stereo, Monaural, Crossover (at 3000 cycles).
DIMENSIONS: 13%" W, 13%" D, 4%" H. PRICE: $129.95
(Audiophile Net, Zone 1),
PUTS: 4, 8, 16 ohms

In -out,

Se your dealer or write to u. !or lull data on our romplete new lln
of omplili,is, .peaien, .pecker ty.iemr, enclo.urer, program tourer.

"There

is

nothing finer than

a

Stromberg- Carlson"

-CARLSON
STROMBERG
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
DIVISION
n

OF

1419C N. Goodman Street

Rochester 3, N. Y.

Electronic and communication product, for home, ¡Adury and defense, including High fidelity Convoler,
School, Sound, Intercom and Public Addrert Sydem.
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Make Christmas fun last through
The wonderful sounds of Christmas merrymaking need never grow old when you
record on tapes of Du Pont "Mylar" polyester film.
Here's why: Trouble -free tapes of "Mylar" cannot dry out or become brittle with
age ... offer an extra safety margin against stretching ... are unaffected by changes
in temperature and humidity. What's more, you get 50% or more extra playing time
plus superior performance. When you buy tape for your own use or for gift giving this
Christmas, be sure to ask your dealer for your favorite brand of tape made with "Mylar ".
FOR THE BEST IN TAPE, LOOK FOR
Hicx FmEtrrY M AcAZLCE
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the years ... on tapes of Mylar
LASTING STRENGTH. Under normal
operating conditions, tape of "Mylar"
will not stretch or break. There's a
3001, margin of safety against
stretching offered in no other tape.
LASTING RESISTANCE TO HEAT, HUMIDITY, Tape of "Mylar" can not dry
out or become brittle with age
.

..

withstands radical changes in heat
and humidity. Tape of "Mylar" needs
no special sturage care.

LASTING FIDELITY. Even after years
of playing, tape of "Mylar" has no
flattened out or condensed sounds
dimensional stability assures
flawless fidelity.

DU PONT

MYLAR

GU PONT
BETTER

THINGS

FOR BETTER

POLYESTER FILM

LIVING

THROUGH CHEMISTRY

THE NAME "MYLAR" ON THE BOX

".VVIar ie a registered trademark for Du Ponts brand of polyester
Du Punt manu facture. "hfylar ", not flninhed recording tape.

DECEMBER 1958
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New
ALTEC

Monterey

4

FROM ANY POINT OF VIEW
A

SUPERB SPEAKER SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE: high -a/Jiciency,

big-speaker bass,
distortion, smooth response and clean reproduction.
APPEARANCE: handsome compact enclosure is finished in
hand -rubbed wood on all lour sides so that it may he used
horizontally or vertically.
PRICE: surprisingly loin.
low

SPECIFICATIONS:
Guaranteed frequency range: 40-22.000 cps
Power rating: 20 watts

Impedance:

8

ohms

Finish walnut, blond, mahogany

Dimensions: 14"

H,

26"

W

141/2"

Approx.shipping weight 45 lbs.
Price: $165.00

D

INTERNALLY, there are two new "controlled linear excursion"
8" bass speakers, a 3.000 -cycle 12 db -per- octave crossover
network, and the famous ALTEC 3000ß high -frequency
speaker with sectoral horn. At 40 cycles this outstanding
system has, for the same power input, more than five times
the audio output of any other small speaker system tested.
FOR STEREO, two Monterey speakers will give
"you- are -there" realism. Range and quality are so great,
that a single Monterey system can be matched with any large
ALTEC speaker system for the finest in stereo reproduction.

STOP at your nearest ALTEC Dealer
LOOK at the superb new Monterey
LISTEN to its magnificent performance
Write for free catalogue and valuable loudspeaker enclosure booklet:

ALTE[
(ANSIN(:CORPORATION

ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION, Dept. 12H-8
1515 S. Manchester Avenue. Anaheim, Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N.Y.

1lu:rr FIDELITY NIA(:A%rXF:

I_'S
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Scanning the Section
Where tape fits in now
and in the future.

Building the Acrosound
60 -watt amplifier kit.

Seven

full

pages of HF

Reports: Tested in the
Home

- Audiolab

Reports.

How to edit tape as the

professionals do it.

Plus: Audionews

- Audio

Aids -Audio Forum.

THIS SECTION you will find substantially more audio material than has appeared in HIGH FIDELITY Magazine heretofore, and several new features. We have endeavored to combine
the best of what was formerly published separately in AUDIOCRAFT and 11F. It should be noted that this represents an actual
increase in the total of I -IF's editorial material. J1usic and record
coverage remains unchanged; we have simply added space for a
more thorough treatment of high -fidelity equipment.
The consolidation has resulted in some changes which will
become more apparent in future issues than they are in this, the
first combined issue. Beginning in January, for example, "Audio
Aids" (an AuoioCnArT department) will appear under a single
head with what has been HF's "Audio Fortun." We will have
regular articles on how to buy wisely and how to install equipment; these will replace the "Iii -Fi Primer" articles. Kit construction and kit -equipment performance will be treated separately, in "AUDIOC1AFT Kit Reports" and in "II 17 Reports,"
respectively. Finally, there will be an important change in the
"Tested in the Home" department.
AUWOCRAFT's "Audiolab Test Reports" (written by Hirsch Houck Laboratories) will be carried over into the new "I-IF
Report" section. As is pretty well known now, these are no -nonsense objective evaluations which neither we nor manufacturers
of the equipment concerned can change or withhold from
publication, once Hirsch- Ilouck's tests are under way. We will
retain thou FInELrrr s "Tested in the I-Iontc" label for reports
on speakers, pickup cartridges, and such items which require
more subjective evaluation. TITI-L will continue to be staff written, although we will make use of whatever test data are
applicable in writing the reports. The major departure from
former policy', however. is that manufacturers no longer will
have the privilege of requesting that a TITH Report not be published. We will operate under the 01d TITH policy for those
items that bad been accepted as of October 1; such reports
should all be published by February, and in the March issue
the new policy will be in full effect.
Comments on this section will be welcome. You can be sure
that they will be given most serious consideration by all staff
members. Our intention is to make HIGH FIDELITY more than
ever the complete magazine for music listeners; you can help
us do so by telling us exactly what you want.
R.A.

IN

WHAT ABOUT TAPE?

The author is Vice -President of Audio Devices, Inc., supplier to both the
tape and the disc industries, and a pioneer researcher in the field of sound
reproduction. What he has to say will be of special interest to thousands of
people who bought tape recorders when tape was the sole medium of stereo.

by
'THESE

C.

J. LeBel

LAST SIX MONTHS have
seen wild commotion in the record field-more excitement than we
have had since the advent of microgroove records. There is a different
contender in each of the four corners
of the ring: monophonic dise vs. stereo
disc vs. twin -track 7 % -ips tape on reels
vs. four -track 3'.í -ips tape in magazines. The listening public has been sitting with bated breath trying to make
up its minci as to the future of tape
and disc. The more gullible (and /or
cautious) have stopped buying either
tapes or discs, awaiting the advent of
nonexistent miracles.
As was suggested in a previous article of mine in these pages', it really
isn't that complicated. There isn't a
single future for recording, as there
hasn't been one in the past. \Ve can envision four different futures, with the
problem now becoming how to select
the specific future that pleases you. A
satisfactory selection can result only
from a systematic analysis of the va"Tape or Diu ?" October 1957.
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rions things that one expects of a tape
or disc record.
What do we ecpeet of a recortl, he
it either tape or disc? First. we want a
record to be compatible with our present equipment so far as possible. The
compatibility need not be perfect
look at the number of users who have
lately bought two -track stereo adapters for their monophonic tape machines.
Next, we expect an artistically
pleasing performance, with pleasing
acoustical perspective. To get these we
are sometimes willing to sacrifice, but
in the long run we insist on the following good technical characteristics:
1. Adequate frequency range.
2. Good signal -to -noise ratio.
3. Low wow and flutter.
4. Minimum extraneous sound

-

(print -through. interchannel
leakage, or rumble).
5. Good durability.
Let us deal first with choice No. 1,
namely: monophonic disc vs. stereo
anything. A great deal of material exiSts Only in monophonic form, material
of great historical and artistic value.
An excellent example would be the

collection of Arturo Toscannini recordings, existing as pressings or as
transfers (by the Walter Toscanini
staff) from the original lacquer discs
to low print -through magnetic tape.
These are irrevocably monophonic.
It will take a long time for all of the
present phonographs to be replaced by
stereo systems or fitted with compatible monophonic cartridges. A combination of all of these factors, phis the
artistic, suggest that it will take a long
while for monophonic discs to die. As
confirmation of this, remember how
long it took microgroove to overcome
the old 78-rpm records.
So much for the artistic merits of
performances; the other prime requisite is acoustical perspective. Good
stereo recording and reproduction do.
at best, give greatly improved perspective, as compared to monophonic.
However, stereo records will vary
greatly in perspective, depending on
the recording staff's philosophy on separation. The following philosophies
have all been heard lately in recordings:
1. Tenth row third balcony.
2. Fifth row orchestra center.
EIICH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

audiacraft
Middle of the orchestra itself.
The last named, unnatural splitting
of an orchestra into two groups, is
spectacular on the salesroom floor,
but fatiguing in the home. Some of the
first material released, particularly by
opportunists iii the disc field, is actually two-source, not stereo, the separation is so excessive.
Even with the best of intentions,
there will be big variations in acoustical perspective for the next year or so,
till the engineers and aiir men get a
better command of their new techniques. The complex possibilities of a
four -channel stereo mixer are almost
beyond belief.
Now for what I suppose we must
call high -fidelity requirements, the
first of which is, of course, frequency
range. From what we know of the
equipment, both stereo disc and 'Mips
twin -track tape can offer the full frequency range generally recorded, 30
to 15,000 cps. We have said can, not
do, for many of the stereo discs thus
far produced seem to be lacking in the
higher frequencies. Is this a wear effect? On the other hand, the quality of
7% -ips recorded tape has not always
been as uniform as could be desired. Is
this the result of inadequate quality
control, or is there a certain inherent
loss in high speed mass duplication?
The latter remarks presage even
greater worry about the quality of
four -track 3% -ips tape, for the frequency range per inch of tape speed
has doubled from that available at 71
ips. The means of doing so, a one tenth -mil gap in the reproducing head,
is an effective means of minimizing reproducing head limitations, but it cannot reduce a number of other effects.
At 4 ke per inch of tape speed, the
effect of dirt on the head is greatly enhanced, as is the effect of tape defects.
Little attention has been paid to tape
characteristics at such short wave
lengths in the past, and we may expect
considerable variation in response
from one batch to the next. Also, a
given amount of azimuth error -inaccuracy in the vertical setting of the
tape head -will do much more harm
to high-frequency response at the
lower speed. In short, we may expect
much greater variation in frequency
range from clay to clay, minute to
minute, and reel to reel. These effects
will be enhanced because some faults
will affect duplicating as well as home
3.

reproduction.
Equally important, to the purity of
sound reproduced, is the factor of signal -to -noise ratio. We are concerned
with not only the measured signal -tonoise ratio, but also the miscellaneous
effects which arc usually not included
in the measurement: disc ticks and
pops, turntable rumble, tape print-

through, and leakage between chan-

nels. If we disregard some of these side
effects, then 7% -ips twin -track tape and
stereo disc are on a par at the start.
Dust and wear can raise the disc noise

level very rapidly, sometimes; magnetized heads on a tape recorder can
also prove harmful.
Four -track 31íi -ips is inherently noisier, for a given level of engineering,
clue to the slower speed, the narrower
track, and the smaller gap. Each of
these factors disposes of about 3 db,
so that in round numbers this system
would be about 9 db poorer than twotrack 7% -ips when both are played on
equipment of the same quality. Any
design improvement which would improve the former would also be helpful
if applied to the latter. so that for a
given level of engineering the 9 -db degeneration is fixed.
The effect of the 9 -db injury should
be to reduce the probable 50 -db ratio
of a home machine to perhaps 40 -42
db. This figure can be improved on,
but only at some cost.
A special kind of noise is print through, manifested as preëcho and
interpolated noise. This is mainly a
tape problem, though it exists also on
discs which are cut from tape masters.
However, record companies' master
tapes may be of the low print- through
type, and their storage conditions can
be well controlled, which minimizes
our chances of getting preächo on
discs. Neither of these precautions is
likely to apply to a prerecorded tape
in the home. The higher cost of low print tape makes unlikely its use by
the duplicator, and fete people tvill install tape storage vaults alongside the
wine cellar, where cool prevails.
Some help to tape collectors may be
a new print -through eraser which ( if
it is no breach of taste to say so) the
company I work for developed recently' It reduces print -through by 6
to 18 db. Using no tubes. it is simply
fastened in place on the tape deck, in
the tape path. This should reduce an
otherwise substantial problem.
Another hazard in stereo recording
and reproduction, against which for
the time being tapes seem to fare
slightly better than discs, is inter channel leakage. The effect of this is
to dilute the stereo effect, reducing
separation.
In tapes the effect occurs during
both recording and reproduction, due
to adventitious magnetic effects. The
separation is presently an effective 25
db or more, and we may expect it to be
increased still faster as better home
machine head structures are developed.
in discs the leakage can occur in
the cutting head, in the pickup, or in

failure to align the axes of the two
channels' the same in reproduction as
in recording. And, of course, there
must be added to this the slight leakage in the tape original. The problem seems to be at its worst in pickups, where the separation may range
from a good 25 clb dozen to a pathetic
6 db.

Then there is the question of dura-

bility. The mechanical durability of
tape is good, and the magnetic dura-

bility is adequate. subject to the chance
encounter with a magnetized head.
The durability of magazine-loaded
tape under home conditions is, naturally, still in doubt; magazines are too
new.
The durability of a stereo disc is
presently uncertain, too, for a number
of reasons. First, the groove wall surfaces carry a three -dimensional pattern
instead of the basically two-dimensional pattern on the walls of a monophonic disc. We intuitively would expect more of a wear problem with the
more complex surfaces -finer detail
should rub off easier.
Secondly, the stereo pickup uses a
0.7 -mil radius for the stylus tip instead
of the hitherto standard one mil. The
tip area is therefore half as great, and
for equal %year we would call for half
the pressure, i.e., the old average of 6
grains pressure must be replaced by 3
grams with the smaller tip. We do not
see this happening in more than a few
of the new designs.
Also, present record changers generally require 6 grains or more pressure for proper operation; this will be
quite excessive with the stereo stylus.
\Vitt the new changers operate satisfactorily at 3 grams pressure?
All of these factors raise questions
still unanswered on the wear of the
stereo disc.
There exists another tape possibility,
not yet hied. Four-track tape looks
quite interesting when divorced from
the quality problem of the 3% -ips speed
and the size, cost, and compatibility
problems of the magazine. After all.
the narrower tracks taken alone spell
only a 3-db loss in signal-to -noise ratio, which is a lot better than the 9-db
loss of the 33i -ips version.

Continued on page 163
C. H. %isthmus. Sonie Thought.. on Geometric
Conditions in the Cutting and Playing of Stereo
Discs and Their Influence on the Final Sound
Picture. AF.S 1958 Convention lPrcprint No.
79). tl. Redlich And 11. J. Klcmp, Checking the
Axes of Operation of Stereo Cutter Channels,
AES 1958 Convention ( Preprint No. N).

The Audio Devices Echornser.
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the grille cloth perfectly straight all
the way to the bottom. Now install
the middle bottom tack, remove the
string, and drive both tacks home. Repeat the process about 6 in. to the
left and right of the center, and continue in this way to the edges, finishing up with the four outside corners.
Hugh Kenner
Peterborough, Ont.

Pickup Connection
It is difficult to do a satisfactory job
on the wiring between the phono
pickup and the preamp, because the
wires leading from the pickup are usually light, while the preamp input always takes an RCA plug requiring
rather heavy wires. A transition point
is needed where the small wires may
be joined to a heavy microphone
cable. This is especially true for three and four -terminal stereo cartridges.
One good way to accomplish this is
to make a plug out of a burned -out
transistor and connect the small pickup wires to it. The plug is macle from
the transistor by cutting off the upper
one third of the case with a file and
unsoldering the semiconductor bar
from the transistor pins. The wires are
TRANSISTOR

TRIODE

MOTOR

ENLARGED)

BOARD)

WE7/1011Mill
.

vI

ANSISTOR

SOCKET

SHIELDED CABLE

RCA PUJO
TO PREAMP+

soldered to these pins, ncl the case
may be filled with wax. The mike
cable going to the preamp is then
connected to a standard three - or
four -terminal transistor socket (Cinch Jones 5PC or Elco 3301), which may
be mounted conveniently in a hole
through the motor board.
This method is convenient for removing the pickup arm from the motor board without disturbing the preamp input wiring, and it allows most
of the interconnecting cable to be
shielded wire.
Eugene H. Griffin
Dallas, Tex.
a

Salvaging Components
The surplus equipment market provides a cheap source of quality components to the home audio constructer. The problem remains, however, as
to how the components can be salvaged without being damaged. Components mounted on terminal boards
require the use of a soldering iron.
Place newspapers on the floor first;
132

then, holding the soldering iron in the
left hand (if you are right -handed)
and the terminal board in the right
hand, heat the terminal just long
enough to make solder flow. A sharp
snap of the right wrist will flip excess
solder from the joint onto the floor.
The remaining solder does not have
much strength and the connecting
lead can easily be peeled from the
terminal post with a sharp -edged
screw driver. Once an end has been
loosened it can be gripped with pliers
and unwound.
Alan M. Palmer
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Reduce Head Wear
On many tape recorders no provision
is macle for lifting the tape off the
beads during the fast -forward and rewind operations. Considerable head
wear can result from the friction of
the tape passing over the heads ai
high speeds. This can be avoided on
tape recorders whose front -panel design permits leading the tape directly
from reel to reel, bypassing the heads.
To rewind a tape, slack it sufficiently
to permit removal of the tape from the
heads, and then take out all slack before switching to rewind. This procedure is most valuable with inexpensive tape recorders, but it can also
be used to advantage with more expensive machines such as the Ampex
601. Even though the 601 is designed
to rewind at greatly reduced tension.
a slight amount of wear is inevitable.
and taking the tape off the heads will
be worthwhile.
R. D. Dickson
La Mesa, Calif.

Straightening Grille Cloth
Usually the pattern on plastic grille
cloth is insistently rectilinear, drawing
attention to every warp, twist, or creep
when it has been tacked on. An easy
way to make a perfect installation involves using a piece of string with a
loop tied at one end and a heavy nut
at the other. Position the cloth, drive
the first tack at the center of the top
edge, but don't drive it quite all the
way in. Hang the string over the tack
by the loop, and use it as a plumb line
to get the nearest vertical stripe on

Miniature Bellows
When a tiny but strong jet of air is
needled around high -fidelity equipment for cleaning a stylus tip, or between the blades of a variable capacitor in a tuner, take a look in your
medicine cabinet. An empty plastic
squeeze bottle of the type usually
used for cosmetic spray lotions -with a
slightly enlarged opening-makes an
excellent bellows. It also precludes any
danger of damaging the stylus with a
brash held in an unsteady hand, or
betiding the capacitor blades with a
clumsy pipe cleaner.
Alex 'Mien
Milwaukee, Wis.
Tuning Indicator for Heathkit
For owners of I-Ieathkit Fill -3A tuners
who may wish to install a 6E5 Magic
Eye tuning indicator, the following
procedure has worked well for me in
over a year of use.
Mount a Magic Eye assembly (Amphenol 58 -MEA6) on the top of the
tuner cover and secure it with a bolt
through the ventilating slot. Then
bring the wires through a grommet in
a similar slot on the rear of the cover.
The wiring should then be completed
as follows (do not follow Heath's instrtetions for this): solder green and
blue wires brought through grommet
L to pins 3 and 4 of socket F; dress
the red and yellow wires over the
edge of the chassis between points j
and C to terminal strip S, where the
red wire should he soldered to S -1
and the yellow to S -2; bring the black
wire through grommet L also; the
6.8-k resistor attached between TT -2
and 'Cl' -3 should be lifted at T1' -2
only, and a 680 -ohm ii-watt resistor
added between the free lead of the
6.8 -k resistor and '1`l' -2; attach the
black wire at the junction of these
AUDIO AIDS WANTED
That's right -tall pay $5.00 or

more for any short cut, suggestion,
or new idea that may make life easier for other HIGH FIDELITY readers,
and which gets published in our
Audio Aids department. Entries
should be at least seventy-free
words in length, and addressed to
the Audio Aids editor. No limit on
the number you may submit to us.

HIGH FIDELITY v1ACAnNE

csud jam raft
two resistors. I found experimentally
that the 880 -ohm resistor gives the
best eve closure.
F. M. Sturtevant
Media, Pa.

Add a Pilot Light
Adding a pilot lamp to an amplifier
or preamp is often difficult because of
the possibility of inducing hum. I
added one to my Heathkit \VA -P2
and AV-5M by using the switched AC
accessory outlet on the chassis apron.
The light is of the panel type, for 117
volts. and is mounted through the
panel of my equipment cabinet. It is
controlled by the switch at the pre amp.
Franklin K. Rommel
Maplewood, N. J.
Simplified Antenna Connections
Some people may have an antenna
problem similar to the one I encountered in connection with an FM -AM
tuner. The tuner has a four -point terminal strip with a pair of terminals for
each service. The requirement for separate antennas (a wire for AM and a
dipole for FM) is bothersome. Also, I
like sensitive, noise -free DX reception,
so indoor antennas are out.
The drawing shows the antenna circuits of my tuner simplified. If some

way can be found to remove the
ground from the center tap of the
FM coil, the FM dipole can be used
for AM also. The only purpose of the
ground connection, I believe, is to accommodate a 72 -ohm nnhalanced coaxial lead -in. Since the 300 -ohm balanced fad from a dipole is most commonly used, this ground can be removed.
The next step is to connect the center tap of the coil to the AM post
marked "Ant," out of sight if possible.
The FM dipole with its lead then sloes
the job for both FM and AM.
Do not try this, however, unless a
study of your schematic shows it to be
possible. Also be sure to test the arrangement fully before making a final
decision; signal loss or interaction
might result with some tuners.

Harry L. Wynn
Derry, Pa.

Warped Tape Reels
To overcome the annoyance of rhythmic scratching of tape against the side
DECEMBER 1958

of a warped plastic tape reel. I purchased several 8-mm. metal reels
( they are sold in every photography
shop) and put them on my machine.
The reels have a width of 9 min.,
slightly %wider than the %width of the
usual plastic reel (by less than 1 nun.),
and 2!3 non. wider than )á-iu, tape.
At any event. the reels are resistant
to warping and appear to be better
balanced than their plastic counterparts. On many machines, the reels
can be used without alteration; but,
since they have keying slots on only
one side, it may be necessary to cut a
slot on the other side for those machines that have a key extending to
the top of the reel spindle.
The reels come in the 7 -in. size, and
will just barely hold 1,200 ft. of 1%mil tape.
W. R. Abbott ll
Aim Arbor, \iich.

Stick 'em in Styrofoam
Breadboards (experimental circuit assemblies) have always been a problem to the hobbyist, and the time
consumed often discourages much variety in the types of circuits experimented with.
A novel and time -saving method,
which I saw used recently in a physics
lab at Stanford, involved building up
hardware on a block of Styrofoam.
Blocks 1 in. thick and about 6 by 18
in. are sold at Chrisbnns time for decorating purposes. These make excellent foundations into which components can be "plugged."
Connections are made by direct
soldering or with hookup wire, and
substitutions are easy. A few tube
sockets can have sharpened legs soldered onto the mounting lugs and be
placed as desired. Pigtails are bucked
safely away in the Styrofoam so that
they need not be cut. After the circuit has been worked out. components can be used again in the actual
construction. The Styrofoam holds
components with surprising tenacity
and can be reused many times.
Daniel B. DeBra
Mountain View, Calif.

Making Panel Cutouts
It is not easy to make perfectly fitting
cutouts in panels unless you have the
proper power tools or are expert in
the use of hand tools. For the neophyte
woodworker who wants professionallooking panels for his hi -fi equipment,
there is a material which will expedite
the task greatly. It is called half -round
stock and is available in many sizes,
the most useful of which 1 have found
to be %-in.
Time cutout should be made slightly
larger in all dimensions than the actual panel opening %will be. Lengths of
the half -round stock are then cut to

fit around the cutout, neatly framing

it. They should overlap the edge
enough to make up for the difference
between the actual size of the cutout
and time size of the finished panel
opening. The resulting job looks better than many professional custom installations I have seen.
Alan Kuslntir
Chicago, Ill.

Sealing Speaker Cabinets
Every audio craftsman has a favorite
method of sealing speaker cabinets,
ranging from Scotch tape to secondhand chewing glum; but one that has
unique advantages has thus far escaped notice in the literature. This is
aquarium cement, a puttylike substance sold by most pet shops in onepound tins at fifty cents.
To apply aquarium cement, heat the
can in %vater, %work the cement into a
rope, and press it into the %vood joint.
The surface of the compound dries
quickly to a rocklike hardness, while
the interior remains plastic and maintains a positively airtight seal.
Some other common!' used substances transmit vibrations through the
plasticity of the material itself. Such is
not the case with this, because of the
surface rigidity.
R. A. Ruth
Alturas, Calif.
ERRATUM

We received a letter from David
Hailer, of Dynaco Incorporated,
pointing out an error in the discussion of the Dynaco 1oil -%watt amplifier circuit in "The Grounded Ear"
in the October issue of AunIocnA IT.
The author of this department described a method of obtaining extremely low distortion by underbiasing the KT -88 output tubes.
The following paragraph from Mr.
Hailer's letter will set the record
straight.
"We do not show the circuit with
the KT -88s drawing 90 ma each.
We have them biased for a drain of
70 ma each, and the unit will put
out 120 watts at between 0.5 and
.75% IM. The distortion at low levels (below about 50 watts) is way
down. However, for special uses
where expense is not important. the
I\1 can be cut to as low as 0.1% at
full power, while tube life is shortened somewhat. If you were cutting
master discs, for example, you
would not worry about using tq) to
820 worth of output tubes every few
months as long as you got really low
distortion. However, for normal
home use, we have never suggested
or intimated that you should run
tubes at 10% above the book rating."
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Freports

combining:
Audiolab Test Reports
Tested in the Home

prepared by Hirsch -Houck Laboratories
and the technical staff of
High Fidelity

HF REPORT POLICY
Equipment reports appearing in this section are of two types: Audiolab Test Reports and Tested in the
Home Reports. AUDIOLAB TEST REPORTS are prepared for us by Hirsch -Houck Laboratories,
a completely independent organization whose staff was responsible for the original Audio League
Reports. Audiolab Reports are published exactly as they are received. Neither we nor manufacturers
of the equipment tested are permitted to delete information from or acid to the reports, to amend them
in any way, or to withhold them from publication; manufacturers may add a short comment, however, if they wish to do so. Audiolab Reports are made on all -electronic equipment (tuners, preamplifiers, amplifiers, etc.). TESTED IN THE HOME REPORTS are prepared by members of our own staff,
on equipment that demands more subjective appraisals (speakers, pickups, etc.). The policy concerning report publication and amendment by the manufacturer is the same as that for Audiolab Reports.

TIN

Stephens Trusonic 120 -FR,
150 -FR, 5 -KT Speakers

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer):
full -range loudspeakers and supertweeter.
MODEL 120 -FR- a 12 -inch full -range loud-

range: 30 to 15,000 cps.
Impedance: 16 ohms; 8 ohms optional. Power rating: 30 watts program. Free-air cone
resonance: 40 cps. Price: $60. Model 150 FR- a 15 -inch full -range loudspeaker. Frequency range: 20 to 14,000 cps. Impedance:
16 ohms; 8 ohms optional. Power rating: 35
watts program. Free -air cone resonance: 23
speaker. Frequency

cps.

type

Price: $87. MODEL
horndooded

frequency: 5,000

5 -KT- o compression -

Crossover
Frequency range:

supertweeter.
cps.

Siephens 1516 enclosure for

134

The

150 -FR.

25,000 cps. Required crossover
db /octave. Impedance: 16 ohms.
Price (including 5,000 -cps crossover network
and level control): $49.50. MANUFACTURER:
Stephens Trusonic, Inc., 8538 Warner Dr., Culver City, Calif,
5,000

slope:

to

12

The "Free -Cone Suspension" system
utilized in Stephens wide -range speakers is based on a highly flexible cone
suspension system and a lightweight
cone and voice coil assembly -a combination which, Stephens says, gives
the cone a low natural resonance frequency as well as the ability to respond cleanly and easily to transients
or heavy bass signals.
We received two of these free -cone
speakers for testing, and they are the
finest -sounding units l've heard from
Stephens to date. Both are unusually
free of inherent coloration; they are
able to reproduce equally well all of
the instruments in the orchestra, and
also the human voice (the latter is
much more difficult to reproduce naturally than might be expected).
The 120 -FR and the 150-FR arc
quite nondirectional at high frequencies, so are well suited for stereo use.
Both are designed for use in horn- or
reflex-type enclosures. Installed in
Stephens' Model 1216 enclosure, the
120 -FR produced sound that was at
once naturally balanced and remarkably clean and smooth. It should be used
with an auxiliary tweeter in order to
realize the full transient response and
overtone content of available program

material. Its over -all sound, without an
additional tweeter, was smooth, soft,
and well defined. Balance was excellent, and low -frequency response was
full and musically adequate although
not startlingly extended. Its low-frequency range in a listening room of
moderate size was good to perhaps 50
cycles, and started to slip gradually below that. Bass definition was very
good, and no audible traces of doubling could be detected anywhere
throughout the speaker's bass range.
The 150-FR speaker proved to have
much the same over-all sound as the
120 -FR, although its Luger cone resulted in less impressive high -frequency
range and noticeably superior bass perModel 1216 enclosure for 12 -inch units.
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audiocraft
fonnance. This unit, in its model 1516
enclosure, produced firm, solid bass to
around 38 cycles, with rapid loss below that. Because of its unusual bass
clarity and solidity, as well as its refreshing lack of boominess, it shared
with the Model 120 -FR a quality of
bass that was quite a bit more musically satisfying than the suffocating
bass heaviness of many speakers which
extend deeper but produce greater
amounts of distortion.
The 150 -FR's middle range was, if
anything, even smoother than that of
the 120-FR. It had little coloration,
reproduced all kinds of sounds with a
high degree of naturalness, and was
capable
handling surprising
of
amounts of power without audible
strain. Its high- frequency response,
however, was quite restricted, tending
to minimize high -pitched sounds and,
particularly, the guttiness of string
tone. A tweeter is a necessity with
this speaker if its robust and solid low

AIR

Garrard 301 Turntable

The first impression we had of the Garrard 301 turntable when unpacking it
from its carton was of its completeness.
The unit comes with a stroboscope
disc, 45 -rpm record adapter, a tube of
special grease, spring suspensions, template, and a most complete 23 -page
manual, bound in liard covers. Manuals of this sort sometimes are furnished
with the better British equipment, and
rarely if ever with American equipment.
Each turntable is provided with an
inspection report showing the meastu-ed wow and Butter at each of its
three speeds. plus a check -off form to
indicate that rumble has been found
negligible, operating speeds correct,
and that a playing test has been per formed.
The Garrard 301 is attractively finished in ivory, with the heavy cast aluminum turntable finished in Bat
black. Its three operating controls are
conveniently located at the front of the
unit. At left is the ON-OFF switch,
which also operates a mechanical
brake to stop the turntable quickly
when it is shut off. At the right is the
speed- change lever. In the center is a
knob which provides a variation of
approximately ±3% about each nominal speed. This is accomplished by
means of an eddy- current brake which
moves the pole pieces of a magnet so
as to surround the edge of an aluminum disc turning on the motor shaft.
The motor is a four -pole induction
type, mounted on a set of six springs.
DECEMBER 1958

end is to be matched by a comparable
top.
The Stephens Model 5 -KT compression tweeter is supplied with a compact
combination crossover network and

%irk'
The Stephens 5 -K1' compression tweeter.

attenuator control, which provides the
necessary 5,000 -cycle 12 db/octave
crossover and tweeter level adjustment. It is extremely efficient, as evi-

This floating mount effectively isolates
the motor from the turntable proper.
The only point of contact with the motor is between the motor shaft and the
rubber idler wheel. Speed changes are
accomplished by means of a stepped
pulley on the motor shaft, with the
idler moving up or down as the speed
selector is changed.
The turntable is quite compact: 135
in. wide by 145 in. deep, extending
only 3i in. below the motor board. No
provision is made for mounting an arm
on the turntable base plate, and a motor board at least 18 in. square is recommended. Our test unit was mounted

Carra rd's

301

transcription

turntable.

on a standard Garrard base, finished
in black. This is 21 in. wide by 16 in.

deep and incorporates a bubble level
to aid in leveling the turntable. It is
large enough to accommodate practically any ann.
The stroboscope disc furnished with
the turntable fits rather snugly on the
spindle, and one does not feel encouraged to use it too often. The instruction manual states that a stroboscopically engraved turntable is available at

dented by the fact that its optimum
balance (to my taste, anyway) with
the 120-FR and 150 -FR was obtained
with its level control set barely á
way up. This tweeter has a quality of
razor -sharp crispness which can become metallic and spitty if the tweeter
is turned up to the point at which it is
heard as a separate entity above the
sound from the main speaker (an undesirable operating condition for any
tweeter). The 5 -KT's high- frequency
range is extraordinary, but much of its
extreme upper range is masked by a
10,000- to 12.000 -cycle output rise. It
is quite directional and performs best
when operated facing upwards. J.C.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Model 5 -KT
tweeters of mare recent manufacture hove a
diaphragm material modification that has eliminated the masking effect describec, without in
any way adversely affecting the other characteristics of the tweeter. This same modification has resulted in o decrease of the "spitting"
characteristic when the tweeter is being driven
at excessive level.

extra cost, and we would consider it a
worthwhile investment if the cost is
reasonable.

Test Results
Garrard specifications call for a maxi muni wow and flutter of 0.2% and .05%
respectively, at 335 rpm. The inspection card accompanying our test unit
listed wow and flutter percentages of
0.15 and .02. Our measurements indicated 0.1% wow and .085% flutter, We
have no way of knowing exactly what
the inherent flutter on our Components 1106 record is, but we have
measured flutter percentages as low as
.05% in the past. In any event, there
can be no doubt that the Garrard 301
is as free from these objectionable qualities as any turntable we have seen, for
all practical purposes.
Garrard has wisely refrained from
claiming any specific rumble level for
this turntable. The many variables involved in rumble measurements make
it nearly impossible to reproduce this
sort of data in different test environments. We mounted our Fairchild
225A cartridge in a Fairchild 281 arm
on the Canard wooden motor board
in the proper location. The output was
amplified by a Dynakit preamplifier
(RIAA equalization) and the nimble
level was referred to a stylus velocity
of 7 em/sec at 1,000 cps. The resultant rumble was -32 db. practically all
30 -cps (the basic rumble frequency
of a four -pole motor). Other arm and
cartridge combinations yielded rumble figures from -30 db to -36 db sunder similar conditions. We then
mounted the Fairchild pickup system
on a separate base, mounted on vi135

bration isolators, and obtained a figure of -42.5 db. This figure probably
is representative of the true performance of the turntable, but a user would
probably obtain somewhat more rumble with his pickup mounted on the
Garrard base. Probably a heavier or
more rigid base would reduce the
rumble.
Measurement of the hum field encountered by a magnetic cartridge in
normal playing position was made by
using a typical magnetic cartridge as a
probe and measuring its output relative to a velocity of 7 cm,'sec at L000
cps after RIAA equalization. The hum
level was -51 db at a 6-inch radius
and -45 db at a 2 -inch radius. These
are purely arbitrary figures, but will

JansZen Model 65

11111

Electrostatic Tweeter

serve for comparison of this turntable
to others measured in the saine manner. This hum level is quite low, and
would not be audible in an ordinary
listening situation.

Summary
The Garrard 301 turntable is a very
ruggedly built, flexible unit with performance of professional caliber. It is
honestly rated by its manufacturer,
and at its price of $89.50 is a very
good value. Its wow and flutter, as
well as flexibility and operating convenience, are equivalent to a number
of turntables selling at considerably
higher prices.
Its rumble level is also quite low
actually low enough to justify Gar-

-

of the well -known Model 130 tweeter,
but uses two instead of four radiating
elements, and costs only about half as
much as the 130.

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer):
a self-powered two- element push-pull electrostatic tweeter. Frequency range: 700 to 30,000 cps; built-in 700 -cps high -pass filter. Power
rating: 100 watts program. Impedance: 8
ohms only. Power requirement: 105.125 y,
50.60 cps AC, 2 watts drain, for tweeter power
supply. Dimensions: 6s/, in. high by 12?: wide
by 8S4 deep, over-all. Price: $89.00 in birch or
mahogany; 591.50 in walnut; 586.00 in utility
painted dull black. MANUFACTURER: Neshaminy Electronic Corp., Neshaminy, Pa.

The original JansZen electrostatic
tweeter, which was very favorably reviewed in "Tested in the Home" in
November 1935, contained an array of
four Hat, sandwich- shaped radiating
elements which provided broad high frequency distribution and linear response clown to around 800 cycles. The
Model 65 tweeter is a smaller version

ATP

Fairchild Model 248
Stereo Preamplifier

The Fairchild Model 24S Stereo Preamplifier is actually a combination of
two Model 245 preamplifiers and a
Model 247 Stereo Attachment. The
Model 247 Stereo Attachment acts as
a stereo /monophonic control system,
with a master gain control and optional loudness compensation. This report therefore applies equally to the
Model 245 and Model 248 Preampli-

New JaneZen Soo- element electrostatic.
Sonically-, there is little difference
between the Model 65 tweeter and its
larger counterpart. It is equally
smooth and extended in range, it seems
capable of handling an equal amount
of power without strain or breakup,
and it has the sanie transparently crys-

nation. Equalization is provided for
the RIAA recording characteristic,
RIRA with lo' frequency rolloff for
use with record changers, a POP characteristic with more lows and highs
than the RIRA, a FLAT position with

ÖÖ

O

O

fiers.

The control functions of the Model
245 are conventional, consisting of
bass and treble tone controls, an uncompensated volume control, and a
single function selector, which selects
inputs and the various types of equali1.36

Fairchild stereo control preamplifier.
R1AA low -frequency equalization and
no high- frequency rolloff, and NART13
tape playback equalization for 731-ips
and 3wí -ips speeds. Inputs are pro-

rard's claim of "virtually nonexistent."
However, 'lien mounted on the Garrard base the nimble level was increased some 10 db. It may be advisable to use another type of motor
hoard or mounting, though we have
found that a rumble level of -30 db,
provided it does not contain appreciable energy above 30 cps, is not audible even with extended -bass speaker
systems at reasonable volume levels.
The remarkably complete instruction
manual deserves special mention. It
contains complete mechanical diagrams and service instructions, including exploded views and a parts list. It
could serve as a. model of what the
manual should be for any piece of hi -fi
equipment.

talline quality as the Model 130
tweeter.
The Model 65 presents less capacitive load to an amplifier than does the
130, and thus puts less stringent demands upon the high- frequency stability and high -frequency power capabilities of the amplifier. Its high- frequency
distribution is only about half as wide
as that of the four -element tweeter,
and its efficiency is not maintained
quite as fully down to its rated low frequency limit. As a result, it has
somewhat less warmth than the four element model. Its sound, when
coupled to a complementary woofer,
has that combination of coldness and
lucidity that has crone to be known as
"electrostatic sound " -a quality of analytical accuracy that reproduces every
bit of music and distortion delivered
to it by the associated equipment. This
is an excellent tweeter, at a price that
belies its quality.-J.C.H.

vided for a magnetic cartridge, a second magnetic input marked cecn for
which the rumble filter is effective, a
low -level TAPE input, and high -level
TUNER and AUX inputs. Two parallelconnected ourru-r jacks permit driving one or two power amplifiers from a
single preamplifier, and a 'CAPE output
is provided ahead of all level and tone
controls. Two switched AC outlets can
supply up to 200 watts to other corn ponents of the system. A nine -pin accessory socket, normally supplied with
a jumper plug, allows the Model 247
Stereo Attachment to be plugged into
the Model 24.5 to convert it to a stereo
control system.
The circuit of the Fairchild 245
has several interesting features. The
high -level inputs go through the first
half of the dual volume control and
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

cat Lad
the tone controls without any vacuum -tube circuits intervening. The
TAPE output also comes before any
amplification stages. The main portion
of the preamplifier is a two -stage amplifier with over -all negative feedback
to provide a low output impedance
and low distortion. One half of the
dual volume control is at the input to
this amplifier, and the other half is in
the feedback loop. As a result, it is
impossible to overload the preamplifier with strong signals; and, in fact,
the increased negative feedback at low
gain settings, as compared to maximum
gain settings, slightly reduces distortion.
The phono /tape preamplifier stage
is a two-stage feedback amplifier using two EFS6 low -noise pentodes (the
first one is triode connected). These
are also designed to handle large in-

put signals without overloading.
Each Model 245 has its own power
supply. All heaters are DC- operated
for low hum.
When the Model 248 is purchased
as a unit, the two Model 245 pre-
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amplifiers and the Model 247 Stereo
Attachment are fastened together and
enclosed in a single black anodizedaluminum cover. The final result,
though somewhat bulky and heavy, is
attractive in styling and flexible in operation.

Test Results
The characteristics of the two parts
of the 248 were so nearly identical
that we have plotted curves for only
one preamplifier (Model 245).
The tone- control curves reveal the
only significant variation between our
measurements and the specifications of
the 2- 15/248. In the flat setting of the
controls, there was a falloff of highs
above 10 kc, amounting to over 6 db at
20 kc. This did not appear to be the result of any minor misadjustment of the
tone controls, and the droop was evident on all settings of the tone controls and on all the equalization characteristics we measured. The test

equipment was checked carefully and

was definitely not the cause of the
loss of highs. The capacitance of the
cables from the output of the preamplifier was less than 200 µµEd and
should not have produced such an

FMAx.
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cps. This over -all characteristic can be
seen impressed on the tape and record

equalization characteristics.
Apart from the over -all response of
the preamplifier, we found it to be remarkably good in every respect. The
RIAA equalization error is a virtually
exact duplicate of the over -all response
characteristic. If the latter were flat,
it could be seen that the equalization
error would he almost immeasurable.
As it is, it is better than most we have
seen. In the case of the NARTII tape
equalization, allowing for the preamplifier response indicates an accuracy
of the order of 1 db over the 20- to
20,000 -cps range. which is excellent.
The 3%-ips equalization is similar to
the 7;i -ips characteristic except that
there is a relative boost of high frequencies.
The record changer input has a
rumble filter which rolls off below 100
1
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response is not compatible with the
over-all quality of this unit, in our
opinion.
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The loudness compensation, which
can be switched in or out at will, affects only the low frequencies. Under
most conditions, we found it a bit too
bassy for our liking.
The true mettle of the 245/248 becomes evident in distortion measurements. As was mentioned earlier in
this report, the circuitry of these units
was designed to minimize the likelihood of overloading then with strong
signals. We would go so far as to say
that it is impossible to overload them
with any signal sources we have encountered in hi -fi systems. The IM distortion of the preamplifier (exclusive
of the phono preamplifier stages) is
truly negligible at any output up to
several volts, and only reaches 2% at
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27 volts output. In the region up to 2
volts, which is adequate for driving
any amplifier we know of, the IM distortion is under 0.2 %. This is entirely
independent of the input level or
gain control setting.
The Fairchild specifications point
out that although the phono input is
intended for signals in the 5- to 10millivolt region, it will not overload
with up to 200 millivolts. The harmonic distortion we measured through
the phono input (including the entire
preamplifier) shows this to be a most
conservative statement. The harmonic
distortion for signals up to 50 millivolis was less than the residual distortion of our test equipment (about

,

EQUIVALENT PEAK I

cps. This is certainly effective in removing rumble, but removes nearby as
much music. It seems to us that anyone using a preamplifier of the caliber
and cost of the Fairchild 248 should
be able to invest in n record changer
with a reasonably low rumble level.
Such a drastic cut of low -frequency
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Actually, this departure from a flat
response is negligible and cannot be
heard under any listening conditions
we applied. Nevertheless, the specified
response of the preamplifier is 20 to
20,000 cps within 1 db. The response
below 10 kc is very smooth, with a
gentle rise of about 2 db below 1,000
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At 200 millivolts it was only
and
reached 1% at 400 milli0.22,
volts. The distortion with any magnetic
pickup, no matter how high its rated
output or how heavily modulated the
record may be, should be entirely
negligible.
Hum and noise on phono and high level inputs were very low at normal
gain settings. At maximum gain they
rose somewhat, clue to noise more than
to hum. On the tape equalization positions the signal -to -noise ratio was appreciably worse, though listening indicated that the output was predominantly hiss. Crosstalk between chan.07%)

.

switch on the Stereo Attachment is set
at MONAURAL, paralleling the two
channels, the gain of each unit is reduced by ß cab. This causes a noticeable drop in level when switching between STEREO and MONAURAL.

Summary
The Fairchild 245 appears to be an
almost starkly simple preamplifier with
an extremely high order of performance. Although it has no individual
input level setting controls or loudness control, it has the lowest inter modulation distortion under any conditions of input level or gain setting

Hum and Noise
Reference Level: 0 db

Input
Sensitivity
Hum and Noise
Max. Gain
Min. Gain
Max. Gain
(Input shorted)
Standard Gain
Setting
Crosstalk from
Radio or Aux

Upper Aux
0.36

v

1

V

RIAA (TT)

Tape 71/2

.0021 v

.004 v

-51 db
Unmeasurable

nil

-51

=

-46
(less than

Tape

db

-70

db)

3?',

.0023

v

-41

db

-

-

db

-51

db

-51

db

-51

db

Unmeosurable

-66

db

-46

db

-45

db

Below Noise

Note: Gains are affected by second amplifier settings. Measurements made with second
amp off. On monophonic, gains are reduced by 6 db.

eels of the same preamplifier and beweer) the two preamplifiers was unmeasurable.
Due to the rather unconventional
circuitry in which many control functions are combined without isolating
stages between them, there is a certain
amount of interaction between the
tone and volume controls of the two
units when they are coupled with the
Model 247 Stereo Attachment. This
interaction may be as much as a decibel or so at certain times. but cannot
be heard in use. When the selector

Dynaco Stereo Power

11tH

Supply Kit

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer):
power supply unit for one or two
Dynokit preamplifiers. Output voltages (with
two Dynakit preamplifiers connected): 350 v DC
8 +; 6.3 v AC heaters. Two octal sockets proa compact

Dyuaco's power supply for two preo tops.
1 :3S

that the have ever measured. It has
equally low distortion characteristics
in its phono preamplifier section and
is able to handle very large signal
peaks without significant distortion.
Its hum level is extremely low, and
its noise level is negligible at ordinary
gain settings. Equalization for RIAArecord and NARTB -tape characteristics is very precise.
Somewhere in the system there is
a lack of flatness of frequency response which, though not serious from
a practical standpoint, mars the near

vide preamplifier power. AC outlet provides
switched AC. Slide switch provides proper operating voltage for one or two Dynokit preamplifiers. Dimensions: 23k in. high by 51/2 wide
by 5'rt deep, over -all. Price: $8.95. MANUFACTURER: Dynoco Inc., 617 N. 41st St.,

perfection of this unit. The response
from 20 to 20,000 cps, referred to
the 1,000 -cps level, is +2 clb, -6 db,
instead of the rated 1 -db limits.
When the Stereo Attachment and
two Model 245 preamplifiers are connected as a Model 248 Stereo Preamplifier, all the preceding comments
apply, except that loudness compensation is now available, and the combination may be operated as a stereo or
monophonic system at will.
We found it easy to use, flexible,
and -not too surprisingly -very clean sounding. Our chief operational criticism is directed against the unusual
taper of the volume controls, both individual and master. Over most of the
rotation of the control, there was practically no effect of the level. Most of
the audible change occurred in the
last 45° or so (at the clockwise limit).
In addition, the master level control
was unable to reduce the volume to
zero. A certain amount of output was
always audible.
COMMENT: We ore
MANUFACTURER'S
pleased to find that Hirsch -Houck Laboratories
confirmed our claims, since it is our policy to
state specifications which will be met by all
production units, when measured by accurate
instruments.
The frequency response noted in the FLAT
position of the tone controls must be due to
production variations affecting the FLAT setting
of the bass and treble controls. This might
even be caused by accidentally replacing the
knob at the wrong position on the shaft. As
the report implies, the units are all tested to
meet oll published specifications and this is,
of course, true also of the frequency response.
With regard to the unusual taper of the
volume control, this is brought about by intro.
ducing a fixed resistance, primorily for the
purpose of insuring accurate tracking between
the volume controls in the two channels. By
this means, maximum tracking error in pro.
duction units is held to 5%, as compared to
commonly encountered errors of up to 20%
with commercial components. We have found
in actual use that the taper is, to most people,
o pleasant and practical one.

unit, and has a single AC outlet that
provides switched AC power.
There are two octal sockets on the

Philadelphia 4, Pa.

This unit is intended to supply operating power to one or two Dynakit
preamplifier -control units, or to any
other preamp or preaunps without
built-in power supplies and having
similar voltage and current requirements, when they are to be used
with power amplifiers that are not
equipped with preanp power- supply
sockets. The power supply, which is
available only in kit Form at the time
this is written, plugs into a switched
AC outlet on the main preamplifier

Anyone can do this simple wiring fob.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

a tad iocraft
power supply unit to match the octal
plug(s) from the preamplifier(s). It
has a slide switch to compensate for
the difference in load between one
and two preamps, so that the proper
operating voltages are supplied whether one or two preamps are being used.
The unit is rated at up to 1 ampere at
6.3 volts and up to 15 milliamperes
(total of both sockets) at 350 volts,

11tH

United Speaker
Systems X -100

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer):
a two-way three- speaker system. Frequency

range: 40 to 18,000 cps. Power rating: 30
watts. Impedance: 8 ohms. Dimensions: 24
in. wide by 24 high by 15% deep, including
5 -in. legs. Price: $109.50 in mahogany or
birch; $114.50 in walnut. MANUFACTURER:
United Speaker Systems, 192 William St.. East
Orange, N. J.

The X-100: 3 speakers at moderate cost.

Considering the small size of the X100 system, it is surprising to learn
that it houses two 12 -inch woofers
plus a 5 -inch cone tweeter. The system's size and price are rather misleading, however; it is capable of producing some of the nicest sound I have
lent an ear to for some time.

1I1k

Sargent -Rayment
SR -17 -17 Stereo

Amplifier

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer):
a completely integrated stereophonic control
amplifier. All specifications refer to each channel unless otherwise stated. Rated power: 17
walls. Frequency response: -t1 db, 20 to
15,000 cps. Distortion: below 1.5% IM at 17
watts; below 0.5% at 10 watts. Hum and
noise: high -level inputs, 70 db below 17 watts;
low -level inputs, 60 db below 17 watts. Inputs:
tuner, auxiliary, tape recorder preamp output,
magnetic phono, ceramic phono, tape head.
Controls: input selector (TUNER; AUX; TAPE;
PHONO 78; PHONO 33-45; TAPE HEAD
WARTS, 7.5 ips, 3,4 ips); stereo-monophonic selector button; stereo normal /stereo reverse selector button; balance control; bass (±15 db,
40 cps); AC power and treble (±15 db, 10,000

DY;C.L1IBER
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and will operate properly with any
preamplifier or pair of preamps that
does not draw a greater total amount
of current. The 6.3 -volt supplies to the
two sockets come from separate transformer windings; consequently, hum null adjustments on the two preamps
can be made individually.
As a kit item. this is one of the
simplest construction projects I've en-

countered. Total construction time
ran to a little over an hour, and the
unit worked precisely as it was supposed to as soon as it was turned
on. -J. C. H.

We received two identical X -100s
for stereo testing. Their tweeters are

illusion that the sound was originating
from behind the loudspeaker rather
than from inside it.
The high end, while silky smooth,
subdued the guttiness of string tone
and the sharp attack of high -pitched
percussion instruments. Many music
listeners would choose this quality of
sweetness over the harsh or zippy
sound of speakers with wider range
but with treble peaks or exaggerated
treble response.
These are very natural reproducers
of music. Although they may not have
enough projection to fill a very large,
heavily absorptive listening :u-ea, their
efficiency is high enough that they do
not require vast amounts of amplifier
power to drive therm at full room voltne, and they are unusual in that they
sound as good from a distance of two
feet as they do from twenty -five feet
away. At $109.50, the X -100 should
be high on the auditioning list of any
speaker shopper who is more interested
in musical veracity than in audio dem-

specially -designed duo -cone units,
whose nondirectionality suits them
very well for stereo use. When so used,
there was no detectable tendency for
sounds to jump arbitrarily back and
forth from one speaker to the other,
and it was not necessary to sit in a
limited area of the room in order to
obtain the full stereo effect. Good
stereo recordings were reproduced as
they should be: as an evenly spread
curtain of sound extending between
the speakers. This was true even with
recordings whose center fill had not
been "unproved" by cross blending between the two channels.
The X -100s we received were very
smooth throughout the entire range.
Their high end was soft and musically
unobtrusive, and they handled strings,
wood winds, brasses, and lower -range
percussion with equal naturalness.
And even though I did not get the impression that they were reproducing
very far into the deep -bass range, they
produced very satisfying balance and,
within their power luting, a full, solid
bass foundation. At high listening levels they showed a mild tendency to
boom on heavy bass passages. Their
over -all lucidity was good, definition
notably in the bass range-was very
good, and they had a great deal of
the openness of sound which gave the

-

cps); volume (both channels, ganged); loudness
contour (F, 1, 2, 3). Outputs: one at low impedonce from each channel to stereo speakers;
one at high impedance from each channel to

stereo tape recorder. Dimensions: 15 in. wide
by 5% high by 13 deep, over -all. Price:
$189.60. MANUFACTURER: Sargent- Rayment
Co., 4926 E. 12th St., Oakland 1, Calif.

Sargent- Rayment's S11-17-17 is a completely integrated stereophonic control simplifier comprising a pair of preamplifier- control sections and two 17watt power amplifiers, all on a single
and surprisingly compact chassis. All
inputs and outputs are duplicated in
each channel, and the input selector,
volume, bass, treble, and loudness
controls are ganged so as to affect
both channels simultaneously. The

MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: We should
like to point out that the Dynakit power supply
is, at the time of this writing, the only such unit
available for powering a pair of preamps as
are needed for stereo.

onstrations.-J.G.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Since most
stereo cartridges and amplifiers produce less
output than their single -channel counterparts,
the high efficiency of the X100 is on important
consideration in stereo reproduction.
While stereo was a factor in the design of the
X -100, it will perform equally well as part of o
monophonic system. An identically matching
equipment cabinet and second X -100 can be
added at any time as modular units.

control panel is simple, well planned,
and plainly narked.
A pair of push buttons at the left
of the front panel selects normal stereo
or reversed stereo (left -to -right and
right -to -left operation), or monophonic
Complete stereo amplifier/preamp unit.
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operation. When reproducing monophonically, the left- and right -hand
channels are combined and feci equally
through both power amplifiers, a provision which is almost a necessity to
anyone intending to play monophonic
LP discs with his stereo cartridge.
The balance control, which is effective in stereo or monophonic modes,
increases the level of one channel
while decreasing that of the other. Its
middle setting provides equal amplification through both channels, and
the control has more than adequate
range of adjustment to cope with the
most extreme discrepancies in signal
level or loudspeaker efficiencies. Once
set for proper balance from an average
stereo program, the channel balance
remains set when the unit is switched
to monophonic operation;
consequently it is possible to use a monophonic signal as test material for audible balancing of the stereo channels,
adjusting channel balance until the
monophonic signal appears to come
from midway between the speakers.
RIAA phono equalization in our

sample SR -17 -17 was very accurate.
The 78-rpnm equalization setting combined a 500 -cycle turnover with a
sharp high- frequency cutoff, presumably to suppress surface noise. This
curve would not accurately equalize
any existing disc, and it could be almost perfectly duplicated by combining the RIAA setting with some treble
tone control cut. Tape equalization
was unusually flexible: three TAPE
HEAD settings (for use when a tape
deck without a playback amplifier is
being fed into the SR- 17 -17's preamps) give a close approximation to
the NARTB -RIAA tape curve that is
required for use with high-quality
playback heads, and two compromise
curves for 7i ips and 3% ips operation through lesser -quality playback
heads. Deviation from the NARTB
curve is in the usual direction, causing
NARTB -recorded tapes to play with
a slightly exaggerated high end.
Hum from, our SR -17 -17 was below audibility under all conditions of
operation. It had enough gain to operate at full volume and acceptably

Stentorian HF-1016U
Speaker and
T -359 Tweeter

tItH

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer):
MODEL HF- 1016U- a full -range single-cone
10 -inch loudspeaker. Frequency range: 30 to
15,000 cps. Impedance: 4, 8, or 16 ohms, selectable at taps on speaker. Power rating: iS
watts. Free -air cone
ace: 35 cps.
Voice coil:
in. diem. Magnets 2 lb., 16,000
gauss. Price: $36.50.
MODEL T-359- 31/2-in. cone tweeter. Frequency range: 3,000 to 17,000 cps. Power
rating: Is wafts at 3,000 cps. Impedance: 16
ohms. Magnet: 9,000 gauss. Price: $14.95.
DISTRIBUTOR: Barker Sales Co., Audio Division, 339 Broad Ave., Ridgefield, N. J.
1

These speakers are manufactured in
Great Britain by Whitely Electrical
Company, and are distributed in the
United States exclusively through
Barker Sales Company. The Model
HF -1016U 10 -inch speaker is a full range single-cone unit with a universal
voice -coil winding. The voice coil is
double wound and both ends of the
windings are brought out to four terminals on the frame of the speaker.
Selection of different combinations of
terminals, as described on the identification plate at the rear of the speaker, enables the user to operate the
speaker as a 4 -, 8-, or 16-ohm unit.
This facilitates coupling to any amplifier, or connecting together multiple
systems of these speakers.
When installed in a carefully tuned
bass -reflex enclosure, the HF- 1016U's
bass response was excellent; full, deep,
well defined, and unusually free of
140

Stentorian »1ulli- impedance loudspeaker.

boom or tubbiness, Its middle range
was smooth and clean, although there
was a pronounced output rise centered around 5,000 cps which emphasized record surface noise, produced
what was in my opinion entirely too
much brilliance, and gave the impres-

Companion T-359 feeder

is

brand new.

low noise from a 5- millivolt magnetic
cartridge, and all switching functions
were free of clicks and pops. The yolunre controls tracking was excellent
throughout most of its range, main-

taining both channels at their relative
preset volume balance except during a
short rotational range in which a sudden volume change was observed.
Here the channel balance was thrown
badly out of adjustment until the control had passed above or below the
critical 5 degrees of rotation, which
occurred between the 12 and 1 o'clock
settings.
The SR- 17 -17's sound was crisp,
finely grained, and a little veiled
rather than crystalline. Balance was
very good; bass was full, a little
heavy, and acceptably well defined.
The unit appears to have durable,
high -quality parts throughout, so it
may be reasonably expected to give
long, dependable operation without
significant deterioration of performance. All in all, a very good buy in an
attractively styled and well- thoughtout stereo amplifier.-J.C.H.

siou that the unit's bass response was
less impressive than it actually was.
The T -359 cone tweeter was designed as an adjunct to the Stentorian
line of wide -range speakers and woofers, although its efficiency is high
enough to permit its use with practically any direct -radiator woofer having usable response to beyond 3.000
cycles. It is remark-ably smooth within
its operating range, and when properly balanced against a good woofer,
it adds a very nice silkiness and crispness to the sound. Its output rises
very gradually between about 4,000
and 10,000 cycles, and falls off pro-

gressively but smoothly above that. It
is very nordirectional, and since the
entire rear surface of the tweeter frame
is enclosed, it may be set right into the
woofer cabinet without risk of damaging the cone through exposure to
the high air pressures that are built up
in a woofer enclosure. For the price,
this tweeter is going to be hard to
surpass; it is one instance of a component whose low cost is not reflected in
frequency response irregularities.
J.G.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The Stentorian
HF -1016U was designed as o "Super" unit with
a heavy magnet structure, and is intended to
function as an extended -range speaker with excellent transient and wide over -all response. On
program material which is "loopy," adjustment
to taste can readily be made by using treble
or filter controls on the amplifier.
The HF -10160 is also suitable for incorporation in speaker systems os a woofer /midrange
unit.
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A splice in time
home recordists are content
their splicing activities to
the occasional repair of a broken tape.
The more advanced recordist has
found splicing to be an excellent way
to delete the trash that is almost invariably preserved along with desired
recordings- things like the beer commercials and live -it -up cigarette ads
punctuating off-the -air recordings of
the Sunday Symphony, audience
sounds during the pauses in live -performance recordings, and some of the
louder clicks dubbed along with the
music from prized 78 -rpm discs. After
some practice, the recordist can learn
to use editing the way professionals
do, for correcting fluffs in speech recordings, for assembling smoothly continuous programs, and for building
perfect musical performances from a
number of imperfect attempts (also
known as retakes)
To paraphrase a discredited thesis
of child rearing, a splice should be seen
but not heard. A perfect splice cannot
be detected by ear, even by someone
who knows exactly where the splice occurs in the program; a satisfactory
splice can be heard only if you know
where to listen for it, and concentrate
on hearing it. If a splice is to he completely undetectable, it must be technically as %vell as programmatically
perfect.
A technically perfect splice is one
which, if inserted into a tape recording
of a continuous test tone, will not cause
any audible interruption of the tone.
To meet this requirement. the splice
must be able to pass through the tape

MOST
to limit
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guides and over the heads without
catching on anything or losing inttnutte
contact with the playback head. and
must be able to pull free of the supply
reel without sticking to adjacent layers of tape.
Snuxtthness of the oxide coating requires that the tape ends he butted
snugly against one another hut not
overlapped. if there is a gap between
the tape ends, or if the cuts are not
parallel, some of the splicing tape's
sticky surface will show through and
will tend to adhere to the underlying
layer of tape of the reel. Then %Olen
the tape is umO:nding, the adhesion
will jerk free. causing a burble -a momentary fluctuation in tape speed.
There must be no projections from
either edge of the tape that might
catch on guides or head covers. The
spliced tape ends must either be perfectly aligned or must be trimmed off
so that no sharp corners are left projecting, and the splicing tape itself
should be no wider than the splice it
covers.
Programmatically perfect splices are
ones which do not in any way interrupt the smooth How of the program
material, either by mutilating natural
sounds, by creating sudden changes in
background noise. volume, or tonal
balance, or by upsetting the normal
rhythm of the recorded sounds. Choosing the proper place to splice a tape is
an art in itself. which is why editors
%vho can make programmatically as
well as technically perfect splices are
treated as valuable property at recording and broadcast studios. Although a

splice cut is made at an angle to the
direction of tape travel. the splice itself
will not provide a smooth transition
from one length of tape to the other;
consequently it should be made at a
point where the characteristics of the
recorded sounds themselves are conducive to smooth blending. More
about this at a later date, however.
A special kind of gummed tape is
available for tape splicing, and th's is
the only kind of gummed tape that
should ever be fused. Ordinary cellulose tapes won't do at all. because their
adhesive tends to creep when subjected to the pressure that is built up
between tape layers on a reel, causing
adhesions between the tape layers.
Splicing tape is sold in rolls 3i. 14. and
(a_ in. %vide. The proper width for the
job depends largely on the type of
splicing jig being used. Some splicers
such as the Alouge and the de luxe
Robins models are equipped with dispensers, and most of these units accept
the z -in, tape. The 34-in. tape can be
used on practically any other type of
splicer, but because it spans slightly
less length on the magnetic tape it may
not produce as mechanically strong
splices as the wider type. The 5ía. -in.
size is ordinarily used with Edit-Tall
blocks.
Splicers come in all shapes and sizes,
ranging from cheap and imprecise little gadgets costing half a dollar or so.
all the way to complicated and expensive thermohonders which fuse the
tape ends together under heat and

Continued on page 154
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Aerosound

Ultra Linear
building, a pastime which the

KITveteran looks upon with anticipa-

tion but which the neophyte may ignore with stubborn disinterest, is becoming less of a time -consuming chore
these days as new techniques are
evolved which speed assembly time
and minimize errors. Printed circuit
boards, subassemblies prewired at the
factory, and circuits which are just
plain simpler in design (although more
efficient) are combined in varying degree to reduce to a minimum the unpacking-to- operation time.
The Acrosound Ultra- Linear II 60watt power amplifier is a prime example of the lengths to which kit manufacturers will go to help make con struction of their products a breeze.
And what are these lengths? Well, for
one, the printed circuit board (in itself a timesaver) is completely assembled. Every single resistor, tube socket,
and capacitor is soldered to the board

when you receive it. \\'hat's more. the
unit has been factory tested in a special rig to make absolutely certain that
it will work in your own amplifier.
As a result of this careful predesign
planning. the U -L Il goes together in
something under two hours. When it is
finished, and after its electrical circuits
have been balanced, not only do you
have an amplifier which is a beauty to
behold in the aesthetic sense, but one
which holds its head high in the quality bracket as well.

Construction
A hint to its simplicity is given by the
U -L II instruction maual, in which

but a single page (front and back)
is devoted to assembly directions.
Four pieces of brown- painted metal
are joined at the corners to form a rectangular base. One of the longer pieces
supports the few switches, sockets, and
taps necessary to incorporate the U -L

The underside of a fully wired printed- circuit board is ,shown
above. A lolal of about 20 soldered connections must be mode.

II into a high fidelity system. These
are attached mechanically to the front
panel, and wired immediately.
The two transformers ( power and
output) are identical in appearance
and size, but the color coding on the
wires quickly establishes which one is
which. They are mounted on the base,
at the extreme ends. Between them
goes the prewired printed circuit
board, held in position with four bolts.
At this point the amplifier is about
half completed. and just a bit over an
hour has elapsed since the parts from
the packing box were sorted and the
soldering iron heated.
The assembly (quite heavy by now)
can be upended on the bench,. to permit access to its innards where the final
wiring operations will be conducted.
These involve little more than soldering the ends of wires from both transformers and the already completed
front panel to designated points on the

This new shows the front of the printad- circuit board. All
parts (except tubes) shown here are installed at The factory.

Ì?
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Building a kit can be a rewarding task,
especially if the finished product is as
easy on the eyes and ears as this one.

amplifier
44
kit
printed circuit board. All transformer
leads are supplied cut to proper length,
a fact which delights the veteran kit
builder and immeasurably assists the
beginner. And since leads from the
front panel were cut to the right length
when they were attached, the wire
shippers can be laid aside and final wiring accomplished with no more equipment than a soldering iron and a pair
of ueedlenose pliers.

Adjustment
Clever design can minimize the need
for several electrical balance adjustments in a power amplifier. On the
other hand, no one will dispute the
obvious fact that precise balancing
with instruments can reduce distortion to the absolute minimum for any
given design. The U -L II has within
its electronic framework the adjustable devices necessary to achieve top
quality amplification with little fuss,

and with few instruments; but two of
these adjustments can be set to their
middle positions and left there, if necessary, with the assurance that performance will still be excellent.
Three screwdriver- adjustable potentiometers appear on the top of the
printed circuit board. One of these is
used to regulate the operating point
(bias) for the output tubes. Another
is connected between the output tubes,
and may be set to the position which
guarantees identical Current flow in
each tube, for optimal low -frequency
performance. The third control can be
used to balance perfectly the phase
inverter stages which supply the output tubes with audio signal.
Theoretically, the output tubes and
phase inverter should operate best with
the balance controls set at midposition, where the resistance affecting
each tube is identical; and the amplifier will work very well that way. But

The printedcircuit board mounts on the base assembly between
the output (right) and power transformers, as pictured above.
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tubes are intricate devices. The
chances of two being absolutely alike
mechanically are slim. Consequently,
these balance pots permit the user to
compensate for mechanical differences
between tubes and operate them under
electrically matched conditions.
If you have a voltmeter and a distortion meter you simply set the bias to
36 volts, and adjust both balance controls according to directions in the instruction booklet.
Setting the bias control is a tricky
task for anyone %vithout a voltmeter.
In extreme emergencies, the bias can
be set temporarily by eye, but only by
an experienced eye which recognizes
the proper color of the output -tube
plates. Our suggestion to those without test instruments is that the completed amplifier (and instruction
book) be taken to a radio /TV serviceman for final adjustment. The service will require only about five minutes, and will cost but a few dollars.
To the high fidelity listener who has
gone this far in the assembly of a U -L
II, this extra cost is definitely worth it,
if the full potential of a very fine piece
of audio equipment is to be realized.

Test Results
All tests indicated that the Acro U -L
II is a superb amplifier. Its intermodulation distortions is below the residual
level of most distortion meters up to

about 2-5 watts; and at 60 watts, which
is the maximum power rating on this
amplifier and the point at which 1\I
would be expected to approach 1 %, it
is only 0.3 %. The amplifier does not
reach I% until about 65 watts.
The amplifier contains a damping
control, and a switch to throw it into
the circuit or out, as desired. When the
Continued on page 156

Positioning a protective metal cage over tubes is final step
in UL-li construction. Completed amplifier looks like this.
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vetting existing monophonic systems to
stereo. It matches all other Sherwood

HARTLEY ENCLOSURE

the Cameo, has been
introduced by Hartley Products to
house their 217 Full -range speaker. It
A new enclosure,

can be used as a single system for
monophonic purposes, or as the second speaker in a stereo arrangement.
Six-inch legs are furnished for vertical or horizontal mounting of the enclosure. In unfinished birch, the Cameo sells for $63, or $128 with speaker.
Finished walnut, mahogany, or blond
models are $80, or $145 with speaker.
KARG TUNER CATALOGUE
A catalogue is now available from Karg
Laboratories describing its Tttnematic
line of crystal -oscillator FM tuners.

Each tuner is equipped with crystals
cut to the frequencies of FM transmitters in the listener's range,- and a
simple click of the dial is said to tune
the receiver to within .025% of the
transmitter's carrier.
ESL DUST

table base by means of a suction cup;
the one for changers clips on the pickup arm. Price of the former is $5.75,
and of the latter, $4.75.
HEATHKIT TAPE RECORDER

Leath Company has announced a new
tape recorder kit, the TR -1A, providing monophonic record /playback,
fast forward, and rewind functions.
Two speeds of operation, 7i and 3%
ips, are selected by changing belt
drive. All functions on the tape deck
are switch -controlled by one lever, simplifying operation. The Model TE-1
record/ playback preamplifier, supplied with the mechanical assembly,
provides NARTB equalization. According to the manufacturer, flutter

Dust Bugs for turntables and changers.

A
s

Tape recorder kit from Heath Company.

and wow are less than 0.35 %, and frequency response at 7% ips is ±2 db
from 50 to 10,000 cps. Signal -to -noise
ratio is said to be better than 45 db below normal recording level with less
than 1% total harmonic distortion. 'Templates and instructions are provided to
cut out panels for mounting. Price of
the tape recorder kit is $99.95.
Rek-O -Kut is marketing a new Rondine
turntable, Mode! N-3311, designed for
playing at 33'5 rpm. A self-lubricating
hysteresis -synchronous motor is used
with special braking for reduction of
coasting. A tension adjustment is provided for the belt -drive system, and a
built -in strobe disc for checking speed.
Claimed noise level is -53 db. Price
of the turntable is S69.95.
SHERWOOD AMPLIFIER

The Sherwood Model S -4000 20 -watt
amplifier; preamp is designed for con144

20 cps to 20 kc. The unit measures 14
by 10% by 4 in., and its shipping
weight is 23 lb.
ALLIED 1959 CATALOGUE

More than 32,000 items are listed in
Allied Radio's 452- page-thick 1959
catalogue. In addition to Allied's
Knight line of high fidelity equipment,

TURNOVER STEREO CARTRIDGE

RONDINE TURNTABLE

//
SI
A(i:1

S4000 stereo preamp, mono power amp.

components and electronic equipment
from the major uianufachrrers and a
section on stereophonic prerecorded
tapes are included. Free on request.

BUG

The ESL Dust Bug is a device for
cleaning record grooves and eliminating static buildup automatically while
a record is playing. Two models are
available complete with fluid in a replaceable dispenser. The moist pact is
wide enough to clean each groove one
hundred times during a single playing
of a record. The unit intended for use
with manual players and transcription
turntables mounts directly on the turn-

units in size and style, and sells for
$109.50, less case. In addition to control features found on all Sherwood
monophonic models, controls important for stereo operation are provided:
dual loudness control, stereo normal/
reverse switch, phase inversion switch,
and provision for either channel to be
used monophonically. Frequency response is said to be within 1% db from

Recoton is offering a magnetic turnover cartridge for use with 78-rpm
records and stereo and monophonic
LPs. As the RG745 -3SD, it is equipped
with a 0.7 -mil diamond stylus for
LPs and a 3-mil sapphire for 78s;
as the RG745 -1 SD, it has a 0.7 -mil diamond and a 1 -mil sapphire. 'Manufacturer's specifications: frequency respouse -20 to 15,000 cps, ±2db; channel separation -more than 20 db;
output voltage-4 millivolts; lateral
and vertical compliance -4 X l0 " ern/ dyne; tracking force -3 to 5 grams;
four terminals. Price is $29.95.

For more information about any of
the products mentioned in Audio news, we suggest that you make use
of the Product information Cards
bound in at the bark of the magazine. Simply fill out the card, giving
the name of the product in which
you're interested, the manufacturer's
name. and the page reference. 13e
sure to lust down your name and
address too. Send the cards to us
and well send them along to the
manufacturers. Make use of this
special service; save postage and the
trouble of making individual inquiries to several different addresses.
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Now! The Most Important

Product Announcement
in the History of H. H. Scott!

Here are the exciting

details on

The Stereo
Amplifier that
sets the
Standards for
the Next
Decade!

The H. H. Scott engineering laboratories proudly introduce the
new Model 299 90 watt stereophonic amplifier and control center. It
contains many advance features that not only meet the needs of
today's stereophonic program sources, but anticipate the requirements of the future. Check the details of this new amplifier, and see
for yourself why the new 299 is superior to any other amplifier
available.
3 14 6

9 10

11

1

7 13 4

8 2 5 12

IO watt power stage consisting of dual 20 watt power amplifiers.
You need INS much power to meet
the requirements of ludaÿ s speaker systems. 2 Completely separate Bass and Treble controls on each
channel so that different speakers may be matched. 2 Provision for connecting both a stereo phono
cartridge and stereo tape heads, I Phase reverse switch to Compensate for improperly phased tape
recordings or loudspeakers. 3 Special balancing circuit for quick and accurate volume balancing of
both Channels. 6 Separate record scratch and rumble raters. i Unique visual signal light control
I

panel. Instantly indicates mode of operation.
1 Can be used as an electronic crossover (hr- amplifier)
5 Special compensation for direct connection of tape playback heads without eeternal preamp.
IO Spe
cial switching lets you use your stereo pickup on monaural records. 11 You can play a monaural source
such as an FM tuner through both cOannels simultaneously effectively doubling power. 12 Loudness
compensation. 17 Stereo tape recorder output. 11 D,C. filament supply for preamp lo virtually elimi
nate hum (80 db below lull power output).
15 Distortion (first order difference tone) less than 0.3%
Size in accessory walnut case: 151/2w z 5h z
M. M. SCOTT. INC.

III

DOA DCFMILL

RD. M1IYNAND MASS.

CkrWaT: TCLCSCD InTLpNAT10,AL CORP.

26 W.

JON ST..

M. Y.

12'hd. Price

5199.95. (F1cst of

Rockies $204.95)
C.

Write for complete technical specifications and new catalog HF -I 2.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Announcing the Magnificent New

WOLLENSAK '1515"
STEREOPHONIC HI- FIDELITY TAPE RECORDER
WITH BUILT-/N PRE -AMPLIFIER
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The thrilling presence
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of

a

live orchestra

your home...full
third dimensional sound!
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ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT

Measures only 6W x 10W x 11'/a';
weighs scant 20 lbs. Distinguished
design harmonises with every decor.

EASY OPERATION!
Simplified key -board
controls. Bandy,
strikingly beautiful
operating panel
provides the utmost
in operating ease.
ULTRA -POWERFUL!
10 watts push -pull
audio output -four
times greater than
larger, less portable
recorders. Ideal for

right into this wOLLENSAK Tape Recorder. Dual speeds, two -level recording indicator, keyboard controls, index counter, high speed rewind lever, etc.
MODEL T -1515, complete with microphone, 2 reds (one with tape), cords, $229.50

auditorium use.
CONSOLE
PERFORMANCE!
Tape live music or
use in conjunction
with a hi -ft speaker
and tuner for a fine
hi- fidelity system

FREE

Now you may enjoy the realism of three -dimensional sound in a
truly portable stereophonic tape recorder! Two separate in -line sound channels
bring the living presence of a full orchestra into your home. The upper channel
permits you to record and play back monaurally. The lower channel, in line with
the upper, plugs in directly to the Phono input of your radio, high fidelity system
or your television. No auxiliary pre -amp is necessary as the pre -amp is built

GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS Frequency Response -Upper Channel.
40.15.000 cps. $ 3db. at 7:4 ips.; 40.8,000 cps. ± 3db. at 31i ips.: Lower Channel- 40- 15,000 cps. ± 3db. at 714 ips. (NARTIi Standard Equalization). Wow and
flutter less than 0.3%; Signal to noise ratio greater than 50 db.: Signal from
lower channel prc.amp output 0.5
1.5 volts; Crosstalk
50 db.

"1500 HI- FIDELITY DUAL -SPEED TAPE RECORDER
Only 6W x 10í/a" x 11a/a'; weighs 20 lbs.
10 watts push-pull output is four times
greater than ordinary recorders.
Balanced- Tone" high- fidelity; key-boari
control. Accepts 7' reels; tape speeds of
3.75 and 7.5 tps.; index counter, etc.
Complete with microphone, 2 reels,

DEMONSTRATION- Your authorised Rralien.

sak Dealer will be glad to show you the

-

-

"1515'

and other fine iVOLLENSAK Cameras and Pro.
jeuors. See him now!

tape and cords, $199.50
WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO,
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The Second Channel
Sut:
I own a Magnavox "Magnasonic" phonograph with two 12 -inch speakers
and two 5 -inch speakers. I have been
using with this a compact bookshelf type speaker system at the other side
of the room, to add spread to the
sound.
I would like to convert to stereo,
but I don't have room for another big
loudspeaker. Could I use the bookshelf speaker as the second channel in
my stereo system, and the speakers in
the "Magnasonic" as the main channel? The speakers don't sound the
same, and I was wondering what sort
of results I might get.
I have heard conflicting reports
about stereo speakers. some claiming
that the speakers don't have to be the
same, others saying that they must be
identical. I have also heard that
monophonic records played through
two loudspeakers give almost the same
effect as stereo.
Robert C. Engel

Duluth, Minn.
Best results are obtained from .stereo
material when both charnels of the
stereo reproducing system, and particularly the loudspeakers, are identical in a1I re.spects.
It is possible to obtain a pseudo stereo effect by feeding two loudspeakers from a monophonic .source,

but the better suited the speakers are
for this purpose, the less effective the
.speakers will be for stereo. This is because if you use unlike loudspeakers
for monophonic material, the differences between the speakers will fend
to locate instruments at different places
across the area between the speakers.
However, if you use identical speakers with monophonic material, the
sound will all seem to emanate from a
point midway between the speakers.
Identical .speakers reproducing .stereophonic material will place all of the
instruments in. their proper locations
between the speakers, and these in.struntents will, so to .speak, stay put
during the entire performance. if the
stereo speakers are dissimilar, the in.stru meats will not stay in their proper
locations but till seem to shift back
and forth in a manner that the aver-

age listener finds quite disconcerting.
and which makes it impossible to balance properly the volume from the
stereo chanels.
There is much more to be gained
from stereo than ju.si direclio»ality,
however, and whether or not you decide to convert to stereo will depend
on whether or not you place sufficient
volute upon the enhancement of realism that is provided by stereo's depth
and spaciousness.
How does tlw bookshelf .system
.sound by itself? If it is acceptable
without the assistance of the main
.speaker in your phono unit, perhaps
you could a.ssemhle your stereo system
from a pair of the bookshelf ruvdels.
Otherwise. your best bet would be to
.scrap Mt bookshelf speaker system altogether and find room for another
system that is similar to that in
your ":llegnasanic." The bookshelf system will work as a second stereo channel, but not ideally.

aged on the first play. Now I hear
that viscous- damped tone arms are
not recommended for stereo cartridges
because of the compliance factors involved. Can you help me?
Harold T. Flartey
Dover, N. J.

There are .several thi» gs that could
account for the excessively rapid wear
of your .stereo tliscs:
(I) Excessive stylus force at the
record .surface. lleasare the stylus
force at a height where it just clears
the record grooves.
(2) Excessive damping. Adjust the
viscous damping control mail the
pickup arum, when dropped onto the
turntable from its fully lifted position, takes a little less than one .secand to land.
(3) A defective stylus cartridge. Try
another stylus assembly or cartridge.
Speaker Enclosures

Groove Jumping
Stn:

Stn:
Recently

have noticed that my
pickup. when it gets into the inner
grooves of a disc, sometimes starts
jumping grooves, repeating the same
passage over and over again. I suspect
that the grooves in this area are placed
too close together and my stylus cannot seat itself properly.
What is your opinion of this situation? Is there any simple solution to
I

this problem?

\Villiam Ifartnutnn
Chicago,

ill.

The most likely causes of the groove .skipping trouble you are having are
as follows: a worn stylus, binding of
the horizontal bearing in the pickup
arm, a defective cartridge or stylus
assembly, acoustic feedback from
loudspeaker to turntable, and inadequate stylus force.

Stereo Disc Wear
Sun:

recently purchased a viscous -damped
tone arm in which I mounted an E -V
stereo cartridge.
The stereo record that I used for
trying the cartridge was severely dam-

1
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Could you tell me if there is any place
'here I can obtain plans for making
speaker enclosures of different styles
and sizes, to accommodate one, two,
or three speakers? I am not particularly interested in the plans put out
by speaker manufacturers. for they
are usually interested in presenting
plans which will accommodate their
speakers only. I understand that it is
important to a degree to have the enclosure made to volume specifications,
If at all possible.

Edward A. Bartei
Milwaukee, Wis.
You cannot simply construct a loud -

.speaker enclosure for any loudspeaker.
The characteristics of the enclosure
.should be matched to those of the
speaker. and failure to do so will result in poor bass performance and
possibly poor middle- range perform ance too.
If you've decided on the speaker or
speakers you wish to use, get your enclosure plans from the speaker manufacturer. If you have not chosen any
specific speakers, you might do best to
purchase an integrated .system in
which the speaker and enclosure are
available as a single matched unit.
147
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assures the true quality of living music
through the use of authentic components

COMPONENT INSTALLATION
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SA232

STEREO FIDELITY
by
CONSOLE CABINET -This

If

you arc Tike most audio enthusiasts, the pleasure you derive from your music system, or
share with friends and family, means a great

Consequently, your plans for stereo will involve
the use of high quality stereophonic components.
For you know that only through components can you fully enjoy the
thrilling quality of stereo and the enhanced performance which good
stereo equipment also provides for your monophonic records.

COMPONENT INSTALLATION -In selecting your components,

will discover in Pilot stereophonic components the very qualities
which led you to components in the first place: brilliant engineering,
meticulous design -performance that will gratify your most critical
demands. And the styling you will find equally satisfying: graceful
proportions, simple lines, the judicious use of gold in the escutcheons,
contrasted with the rich vinyl black of the enclosures.
you

There arc nine Pilot components which form the basis for several
superb stereophonic systems. Illustration shows the FA -690 FM -AM
Stereo Tuner with built -in Preamplifier, $269.50; and the SA -232
Basic Stereo Amplifier with total dual -channel output of 40 watts
(80 watts peak), $89.50 -both units complete with enclosures.

may represent

the preference of your family or the decor requirements of your home. Does it mean that
you must sacrifice the quality, the fidelity. the
performance of components which mean so
much to you? By no means!

Pilot engineering has combined the quality of
components with the beauty and convenience of the console. Every
Pilot stereophonic console is a complete system of authentic, identiliable components-the very same used in custom installations. The
Pilot 1090, for example, utilizes the FA -690 Stereo Tuner Preamp
and the SA -232 Stereo Amplifier. In addition, it includes a Garrard
Stereo Changer and a Pickering stereo magnetic diamond cartridge.
Also built into the 1090 is a 4 -way, 5- speaker system, acoustically
identical to the companion 190 matching stereo speaker system shown
alongside. There are eight Pilot stereophonic consoles to serve every
need. The model 1090 in mahogany, $750; in walnut, $760. Model
190 companion speaker in mahogany, $189.50; in walnut, $199.50.
Prices slightly higher in West.
For complete details see your Pilot dealer or write: Pilot Radio
Corporation, 37-02 36th Street, Long Island City I, New York.

electronics manufacturer for over 39 years
www.americanradiohistory.com
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The How and Why of Watts
by J. Gordon Holt

How much amplifier power should you have for best results with
your speaker -system /listening-room combination, and what is the
minimum you can get by with? The difference may be substantial.

who has watched musi-

ANYONE
cians in action will have observed

that instrumental playing is pretty
strenuous exercise. Thinking of the total effort expended by an orchestra
playing fff, we can begin to understand why an amplifier, which mist
produce from a loudspeaker the sound
of a full orchestra, has to be able to
deliver considerable electrical power to
the speaker.
But when we come to the point of
specifying precisely how meet power
is needled, we are likely to find ourselves in a state of confusion. The intensity of a sound can be measured,
and thus divorced from personal opinion, by means of a sound -level meter.
Electrical power can also be measured, on a wattmeter. But, although
there are theories galore about the correlation between objective measurements and human hearing, no one has
vet fou>d any way of measuring a
person's subjective reactions to anything as complex as a musical tone.
Consequently, engineering techniques
can suggest -but they cannot establish
-the requisite minimum amount of
amplifier power.
'A power amplifier fed by a small
voltage produces a large amount of
power. As its input voltage is increased,
its power output continues to rise until it reaches a point at which the amplifier is delivering all the power it can.
This sets the amplifier's power output
capability; any attempt to get more
power from it (by feeding it more input voltage) will simply overload it,
causing extreme distortion of the signal passing through it. If this distortion
is to be avoided, it is essential that the
amplifier have enough reserve power
DECE\IDEA 1958

that it will never be driven to overload
under normal listening conditions.
In theory, it should be possible to
establish with precision the amount of
power necessary to meet this need. by
measuring the volume of orchestral
sound in a concert hall (on the sound level meter), and then finding out how
much amplifier power is needed to
generate the saine amount of loudness
in the home. It isn't all that simple,
though. for sundry reasons.
To begin with, the loudness of a
musical sound in a concert hall diminishes as we move ourselves (or our recording microphone, or our sound level meter) away from the orchestra.
To the conductor, a full fortissimo
sounds almost as loud as a crew of
riveters building a boiler in a tile bathroom. Yet the saine sound, heard from
a first -balcony seat, may scarcely be
able to drown out the whispered conversation in the seats behind you. A
recording that was closely micro phoned (to give the illusion of a front row vantage point) will sound most
convincing played at very high volume,
whereas a distantly miked recording,
or a recording of a small chamber music ensemble. will sound most convincing at a ouch lower playback level. Since there is no "standard" microphone distance, there can be no "proper" location for a sound -level meter,
and no single "correct" playback volume. Consequently, there isn't any absolute minimum amplifier power requirement.
High-fidelity enthusiasts in general
are notorious for playing their systems
at ear -shattering volume, but there is
at least one valid reason for this. In a
conventional monophonic system, cv-

erything seems to be coming from a
virtual hole in the wall. While this may
lend realism to reproductions of solo
performers, its effectiveness diminishes
as the size of the original performing
group increases. A second loudspeaker
placed to one side of the main system
can help to offset this constriction. but
even the largest and best monophonic
systems are unable to convey all the
impact and impression of great size
that is so much a part of choral and
dramatic orchestral music. The monophonic medium itself limits the
breadth of reproduced sound, and one
way of offsetting this loss to some extent is to reproduce grandiose music
louder than life; that is, play it in the
home at a volume level higher than
would be measured on the sound -level
meter in a good concert hall seat. Obviously. the power requirement needed
to do this will be greater than would be
expected purely on the basis of soundlevel meter investigations.
It is commonly believed that if a certain amplifier power is needed for monophonic reproduction, two amplifiers
of half that power will be equally adequate for stereo. Subjectively, however, the total power requirement for
stereo is actually lower than that for
monophonic listening of equivalent
quality. It doesn't pay to take too
much advantage of this generality, because there is an important distinction
between the amount of power that is
needed to avoid overload on peaks,
and the amount that must be available
for maximum sonic quality. These hvo
criteria yield substantially different answers.
An amplifier's maximum power output can be rated in several ways: for
149

maximum power output without regard for distortion, power output for a
given amount of harmonic distortion,
or power output for a given amount of

intermodulation distortion.
While an absolute power rating can
give an impressive -looking specification, it is of dubious value to the catalogue reader. An amplifier rated at
"30 watts with negligible distortion,"
or just "Power output: a full 30
watts!" may put out 30 watts cleanly
or it may distort audibly at levels from
20 watts up.
Power specifications that are related
to distortion will look less impressive,
but they are much more indicative of
performance. Power -versus-distortion
specifications may read 4'30 watts at
l% harmonic distortion," or "30 watts
at 1% (or 2 %) intermodulation (IM)
distortion." Since there is a very approximate 4 -to -1 relationship between
measured intermodulation distortion
and harmonic distortion, the first specification may be interpreted as meaning 30 watts at approximately 4% IM
distortion. A power specification related to an unidentified type of distortion
(such as "30 watts at 2% distortion ") is
almost invariably a harmonic distortion rating.
In most amplifiers, distortion decreases as the power output is reduced,
down to a point. At the maximum power limit, distortion is quite high,
and increases very rapidly with a small
increase in the driving voltage going
into the amplifier. Below the overload
point, distortion diminishes rapidly,
and as power output is further reduced, the reduction in distortion
starts to level off. Finally, by the time
the amplifier is running at a small faction of its maximum output power. its
distortion decreases very little as the
power level is decreased still further.
This minimum- distortion (or residual distortion) point is reached in most
amplifiers at and below about !pro of the
maximum rated power output. Consequently there would seem to be no
good reason why a 50 -watt amplifier
operated at an average level of, say,
# watt, should sound any better than
an otherwise- identical 10 -watt amplifier operating at the same average
level. But perhaps because something
is wrong with the theory, or perhaps
because typical 10 -watt amplifiers are
not "otherwise identical" to the best
50- watters, there are many who insist
that the best -sounding amplifiers are
high -power units. When it is observed,
this superiority is mainly in the low frequency range. although some high power proponents claim that the entire audible range becomes clearer.
In other words, the fact that 40 or
more watts of power may never be
needed in the home does not neces-

sarily mean that a high -power amplifier would be wasted if sonic excellence is more important than budgetary considerations. The average speaker system is safe (under normal circumstances) When connected to an
amplifier whose power rating is up to
two times that of the speaker, but
greater disparities in favor of the amplifier are not recommended unless
some provision is taken to protect the
speaker (by fusing it, for instance).
The question of amplifier power cannot be separated from the question of
maximum .speaker power output.
There may he some advantage in using an overpowered amplifier, but an
inadequate speaker will never provide
clean crescendos, no matter how good
the amplifier is, and it may be irreparably damaged if called upon to fill a
room with more volume than it can
cope with.
Sound -level meter investigations
(which appear to be valid for stereophonic reproduction) show that the
full peak volume of an orchestra as
heard from a close scat can be reproduced in an 83£- by 12- by 15 -foot room
by an acoustic power of about Ñ watt.
In a room having three times this volume (cubic content, that is), three
times the power will be required to fill
it with the requisite playback volume.
If the room is highly absorptive of

watt of electrical power to produce
watt of output. The least efficient
system (one of the acoustic suspension
types) is less than 1% efficient, and
consequently will need 2.5 watts of amplifier power to generate the same h
watt of acoustic power. Thus, a loudspeaker's suitability for use in a room
of a given size depends upon whether
it is able to handle enough electrical
power to produce the requisite maximum acoustic power in that room.
For example. a speaker for use in
an average -size listening room (10 by
15 by 30 feet) should be able to produce cleanly about M of an acoustic
watt. A suitable speaker of 1% efficiency would have to have a minimum power -handling capability of 75
watts; since we are discussing stereo,
this would mean a pair of speakers rated at 38 watts or more apiece. (These,
remember, are maximum speaker power ratings and are not to be confused
with manufacturers' ratings of the
power needed to drive the speakers
properly.) The amplifiers for each
speaker may then be rated up to 75
watts apiece (up to twice the speaker
rating). A 50 %- efficient speaker system, on the other hand, will need only
111 watts to drive from it the nominal
g acoustic watt, but since it would be
extremely risky to connect even a 10watt amplifier to such a speaker system
most are designed to handle at least 5
watts of amplifier power. The choice of
speaker power here will depend upon
the ultimate sound quality that is desired. and 25 watts is considered about
average for use in moderate-size rooms
with high-quality amplifiers.
These are stereo power ratings. For
monophonic reproduction of maximum
quality, the power figures arrived at by
the above computations should be increased by a factor of approximately

i

13-1.

sound (because of numerous overstuffed chairs, heavy drapes, carpets,
and open doorways), the power requirement is further increased, perhaps by as much as a factor of two.
Note that these figures are for acoustic power. Loudspeakers convert electrical power into acoustic power; while
they may on occasion do this with
some proficiency, they do it with widely varying efficiency. The most efficient systems (some fully horn- loaded
ones) are only about 50% efficient,
which is to say that they will need

150

It should not be assumed from the
foregoing that a high -power amplifier is always better than a low -power
one simply because it has more power.
Some sound worse than low-power
amplifiers because of inferior stability
or distortion, or because of inability
to produce the full rated power at frequency extremes.
For less hypercritical listeners, moderately efficient speakers (of 6% efficiency or better) may be driven satisfactorily with amplifiers of as little as
10 watts rated power. There is likely
to be a gradual deterioration of sonic
quality as amplifier power is lowered,
partly because of the imponderables
mentioned earlier. But 10 watts is the
absolute minimum power that should
be used in any high -fidelity system, if
for no other reason than that the distortion and frequency response of most
lower- powered units are not up to par.
HICH FIDELITY MACA-LINE
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for Ultimate Fidelity

for Ultimate Fidelity

WHAT'S THE

60WATTS

STEREO

MEANING OF

SHEROOO*
by

bySHERWOOD *.

AN AWARD?

Over 200 record companies, each with
its own impresario guiding variations
in recording method and technique;
but only one amplifier with the flexibility and capacity to give you a uniformly high plateau of reproduction:

LIONEL

nuunndinc honors

bowed, unsolicited,
by most recognited

telling orpnihall001.

Sherwaod's new 60 -watt amplifier!

Se

nisn`Rr..t;v,a nt

Those

illustrated above

mean

e

every-

thing!

°

But some awards mean little -only that
the manufacturer shook hands in the
right place, or paid the right price.

`-

° r!..

t.

Dlta

L=-

I

'outstanding honors
bolowcd, unaolialed,

f.

Fortunately, for the audiophile, this sort
of meaningless award "giving" has
never been a port of the High Fidelity
industry. Here, awards come the "hard
way" for outstanding performance
based on high technical standards.

by most recognized

testing organinld0fii.

The Model S -1060 features six 7189
push-pull output tubes; 60 watts at
11/2% IM distortion; silicon rectifier
power supply; "tube- saver" delay relay; DC preamp filaments. The most
compact 60- wafter ever, it consumes
less power (only 110 watts) than many
20 watt amplifiers. Eleven front panel
controls include presence rise, tape
playback, scratch and rumble filters
12 db /octave, tape monitor, etc.
Model S- 1060 -60 Watt Amplifier, Fair
Trade $149.50; Model S -1000 Il -36
Watt Amplifier, Fair Trade $109.50;
either unit readily adapted to Stereo
by addition of Model S- 4000 -20 Watt
"Add- Stereo" Amplifier, Fair Trade

$109.50.
For complete sped

cations, write Dept. H -12

-

SHERWOOD

ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES. INC.
4300 N. California Ave.,

Chingo

The "complete high hoelity horn. musiC

monophonic or slereOptOnio.

l4

Illinois

tenle," -

Therefore, Sherwood is justly proud of
its many outstanding honors bestowed,
unsolicited, by most recognized testing
organizations, plus many other special
recognitions.
For the
American Pavilion al the
Brussels World's Fair, the only tuner
selected wos the Sherwood 5 -2000.

Undoubtedly the most commonly displayed seal in the United States is
the "UL" of Underwriters Laboratories
-commonplace except in the Hi -Fi field!
Only Sherwood and two other popular
Hi -Fi tuners beer this seal of occeptonce
-your guarantee of safety from the
hazards of shock and fire.
And when the editors of Hi Fi Music
at Home created their performance
commendation seal, Sherwood's S2000
AM -FM tuner was the firs! to be chosen
for the honor.
Wyeth Engineering, Inc. just one of
many, many testing laboratories (one
in particulor must remain anonymous)
recently tested Sherwood tuners and
certified their adherence to F.C.C. and
I.R.E. standards of conducted and /or
radiated interference.
ask High Fidelity dealers- you'll
find a majority recommend "Sherwood
os "the best buy" in o complete High
Fidelity Home Music Center.

If your choice is stereo, Sherwood
offers The Ultimate -a dual 20 +20 watt
amplifier for stereo "in a single
package "; or a 20 watt
"add -stereo" amplifier.
Basic coordinated controls for either
stereo or monaural operation include 10
two -channel controls, stereo normal/
reverse switch, phase inversion switch,
and dual amplifier monaural operation
with either set of input sources. The five
modes of operation (stereo,
stereo -reversed, monaural 1, monaural 2,
monaural 1 +2) are selected by the
function switch which also operates a
corresponding group of indicator lites to
identify the selected operating mode.
Model S- 4000 -20 Watt "Add-Sterec" Amplifier,
Fair Trade $109.50

Model

S -5000

-

20 +20 Watt Stereo Dual

Amplifier, Fair Trade ;189.50
For complete

spelrnsllont write

Dept.

H'!?

-

SHERWOOD

ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES. INC.
4300 N. California Are., Chicago IS, Illinois

Just

Edward

S.

Tne "complete high fidelity home music tenter"
monophonlcor stereophonic.

-

Miller

General Munoger

g-77-r-rr
!,' II-71

...

;32.40
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new deluxe
manual player 4HF

Low -Cost Hi -Fi with the

Electronic

SOUND ECONOMY

firsts

of

-0

Author of

by

MONROE

UPTON

"Elettronics for

[vapor"

DE FOREST is famous for
DR-hisLEE
grid anclion or triode, which
famous I.tpee!
chaaeers RCSS
N RCM

Let us Show You
Which Garrard
Is Best for Your
Record Playing
doatable 301

ermtorny
manna' plawr T

economy
changer RC121

11

11

Why does Terminal sell all 6 Garrard
models -changers. manual players and transcription turntables? Because, while most
folks choose the famous RC -88 changer, you
may have your own special requirements:
you may want to use a favorite tone arm;
or you'd like to accompany a record with a
musical instrument; economy may be especially important to you: or space may be
scarce. Such things will help determine
which model you choose. And your choice
will be a good one if it's a Garrard, because
Garrard is the industry's byword for qual.
ity and reputation. Here at Terminal, New
York's oldest and foremost Hi -fi dealer,
you'll find salespeople who can show you
precisely which Garrard you need. (All
models wired for both stereo and monaural!)
Come in soon.

TERMINAL
RADIO CORPORATION
85 Cortlancrt Street
New York 7,
WORTH 4 -3311
cable TERMRADIO
752

has been called the greatest invention
Of the twentieth century. It's not so
%yell known that he has a great ninny
other firsts to his credit, many of them
represented among the more than 300

patents granted him. At eighty -five he
is still active. His present project is a
search for a method of converting heat
directly to electricity that is more efficient thon a thermocouple. Several
other laboratories are likewise engaged.
Efficient direct conversion
would be a boon both to satellites and
space ships, which could use the sun's
heat. and to nuclear power plants, enabling them to dispense with the steam
engine and generator.
One of his most valuable inventions
was not filed with the patent office, a
mistake in judgment which wasn't
characteristic of him. This ryas the
idea of vibrating the phonograph
needle in a magnetic field to generate
electrical impulses. He first used the
magnetic pickup in 1916.
Some of the Other De Forest firsts:
First to provide the gear for reporting a war by wireless, the Russo -Japanese war, in 1904. 11e shipped two
spark sets to Shanghai, one for shore
use. the other for installation aboard
the British chartered steamer Heiman.
First to patent a system for recording sound on filin, in 1904. Called phonofilnl, it was developed into a practical system during the 1920s.
First disc jockey. In 1907, he broadcast the William Tell Overture from
his laboratory in the old Parker Building, New York City, using an arc transmitter. At that time lie suggested the
idea of rodio broadcasting.
In 1934, De Forest patented the rotating beam, which he sold cheaply
became there seemed no use for it.
It is now the scanning system in the
most nu versal type of radar, the PPI
(plan position indicator). The scanning beam moves out from the center
of the oscilloscope. always in the same
direction in which the antenna is
pointing at the moment. Thus the
echo from the target, appearing as a
blip of light on the oscilloscope
screen, is correctly oriented with respect to the transmitter.

LOUDSPEAKERS

...

THE SOUND THAT STANDS ALONE
Now, with Will Stento,ians, you can enjoy
h;ehoutal ity high fidelity nt unbelievably low,

I.,

cost!
Manufactured in England by world -reunvned Whiteley Electrical Radio Cumnany
-- originators. of the fintt commercial
nia
magnet loudspeakers in 1927
Stentorians provide a beauty and realism that
has won the noun:airier praise of mewls*
every lending audio critic and user, loth lure
;Ind abroad.
Hut hrnriufl is lnrlierirrg.' Hear the \V /R
Stentrtrianx at your very first nppnrtunily
and diernver for ,outsell why these
distinguished units are the lending low -cost
speakers in the world today.

-

STENTORIAN EXTENDED RANGE SPEAKERS
WOOFER Model HE 1514
Response. 25
4,000 cps.: bass resonance, 35 Cps.; power rating, 25
watts; 10 Ib. Alcomax Magnet System
List $149.50
12" STENTORIAN EXTENDED RANGE
LOUDSPEAKER Model HE 1214
14,000 cps.: bass re.
Response. 25
sonance. 39 cps.; power rating. 15
watts; 51 lb. Alcomax Magnet System
Lust $87.50
Model HF 810 (8 ")
Response, 50 -- 12,000 cps.; bass re
List $18.25
sonance, 65 cps.
Model HF 610 (6 ")
Response, 60
12.000 cps.; bass reList $14.95
sonance, 70 cps.

15" STENTORIAN

-

SPECIAL

"'VI't
$89.50

-

-

$52.50
$10.95
$ 8.95

UNIVERSAL IMPEDANCE LOUDSPEAKERS
WITH 4. 6 & 16 OHM VOICE COILS

Modal HF 1012 -U (10 ")
Response, 30
14,000 cps.; bass resonance, 35 cps.; power rating. 10
watts; 12,000 gauss; 2 Ib, Alcomax
Magnet System
List $31.60
Model HF 1016 -U (10")
Response, 30.15,000 cps.; bass resonance. 35 cps.; power rating. 15 watts;
16,000 gauss; 31
Ib. Alcomax Magnet
System
List $61.95
Model 812-U (e ")
Response. 50
12.000 cps.; bass
resonance. 65 cps.; power rating, 10

-

$18.95

$36.50

-

watts; 12.000 gauss;

2

Ib. Alcomax

Magnet System
List $25.00
Model HF 816 -11
as above but with 16,000 gauss; 31
lb. Alcomax Magnet System List $49.95
STENTORIAN TWEETERS
Pressure Tweeter Model T -10
Response, 2000- 16,000 cps.; power rating. 5 watts; 21/2 lb. Alcomax Magnet

System

List $35.00

31/2" Cone Tweeter Model T359
Response, 3000.17.000 cps.; power rating. IS watts; 9.000 gauss; 8 oz. AlcoList 525.00
max Magnet System ...

$14.95
$29.50

$20.95

$14.95

For complete literature on these and many
other famous Stentorian loudspeokers and
audio accessories, see your dealer or write:

Barker Sales Company
330 Brood Avenue. Ridgefield, N.

J.

U.S.A.

EsCluslve Sales Agents lot the U.S.A. and South America
ChOrter Member Inst. at H,?, tier ldy Mfrs., Inc.

T /M

Whiteley Electrical Sodio Company

I-IICEt FIDELITY MAGA-LINE

PUSHBUTTON RECORD -CABINET

Gifts for the ..Music- ..Minded
121/2" wide

f=0

14" deep
14%" high

$35ín either natural or black leatherette.
Holds 50 LP's with their jackets.
Designed by George Tandelin for ;DG Inc.

me INTERNATIONAL

way of knowing when
Of fiberboard, with brass or your phonograph needle is /wont
black hardwood kegs, is this and ruining
your records. Handy
smart record cabinet made by pocket microscope magnifies
.50
Staron, of Houston, Texas ( P.O. ernes! Inspect your needle right
for 14497 ). It holds 175 LPs. in its cartridge. With pocket clip.
Sliding lift -out doors are of Postpaid, Leslie Creations, Lafayoriental wovengrnss texture.
ette 11111 3, Pa. $4.95.
sure

A

DESIGNERS GROUP

mu 58 East 58 Street. New York 22, N.Y.

Here's a combination record
brush and tone arm lift which,
if purchased separately. sells for
only $1- An even better buy fix
part of a handy kit with record
cleaning cloths, coven. a turntable pad and several other
items. Entire kit only 84, irons
Shine -Ring, at 65.55 Grand Ave.,
Maspeth 78, N. Y.

STARON

175
RECORD

CABINET
1

$119$

`

Contemporary

Dura.

board -constructed

CABINET
ONLY

l

obi.

net, 151h "x156 "x23'/2",

HalndsomelyP stipplefinished in mahogany brown, velvet black or blond
modern fabric- covered sliding doors. Fear 17'
legs; brass, $3.49; matching hardwood, $2.95.
Specify color and leg choice. Shipped completely
assembled and finished. Please remit with order
express charges collect. Ten-day delivery.
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. Sold by mail order only
at this low price.
.

STARON CO.

High Fidelity: A Practical Cuide
by Charles Fowler. A hook for
Tempo -Timer, made by Lcetros- the beginner that explains high
iaLaboratories, North haven. fidelity principles and their appljConn. Easily installed, it listens cations. S4.05 prepaid. High Fi
for yon, shuts off your rig when delity !Magazine, Great BarringDots Music sometimes lull you

Ingenious is the word for this
50 -disc- record chest by International Designers Group, New
York. When you press the appropriate numbered button under
the shelf. the record of your
choice slides mat at you. Man!

to sleep?

If

so, you may avant

a

ton, Afass.

the music ends.

Houston 21, Texas

P.O. Box 14497F

HI-Fl & STEREO

New ...SHUTS

OFF

RECORD ACCESSORY

HI -FI SYSTEM!

The Ideal Gift for every Record Fan

TEMPO TIMER is the brandnew,
proved electronic device that
automatically shuts off your complete hi -R system offer the last
record. Now, enjoy wonderful
new listening convenience , . ,
protect your amplifier, changer
and
records, No
inslollation.

via

Record Cleaning Cloths.
Record Covers I2 ".
Jacket Covers 12',
1
Record Brush 6 Tone -Arm Lilt.
I De Luxe Turntable Pad 10'.
36 Inserts for 45 RPM Records.
I Adapter for 45 RPM Recorda.
3

36
36

Attractively styled, Ms any

IO doy money -bock
guarantee. Now $11.95 pestchanger.

(S17.00

paid direct from menufa

-

A

B

O

R

Dept. H -6

A

T

O

R

I

E

Every $I sends 22 lbs.
fo the world's hungry
thru CARE, New York 16

SEND CASH OR MONEY ORDER TO:

SHINE -KING PRODUCTS

LECTRONIC
L

LIST PRICE)

For only 54.00, incl. Postage

money order or C.O.D
Order now
telling ut the
name of your record changer.
Orders filled day rere,ccd.
Check,

KIT

65 -55

Grand Ave.. Maspeth

78, N. Y,

S

North Haven, Conn.

-

1

RECORD BROWSER
Holds 100 LP's

The Christmas gift book

C'Imlrslde Prowler,
pub: entire collection
in order. the moment.
you receive It : Adlmxt-

every music lover wants

abic

to find under his hi -fi.

allows collection to
expand. Open front.,
Invites brow slnc Irmo

your
all nl r!
vinyl
floors

High Fidelity Magazine's publisher,
Charles Fowler, is recognized as one of the
world's top hi -fi authorities. Now, in one easy to- follow handbook, he tells everything you want to
know about high fidelity, from "transient response"
to more elementary problems such as the choice of
loudspeakers, and the right draperies. Over 100 illustrations and diagrams.

,

delivery.

Mr- \M:dl-

Money-nackGuaranlecl áe95
D LESLIE CREATIONS, GP2, Lafayette Hill, Pa.
Hush any Record Browser! t enclose 55.90 Ck. nr xr,A.
"atm
Address

... - - - - -- M.M....MMMMMM

(N,

,e

DECENcilett 195S

favorite caw
Self- leveling
pads protect

and carpets.
Sturdy black wrought
Iron, le" I1. 14" W.
21" U. Please remit
ox,05, or chg. lament'
AMr. S111411 Esprc -ii
elwrge c,0ecIecl on

HIGH FIDELITY
A Practical Guide by Charles Fowler
54.95, now at your bookstore. McGRAW -HILL

rubber -slops,

Zone

You can SELL or SWAP

your good used equipment.
readers know what
you have to offer. Use Trader's Marketplace classified
space at only 45c per word
with no charge for name and
address. Write to
Let our

Claire Eddings
High Fidelity Magazine
Deportment AS
The Publishing House
Great Barrington, Mass.

crate

moans
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TAPE NEWS
Continued from page 141

COMING to your city
HiGH FIDELITY MUSIC SHOWS
See

and hear the latest in HIGH FIDELITY from leading

high-fidelity manufacturers

.

.

.

Don't miss these public showings of Hi -Fi Equipment

... from

the most economical units for the budget minded ro spectacular home music theatres
compare
and enjoy theta all. Components and complete systems
will be displayed.

...

1959 HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC SHOW SCHEDULE
MINNEAPOLIS,
January

DENVER,

March

16,

MINN.- leomington

BALTIMORE, MD. -Lord Baltimore Hotel
March 20, 21, 22, 1959

Hotel

1959

17, 18,

PITTSBURGH, PA.- Penn -Sheraton Hotel
April 3, 4, 5, 1959

COLO.- Cosmopoliton Hotel

6, 7, 8, 19.59

BUFFALO, N.
April 10, 11,

Rigo Enterprises, Inc.

500

Y.- Stoller

North Dearborn Street, Chicago 10, Illinois

'

Look what

Hotel

12, 1959

to /AM -FM

L

s

Bony

TUNER DESIGN

"Refreshing" is the word most descriptive of the MILLER AM -FM
high fidelity tuner. Representing a radical and delightful departure from the staid, common -place lines of other tuners the
MILLER #561 is, stylewise, in a class of its own.
Exhibiting a host of outstanding features the 561 is as functional as it is beautiful. A twin -bar tuning indicator permits exact

center frequency tuning. A tuned RF stage, Foster -Seely discriminator, and AFC provide low distortion, drift-free reception.
Also provided is a multiplex output for FM -FM stereophonic

broadcasts.
See this remarkable tuner at your local High Fidelity Dealer.

Audiophile Net $114.70

J. W. MILLER COMPANY
5917 So, Main St., Los Angc1es 3, California

The simplest devices do
nothing more than hold the tape in
alignment, and provide cutting guides
for the razor blade used to slice the
tape and trim off the excess splicing
tape. These splicers require a certain
degree of manual dexterity, but the
method by which they hold tape can
have a great deal to do with their ease
of operation. Some splicers use pressure pads to hold tape firmly in a channel that is quite a bit wider than the
tape itself. This works fine as long as
both ends of the tape which are to be
spliced are put in the splicer together,
because the saine razor stroke cuts
both tapes at the same place and leaves
their ends accurately aligned for splicing. However, if it should be necessary
to lift one or both of the pressure pads
(to use the splicer for cutting another
section of tape, for instance), the tape
ends will shift and it will be difficult
to line them up again accurately. For
this reason it is advisable to select a
splicer whose aligning channel is exactly the same width as, or even slightly narrower than, the tape itself. This
will allow a cut length of tape to he
lifted from the splicer if need be and
then replaced at a later time, in perfect
alignment with the other length of tape
on the splicer.
The more ambitious splicers, such as
the Alonge and most of the Robins
Gibson Girl types, require less dexterity of the user. But they are often a
little less versatile for the reason mentioned above. Choose a splicer on the
basis of your own evaluation of your
ability to manipulate small objects, but
by to get one with a fairly long and
snug -fitting guide channel.
The Tech Labs EdiTall block has
many features professionals consider to
be important. It has no moving parts, no
cutting edges to wear out, and a pretty
good potential for unlimited life in
normal use. It consists of a long, narrow
block of cast aluminum with a shallow polished channel slightly narrower
than the tape surface. The edges of the
channel are undercut by a small fraction of an inch, so that a length of tape
pressed into it will be gripped by the
edges of the channel and will remain
firmly in place. Two narrow grooves
cut across the channel serve as guides
for the cutter (a razor blade), and
provide for a right -angle cut (for instrumentation recordings such as Sputnik transmissions) or the 45- degree cut
that is pretty much standard for sound
recordings. The main advantage of this
friction -grip arrangement is that it enables tapes to be aligned with expressure.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZIN-E
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treme accuracy, longitudinally and at
the splicing point, and that either
length of tape can be slid back and
forth until it butts snugly against the
end of the other tape. A secondary advantage of this splicer is that its length
enables the recordist to use a displaced
marker system for accurate editing of
tapes on a recorder whose heads are
not readily accessible.
The standard technique for editing
tapes is to expose the playback head
(by removing the head cover, for instance), locate exactly the desired cutting spot by listening to the tape as it
is shuttled back and forth across the
head by hand, use a bright -red
grease pencil to mark the tape where it
lies across the pole piece, and cut
the tape (on the splicing jig) at the
marked point. The displaced marker
technique permits the same procedure
to be followed without uncovering the
heads.
To establish the marker, take a sewing needle and magnetize it by wiping
it several times across the magnet on a
loudspeaker. Now put a blank reel of
tape on the supply spindle, unwind
about three feet of tape, lay it oxide side up on a flat surface, draw two
closely spaced grease- pencil lines
across the tape, and lay a ruler across
the tape at right angles to it, with its
ruling edge midway between the pencil marks. Using a single, even strati
run the pointed end of the needle
along the miler firmly but lightly across
the tape. Now thread the tape through
the head slot, set the recorder for
PLAYBACK, and turn its volume up to
normal. Shuttle the tape back and
forth past the heads by hand; a loud
click will be heard when the magnetic
line passes across the playback head
pole pieces. Using progressively shorter shuttling motions, locate the magnetic line directly on the head gap.
and then put a grease -pencil mark on
the tape, either right where it comes
out of the head cover, or where it passes over a guide on its way to the takeup
reel. Now lift the tape off the recorder,
lay it on the splicer so that the two
grease -pencil marks are centered on
the diagonal cutting groove, and
make a permanent mark on the splicing block next to the displaced marker
corresponding to the edge of the head
assembly or the tape guide.
Then when editing tapes, instead of
putting the grease -pencil mark on the
tape right at the head pole -piece gap
and aligning this with the angled cutting slot on the splicer for cutting, the
grease-pencil mark on the tape will go
on the displaced marker spot to one
side of the head assembly and will be
lined up with the corresponding mark
on the splicing block when the tape
is to be cut.
DECE\T19L-R

PENTRON STEREO

professional performance at popular prices
NOW YOU CAN RECORD STEREO, TOO!
Pentron's totally new TM -4 Stereo Tape Deck is the
ideal addition to your custom high fidelity system:
records and plays stereo ... 4 -track as well os 2 -Irack
tape, records and plays monaural and has all the
exclusive Penlron stereo features which assure you
matchless performance of o professional quality never
before possible at popular prices.
Pentron tape mechanisms ore precision engineered
with full -ronge frequency response, Azmur -X head
azimuth adjustment, single Finger -Flile rotary control,
easy dual -speed control lover, four outputs plus two
AC convenience outlets, self -energized braking, stereo
or monaural erase, designed to operate at any mounting angle.
The Pentron TM-4 is priced at $109.95 net and is
available at professional high fidelity showrooms. For
detailed information on Pentron high fidelity tape
recorders, amplifiers, preamps, mike mixers, lope
decks, and stereo conversion kits, write Dept. F-lR' or
see your yellow pages.

CORPORATION
CANADA. Atlas Radio Ltd., Toronto

SEE THE

NEW PENTRON EMPEROR

II...

THE ONIY COMPLETE POPULAR- PRICED
STEREO RECORDING SYSTEM

777 South Tripp Avenue, Chicago 24. Illinois

EXPORT: Raytheon Manufacturing Company,

Waltham. Massachusetts

STEREOPHONICS- HI-FI
by RUXTON

The First with Omni -Present * Stereo
Stereo may be enjoyed from any location in the room.

First in Styling and Beauty and One of the Two
Best in Sound at the New York High Fidelity Show

for free brochure write

RUXTON ELECTRONICS
11168 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25, California
155
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ACRO KIT REPORT
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Continued from page 143
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DEWALD:

AMAZING DOUBLE -PURPOSE

STEREO

1

MONAURAL

AND

1

HI -FI COMPONENTS

1

Double the Quality at Half the Price!

1

Model M -1200 'CONCERTO." Stereophonic
d Monaural Pre -Amp Equaliser and Power Amplifier with
Multi- Phonic Control. IS Walt. each Channel. Monaural 20 Watt. Tape Monitor- Speaker Plume Reverse.

-'

$98.50 List

-

$98.50 List
Full Line Quality HI -Fi Stereo and M

.1

1

Tunen &

1

"You Never Heard it So Good!"

YEARS OF DEPENDABILITY!

35

EXPORT DEPT:

New York, N. Y.

----

UNITED SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, Inc.
35 -1S 37th Ave., long Island City I, N. Y.

SIM ONTRICE

Bra

DIVISION OF

A

SEEI

--- -

BED

1
1

Free!

1

ILLUSTRATED
BROCHURE
ON REQUEST

1

25 Warren St.

Coble Address:

I
1

M -1000 "AMBASSADOR." Stereophonic and
Monaural Hi -Fi AM -FM Tuner with "Stereo-Matir."
Slid. Rule Tunine
Model

Amplifier..

1

1

Complete flexibility -- Input from e y eau a -too t
flexible components on the market today with advanced
Stylinr and Feature under $100.001

OVER

1

control is in circuit it has no appreciable
effect on IM distortion at low levels.
and increases IM at higher power levels and at lower damping factors only
slightly.
The power response curve further
demonstrates the capabilities of the
U-L II design. At only one point in
the entire audio spectrum does the
clipping point occur below 60 watts.
This is at 23 cps, where the amplifier
clips at 59.5 watts. This is hardly a
factor to be criticized, and is well
within specs.
Sensitivity is 1.37 volts for a fall 660
watts output. Low -Frequency stability
i5 just about absolute, at any position
of the clamping control.
High-frequency stability is relatively
very good under normal conditions of
use. No significant ringing appears under resistive load, nor would any appear under capacitive loads as represented by electrostatic speakers.
The Acrosound U -L II power ampliPOWER
1

1
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1612" deep.
17e high. 24" wide
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Germany's foremost manufacturer of high quality speakers presents:

The ISOPHON RONDO
A

speaker system with true 360 degree dispersion

The RONDO enclosure uses the Helmholtz principle and is a direct
radiator with the speaker facing in a vertical direction, so that
true 360 degree dispersion may be accomplished.

Using the two-way ISOPHON PH 21
Applying a polarloading technique that achieves a remarkable,
low frequency response.
Eliminating narrow beam radiation of high frequencies.Independent of room placement.
Cabinet made of finest West Indian mahogany In various flnlshes.
In its size and price class, this unit Is an unsurpassed performer for both,
stereo and monaural use.
This is just one of many ISOPHON models.
Write for more details and beautifully illustrated brochure.

ISOPHON SPEAKER DIVISION, Arnhold Ceramics, Inc.
I East 57th Street, New York 22, N.

11

Y.
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fier is a beautifully styled piece of
equipment. and blends well with practically any decor likely to be found in
American homes today. Although it is

available completely assembled for
slight additional cost, in its kit form at
$79.50 it represents a superb blend of
constructional ease and superior performance, guaranteed to delight the
most hard -to- please fanatic and the
most dedicated music listener. -P.G.

I-lieft FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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PUCCINI
Continued from page 37
orchestral accompaniment that sets
scenes, characterizes individuals, and
contributes vividly to the dramatic development of the story. Puccini %vas an
expert in piquant, yet simple and lucid
orchestration, although, like Verdi, he
was also capable of some of the most
unconscionable gaucheries. One can
criticize his too frequent paralleling of
the vocal line with strings, as well as
the prosaic -not to say unartful-way
he has of introducing local color, as in
Madama Butterfly, Girl of the Golden
Brest, and TNrandot, by means of flat footed quotation of folk material. The
crass appearance of The Star -Spangled Banner in Madama Butterfly is
probably one of the most embarrassingly naïve things in opera, at least to
American ears.
The sensational success of Marron
Lescaut at Turin on February i, 1893
landed Puccini securely at the head of
all Italian opera composers and earned
him the unwelcome laurel "Successor
to Verdi," who was not yet dead. Nobody seemed disturbed in the least by
the fact that this obvious rival to Massenet's very popular Manon (both operas based upon the novel of Abbé
Prévost)- having been put together
with shreds and patches by an incredible succession of writers beginning
with Leoncavallo and proceeding, disagreement by disagreement, through
Praga, Oliva, Ciacosa, lllica, and
even Ricordi himself-.vas dramatically
ouch less effective than its French
predecessor. The music was the thing.
People went home whistling the tunes,
and in that kind of competition Massenet was no match for Puccini. Marion
Lescaut soon was a favorite throughout the operatic world, though it cannot be said, even now, to have displaced Manon in the estimation of the
cognoscenti.
Having hit his stride, Puccini went
on to a series of triumphs with La
Bohème, in 1896; Tosca, in 1900;
Madanut Butterfly, in 1904; and Girl
of the Golden West, in 1910. These
were not all unqualified successes at
first, and each was accompanied by
the now habitual uncertainties about
the book, wrangles with the librettists,
and interminable rewritings of the
text. Librettists Ciacosa and Illica were
the luckless, if willing, victims in the
first three operas, Civinini and Zangarini in the fourth.
La Bohème, which had its first performance under Toscanini at Turin,
was coolly received by an Italian public unaccustomed to such earthy sub-

Continued on next page
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BLUES
-

JERRY SILVERMAN

-

superb collection of 110 American Folk Blues
arranged
most appearing in print for the first time
for voice, piano and guitar. Musicological considerations of the art form; biographical sketches of men
like Blind Lemon Jefferson, Leadbelly and Josh White.
Bibliography and discography; and an invaluable guitar
chord diagram chart. 308 pages 81/2"x103/4"
Probable Price $6.95
Illustráted
See your local bookseller, or write direct:
A

.the eflac,,allanromAany

7olk -Sloes

60 Fifth Ave.. New York II, N.Y.

FOLK BLUES
sung and played by

JERRY SILVERMAN

FOLK BLUES

full range-recording of 12 Folk Blues including Darlin', Trouble in Mind, Talking Dust Bowl and Alberta!
The first in a series of records illustrating Jerry's NEW
12" LP
$4.98
AV 101
book.
See your local record dealer, or write direct:

A

A

Aoaro-Via.e

Pr&Nruau

445 W. 49th St.. New York 19. N.Y.

Inc.

FONOGRAF9 BV

NA, la

O
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thrilling family Christmas gift
new
Webcor
Stereotonic Fonograf!
a

A most

Superb Webcor stereo music literally

duplicates the original. Choose a
new 1959 Webcor console from an
impressive array of beautiful period

and contemporary designs. Webcor

13th Century Sterco -Fidelity Radio Fonograf (above), about S450. Matching Stereo Mate IV external amplifier.

speaker system, about $125. Visit your
Webcor dealer's showroom now!

STEREO MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER ON A WEBCOR!
157
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the incomparable

FMA/'

"SENIOR"

tape recorders

America's foremost
high performance FM
broadband Yogi

Ferrograph Stereo equipment is designed to meet traditionally exacting high
quality standards.

Two superb models are available:
The Ferrograph Stereo 88 is designed
for both recording and playback of stereo
tapes. Professional quality twin- recording
amplifiers and playback pre -amplifiers

Get more good

music stations
with your FM tuner. Improved

are inbuilt. Monaural recording/playback
on both tracks is also possible.

sensitivity increases signal
strength and minimizes fading,
distortion and background noise.

The Ferrograph Stereo 35 is designed

for

the playback of stereo tapes and also
offers all the features monaurally of the
popular Ferrograph 3A Series. While it is
possible to employ auxiliary amplifiers,
the Ferrograph "Steve-ad" unit offers the
ultimate in matched amplifiers resulting
in superb stereo reproduction.

To be fully informed,

send 254 for book
"Theme And Varia.
lions" by L. F. B. Carini
and containing FM

Conversion ¿its to permit stereo replay
are now available In limited qoa Lilies
to owners nJ non- ilereo tape retarders.

Station Directory.

ERCONA CORPORATION

Electronic Division)
Dept. 2, New York 36, V. Y.
In Canada: Antral &tame Co. Ltd.
44 Danforth Road. Toronto is

APPARATUS DEVELOPMENT CO.
Y.

Continued from preceding page
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Wethersfield

PUCCINI

errarap

-

I

16 W. 46 Street,

Connecticut

High Fidelity
SAVE components
on

New fully

warranteed

equipment of the

Complete Stereo Systems
Stereo Conversion Units
Complete Monaural
Systems
Individual Components

nation's leading
manufacturers

You SAVE at

CUSTOM AUDIO
Division of Discount

Records, Inc.

Visit any of our convenient showrooms for
an expert demonstration or write to 12 Warren St., New York 17, N.

special offer.
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Y.,

for details of

CLEVELAND

SAN FRANCISCO

848 Huron Rd.
Corner East 9th

262 Sutter St.
EXbrook 7 0472

MAin

12816

(Delivered F08 Cleveland)

OIT R017

CHICAGO

202 Michigan Ave

201

in Sheraton Cadillac Hotel

Woodward 1-2707

North La Salle
CEntral 62165

jects as the immorality of Parisian Bohemians as envisaged by Murger in his
Scenes de 1a Vie de Bohème. Moreover, Puccini was treading on the toes
of Lconcavallo, who, he knew, was
also composing an opera on the same
subject. Leoncavallo s Bohème, though
a work of some merit, was quickly effaced by Puccini's, and the incident
led to a break between the two old
friends. Leoneavallo's complaint was a
familiar one. He had been robbed.

-

Another rather odoriferous trick
this time with the connivance of Ricordi -was put over on another fellowcomposer. Alberto Franchetti, in the
case of Tosca. Puccini had thought
vaguely about the famous Sardou
play as long ago as %hen he was Composing Edgar, but had done nothing
about it. However. when he heard that
Franchetti %was uncle( contract to do
it for Ricordi, his old enthusiasm returned, and he conspired with Ricordi
to talk Franchetti out of the idea. Ricordi was quick to see that a 7'osca by
Puccini would he a far more valuable
property than a Tosco by Franchetti;
so, assisted by Mica, who knew on
which side his bread was buttered, he
persuaded the unsuspecting Franchetti that, because of the malevolence and
wantonness in which the plot was saturated. the opera iyotl<l have no chance
of success. The same clay. or the next
day, Puccini signed his Tosco contract
with Ricordi.
Because of its Roman setting. the
opera had its premiere ill Rome. It was
a momentous occasion, attended by
the Queen of Italy and a throng of Roman sophisticates. most of %vhonn were
prepared to look down their noses at
this upstart composer from the northern provinces. Trimble was expected,
and indeed the curtain slid have to be
lowered almost immediately after it
had risen because of shouts and tumult
in the audience. But the disturbance
turned out to be nothing more serious
than an altercation between standees
and late- comers who were unable to
find their seats in the darkness. The
reception by the press was thoroughly
mixed. Some critics did object to the
unseemliness of the book, but audiences didn't. Like La Bohème, Tosca
soon endeared itself to the public and
its popularity has never flagged.
The initial calamity of Madam
Butterfly already has been mentioned.
It was a bad -luck opera for Puccini
from the beginning, although the composition itself had gone unusually
smoothly. In the Midst of it, one night
on a foggy road he had an accident in
which he was pinned beneath his car
IIICI l FIDELITY MAGAZINE

and almost asphyxiated. His only real
injury was a broken leg, but <luring
the very slow healing process it was
discovered that he had diabetes.
The succeeding operas came along
at Puccini's usual leisurely pace (leisurely, not because of indolence, but
because of the eternal libretto problem) anywhere from four to seven
years apart. Girl of the Golden Wrest
which, though a travesty to most
Americans, still is taken seriously in
Europe, had an ostentatious premiere
at the Metropolitan in 1910 with the
composer present. La Rondine, which
started out to be a waltz- operetta in

the Viennese manner but ended as a
conventional -and thoroughly second rate- opera, was given at Monte Carlo
in 1917. The three one-act operas -I1
Tabarro, Suor Angelica, and Gianni
Schicchi-had been in process for several years and were brought out at the
Metropolitan hard on the heels of La
Rondine. One of these short wo-ksCianni Schicchi-is a brilliant jewel of
the Puccini collection. It is the only
opera in which he fully developed
a central male character, and it is his
only comedy. ( His extraordinary success here with humor makes one wonder why he did not write morn, in that
vein. )

The last work, Turandot, Puccini
himself never finished. He approached
its composition with the doubts and
fears of a neophyte. It was to be his
finest work. It embodied, for him, new
conceptions of operatic writing and he
was rising for the first time some latterday musical innovations, especially in
the harmonic construction. He agonized over it. It was good; it was bad.
it was going well; it was going wretchedly. He could and he couldn't continue. But he was fascinated, and in
the end he could not escape the wiles
of the Princess Turart<lot. When the
opera was nearly finished, Toscanini
reassured him with a pat on the Lack
and the words, "It is a fine work."
But Puccini was sick. Severe pains
in the chest had become severer pains
in the throat. The diagnosis, unbeknown to him, was cancer. He went to
Brussels, accompanied by his son, for
radium treatments. "These were unavailing and a long, exhausting surgical operation, with only a local anesthetic, was resorted to. The operation
apparently was successful, but the
strain proved too much. He had a
heart attack a few days later, and early
on the morning of November 29, 1924,
he died.
The formidable and thankless task
of completing 7'urtnudot fell to Puccini's friend and an able composer,
Franco Alfano. Unhappily for him, the

Continued on next page
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Aficionados rejoice at the perfection of
Premiere performance. Smooth, uncolored
reproduction in bass, middle, and highest

1
1

frequency ranges with this incomparable
3- speaker system, the Premiere 100.
And we modestly claim cabinet beauty
fully equal to technical excellence.

1
1

1
1

See the Premiere 100, with identical

matching equipment cabinet, at
your dealer today.

Premiere 100
1
1

(Complete with 2 United 12- woofers,
1 United 5' duo -cone tweeter)

1

MAHOGANY OR BIRCH

1

WALNUT

... $109.50

...

114.50

1
1

1

I

PREMIERE DIVISION
of United Speaker Systems

I

80 Holmes St., Belleville, N. J.
1
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stereo is here!

We ore justly proud in presenting this high grade stereo preamplifier
which offers exceptional simplicity but achieves fine reproduction in
the well known Marantz manner. While every feature required for
top performance is provided, the inclusion of useless or unnecessary
"gimmicks" has been carefully avoided. It is equally good on stereo
or monophonic reproduction.

model 7 stereo console ... $225
cabinet ... 24
your dealer now
or write for data
See

nl rainIz company

25.14

Broadway, tong Island City 6,

N.Y.
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How big is
the move to stereo?

How much has stereo sound captured
the imagination and fancy of the
American public? Everyone knows
that there is a "stereo boom" underway -the advent of the stereo disc
seems to have made the public really
aware of "three- dimensional" sound.
But most authorities publicly state
that despite the assured popularity
of the stereo disc, the best stereo
sound will continue to conic front
tape recorders.
Are tape recorder manufacturers
ready for the stereo boom? How
much has stereo impressed the pan
ple who make recorders? Probably
the best source for this information
is the authoritative Tape Recorder
Directory. now in its tenth year. The
latest issue lists over 300 models. Of
the basic models, 113 are completely
monaural, 39 have stereo playback.
and 29 have stereo record and play back. In other words, about a third
of them have some stereo feature.
The 1935 Tape Recorder Directory
listed only six stereo machines out of
110 total- that's how far stereo tape
recorders have come in three years.

Another due to the trend is proby a leading tape recorder
manufacturer who has recently been
selling three stereo machines to every
2 monaural
A year ago the
ratio was reversed. And 2 years ago,
the company didn't even make a
vided

stereo machine.

If you're trying to decide between
have al.
stereo- and monaural
ready decided and now wonder what
make or model of tape recorder to
buy- you'll want the new 1958 -59
Tape Recorder Directory, just off
the press. it's absolutely free, published as a service to the tape recording industry by Audio Devices, makers of the famous Audiotape magnetic recording tape. To get your
free copy, send a card to Dept. AF,
Audio Devices, inc., 414 Madison
Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

-or

;47
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assignment included writing the final
duet between Turandot and Calaf, by
which Puccini had set great store and
which he had intended to be the grand
culmination -a kind of apotheosis -of
the entire work. Alfano did what be
could in an intelligent and musicianly
planner. But there can be no doubt
that, had Puccini written them himself, the duet and the conclusion of the
opera would have been quite a different matter.
The first performance of Turandot
did not take place until April 1926. at
La Scala. Toscanini conducted, and at
the point in the third act where Calaf
appeals to Turandot to descend from
her icy realm to the warmth of earth
and human love. he stopped. turned to
the audience and said, "Here the
Maestro laid down his pen." It was a
dramatic moment in the best Puccini

tradition.

Turandot bears many evidences of
being a pivotal, prophetic composition
for its composer. He was on the threshold, it seems, of a whole new creative
period, such as Verdi entered with
Otello and Falstaff. He was vigorous,
keen, and alert to what was going on
around him in the musical world of the
twentieth century. At sixty -six, the
mighty hunter fell prey to a mightier
one, all too soon.

STUTTGART VOLUNTEERS
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BUY iN HI -FI
(jD TOP
Master- EngineeredMaster -Crafted!
TRANSISTOR
STEREO

PREAMPLIFIER
EQUALIZER

,
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humfree control and am)lification. Slraig'd
DC operation -no microphonics
tube noises. Separate bass and treble controls for each channel
plus common and balancing controls. Six hi.impedClean,

o

ance inputs: lour equalized to- impedance inputs; two
levels on "magnetic' for both low and high output
cartridges without using external transformer. Four
output jacks for amplifier and tare. Channel reverse
switch. AC control switch. Power drain so low that
battery lasts almost full "shelf -life ". Size, 3"x9 "x5t /2":
weight. 4 lbs. Model 41, less battery, with cabinet.
$59.50. Model 24, similar, but single channel,
$34.50.

DELUXE

WILLIAMSONTYPE 20 -WATT
AMPLIFIER

a

Uses famous Williamson

circuit with

unique modifications for true hi- fidelity reproduction
at Increased power output. Ultra -linear operation:
Screentapped primary output transformer. Frequency
response flat and smooth thru entire audible range,
with distortion less than .0025 at normal listening levels, and excellent transient characteristics.
20-watt undistorted output; 4 -8.16 ohm output impedances. The perfect basic amplifier for stereo
systems. Size,
9"X121(6'/2"; weight,
lbs.
27
Model 15W, $59.55.

STEREO -MAT IC

10-WATT
2- CHANNEL
AMPLIFIER

.

ea

Both channels have independent volume and tone
controls. Power transformer supply, good regulation,
line insolation. Binaural and monaural operation,
with stereo piezo -type cartridge. will amplify all
single and dual -track records. Tuners, microphones,
etc., can be fed into StereoMatic by adding external
switch or connectors. Size. 3 1á "x91/a "x5"; weight, 8
lbs. Model 39, $29.95. Model 39A, similar, but with
built -in selector switch, $34.50.

15 -WATT
CONTROLLED

0 ®41)1
!
AMPLIFIER
BUILT -IN ELECTRONIC CROSS -OVER
and preamp with two output trans.
formers. Dual hl-lo output circuits using EL 94's
in push-pull for bass thru midrange and 6DE7 single
end for high frequency response. Brilliance control
governs cross -over action. Independent bass and
treble controls. Magnetic, piezo and auxiliary inputs. Equalization for RIRA. Stereo Adaptor Socket
for using two Model 22 amplifiers in binaural operation.
Front panel removable for cabinet or custom Installation. Size, 4 "x14"x6th "; weight 14 lbs. Model
22. $49.95.

Hi0 amplifier

personnel of the orchestra is constantly
changing. E'eu artists have to eat.
The musicians' pay is sometimes Several months overdue, and on repeated occasions the men declare at
curtain time that there will be no performance unless they get a small advance against their back wages. Usually bliinchinger empties his own pockets. Further. orchestra members from
outside the city have to get an official
permit to live in Stuttgart. Once having gotten it, they often aren't able to
use it: there just aren't enough miserably clingy rooms to go around. If all
the players who ever joined Ntiinc'hinger had stayed tt'ith him, his present fifteen -member group would number over seventy.) Hardly half of the
orchestra have any previous ensemble
or concert experience. By the time
they are polished into a cohesive
group, they -naturally-leave for some
employment which will at least provide
bread, if not cake. And if concerts

60 -WATT
HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIER PREAMPLIFIER

The highest achievement to date in
Integrated high-power amplifier design. 60 -watts undistorted power at any frequency
from 20 to 20.000 cps. Frequency response Oat from
10 to 50,000 cps. Ultra- linear type output stage:
direct inlerstage coupling. 4.9.16 ohm speaker outfor
pickup
puts.

SYSTEM

RIAA,

NAB.roILP

equalizer positions. Input selector switch for
piezo cartridge, tuner. TV sound and tape. Cathode
follower tape takeoff. 2 AC outlets. Low- distortion,
feedback -type tone controls with concentric control knobs. Size, 14í/a "5103/a "55t /a "; weight, 28 lbs.
Model 19, $129.95.
Ask your deafer or write direct to:
78

TECH -MASTER CORPORATION
75 FRONT STREET, BROOKLYN

H1C11

i,

N.Y.
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The Quality Answer
For Tape -Disc

STEREO

A tape recorder with dual channel tape
electronics equal in efficiency to the
the
finest amplifier components
new Tandberg is designed to place the
stereo recording and reproduction of
tape and disc on the highest possible
plane.

...

,......

»
_

...The Quality Answer to

Stereo Playback
Disc Inputs built -in to take the
output of any stereo changer
or turntable with a high output

cartridge.
4- Track heads to play latest
extra play stereo tapes.
3 -Speed Stereo Reproduction
with Pia ips and 33 quality
equal to the 71/2 ips quality imparted by most machines.

-

...The Quality Answer to

Stereo Recording

Add matched auxiliary second record
amplifier to the Tandberg Model 5Plug it in when you want to record
. put it away when you're finished.
Tandberg makes stereo recording so
easy... and the results will amaze you.
Dual -Erase Head erases both
tracks at the same time.
Stereo and Monaural Recording
on all four tracks -at all three
speeds.
Sufficient Inputs to record any
stereo program material.

-

Stereo Playback Stereo Record
For Disc and Tape
You Can Have It All
With A Tandberg Tape System
Ask your local hi -fi dealer for a
Tandberg demonstration. For further
information write-

fltJandberyof AMERICA inc.
10 EAST 52nd STREET

1)LCEMBEf1 1958

NEW

YORK 22, NEW YORK

aren't canceled by reason of the sudden departure of the performers, they
are because there is no fuel to heat
the concert hall.
Yet the reputation of the orchestra
continues to grow. In a way entirely
too unspectacular for the connoisseur
of success stories, Miinchinger shapes
his offspring's career -by patience, perseverance, plain liard work, and the
absolute conviction of the rightness of
his approach. First, he practices with
/413(51\

1111010111esv
each individual musician, then, after
this painstaking preparation, with individual groups: first violins alone,
second violins alone, violas, cellos. Only
after each group of instrumentalists
achieves near- perfection does he call
the first rehearsal of the whole ensemble. For the performance of Honegger's Second' Symphony they practice
three weeks, six hours a clay; preparing an orchestral arrangement of
Bach's Art of Fugue, they spend a
full month in study and rehearsal.
The technical precision and interpretative insight of Miinchinger's men begin to attract well -known German soloists. Soon foreign artists follow suit
-first the Americans, engaged through
the coöperation of the military authorities; later, the French. In 1947
representatives of the municipal and
state governments, prominent Stuttgart residents, and Miinchinger himself form a committee to manage the
orchestra and its finances. A small
government subsidy is furnished, but
it's far from adequate. It becomes
clear that in order to earn its keep the
orchestra will have to travel farther
than to adjacent hamlets. The time is
at hand for a bona fide concert tour.
This, remember. is in the Germany
of 1947. Rail transportation for sixteen
people (musicians encumbered with
instruments as well as ordinary gear)
is a feat for a quartermaster corps. To
get a bus involves weeks of correspondence with officials of one ministry after another in an effort to procure the
official document called "Transportation Order." Then comes the struggle
for gas, oil, tires-the same nerveracking procedure all over again.
Somehow, the tom- comes off. The obscure Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra is
recognized as a national cultural possession of major significance.
Later, the triumph of the German
tour is repeated abroad. The orchestra
appears prominently every year at all

Continued on next page

ANW
DI ENSION
IN SOUND
REPRODUCTION
the

SONOSPHERE
$39.95
The Sonosphere offers a completely new
concept in listening pleasure. Engineered for
fidelity of tonal reproduction, its revolutionary
design provides center- focused acoustics,
automatically eliminates rear noises, furnishes
ideal horn loading for the speakers.
The Sonosphere's unique styling allows
unlimited versatility. Durable, lightweight
(only 6 lbs.) and waterproof, this
amazing speaker can be used safely
indoors or out.
Easily installed. the Sonosphere is equally
effective suspended from the ceiling
or placed on its own wrought iron stand.

Satisfaction is guaranteed. Available at
leading radio, phonograph and television
dealers, or write direct for the name of the
dealer nearest you.

specifications

-

Frequency range 40 to 19,000 cps
Dimensions - 18" diameter, 21" high,
including stand
Weight -6 lbs., complete with 20' lead
wire extension
Speaker Impedance -8 ohms
Application - Ideal for all monaural, binaural
and sound reproduction systems used in
private homes, churches and schools, theatres,
commercial and industrial PA systems;
waterproofed for safety in outdoor
installations.
Colors Black on white, white on black,
tan, green, or can be painted to
match any decor.

-

Manufactured and guaranteed by a
pioneer in plastics and electronics for over
a quarter of a century.

MOLDED INSULATION COMPANY
VI 4.2626

335 East Price St., Phila. 44, Pa.

manufacturer of venus phonograph, bongo
phonograph, meteorological and electronic
instruments.
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From
any Point of View,
more Experts choose

ACROSOUND
ULTRA -LINEAR il
60 watt amplifier

DESIGN The combination of patented
ULTRA. LINEAR circuitry -plus new HYBRID
FEEDBACK principle- VARIABLE DAMPING
control, and ULTRA STABILITY. represents a
new high in the art of amplifier design . , . an
example of ACROSOUND'S latest achieve.
ment In AMERICAN Know HOW. This superiority of design now enables anyone with or
without any previous aledge oT electronics
ssemble
for himself or herse t ... (yest
o of
it's that easy!) ... the finest of amplifiers and
at a most reasonable cost. in only two hours!
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TRADER'S MARKETPLACE
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the great European music festivals
Edinburgh, Salzburg, Lucerne, Granada, Menton, Strasbourg. Besançon.
Royalty makes its wishes known, and
they play command performances for
Emperor Hirohito in Tokyo, for Pope
Pius XII in the Vatican. In 1953 they
give thirty concerts in South America;
1954 marks their first great tour of the
United States and Canada, Some seventeen hundred concerts. in thirty
countries in three hundred and fifty

Here's the place to buy, swap, or sell
used equipment, records or what have
you. Rates are only 45 a word (no
charge for name and address) and
your advertisement will reach more
than 110,000 music listeners. Remittance must accompany copy and
insertion instructions. Copy must be
received by 5th of 2nd month preceding publication and is subject to
approval of publishers.
AUTHENTIC ORGAN PIPES: D4corale your Hi Fi, Den, or
Music Room with real organ pipes. Ideal conversation
piece or fireplace display. Wood or metal, 6" to 8'. Order
by length clothed. Piked $3.50 up to ono loot, and $1.50
additional fool. Don't be disappointed. Supplies Limited,
order to -day. Cash with order. Money bock. Jame. L.

Sommerville, 23 N. Hawthorne In., Indianapolis 19, Ind.
MCINTOSH C -8 preamplifier S34.50-- rock- steody Components Sr. 3 -speed turntable $39.50; Heath electronic
X -over 510.00. Ail like new. Alvin Dui., Sidney, Nebr.

HIGH FIDELITY I5-70; S20.00. Robert
S. Greenbrier, Birmingham, Mich.
ANY Elenronic Ku Wired. Write
36111 St., Chicago 29, Ill,

Golby, 30486

B.

-Robert Myers, 3640W.

-

AMPEX A 122 recorder, stereo playback $346.00. With
two speakers $595.00. Cost new 5849.50. Like new.
S. J.

Kerning.", 2445 Fletcher Drive, N.E., Grand Rapids,

Mich.

PERFORMANCE By listening test. or by instruments ... second to none In clarity and
frequency response. Normal level distortion is
virtually unmeasurable-IM I% or less at 60
walls, 120 watts peak. Completely stable
unaffected by loads, perfect square waves.

111IF

111

QUALITY Every part going into the assembly
of critical and even non -critical circuitry is
tested and checked to allow no more than
t K,% variation from ACROSOOND'S-sitsña
aids- Specialized lest equipment unavailable
commercially was designed in ACROSOUND'S
laboratories to achieve this result. Every
printed circuit board is placed in trial operation onboratory amplifier, ulput tubes
are matched by trial and double checked.

COMPONENTS ACRO'S newest TO.600 out
put transformer with special hybrid winding
separates functions of output circuit and
feedback circuit. Heavy duty. completely
assembled, and thoroughly tested, printed
board assures uniformity of performance. Low distortion EL34 output tubas are
operated well within their ratings ensuring
long tube life and optimum performance.
PRICE In preassembled kit form se that you
may save money, learn while doing, and have
the proud satisfaction you built the best for
only MAO net . - or if you feel you would
prefer it laboratory assembled it still repro.
sents a bargain at 5105.50 net.
HEAR IT AT YOUR DEALER NOW1

-

circi

.

ACROSOUND DISTORTIONLESS
PRE- AMP DESIGNED FOR THE STEREO- PHILE-

BE

READY

FOR

Experts know why ACRO is bE-JL!
Others . Learn why! Write to
-

-

ACRO PRODUCTS
369 SHURS LANE
PHILA.

213.

PA.

cities -a total to stagger even a script
writer. There are recording sessions.
too: about thirty discs for English
Decca ( London Records in this coun-

try) since 1949.
Other orchestral associations want to
avail themselves of Münchinger's magic touch. He is retained as guest conductor by the Vienna Philharmonic,
the Orchestre National and the Orchestre du Conservatoire de Paris, the
Suisse Romande, the Orchestre National de Belgique, among others. With
some of these, too, he makes recordings. Speculation grows as to whether
the conductor may be separated from
the Stuttgart unit he has created with
so much labor and sacrifice. Now orchestra managements on both sides of
the Atlantic are lying in wait. On Jannary 3 of this corning year Münchinger and his fifteen Stuttgarters will
arrive in New York for their second
tour of the United States and Canada,
with thirty -six concerts scheduled. It is
certain that attempts will be made to
lure him from his first allegiance. What
he will do, everyone wonders; nobody
knows.

that Olga Miinchinger
(née Rockenhaeuser) will be instrumental in any decision that's made.
Mrs. `'tünchinger is a pretty, vivacious
woman who's also possessed of a good
deal of solid common sense. A professional singer, she and her future husband met in Miinchinger's first Stuttgart performance of the St, Matthew
Passion, in which she carried the solo
part and sang the great violin aria
"Have Mercy." (For a second time,
but for different reasons, Karl Münch-

My guess

is

TAPE RECORDERS $78.00 -Bell Stereophonic 5138.00,
complete and perfect. Wille: Ben Hall Graham, Newport,

North Carolina.

HIGH FIDELITY M.,gn,ine I -77 525.00, Will deliver
within 60 miles. Frank C. Chambers, 43 Calton Rd., New
Rochelle, N. Y.
Speaker, 'Carina,
SELL: AR -1
TR 3 -1793, New York. Evenings.

$130.00,

Max Adler,

SALE: Telefunken fNeomonni
M-49 condenser
microphone (S510.00 now) just 5275.00. Elcltro Voice
-C
dynamic
655
microphone $65.00. Full (rock Magnocord PT6 -J with PT6 -AH in case $150.00. FOB Russell
Austin, 1309 Arnold Avenue, Aberdeen, Woshinglon.
FOR

Will assemble LOWTHER ACOUSTA kit reasonably
(Motivation: Curiosity), G. Cain Woodwork Engineering,
15 Monet Circle, Chestnut Hill 67, Mass.

-Will solve your hl -fi problems on-rhespot. Acoustic, Audio, Radio Engineer. Stereo Designing.
Professional visits, day, evening, New York ores. week cloys. William C. Bohn, 550 Fifth Avenue, New York City,
HI -FI DOCTOR

Fiala 7.8569,
SALE: 78

R.P.M.

RECORDINGS,

1902 -1950. MANY

TYPES. FREE LISTS. MR. ELLIE HIRSCHMANN, P.O.B. 155
(HF), VERONA, N. J.

HF42- 5115,00, Aristocrat E- V12TRXB- 589.00;
serviced 10/10 -1189.00, I. C. Whinemoro, Jr.,
92 Carlton Drive. Milford, Conn.
PILOT
1.11.

-$4;

PRECISION RECEIVER ALIGNMENT: AM
AM /FM -SB. Kits a specialty. Telephone:
N. Y.
L Pollock, Westbury, L.

t

FM -$S;

ED- 4.4490.

Diu culler S40. Scott prewar, ollwavo
Janos., 464 Mitchell Ave., Elmhurst, Ill.

PRESTO 78 RPM

radia $50.

E.

HIGH FIDELITY
Mo.

1

-70.

Best offer. B. A. Lynch, Manchester,

TAPE RECORDERS: hl -li components, topes at wholesale
primal Free eatolagun. Cordon, 215 -V, E. 88 St., N. Y. C.

28.
HI -FI HAVEN, New Jersey's finest sound center.
for in formation an unique mail order pion Ihot
professional advice and low prices. A registered
ponent dealer with the IHFM. 28 Easton Ave.,
Brunswick, N. J.

Write
offers
comNow

LOWEST QUOTES ON HI -Fl components, rope recorders,

topes. Write la Dopt. A, PROFESSIONAL HI-FI, Box 62,
Canal St. Station, Now York 13, N. Y.
TAPE DUPLICATION on Ampex, using Scotch Monaural
Stereo 1200, 55.00. Records duplicated. Bob's Tape
Service, 7909 Lary Lane, Ft. Worth 1a, Texas.
HIGHEST BIDDER RECEIVES collect HIGH FIDELITY one le
tarty except number three. AUDIOCR AFT tae to Decem-

ber'57 except February '57. George Lowis, Lindsay, Calif.
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inger develops a mysterious fever
after a public performance of this oratorio!) Since their marriage in 1948,
Mrs. Miinchinger has managed the
family finances and has, in general,
been the indispensable "best friend
and severest critic" to her artist -husband. On all his long concert toms
she travels with him -as guide, mentor, and protector against all the incursions a public personality is heir

7 WAYS TO

MAKE
LOVE TO

0

YOUR R

avoids crowds and can't conceive of
himself as the conquering hero. His
unpretentious charm and good humor
animate any small congenial group, but
probably he's happiest when he's
walking in the woods or skiing in the
mountains. He adores birds; \vllen he's
at home he feeds hundreds every day
in his garden and accompanies their
chirping with his own whistling. Some
of his friends maintain that he practices hard with the birds to make
them sing perfectly.
This pastoral scene provides a last
fade -out. The saga of the young man
with a mission reaches a happy ending. It's only one chapter, though; as
the old serials used to flash on the

GIVE 'EM DIAMONDS!
Genuine Columbia diamond -tip
needle gives records longer
life, makes them sound better.
Certified as perfect by Columbia
engineers. Precision -made for
all phonographs.

TAKE 'EM ON A TRIP!
Columbia brings you the most
beautiful record- carrying cases
in America -perfect for
partygoing, weekending,
traveling and storage. Available in three sizes to hold
either 7', 10', or 12' records.
Each case holds up to 60
records with index. Available
in blue -and -white, charcoal and -gray, black -and -gray,
gray- and -red, or brown.
and-tan.

screen, "to be continued."

WHAT ABOUT TAPE?

These beautifully designed
Columbia record racks are
built to hold both 7" and 12
records. 40 and 50 record

Continued from page

capacity. Support jacketed
records without warping or
bpinching. Luster -lacquered

for luring beauty.

BE PROTECTIVE!
Columbia electrosraric spray

and plasric -foam mitt
clean your records, lubricate

grooves, protect against record
and needle wear, banish
annoying static crackle. Both
contain silicones. Spray

application lasts several months.

ADAPTABLE!

Conversion spindle for
automatic 45 rpm record -playing
on multi -speed phonographs.
No inserts required. Just slip
it on the turntable and the
records are ready to play.

FREE TRACTION RINGS!

New plastic foam self-adhering Columbia Traction
Rings protect 10' or 12' records, keep them from
slipping, protect playing surface. For free sample
package of 6 write Columbia Records, Dept.HF 12/8,
799 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y. Enclose
15e in coin for postage and handling.
P_vperieerre

"Listening in Depth"

Columbia Phouographt-529.95

on 1958
ro

$1,995.

ACCESSORIES by

COLUMBIA
A

Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, inc.

Available at better record stores everywhere.
Prices are suggested list.
m--Columbia" «t, Mama cet. T
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PUSH-PULL!

...with exclusive
"FULL CYCLE FULL CIRCLE"
No m id -range
speaker needed!

sound!

Full Cycle: Reproduces mid- and

high -range frequencies 375 cps to
beyond audibility with practically
unmeasureable distortion, shim mering transparency, silky smoothness throughout entire range.

Full Circle :

GIVE 'EM A HOME!

6

Electrostatic

She is right to do so- Actually,
Miinchinger is not temperamentally
suited for the starring part in a movie
scenario. He is a shy person who

Columbia's new rotating
"Dist Jockey" holds 90
seven -inch 45 rpm records
catalogued for fast, euy
reference. Steel- strong,
feather- light, turns on
bronze ball bearings for
easy selection.

BE

larbeck

I

to.

TAKE 'EM FOR A SPIN!

rass

new...

Pal.

P.rd,ne

3600 dispersion found
in no other electrostatic adds new
depth, unbelievable separation of
instruments eliminates "small"
point-source effect.

-

1.31

The conversion problem would be
relatively simple, involving only the
substitution of a new head and switch
assembly in present machines. Selling
price should be only two-thirds that of
734-ips twin-track.
We believe that design study should
be given to a 4 -track N -ips system using tape on a standard reel.
And so to conclusions:
There are many reasons for listening carefully before leaping into
stereo. The conversion will come gradually, as to microgroove, over a period Of years.
We believe that the ordinary low -fl
listener will retain discs, unless the
wear problem proves annoying.
The almost ordinary low -fi listener,
if bothered by ticks and pops, will consider four -track 3f_ -ips magazine tapes.
The serious listener will modify his
turntable for stereo discs, for selections of ephemeral value. We believe
that he vill prefer 714-ips tape for more
significant material, in either two- of
four- track version. Since he probably
already has a large library of two track tapes, he may want a dual 2/4
track machine.

New thrills of sound reproduction
await you in the new Harbeck Electrostatic Loudspeaker. Superior
transient response completely eliminates "hangover ". . delivers
remarkable low -level realism. Peak free frequency response vastly
reduces record scratch ...ends listening fatigue. You enjoy beautifully
.

clean highs and mids with no coloration, no ringing, no break -up.
Exclusive feature- 4 -8 -16 ohm
impedence taps for perfect woofer

matching. And two make beautiful
stereo together!
Gracefully styled ... available in
Walnut, Mahogany and Korina finishes. Size -23 "W x 12"H x 7 "D.
Audiophile net... $125,00 (Slightly
higher in West)
Individually tested. Radiators guaianteed one year!

HARBECK
A

"suant" investment in listening

enjoyment

-

- .

at dealers everywhere!

Write for more info:
Electrocoustic Corporation,

1790

First Avenue,

N. Y. 28, N, Y,
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BLUE NOTE
Continued from page 42

ONL
SONORA IC
OFFERS HI H
QUALITY TA
IN A
PERMANENT
PLASTIC
CASE!

WIDE LATITUDE TAPE
Protects against dirt. dust, mishandling.

factors in keeping Blue Note on an
even keel has been the fact that everything the company does is an uncompromising reflection of Lion's
personal taste, He chooses musicians
for his recording sessions because he
likes them (musically) and because
he thinks they \viii play together. His
indifference as to whether the end
product will sell might seem dangerously casual, if he were not able to
point to a catalogue in which the percentage of steadily selling discs is unusually high.
The other prime element in the
Blue Note success story has been
Lion's insistence on being a jazz en

BLAUPUNKT
Europe's most popular

Easy to store.
Exclusive index system.
V -slot selection- finder reel.
Tapes easily accessible.

CAR RADIO
Distortion free, lifetime lubrication to eliminate
squeal, adhesion, head deposits: Broad
plateau bias assures finest performance on all
recorders. high resistance to abrasion,
cupping.

lifetime time -tape ruler, write: H -201
FERRODYNAMICS CORPORATION
LODI, NEW JERSEY

For FRFREE
EE

Leare ashamed

Made in England

o
New

mention the price!

0

Coaxial 700 Series Mark Ill

Some manufacturers are ashamed to mention
the price because it is so high . - . we hesitate because it is so tun! we know that. most
\udiophiles feel they have to make a big investment to get a quality speaker. They spend
hours reading claims that look impressive on
.

paper but fall down severely when translated
into actual performance. All we ask is that
you close your eyes and listen to the majesty
of sound that floats out of the R 3` A coaxial
phenomenon. Compare h with others
or
your present speaker. V'nur eyes will pop
when your dealer whispers the prier to you
less than the cost of 2 gond seats at the 1ifetl
8 ", 10" and 12" Models
all with
Alcomax III Ankso- tropic Magnet ayetents ni 12.000 Gauss Flux Densities.
Ray it
try it
we bark claims with
a money back guarantee. At all hi -fi dealers.

...

-

...

...

ERCONA CORPORATION

16

-

(Electronic Die.)
West 46 St., Dept. 4, New York 36. N. V.
In Canada: Astral Electric Co. IJd.
44 Danforth Road, Toronto 13

thusiast rather than a recording company executive. In twenty years of recording, Lion has produced nothing
but jazz.
"I prefer to concentrate on one
thing and do it well rather than split
myself up," he explains. "I did the
best that I honestly could -and," he
adds. "maybe by not worrying too
much about all the commercial aspects.\Vhether he has worried about the
commercial aspects or not, Lion has
found that jazz recording can be a
very profitable investment if a label
can be kept going for a few years.
Although the original market for
Lion's early modern jazz recordings
was so slight that it would have discouraged anyone of lesser faith, the
records he macle in the middle and
late Forties, featuring Monk, Howell,
and Fats Navarro, still account for a
substantial part of his current sales,
and seem likely to keep on so doing for
many years to come. A similar experience has been that of such worthy
rival outfits its Prestige and Savoy.
They have sought out new talent as
eagerly as Blue Note, and with equally happy and enduring results.
Whether a jazz label holds strictly
to jazz and a modest schedule of releases (Blue Note averages thirty eight a year) or branches out furiously
in all directions, one rule of thumb for
survival enunciated by Alfred Lion
applies to every jazz -based company
that has been able to stay alive for a
few years.
it's not how many records you
have in your catalogue," Lion says.
"It's how many good ones."

The first car radios with Hi -Fi FM + AM,
Easily installed on American and European
cars. Special model for Colkswagen. For
folder, full information and name of nearest
dealer write Car Radio Division, Dept. F-t.

ROBERT BOSCH CORPORATION
40.25 CRESCENT

ST., Long Island City I, N. Y.
225 SEVENTH ST., San Francisco], Cal.

PURCH ASING
A HI -FI
SYST EM?
PARTIAL

Send Us

Your

List Of
Components
For A
Package
Quotation

LIST

OF BRANDS
IN STOCK
Altec Lansing
fist Revoke
Jensen

Hanley
University
Acoustic Research
Jantson
Wharfedale
Korison
Viking
Conterions
Bell G.E.
Weathers
Harman Kordon
Eico Pilot
Sherwood

Acrosound
Fisher
Bogen

Leak

Dynakit
WE WON'T BE

UNDERSOLD!

All merchandise

is brand new, factory fresh & guaranteed.

AIREX
RADIO

H. H.

Scali

Pentron

Ampro

VM
Revere Challenger
Wollensack
Garrard
Mirocord
Gloser -Steen
Rek -O -Kun

Components
Norolco

Fairchild
Pickering Grey
Audio Tope
Full Line of
Cabinet s

CORPORATION
64-HF Cortlandt St., N. Y. 7,

CO

7-21?7

'licit FmeLrrv \Lvc.azur.
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HAVE CASKET

GRADO
"Truly
the

world's

finest..."

STEREO CARTRIDGE S49.50
COMPATIBLE WITH.

Monaural
Stereo

Lateral
Westrex

.

Vertical
Minter

STEREO TONE ARM $29.95
Finest Walnut Wood
4

Wires and Shield

GRADO
IABOAATOR$S.iyC

4614 7th Avenue Brooklyn 20, New York
ExporlSimontrice, 25 Warren St., N.Y.C.

Continued from page 44
This job was a secret project carried
out in the garage of a sympathetic
friend. I never did find out how to
reuse these baffles or even how they
sounded. There must have been a security leak somewhere. After completion, but before installation, someone
took an ax to them. 1 do not know
whom to suspect, but my wife had a
set of calluses. So 1 cannot really offer
constructive advice on how to reuse a
pair of acoustic balls.
Next, the two speakers were mounted in the wall -of the den. I did not
find the results particularly impressive.
More and different speakers might
have made a difference, but I did not
trey them, being ready for the plunge
into a real multiple speaker system
with woofer and tweeter horns. Frankly, I cannot suggest any further use
for holes in a wall. Mine cost me a
new paneling job and some more
brick.
With the full set of multiple speakers carne horn loading. I followed
someone else's plan for the bass horn
but, determined to be creative, I calculated and built the tweeter horn on
my own. Carving out a suitably exponential form on the lathe. I spun the
horn out of sheet brass. This was fitted to a homemade driver. I had the
driver plated to match the horn. You
know the old craftsman's feeling: no
one tvill see it. but I'll know it's there.
Finally, both horns were joined with a
proper crossover nehvork.
Her Majesty's Grenadier Guards
and Pétrouchka sounded fine, but the
Debussy Quartet in G minor had a
touch of Light Cavalry Overture. The
touch was just too much, so the bugle
had to go. It was replaced with a commercial (horror of horrors) tweeter
made of plastic. It so happened that I
left the old assembly lying on the
floor, horn up, when a friend dropped
in. Over a man's beer, he offered
congratulations.
I asked what for.
"That's a fine den ornament. Where
did you get it ?"
"Get what ?"
"That cuspidor."
I left it right there from then on. Fortunately, few of my friends chew tobacco.

This brings to an end my little history. 1 feel confident that it has been
instructive. As anyone can see, it's just
a little imagination that's needed to
make sensible use of stray speaker enclosures that mark the hi -fi hobbyist's
natural progress in the art.

$12.00 list

GIBSON GIRL°

ACCESSORY
:

KIT

Everything you need for bettet

tç'C

TAPE RECORDING
ti

,

s"_

and EDITING

*
*

FOR MORE PLEASURE!

it

FOR BETTER

GET PROFESSIONAL RESULTS!

RECORDINGS!

contains the
ROBINS' ACCESSORY KIT
SPLICER,
famous GIBSON GIRL TAPE
SPLICING
CLEANER,

TAPE

TAPE,
TAPE

THREADER, HEAD
CLOTH, TAPE

CLEANER

NEW TAPE
CLIPS, REEL LABELS and
EDITING ROOKI
TAPE EDITING AND SPLICING

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
AND

AMATEUR TAPE RECORDIST
by N. M. HAYNES

24

Pages

-Illus....

254

AT DEALERS EVERYWHERE!

of ROBINS'
Write for FREE Catalog
Phono and Tape Accessories:

ROBINS
INDUSTRIES CORP.
FLUSHING 54

NEW YORK
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NEW!

CIItISTMIAS TACrICS

KEEP YOUR REELS FROM UNRAVELING

Cnnlinurd from pine; 39

USE

from one who. of necessity. has in=
stalled several stereo cartridges in monophonic lone arms, a very real boon is
an arm outfitted with hlo separate sets
of those skinny little ,'ire leads. In
terms of honey. these cost from $1 5 to
alum( $:35. In terms of blood pressure,
they a(1el about two years to Your life
expectancy.
Connecting cable. VOW of us ever
have enough of this stuff. It can be
bought by the foot or by the roll: and
for those who explode after three
hours of Ir( ing to flow solder into a
tIIM' the size of a hypodermic needlelip it cones abreact_ attached to plugs,
in vitriol's lengths. The price is just a
few cents a foul, which makes it one
of the best bargains in high fidelity.
Be sore you order -Single Conductor
Shielded Cable-; that's its proper
naive.
A soldering iron. TItis trill eu>e in
handy when making np those conncctiug cables referred to above. Soldering
irons now are made in sizes suitable for
use on intricate desires like phone
plugs, lobe sockets. watches. hair dryers, and so on; and they Ore no budget
breakers, either. Pencil -style irons cost
slightly over a dollar, 15)1(1 tips Of

REEL -NEAT
TAPE CLIPS

(pot, pend.)

-

REMEMBER:

No More Tope
Spill

Men-No

More Tape

Precision Engineered of High
Qualtiy Polished Stainless Steel
Inexpensive Clip Designed to keep
Your Reels of Tope Neatly Wound
The Only Cup of Its Kind
Just
5nop On!

s' An

-

'-

Satisfnctíon.Guaranteed

MAIL COUPON TODAY
TOYCO PRODUCTS
AUDIO DIVISION
1712 W. Florence Ave., Los Angeles 47, Col.
Please rush my pocko9e of S
REEL.NEAT tope clips for $1.00. Q
I
enclose check or Money Order.

.5

NAME

100

-

ADDRESS

City

STATE

C

For Christmas

Attention,

AND ALL THROUGH THE YEAR!

all

two -eared

Quiet
Undisturbed

music lows:
etereo is here to stay. Sooner or later,

LISTENING

you will need a minimum of two loudspeakers. And when you decide on
that extra expenditure, you will insist

with the

on the most for the least. That's

-

High Fidelity Products Division,
Dept. 3B12, North American Philips
Company, Inc., 230 Duffy Avenue,
Hicksville, L.I., N.Y.

ofó"totY'

r_-

th
W

,I

speakers and
acoustically
engineered
enclosures

W

a
I!,

ì

1....L__--!
t-

*

Light in weight

*

Hermetically closed
construction

*

No annoying 'peaks'

For the finest in tine. (MI range
audio realism. older a set of
General Hi -Fi Head Phones
the choice of top TV engineers
now at leading Hi Fi renters
for the ultimate in listening en-

O

CANADA

...

,U

M
I

N

)

Comfortable soft rubber
cups

IN

al $25
Order your

your dealer

GENERAL PHONES CORPORATION
5711

HOWE STREET, PITTSBURGH 32,

.

.

IT'S

All the better high fidelity components et
net Print, also a aride selection of Equipment Cabinets and Speaker Enclosures.

today iron,

I

NORELCÓ

.

FOR HIGH FIDELITY

Binaural $30
set

MONTREAL

PECK'S

joyment.

Y
Q

*

.

C

Mob-fidelity

GENERAL

HIGH FIDELITY PHONE

where the N O R E LC O speaker line
comes in. Engineered by Philips of the
Netherlands, N O R E L C O speakers
are the only units in their price range
with that subtle "imported" sound
suave, undistorted, unexaggerated.
What's more, the entire line of 5" to
12" speakers now comes with the new,
improved TTOCC(ini k[L14ffi alloy magnets. (Means more gauss per ounce,
man!) For further details, write to

A eomplete linc

...

several sizes and shapes, which screw
into position) cost about 50 cents. An
assortment of tips would make an ideal
stocking staffer.
Tools. Even if you are the veriest
tyro among high -fidelity listeners and
are aboutas technically inclined as an
untrained seal, you absolutely cornet
put together or service a high- fidelity
system %without a screw driver. The
huge red-handled job you use to repair screen doors and leaking sinks
wont do. either. What you might really be tickled pink with on Christmas
morn would be a set of jewelers' drivels of several sizes, ranging from tiny
to medium. I bought a wonderful set
on December 26 last year and use
them constantly. Mine cost 81.50; others are available at various prices up
to about 815.
Stylus pressure gauge. Here's an
item that always appears on Christmas
gift lists, probably because it's such
an obvious choice that it's the first
thing to cone to mind. Admittedly, a
large percentage of us initiates don't
use one because we think it's unnecessary. This is, of course, holly folly.
(Christmas joke -get it ?) I was without one (I'm ashamed to say) for several months, (which was the ill fortune
of about twenty -three LPs. And the
gauge costs only a few dollars. Ridiculous, isn't it, not to own one? I-Iint,
))tall. hint.
Splicing tape. This stuff is of the
essence if you make tape recordings.
Not only does it help you make clean,
even. m>cl goo -free splices, it's also useful for mending shower curtains, sticking notes to walls, and sealing Christmas packages wrapped in white paper.
Cash needed: 60 cents for a roll.
A stroboscopic disc. Strobe discs
sell for a few cents apiece and are
used for checking turntable' speed.
You really should use one of these
regularly. Then, ashen friends complain about your records sounding off
key. you'll know that they're either
right or wrong -not all record companies lose stroboscopes as conscientiously as they should, either. To pursue this subject further would lead to
our suggesting that you buy a piano.
Short of this, we stop.

TREVOR PECK CO. LIMITED
1494 Sherbrooke St. West, Montreal, Que.

PA.

Illcít l'mEErry \L+c.tzrNE
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PROFESSIONAL
CALIFORNIA

NEW YORK

send for fornous Bulletin G

HIGH- FIDELITY HOUSE
Most complete stock of Audio
components in the West
Phone: RYan
5.

1

-8171

Fair Oaks, Pasadena

1,

COMPLETE SYSTEM

HOME INSTALLATIONS

....

it's (reel

536

DIRECTORY

Sound Reinforcement and Television
Systems for the discriminating
Featuring
SALES
¡¡¡¡
CUSTOM
ICUA RENTALS
PROFESSIONAL uanmc.,w.uu SERVICE
Specialized equipment built to order
A K G Microphones -AZTEC Consoles

Hi-Fi HQ

Calif,
234

T,.Intl uccs refreshing sleep In anybody.

-It's personalized. State nrst naine.
or nickname, "John," "Hal," 'Lu,-.

or for couple, as "John ,\ Mary."
etc, (Tocs on any tape recorder. as
is. $1 postpaid, with inst'ns & S1
credit_ coupon on our new effective
personalized topes. Also our fascinating .Step -by -step how-tri-do-itbook. I' II. 1' :si. i :El' TA P ES now
ready, $3 ppd. Achieve a new, vital
use for your tape recorder'
I'IRESLEEP TAPES, 121-1 W. 30th St.
Los Angeles 7, Calif.

E.

46th St., N.

Raman Morton

ARROW/

KEY ELECTRONICS CO,
120 Liberty Street

Dlgby 9.4730

EVarO,een 4-6071

Pioneer 6.8686

a

"BUCK STRETCHER"
HI -FI VALUES!

Rich Purple People Eater

L(Q

Expand the buying power
of your IIRì dollar at
Sun Radio nn new and fully guaranteed name brand

With

II

III -I'i tonlponcnts:

for our special price quo.
ration' and our Hi -Fi package
Send

Send 250

9,

speciata!

before buying HI FI components

SUN

CO.

RECORDS from YOUR TAPES

-

Write for Free Folder
Publications

ORecorded
1540.1568 Piece

the unique

Laboratories
Avenue, Camden 5, N. J.

HI -FI HAVEN
pion that offers professional advice
and low prices

TAPE RECORDERS
HI -FI

,n

Tapes
MER ITA PE

I.ua

hlen

Accessorier

a,

toughy

reeordlge

N. J.

1Df.LI'I

taw.

In

or Calls.

17

hnvr,

i

1,$Ir,fi
I

alues

Free CnPllo7

DRESSNhtc, 69-02 P5.

NEW YORK

SOUNDTASTIC!
-that's what olle rustnlncre Itre naylug upon receiv-

11fGII FIDELITY STEREO MONAURAL
TIINFRS
Tt7nNrAl(Ll'8
AJI1'L1FIE1tS
S1'l AK EItS.'l',t PE Ii Eing our price shretn On nur liamst

C

(AÚD10
WORLD

OItD15I1SI(ITS.ALi,
NEW \\'I711

BRAND
TORY GUA RA

\-

FA('-

EE. Prompt
service. Free SNh-Gu
araflnhlr
and p/anat no boOUel
On reoutri,
In -stock

2057 Caner Island Ave..
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irklrn

2.1.

N.

Y.

EONARD

69 (onlondl Si., Now

RADIO, INC.
to,t

7, K.

T,(Onlandl 7.031S

Components

New Brunswick,
.....

acoustical

NEWS YORK 28, N. Y.

Registered

Ave.

ISOTONE

Isolons Acoustic Splrolways, Inc.
3402 Third Avenue,
N. Y. 36
Phones WY3 -1821

r Fier wholesale calelnpue.

Component Dealer

28 Easton

Bepl. 78
Electronics (o., Int-

(Coloring the rugged Hartley
polymerised cone speaker, among other
top grade units, now available: ro
Dealers. Please inquire; to Audiophiles.
Send for brochure.

You can now purchase all your HI -FI from one
reliable source and he assured of perfect dd !very.
Canton makes delivery from NY stock on most
Hi Fit Recorder) and tittle within 24 hours_ SEND
US A LIST OF YOUR HI -FI REQUIREMENTS
FOR OUR WHOLESALE QUOTATION end our

CARSTON
New Jersey's leoding Sound Center
Write for information on unique moil order

&

spiral system of music reproduction

HIGH FIDELITY

Your rapes transferred by our skilled engineers
using top professional equipment: Ampex 300's
-Grampian Feed -Back Cutters- Thermo Stylus

Radio

650 6th Ave., New York 11, N.Y.
Phone: ORegon 5 -8600

25- HF- Oxford Road
Massapequa, L.I.,N.Y.

Connecticut

NEW JERSEY

Spectrofonic ®

99.05

SURPRISES?

S25 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N. Y.

Get more FM stations with the world's most
powerful FM Vagi Antenna systems

Wethersfield

$'a,9.;

Write ua your hi -fi need.
now, you'll be glad you
did. Ask too, for our
unusual free oudlo catalog.

ELECTRONICS, INC.

Does Not

DEVELOPMENT

n'atII

ENJOY
PLEASANT

65 Cortland! SI., New York 7, N. Y.

_FHA
APPARATUS

5=224 (DU:d 12

(Tarrant ILC121/11 with Baas
47.45
TWO Jensen ti".4pkrs. with Twit Fhmishcd
Dallies 17" 11., 16"W.. 10!.," 13,
76.90
I\Inh. w'al, I111
Just Pam In and Play
$248.2S
IIRYCF: FOR PRICE
110 t\'e.at 40 St.. N.Y.(;,
IIR-9-4050
Jf¿rrbnndlvr.,h(pprrf r'nllrrl P.0 II, .\', p,r'.
f.5% /uUualf /r,yrllYra

FOR THE TOPS IN VALUE
AND THE BEST TRADE -IN ON
HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
Check with Arrow!

Only

lot booklet 'Theme And Varie
lions' containing FM Station Directory.

Now $ 179.00

REG. $248.25

(len, Etc,. O.U7 Sterro-nlmmond

CONNECTICUT

ANTENNAE

- MONAURAL

6-5060

YU

Y. C.

STEREO

174

ELECTRONlcs for HOME and INDUSTRY

FREE..,
128

RECORDING TAPE AT ROCK -BOTTOM PRICES
1408 Ili. Pi enubosiaels, r w using 173e ri recnrdine
run,' say "why pity n, re when l'fe It nb.,nit,,rt.1 eu:tr
anuses new. fresh. hiehes, guadity. hi -11 tams,' - !real,
m'sp. h1- 15,(1(10 elides
n money re%n,Ae.
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.52.$.5
6411) Ft. 5" Reed
Acetate Rase
1,41I
U110 Ft. 5" Iced - Aectalr Haa
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for
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1210 Pt. 7" Neel
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4eet.a e Haw
.1 for
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1800 Fu. 7" Ratel
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e
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Myles Raute
2400 lit. 7" Reel
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HIFI

STEREO CATALOGUE

World

11A814,
Ne%v

HARTLEY

I

Few areas
still open.
Moderate

franchise

i

Speakers
requirements.
nrurrr: itmt_rno:.r:
I

J

INC.
York J6, N. Y.

I

Renowned

-

FLOR \IAN
6s West 45th Street
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St., l'luel Ina 65. N. Y.
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HARTLEY PRODUCTS CO.
East 162nd Sn'rva, New Fork 51, N. Y.
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1.... Acoustic Research,
2....Acro Products
3.... Airex Radio Corp.

YOUR PRESENT HI -FI
EQUIPMENT for
the new

Page

Inc.

14

162
164

4.... Allied Radio
9
5.... Alter Lansing Corp. 47, 104, 128
6.... Am -Par Record Corp.
86
7.... Ampex Audio Inc.
122
8.... Angel Records
50, 63
9.... Apparatus Development
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158,
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167

FM reception brought to the theoretical
limits of sensitivity. Uses gold Gascode R.F.

10.... Arnhold Ceramics
156
11.... Arrow Electronics
167
160
12.... Audio Devices, Inc.
13.... Audio Exchange
168
14.... Audio Fidelity Records ..65, 69
15.... Audio -Video Productions,
Inc.
157
16.... Audio 1Vorld
167

amplifier in special circuit.

17

FM 90X
Gold Cascode FM TUNER

.... Audiogcrsh

Corp.

18.... Audios
19.... Barker Sales Co.
20.... Blaupunkt Car Radio
21.... Blonder-Tongue Labora-

91

167

152
164

tories

99
Note Records
114
23.... Bogen, David, Inc.
19
24
Book-of-the-Month Club
1
25.... Boynton Studio
91
26.... Bozak, R. T., Co.
96
27.... British Industries Corp. .. 16, 17
28.... British Industries Corp.
32
29.... Bryce Audio
167
30.... Capitol Records, Inc. 61, 67, 73
31.... Carlson Studios, loc.
167

22....Blue

....

32

Bur FISHER AT
AUDIO EXCHANGE AND
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
AUDIO EXCHANGE'S UNIQUE

FABULOUS TRADE.INS -HiFi Bargains
We specialize in trading by mail
TIME PAYMENT PLAN

I_I

(Metropolitan N.

Y. Customers

Only)

EXPERIENCED AND SPECIALIZED
HI -FI CONSULTANTS

38.... Dexter Chemical
39.... Dressner
40.... DuPont "Mylar"
41... Dyer- Bennet
42.... Dynaco Inc.

Corp.

156
114
167
126, 127
S8

4:3....EICO

101
11

163
44....Electrocoustic Corp.
45.... Electro -Voice Inc. ..Back Cover

46....Elektra
47....Ercona

FAMED SERVICE DEPARTMENT

(only for equipment bought from us)
CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS BY EXPERTS

IA

48

Corp.

SERVICES SUCH AS:

I_I

.... Collard

163
33.... Columbia Phonograph
71 .... Columbia Records
57, 87
5
34.... Conroe, Inc.
15S
35.... Custom Audio
36.... Decca Records, Inc.
71
37.... DeWald Radio Manufacturing

114
Records
158,164
Corp.
76
48.... Everest Records
49.... Fairchild Recording Eqpt.,
20
Corp.
50.... Ferrodynamics Corp.
164
47. ... Ferrograph
158
26
51
Fidelitone
52.... Fisher Radio Corp.
1'3, 15

....

HI -FI IS OUR ONLY BUSINESS

Write Dept. HFF lot our unique Trade -Back
plan, Trading information and catalog.

34.... Fleetwood Television
53 .... Flormau and Babb
54.... Folkcraft
28.... Garrancl Sales

5
167
112
32

55. .. General Electric
111, 113, 115, 117
Co.
166
56... General Phones Corp.
57 ....Closer- Steers Corp.
Inside Front Cover
165
58.... Grado Laboratories, Inc.
116
51)....Grand Award Records
60.... Grey Manufacturing Co. 18, 109
21
61.... 1-larman- Kardon, Inc.
167
62.... Hartley Products Co.
27-31
63....1 -leath Co.
167
64.... Hi Fi Haven
167
65.... Hi Fi Headquarters
167
66.... High Fidelity House
67.... High Fidelity Recordings ...59
68.... International Designers
.

THE

HIFI TRADING ORGANIZATION

153 -21

Hillside Ave., Jamaica 32, N.Y.
AXtel 7-7577
Branch Storrs al:

Ave White Plains, N.
White Plains 8 -3380

367 Mamoroneck

Y.

836 Flotbush Ave.. Brooklyn 22, N. Y.
BUckminster 2-5300
CLOSED MONDAYS.

Parking of oll stores

Group

153

Inc.

167
6
112

(39.... Isolone Acoustic Spiralways,
70....JansZen
54

....Janus

Records

Key
No.

Page
112

72.... Jensen Mfg. Co... 106, 108.
73. .Kapp Records
74.... Key Electronics
75.... KLH Research and Develop-

81

167

ment
98
ent Corp.
Associates
91
77.
4
Lafayette nacho
78.... Lansing, James B., Sound,
Inc.
92
27.... Leak Amplifier
16, 17
79. ... Lectronic Laboratories ....153

76....Klipsch
.

80.... Lectronics,
81.

Inc.
.Leonard Radio

82....Lcslic Creations
83....London Records

84
167

116, 153
74, 83
84
\larantz Co.
159
85.....\leCraw-Hill Book Co.
153
86
.Mercury Record Co.
55

87.... \filler International
88....Miller, J. W. Co.
89.... Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Co.

89
154

I IS

161
90.... Molded Insulation Co.
91.... Music Listener's Bookshop 103
6
70.... Neshaminy Electric Corp.
92....North American Philips Co. 166
114
93.... Nuclear Products
7
94 .... Orradio Industries
95.... Peck, Trevor, Co., Ltd. ....166
155
96.... Pentron Corp.

97....Pickering

2
& Co., Inc.
Radio Corp.
148
167
99.... Presleep
167
Professional Directory
164
47.... II & A Speakers
107
101.... RCA Components
102.... RCA Victor Division
Inside Back Cover, 79, 85
116
Record Market
112
03 ....Record Review Index
04.... Recorded Publications Inc. 167
8
05
Rck -O -Kut Co., Inc.
154
06.... Rigo Enterprises, Inc.
124
07.... Roberts Electronics, Inc
165
08....Robius Lrdustries
48
32....Rockbar Corp.
155
09.... Ruston Electronics
25
10.... Sargent- Rayment Co.
116
II....Schwano, W.
12.... Scott, Hermon 1-losmer, Inc 145
104
13....Secco Records
14.... Sherwood Electronics
151
Laboratories
153
15.... Shine King Products
116
16....Smith, 11. Royer, Co.
12
17 ....Sonotone Corp.

98....Pilot

....

18....Staron

19.... Stereo

Co.
Age

20....Stcreophonic Music Society
21....Stromberg-Carlson 121, 123,

22.... Sun Radio

and Electronics
23....Superscope Inc.

24....Tandberg

25.... Techmaster
26.... Terminal Radio

27....Thorens Co.
28....Tovco Products

Trader's Marketplace

153
100
105

125
167
120
161
160
152
10
166
162
102

29.... United Audio
30.... United Speaker Systems ....159
31.... University Loudspeakers,

22, 23
Inc.
90
32. ..Urania Recordings
33.... Vanguard Recording Society,
82
lue.
106
34.... Vox Productions, Inc.
35.... Wanner Bros. Records, Inc. 108
116
36.... Washington Records
24
37.... Weathers Industries
157
38.... Webcor
110
:39.... Webster Electric
40.... Westminster Recording Co. ..53
146
41.... Wollensak
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FREE FROM YOUR RCA VICTOR DEALER!

NEW CHRISTMAS -CAROL RECORD BY THE

AMES BROTHERS

... BELAFONTE ...

COMO

AND THE RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL SYMPHONY AND CHORUS!
It's a real Christmas gift -a $1.29 value -absolutely free! Just stop in at your
RCA Victor dealer's and pick it up. There are over

1,000,000 of these records
available. Get yours today, while the supply lasts. You don't have to buy
anything. But it's worth remembering that the world's greatest artists say
"Merry Christmas" for you when you give RCA Victor L. P. albums like these:
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